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Abstract

Online auctions have become one of the most popular and convenient buying and selling

media in e-commerce. However, the amount of auction fraud increases with the popu-

larity of online auctions. This thesis examines one of the most severe types of auction

fraud, referred to as shill bidding, where fake bids are used to artificially inflate an item’s

final price. Shill bidding is strictly prohibited in online auctions because it forces honest

bidders to pay more for their products. Researchers have proposed several mechanisms

to detect shill bidding once an auction has finished. However, if shill bidding is not

detected during an auction, an innocent bidder (i.e., the winner of the auction) can

potentially be cheated by the end of the auction. Therefore, it is necessary to detect

and verify potential shill bidding in real-time (i.e., while an auction is in progress).

This thesis proposes and implements several novel techniques for combating shill

bidding in real-time. The effectiveness of these techniques is shown through applica-

tions on simulated and commercial auction datasets. The research results include the

following:

1. Existing literature conducted on shill bidding detection and prevention has been

studied. The research gaps that remain as research challenges in this particular

domain have been identified. The research ideas on the detection and prevention

of shill bidding have been summarised from past literature. This will help future

researchers to develop more trustworthy online auction environments.

2. Testing the effectiveness of newly proposed fraud countermeasures is a very chal-

lenging task. The reason is the lack of auction data availability as commercial

online auction houses (e.g., eBay, Yahoo! Auctions, etc.) do not share their data

for privacy concerns. Furthermore, there is no way to evaluate the performance of

fraud detection mechanisms. To accomplish these research goals, an online auc-

tion system, referred to as uAuction, has been developed. uAuction has been

used to test the effectiveness of newly proposed shill bidding detection algorithms.

3. A real-time shill bidding detection algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill

Score (LSS), has been introduced to identify shill bidding while an auction is in

progress. Experimental analysis shows that the LSS algorithm can detect potential

shill bidders at the 80% duration mark of an online auction in most cases, which

is 20% quicker at detecting potential shill bidding than the existing published

proposals.
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4. As real-world auction data contains a large number of auctions and participants,

the LSS algorithm has been extended to multiple auctions. The extended ver-

sion of real-time shill bidding detection algorithm has been referred to as

the multi-auction LSS. The algorithm has been implemented with a single seller.

Experimentation has been undertaken to determine how effective the algorithm

is in identifying shill bidders across multiple auctions. However, some innocent

bidders were incorrectly classified as shill bidders when the algorithm considered

multiple auctions hosted by only a single seller. To avoid this misclassification,

the multi-auction LSS algorithm has been considered for multiple auctions con-

ducted by multiple sellers. Experimental results show that the algorithm is able

to accurately detect potential shill bidding across multiple auctions. Comparative

analysis shows that the multi-auction LSS with multiple sellers performs better

than the multi-auction LSS with a single seller and the LSS algorithm.

5. Detecting potential shill bidders becomes more difficult when a seller involves two

or more bidders and forms a collusive group to commit shill bidding in his/her own

auction(s). The reason is colluding shill bidders can distribute the work evenly

among each other to collectively reduce their chances of being detected. An offline

approach to detect colluding shill bidders in online auctions based on machine

learning techniques has been proposed. The solution is referred to as the Collusive

Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD). The CSBD algorithm has been implemented and

applied on both simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental results

show that the CSBD algorithm can detect potential colluding shill bidders. Later,

the algorithm has been extended to a real-time approach, referred to as the real-

time CSBD algorithm. The real-time CSBD has been implemented and applied

on simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental analysis shows that

the algorithm is able to highlight potential colluding shill bidders in real-time.

6. Shill bidding detection becomes more complicated when a seller registers multiple

fake accounts and engages shill bidders in the auctions operated by those fake seller

accounts. Such behaviour is referred to as multiple seller collusive shill bidding,

where a seller can distribute the risk between the colluding sellers and reduce their

chance of identifying any particular seller (i.e., a shill bidder). There is no lit-

erature available on the detection of multiple seller collusive shill bidding

in real-time. A basic real-time detection algorithm using social network analy-

sis (SNA) has been proposed for identifying multiple seller collusive shill bidding

while an auction is in progress. The algorithm has been referred to as the Multi-

ple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (MSCSBD). The algorithm has been
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implemented and applied on synthetically generated auction dataset. Experimen-

tal results show that the algorithm behaves reasonably and can identify potential

colluding sellers who engage in shill bidding while an auction is in progress.
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Chapter 1

Introduction*

An online auction is simply defined as a virtual marketplace hosted on the Internet.

Online auctions offer buyers and sellers a wide variety of goods around the globe provid-

ing an enormous platform for trade [1–3]. This platform makes the buying and selling

process convenient and popular to general. Anyone can participate in an online auction

from anywhere, at any time via the Internet [1, 4]. There are now many commercial

online auction houses including: eBay1, Yahoo! Auctions2, Amazon.com3, and Trade

Me4.

A seller can sell any conventional items via online auctions. Furthermore, there

are various outrageous items that have been sold which would probably not be sold

anywhere else. For example, the following items were put up for auction:

1. A corn flake shaped like the state of Illinois, USA;

2. A jar of Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie’s breath; and

*Sections of this chapter were published in:

• Majadi, N., Trevathan, J., Gray, H., Estivil-Castro, V., and Bergmann, N. (2017). Real-Time
Detection of Shill Bidding in Online Auctions: A Literature Review. Computer Science Review,
25, pp. 1–18. doi: dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cosrev.2017.05.001

• Majadi, N., Trevathan, J., and Bergmann, N. (2016). Analysis on Bidding Behaviours for Detect-
ing Shill Bidders in Online Auctions. In: Proceedings of the 16th IEEE International Conference
on Computer and Information Technology (CIT ). Nadi, Fiji: IEEE, pp. 383–390.

• Majadi, N., Trevathan, J., and Bergmann, N. (2016). uAuction: Analysis, Design and Imple-
mentation of a Secure Online Auction System. In: Proceedings of the 14th IEEE International
Conference on Dependable, Autonomic and Secure Computing (DASC ). Auckland, New Zealand:
IEEE, pp. 278–285.

1www.ebay.com
2www.auctions.yahoo.com
3www.amazon.com
4www.trademe.co.nz

1

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cosrev.2017.05.001
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3. A 65-year-old fruitcake slice from Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip’s wedding.

There are a variety of auction types including but not limited to the following [3, 5–

7]:

1. English auction – In an English auction, a seller offers an item to several bidders

where the highest price wins [8, 9]. The winner of the auction must pay an amount

equal to the highest bid when the auction terminates. The English auction is

formally referred to as an ascending-price auction.

2. Dutch auction – A Dutch auction starts with a high price at the beginning, and

then lowers it until a buyer accepts the price, or a predetermined minimum price

is reached [10]. The winner is the first bidder who accepts the seller’s offer.

3. First price sealed-bid auction – In a first price sealed-bid auction, all bidders

simultaneously submit sealed bids [11]. This indicates that the bidders do not have

any knowledge about each other’s submitted bid. The winner of the auction is the

bidder with the highest bid.

4. Vickrey auction – The auction properties of a vickrey auction is quite similar

to the first price sealed-bid auction. The only difference in a vickrey auction is

that the bidder with the second highest bid (i.e., the highest losing bid) wins the

auction [12].

Among the abovementioned auction types, the most popular online auction type

employed by online auction houses (e.g., eBay) is an English auction [1, 3, 6]. English

auction is commonly used in real estate. This thesis concentrates solely on online English

auctions.

Although the attraction of online auctions is increasing, they face an important

challenge – auction fraud. The popularity of online auctions has made auction fraud one

of the leading sources of fraud in the domain of e-commerce. Online auction participants

can anonymously involve in fraudulent activities in any manner they desire to gain an

unfair advantage [1, 2, 13–15]. For example, a seller might misrepresent an item by

advertising it as the actual quality of the item is overstated, accept the payment from the

bidder but does not deliver the item, or delivers an item of lesser value than advertised.

Likewise, a bidder might not be willing to pay for an item, have made his/her bids under

fictitious names, or switch received item with an inferior item and then request a refund.

Furthermore, the auctioneer could block bids, offer stolen goods for sale, or influence

the auction in a manner that maximises its revenue.
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Figure 1.1: An example of an online auction scenario with shill bidding

There are also certain types of bidding behaviour that can be used to influence the

auction in an undesirable manner. One such type of bidding behaviour is shill bidding,

which is one of the most severe types of auction fraud [5, 14, 16, 17]. Shill bidding is

employed by a seller to artificially inflate the auction price by placing bids on his/her own

auctioned product [5, 15–18]. The seller does this either by himself/herself or through

engaging others to place bids on to his/her behalf.

For example, Jack has listed an item on eBay for $10 and his reserve price was

$40. He creates multiple accounts (e.g., Alex, Mat, Res, and Judy) in eBay by providing

fake identities (see Figure 1.1). Jack submits bids on his own auction using those fake

accounts to drive the price up in the early stage of the auction. At the same time, he

outbids other legitimate bidders (who are interested in Jack ’s auction) as quickly as

possible giving them more time to respond. He stops bidding towards the end of the

auction and a legitimate bidder, Rose, places the highest bid for $70. Rose wins the

auction, but Jack ’s fraudulent bids cause her to pay more for the item (up to $30 more

in this example).

Shill bidding is unfair to the legitimate bidders as they are forced to pay more

for items in order to win the auction. Therefore, shill bidding is strictly forbidden in

online auction houses and those who caught engaging in such behaviour can face severe

penalties [1, 19, 20]. Commercial online auction houses claim to monitor their auctions

for the signs of shill bidding. However, they do not disclose how such monitoring occurs

due to privacy concerns and fear of losing their reputations.

Detecting the presence of shill bidding in online auctions is a very challenging

task. There are several reasons behind it. First of all, users can create accounts on

commercial online auction houses (e.g., eBay, Yahoo! Auctions, etc.) quickly and easily.
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Furthermore, the online auction houses offer users a high level of anonymity where only

an email address is required to create an account. Therefore, the relative ease of creating

accounts coupled with the level of anonymity make online auction houses particularly

susceptible to shill bidding. Secondly, a seller may involve his/her friends or relatives in

this fraudulent behaviour to make it less noticeable.

1.1 Research Motivation

While some research has been undertaken on combating shill bidding through various

techniques, there is still limited literature and research progress made in this area. Two

distinct shill bidding detection approaches are available in past literature (discussed in

more detail in Chapter 2):

1. Offline (or static) – In an offline approach, the shill bidding detection and pre-

vention mechanism runs when an auction ends; and

2. Real-time (or dynamic) – In a real-time approach, the shill bidding detection

and prevention mechanism runs while an auction is in progress. Real-time ap-

proaches are able to take appropriate actions against potential shill bidders during

an auction.

Most of the existing shill bidding detection and prevention techniques operate when

an auction ends. However, if the presence of potential shill bidders could not be detected

during an auction, an innocent bidder (i.e., the winner of the auction) would face mon-

etary loss by the end of the auction. Therefore, detecting shill bidding in real-time is

the most effective way to reduce loss resulting from price-inflating behaviour. There is

still limited research available in the area of real-time detection and prevention of shill

bidding. Hence, it is necessary to propose an effective way of detecting potential shill

bidders in real-time. The real-time shill bidding detection in online auctions is the main

topic of this research.

While an online auction does not require millisecond responses, there is a definite

set of events, a reaction to those events (in the form of penalties), and the reaction to

the events must occur within a deadline (albeit if these deadlines are predefined auction

stages). As such, the proposed shill bidding detection algorithms of this thesis control

an environment (i.e., an online auction), by receiving data (i.e., bids), process the data,

return the results (i.e., a penalty or no penalty), and do this sufficiently quick enough to

affect the environment at that time (i.e., deter further shill bidding, or suspend/cancel
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the auction). Therefore, the term “real-time” is used with regard to the context of this

research.

The research questions we are seeking to address in this thesis are outlined as

follows:

1. What are the criteria for the selection of bidding behaviour to detect potential

shill bidding in real-time?

2. What are the consequences of taking disciplinary actions against a shill bidder in

real-time?

3. What are the steps required to detect potential colluding shill bidders in real-time?

4. What are the additional challenges needed to face for the real-time detection of

shill bidding employed by colluding sellers?

1.2 Aims and Objectives

This research investigates the challenges related to shill bidding behaviour with respect

to detecting and preventing potential shill bidders in real-time. The research examines

the implications of online auctions to develop several real-time shill bidding detection

techniques. The research objectives are described as follows:

1. Provide a brief overview of major work that has been conducted on shill bidding

detection and prevention;

2. Conduct a thorough requirements analysis and design for a secure online auction

system and implement this system for the purpose of undertaking research into

shill bidding detection and prevention;

3. Revise an existing reputation system [16] to detect shill bidding in real-time so

that a potential shill bidder can be identified during an online auction;

4. Include multiple auctions into the real-time shill bidding detection algorithm and

compare the result with the existing shill bidding detection algorithms;

5. Investigate how the real-time shill bidding detection algorithm can be extended to

identify shill bidding behaviour involving colluding shill bidders; and

6. Implement a basic real-time approach for detecting the presence of shill bidding

employed by colluding sellers in online auctions.
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Note that the new proposed shill bidding detection algorithms target core shill

bidding strategies that a shill bidder follows. Investigating bidding behaviour acts as

both a detection mechanism and a deterrent to shill bidders.

1.3 Methodology

In this thesis, several real-time detection and prevention approaches have been proposed

to identify potential shill bidders in online auctions. Figure 1.2 illustrates the proposed

framework and methodology for this thesis.

Evaluating the performance of fraud countermeasures is one of the most challenging

tasks. Moreover, the detection approaches investigated in this research are illegal to

perform in commercial online auction houses (e.g., eBay, Trade Me, etc.). Furthermore,

there is no way to test the effectiveness of newly proposed fraud countermeasures. To

accomplish these research goals, an online auction system has been developed to test

the effectiveness of the proposed real-time shill bidding detection algorithms.

Due to the limited research on real-time shill bidding detection, a basic real-time

detection algorithm has been introduced to identify potential shill bidding in an online

auction. As real-world auction data consists of a large number of auctions and partic-

ipants, the real-time detection algorithm has been extended to combat potential shill

bidding across multiple auctions.

Shill bidding detection becomes more challenging when two or more bidders form

a colluding group to engage in price-inflating behaviour. To address this issue, an

algorithm based on machine learning techniques has been proposed to detect colluding

shill bidders in online auctions (both in offline and real-time).

The detection of shill bidding is a very challenging task when a seller is in collusion

with other sellers, or controls multiple seller accounts to perform shill bidding. Such

behaviour is referred to as multiple seller collusive shill bidding. The presence of colluding

sellers can reduce suspicion on any particular seller (i.e., a shill bidder) by distributing

the risk between those seller accounts. One of the most common strategies of committing

any type of fraud is that fraudsters maintain a social network with groups of people

to commit fraud collaboratively in order to reduce the chance of their identification.

Considering the fact, a basic real-time detection approach using Social Network Analysis

(SNA) has been introduced to highlight potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding

while an auction is in progress.
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Figure 1.2: Research outline (Chapter 1 highlighted in red)
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The descriptions are given throughout the thesis regarding how to test the effective-

ness of each of the proposed real-time shill bidding detection algorithms. Experimental

results have also been presented by applying the proposed detection algorithms on both

simulated and commercial auction datasets.

1.4 Results

With regard to the aims stated in Section 1.2, the thesis results are described as follows:

1. A brief overview of major work conducted on shill bidding detection and prevention

is studied. The research gaps are identified that remain as research challenges

in this domain. Furthermore, available testing approaches are described for the

purpose of testing shill bidding detection and prevention techniques.

2. An online auction system, referred to as uAuction, is designed and implemented

due to the limited useful literature available on auction software design. uAuc-

tion is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed shill bidding detection

approaches.

3. A real-time statistical shill bidding detection algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill

Score (LSS), is introduced to identify shill bidding while an auction is in progress.

Experimental results present that the LSS algorithm is able to identify potential

shill bidding in an online auction. Furthermore, comparative analysis shows that

the algorithm is able to highlight potential shill bidding at the 80% duration mark

of an online auction in most cases, which corresponds to 20% quicker at detecting

potential shill bidding than the existing proposals (e.g., dynamic auction model [2]

and shill score algorithm [16]).

4. As real-world auction data has a large number of auctions and participants, mul-

tiple auctions are included in an extended version of the LSS algorithm. This

is referred to as the multi-auction LSS, which provides a more accurate measure

of shill bidding detection. The multi-auction LSS algorithm is implemented with

a single seller. Experimentation was undertaken to determine how effective the

algorithm is in detecting shill bidders across multiple auctions in real-time. How-

ever, the experimental results of the algorithm show that some innocent bidders

were misclassified as shill bidders when the algorithm considered multiple auctions

conducted by only a single seller. Therefore, the multi-auction LSS is considered

for multiple auctions hosted by multiple sellers to reduce false positive bidders.

Experimental results show that the algorithm is able to detect shill bidding in
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real-time. Comparative analysis on simulated auction datasets shows that the

algorithm achieves about 99% detection accuracy and performs better than the

multi-auction LSS with a single seller and the LSS algorithm .

5. Shill bidding detection becomes more difficult when a seller involves two or more

bidders and forms a group to commit shill bidding collaboratively in his/her auc-

tion(s). The reason is colluding shill bidders can distribute the work evenly among

each other to collectively reduce their chances of being detected. An algorithm

based on machine learning techniques, referred to as the Collusive Shill Bidding

Detection (CSBD), is proposed to identify colluding shill bidders in online auc-

tions. The CSBD algorithm is implemented both in offline and real-time. The

following results are observed:

(a) The CSBD algorithm (i.e., an offline approach) is applied on simulated and

commercial auction datasets. Experimental results show that the algorithm

can detect potential colluding shill bidders in online auctions. Comparative

analysis on simulated auction datasets shows that the algorithm achieves

approximately 99% detection accuracy and performs better than two existing

proposals.

(b) The CSBD algorithm is extended to a real-time approach, referred to as

the real-time CSBD algorithm, for detecting colluding shill bidders while an

auction is in progress. The real-time CSBD algorithm is applied on both

simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental analysis shows

that the algorithm is able to highlight potential collusive shill bidders in real-

time.

6. Detecting the presence of shill bidding is more complicated when a seller controls

multiple fake seller accounts, or colludes with other sellers to artificially inflate an

item’s final price. This type of shill bidding behaviour can reduce the suspicion on

any particular seller (i.e., a shill bidder) by distributing the risk of shill bidding

among the colluding sellers. A basic real-time approach utilising social network

metrics is proposed to detect shill bidding performed by colluding sellers while an

auction is in progress. The approach is referred to as the Multiple Seller Collusive

Shill Bidding Detection (MSCSBD) algorithm. The MSCSBD algorithm is imple-

mented and applied on a synthetically generated auction dataset. Experimental

results on the dataset show that the algorithm behaves reasonably and can identify

potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time.

As previously mentioned, the performance of the devised shill bidding detection

algorithms has been tested with the help of the online auction system (i.e., uAuction).
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1.5 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is by publication which consists of eight chapters: an Introduction (Chapter

1), a Literature review (Chapter 2), five results chapters (Chapters 3–7) and Conclusion

(Chapter 8). Chapters (2–7) contain independent sections with published or publishable

papers. The collection of papers forms a chapter’s theme. Relevant literature is reviewed

at the start of each paper. This thesis draws from statistical, machine learning and social

network analysis approaches (refer to Figure 1.2 for the organisation of the thesis).

Chapter 2 presents a journal paper outlining past literature relevant to shill bidding

detection and prevention. The paper concisely presents the research ideas proposed in

the past literature and identifies open challenges.

Chapter 3 presents a requirements analysis and design issues of an online auction

system which has been designed and implemented for testing the effectiveness of the

newly proposed real-time shill bidding detection approaches. This chapter also presents

a conference paper outlining the software characteristics of the online auction system.

Chapter 4 contains two conference papers and a journal paper. The first conference

paper discusses the analysis of shill bidding behaviours in online auctions. The second

conference paper outlines a basic statistical model for shill bidding detection in real-time.

The conference paper has been extended to a journal paper presenting the statistical

shill bidding detection algorithm in more detail with comprehensive testing on simulated

and commercial auction datasets.

Chapter 5 presents a conference paper and a journal paper. The conference paper

outlines a real-time statistical algorithm for detecting potential shill bidders across mul-

tiple auctions conducted by a single seller. The conference paper has been extended to

a journal paper outlining the real-time statistical algorithm more in detail with high-

lighting potential shill bidding across multiple auctions conducted by multiple sellers.

Chapter 6 presents a journal paper and a conference paper on the detection of

colluding shill bidders in online auctions using machine learning. The journal paper

discusses an offline (i.e., when an auction ends) collusive shill bidding detection algorithm

to identify potential colluding shill bidders in online auctions. However, if the potential

colluding shill bidders are not detected in real-time, the victim (i.e., the winner of the

auction) would face monetary loss by the end of the auction. Therefore, a conference

paper has been presented to describe a real-time collusive shill bidding detection method

to combat potential colluding shill bidders in real-time.

Chapter 7 presents an unpublished paper (in preparation to submit) on multiple

seller collusive shill bidding detection in online auctions using social network analysis.
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The paper describes a basic real-time detection method utilising social network metrics

to highlight potential shill bidding employed by colluding sellers while an auction is in

progress.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the key findings of this work, outlines some future

directions to extend this work and concludes the thesis.

This thesis is designed to be read sequentially from start to finish, as later topics

build upon previously introduced concepts. The literature review chapter (Chapter 2)

and the results chapters (Chapters 3–6) are in the form of manuscripts formatted to meet

the requirements of the peer-reviewed academic journals/conferences where they have

been submitted/published. Furthermore, the results chapter (Chapter 7) is presented in

a manuscript format which is unpublished and is currently in preparation for submitting

to a reputed journal.

The thesis was prepared in accordance with Griffith University policy (Appendix

1). As a result, there is some repetition among the results chapters, including in the

descriptions of study sites and reference lists. There are also detailed literature reviews

at the start of each results chapter in accordance with the requirements of the journal-

s/conferences.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

Researchers have proposed various techniques to combat shill bidding in past literature.

This chapter presents a journal paper outlining a brief overview of major work that has

been conducted on shill bidding detection and prevention.

2.1 Real-Time Detection of Shill Bidding in Online Auc-

tions: A Literature Review

This paper presents the details of online auctions including online auction participants,

types of auction, auction tools, online auction format, and auction fraud. The paper

also provides a brief overview of major work that has been undertaken on the detection,

prediction, and prevention of shill bidding. Furthermore, the paper shows a comparative

analysis of the shill bidding countermeasures provided in existing literature. Moreover,

the paper describes available testing approaches for evaluating the performance of shill

bidding detection and prevention techniques. In addition, the paper summarises the

research challenges for shill bidding fraud. Overall, the paper aims to concisely outline

all the research ideas from past literature. This will assist future researchers to develop

a secure online auction environment.

“Real-Time Detection of Shill Bidding in Online Auctions: A Literature Review” [21]

is published in Computer Science Review. Computer Science Review is a single-blind

peer-reviewed journal by Elsevier. The journal publishes research surveys and exposi-

tory overviews of the latest in computer science and related fields. The review process

involves an initial screening on a submitted manuscript. After passing the initial screen-

ing, at least two independent expert reviewers are assigned to assess the scientific quality

12
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of the manuscript. The editor of the journal takes the final decision regarding accep-

tance or rejection of the articles. The CiteScore and SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) of

Computer Science Review are 8.66 and 1.47 respectively. This paper is available online

via ScienceDirect1, Scopus2, and Google Scholar3. The paper is referenced by DBLP4,

Griffith Experts5, and UQ eSpace6.

Note: Some additional footnotes to supporting literature/references were added

to this paper post publication. This was done in order to clarify or justify certain

statements or definitions.

1http://www.sciencedirect.com/
2https://www.scopus.com/
3https://scholar.google.com.au/
4http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
5https://experts.griffith.edu.au/
6https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:649282
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1. Introduction

An online auction is a place where individuals are able to pur-
chase their needed products directly from the seller. This approach
removes the difficulty of travelling to look for the required goods.
Online auctions have also removed the physical and logistical
limitations of traditional auctions such as geographic proximity,
presence, time and small target audience [1]. Therefore, online
auctions are getting more attractive to sellers and buyers. Com-
mercial online auction sites, such as eBay and Yahoo! Auctions
have dramatically increased in their popularity since 2002 [2,3].
This research looks specifically at eBay as the online auction site
example.

Although online auctions are attractive, they are susceptible to
fraud. For example, Trevathan and Read [4] identify ‘‘Bid shielding’’
as a strategy performed by one or more bidders to preserve a low
bid in an online auction. ‘‘Bid sniping’’ is described as a strategy em-
ployed by a bidder in which the majority of bids arrive in the final
moments of the auction [4]. Trevathan and Read [4] also describe
‘‘Bid siphoning’’ as the situation where an outsider contacts with
bidders and offers to sell them the identical item they are currently
bidding on, thus keeping bidders away from the legitimate seller’s
auction [4]. Moreover, the authors discuss ‘‘Shill bidding’’ as a
type of auction fraud where a seller deliberately submits fake bids
on his/her own auctioned product. The goal of shill bidding is to
artificially raise the auction price forcing legitimate bidders to pay
more for the item [4,5], which is the topic of this paper.

Many researchers from economics, ecommerce and computer
science have understood the severity of shill bidding problem
[6–9]. They areworking hard to combat shill bidding and have pro-
vided somepreliminaryworks on shill bidding detection.However,
there are very few proposals available for detecting shill bidding in
real-time. For example, Xu et al. [10] introduce a formal approach
to detect shill bidders in live auctions.

Almost all the research proposals for shill bidding detec-
tion/prevention are conducted after an auction ends. For example,
Trevathan and Read [5] present a reputation system to detect
shill bidders in online auctions. The authors consider a series of
auctions for investigating bidding characteristics for a particular
user and calculated a Shill Score for each bidder to indicate the
probability of being a potential shill bidder [5]. Nonetheless, there
are some limitations of this approach. Firstly, it is very late to
react to shill bidders. For instance, the fraud occurs and the victim
has already been cheated due to shill bidding. Secondly, if an
online auction system can effectively detect the presence of shill
bidding as early as possible after it happens, the auction system
can take the initiative to react to the potential shill bidders. For
example, the auction system can suspend the detected auction due
to shill bidding activities. In this instance, the honest bidders can
be protected from losing money.

Detecting shill bidding in real-time is the most effective way to
reduce the loss result of the auction fraud. In this paper, we aim to
provide a brief overview ofmajor work that has been conducted so
far in the detection, prediction and prevention techniques of shill
bidding in real-time. This research will also discuss the issues and
challenges that have to be faced for combating shill bidding in real-
time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides the details of online auctions including participants of online
auction, types of auctions, auction tools, the online auction format

and auction fraud (i.e., shill bidding). Section 3 discusses existing
research works including both offline and real-time solutions to
the problem of shill bidding fraud, while Section 4 describes avail-
able testing approaches for the purpose of shill bidding detection
and prevention. Section 5 identifies some problems and tasks that
remain as research challenges in this domain. Section 6 concludes
the paper with some future directions.

2. Online auctions

The process of an online auction is selling/buyingwhere a seller
lists an item for a set amount of time and buyers place competing
bids in order to purchase the item [4]. A biddermust place a bid for
a value that is higher than the last bid placed. The bidder with the
highest bid at the end of the auction time wins the item.

Auctioning items over the Internet has become a new profitable
business platform due to the Internet revolution and advances in
information and communication technology [11]. eBay, theworld’s
largest auctionwebsite, announced US $570million net income for
the first quarter of 2012 [12]. This has increased to approximately
US $1.72 billion in 2015 [12].

2.1. Online auction participants/stakeholders

There are three main stakeholders in an online auction:

• Seller– A seller lists an item (or collection of items) for sale.
The seller is typically after the highest price possible for the
item(s).

• Bidder– A bidder submits a bid for an item listed by the
seller. The amount the bidder bids is an indication of what
the bidder is willing to pay for the item being auctioned. The
bidder is typically after the lowest price possible in order to
win.

• Auctioneer– The auctioneer is responsible for hosting the
auction, providing the resources required for the auction,
and conducting the auction proceedings according to the
auction rules. The auctioneer is usually paid a listing fee
by the seller. In some cases, the auctioneer may receive a
commission based on the winning price. In this case, the
auctioneerwill typicallywant the item to sell for the highest
price possible.

2.2. Types of online auctions

Although there are dozens of traditional auction types, the
types of online auctions are limited. The basic different types of
auctions are the English auction, Dutch auction, First Price Sealed-
Bid auction, Vickrey auction, and Continuous Double auction (See
Fig. 1).

In general, there are two types of online auctions as follows:

(a) Single-price auction: This form of auction has only one
seller and many buyers. There are two types of single auc-
tion:

(i) Open-bid auction: In open-bid auctions, the partici-
pants know each bidder’s bidding price. The English
and Dutch auctions are examples of an open-bid auc-
tion.
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of online auction schemes [13].

The English auction is a typical open, ascending-price auction
in which buyers place competing bids against other bidders in
order to purchase the auctioned item [14]. When a given time ex-
pires, the highest bidder wins the auction andmust pay an amount
equal to the winning bid [14]. An English auction is the most
popular type of online auction for the reasons of its widely known
auction rules and its efficiency as a resource allocationmechanism.
This type of auction is commonly used in real estate [14].

The Dutch auction is also known as reverse auction or
descending-price auction. Unlike the English auction, a Dutch
auction starts with a high price at the beginning, and then the
price is lowered systemically until a buyer accepts the price, or
a predetermined minimum price value is reached [14]. The first
buyer who accepts the seller’s offer wins the auctioned item, and
the winner pays the last bid amount [14]. This form of auction is
also open and is used in online auctions where multiple identical
items are sold simultaneously to one ormorewinning bidders [14].
Moreover, a Dutch auction is convenient when it is important to
auction goods quickly, since a sale never requires more than one
bid [14]. This type of auction is commonly used in auctions which
trade perishable commodities (i.e., sea food) [14].

(ii) Sealed-bid auction: Sealed-bid auctions are auctions in
which each bidder placed bid just once and the bidding
price is kept secret during the auction. Examples of sealed-
bid auctions are first price sealed-bid auction and second
price sealed-bid auction, which is also known as Vickrey
auction [15].

First Price Sealed-Bid auction: In a first price sealed-bid auc-
tion, all bidders submit their bids secretly during the bid sub-
mission round [16]. Participants do not have knowledge about
each other’s submitted bids [16]. The bids remain sealed until
the auctioneer views all of the submitted bids and announces
the winner with the highest bid [16]. The winner then pays that
bidding amount [16].

Vickrey auction: A vickrey auction is also known as second
price sealed-bid auction. The difference between the first price
sealed-bid auction is that the winner pays the second highest
bid, i.e., the highest loosing bid, rather than the winner’s own
submitted bid [15,17]. The values of all other loosing bid remain
secret [15,17]. This type of auction is commonly used in the stamp
collection auction market [15]. A vickrey auction reduces the pos-
sibility that a bidder may have to pay extra for an item [13]. It also
increases the possibility that the seller will get the most he can get
for his item [13].

(b) Double auction: A double auction has many sellers and
many buyers, where sellers and buyers offer and place bids
in any order [13]. After the bids are placed, they are ranked

from highest to lowest, and offers are ordered from lowest
to highest for generating a supply and demand profile [13].
When offers are matched with the placed bids (bids go
down and offers go up), the necessary quantities of goods
are exchanged [13]. Continuous Double Auction (CDA) is an
example of double auction.

ContinuousDouble auction (CDA):ACDA is an open bidwhere
the bidding price can be either ascending or descending [13].
This type of auction is used for a commodity that is being traded
continually. A CDA is usually used in share markets [13].

2.3. The online auction tools

The auctioning mechanism to complete eBay’s online auction
system consists of management and bidding tools.

(a) Management tools:

• User account management: This process deals with the
issues relating to the authentication of trading com-
panies or users (sellers/bidders), creation of a profile
for each user that reflects his/her interest in different
kinds of products, location details, and membership
information. A seller/bidder can also update or view
his/her details. eBay can view the details of any user
and delete any user account.

• Auction management: A seller sets up the auction list-
ing of products. This process deals with describing
parameters such as price, delivery dates, shipping de-
tails, payment type, auction status, starting and ending
date and time of the auction, etc. After listing a prod-
uct on eBay, the corresponding seller will be able to
start his/her auction for the product. eBay sets up the
auction rules and guidelines.

• Fraud detection: eBay detects auction fraud and sus-
pends the corresponding auction to reducemoney loss
of all honest bidders in the auction. Bidders or sellers
provide information to determine whether fraud has
occurred or not.

• Payment: This process handles the payment of auction
listing fees to eBay by the seller. A bidder who wins
an auction sends payment to the corresponding seller.
At the same time, the seller performs the transfer of
auctioned products to the bidder.

(b) Bidding tools:

• Auction Searching: Registered bidders are able to
search for specific products being auctioned on eBay.
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Table 1
Bid history of an online auction.

Bid Bidder Bidding amount Bidding time

8 Shannon $65 Jan-31-04 09:18:16
7 Jessica $59 Jan-31-04 09:17:40
6 William $55 Jan-30-04 09:12:58
5 Shannon $51 Jan-29-04 21:54:09
4 Jessica $50 Jan-29-04 19:35:05
3 Robert $45 Jan-28-04 21:05:14
2 Jessica $42 Jan-28-04 20:04:44
1 Shannon $40 Jan-28-04 17:05:08

• Bidding: This process views the list of auctions and
handles the collection of placing bids from different
registered bidders and implements the bid control
rules of the auction (e.g., minimumbid, bid increment,
deposits required with bids). eBay terminates an auc-
tion and then determines the winner according to the
auction rules.

2.4. The online auction format

A bidder can request a price quote of an auctioned item from
eBay at any time. The price quote comprises the bid information
of the current highest bid. The bid history of an auction is a list
of all bids that have been placed by the participating bidders in the
auction. Table 1 shows an example of bid history. Here thewinning
bid is $65.

The general form of a bid in an online auction is: <bidder id, bid
amount, bid time>

Other online auction sites can also have these additional param-
eters [18]:

• Starting price—The starting price of an auction is the min-
imum price at which the bidding must start for the auc-
tion [18];

• Reserve price—Reserve price is theminimumprice the seller
of the item will accept. If the final price is below the reserve
price, the result of the auction is void [18]; and

• Minimum bid increment—Minimum bid increment is the
minimal amount required to outbid the current highest
offer [18].

There aremany variations allowed in online auctions. For exam-
ple, bidders can alter/cancel bids; confirm their placed bids, Buy It
Now auctions, etc. Sellers can post auctions for multiple goods.

2.5. Online auction fraud

As the popularity of Internet shopping and online auctions
grows, the number of complaints about auction fraud is increas-
ing [4]. Both sellers and bidders can participate in fraudulent ac-
tivities for their own benefit. Auction fraud is one of the highest
reported crimes among online crimes. The US Federal Bureau of
Investigation’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) reveals that
approximately 42 thousand complaints of auction related fraud
were received from June 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014 [19]. Auc-
tion related complaints are still ranking at the top of the complaint
list with approximately 116,292 complaints in 2015 found in the
latest report of IC3 [20].

There are three types of auction fraud possible; pre-auction
fraud, in-auction fraud and post-auction fraud; during which
fraudulent activities can take place [7].

• Pre-auction fraud occurs before starting an auction. Pre-
auction fraud can be easily detected by bidders and sellers.
Misrepresentation of items, selling of black market goods
and triangulation [7] are examples of pre-auction fraud.

• In-auction fraud happens when an auction is in progress.
This type of fraud may occur without any evidence of direct
physical involvement. Furthermore, the worst thing is that
it may not even be noticed by the victims [7]. Therefore,
it is very difficult to detect and prevent in-auction fraud.
Some examples of in-auction fraud are shill bidding, bid
shielding, bid sniping, and bid syphoning [4]. Among auction
frauds, shill bidding is one of the hardest activities to detect.
Research on the detection and prevention techniques of
shill bidding is the main focus of this paper which will be
discussed in detail in 2.5.1.

• Post-auction fraud occurs after an auction ends. This type
of fraud can also be easily detected by bidders and sellers.
Non-delivery of goods and fee stacking are examples of post-
auction fraud.

Table 2 shows the details of fraud types.

2.5.1. Shill bidding
Shill bidding is the act of introducing fake bids into an auction

in order to raise the final price [4,7,21]. Shill bidding is generally
performed by the seller of an auction colluding with one or more
bidders in the auction. Alternatively, a seller might create multiple
fake bidding accounts which he/she uses to place fake bids. Fig. 2
shows an example of an online auction scenario with shill bidding.

A shill bidder aggressively outbids a legitimate bidder by the
minimal amount required to stay ahead and within a small time
period of the last bid. This forces the other honest bidders to enter
higher bids in order to win the auction [4]. Furthermore, a shill
bidder does notwin the auction despite the high number of bids. In
Fig. 2, the winning bid is $35. However, the bidder who places the
winning bid has to pay more due to the presence of shill bidding.

The long term effect of shill bidding is that it hurts the online
auction community because it causes honest bidders to pay more
for their products. Authorities have recognized shill bidding as
harmful, making it illegal. As a result, several successful prose-
cutions have occurred where the perpetrators were convicted of
shill bidding [4,22–24]. In March 2001, three men were charged
for participating in a group of shill bidding in hundreds of art
auctions on eBay [4,23]. Themen createdmore than 40 user IDs on
eBay with false information and hosted more than 1100 auctions
from late 1998 until May 2000 [4,23]. This enabled them to place
shill bids on more than half of those auctions [4,23]. In July 2010,
UK man was fined £5000 and ordered to undertake community
service for 250 h after being found guilty of bidding on his own
auctions to drive up the price [4,23]. In May 2013, a New Zealand
based auction site, TradeMe fined $42000 to a car trading company
for allegedly engaging in shill bidding [24]. This company created
more than 7000 fake bids onmore than 500 vehicles listed on Trade
Me between July 2011 and July 2012 [24].

Shill bidding can be classified as Reserve price shilling [7,25]
and Competitive shilling [7]. Reserve price shillinghappens when
a seller lists an itemwith a reserve price lower than their expected
price in order to create a lower listing fee. It then uses shilling
bids to drive up the final price of his/her auctioned item. Thereby,
the seller can avoid paying higher reserve price fees to the online
auction site. Competitive shilling is a bidding behaviour that
artificially boosts the bidding price of the auctioned item. This
behaviour is to make legitimate bidders pay extra money to win
their auctions rather than paying a fair price.

In comparison, competitive shill bidding causes greater harm
to the online auction sites than the reserve price shilling as the
latter typically only affects the online auction sites; while the
competitive shillingmay affect all the normal bidders in an auction
market.
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Table 2
Details of fraud types.

Serial no. Fraud type Example Description

1 Pre-auction fraud Misrepresentation of a product for sale Seller intentionally describes an item incorrectly [7].
Black market goods The unlawful marketing (selling and purchasing) of tax evaded goods

violating government norms [7].
Triangulation Fraudsters purchase products by a stolen credit card, selling the items

to uninitiated buyers thereby retaining the cash transferring the risk of
seizure to the end recipient [7].

2 In-auction fraud Shill bidding A seller places bid on his/her own auctioned item by him/her or by
involving friends and relatives to submit bids on his/her behalf [4].

Bid shielding Bidders raise the price of an item up using aliases, which frustrates the
legitimate bidders, and then at last moment the high bids are
withdrawn to secure a low bid [4].

Bid sniping Bid sniping is a practice performed by a bidder to prevent being outbid.
A sniper submits a bid during the closing seconds of an auction in
order to deny other bidders time to react [4].

Bid siphoning Siphoning happens when an outsider observes an auction and offers a
similar item to the bidders for a lower price. The siphoner avoids all of
the costs essential to conduct an auction, and thus reducing the
number of bidders to place bid in the auction of the legitimate
seller [4].

3 Post-auction fraud Non-delivery of merchandise Seller never sends the goods after receiving the payment from the
winning bidder [7].

Fee stacking Sellers charge extra money such as handling charges to the item after
an auction ends [7].

Fig. 2. Example of shill bidding scenario [4].

3. Detection and prevention techniques of shill bidding

The detection and prevention of shill bidding is not an easy
task. Online auction houses allow users to create multiple ac-
counts quickly and easily. They also allow for a high level of
anonymity, many only requiring an email address to create an
account. The relative ease of creating accounts together with the
level of anonymity, make online auctions particularly susceptible
to shill bidding. Additionally, it is hard to prove that someone is
indeed guilty of shill bidding.

Though online auctioneers claim to monitor their auctions for
signs of shill bidding, they do not disclose how such monitoring
occurs. Therefore, it is even harder to determine how to prevent
shill bidders from engaging in such shill bidding activities. Thus,
there is now growing momentum in the research community to
investigate shill bidding behaviours; and propose detection and
prevention mechanisms to combat this crime before the victim
incurs any monetary loss.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of major work that
has been conducted in shill bidding detection and prevention. Shill
bidding detection and prevention proposals can be classified in
various ways depending on their objectives (i.e., concurrent [26];
reputation system [5]; machine learning [27]; data mining [28]
etc.), such as offline (or static) and real-time (or dynamic).

Offline (or static) –where the shill biddingdetection/prevention
mechanism runs after an auction has terminated; or Real-time (or
dynamic) – where the shill bidding detection/prevention mecha-
nism operates while an auction is in progress.

The main distinction between these two types of shill bidding
detection/prevention mechanisms is that real-time systems have
the ability to take disciplinary actions during an auction if shill
bidding is detected. In contrast, an offline mechanism will let the
fraud occur, and then produce evidence that shill bidding has
occurred. Shill detection techniques provide a deterrent to future
participants of an auction about bidders or sellers potentially in-
volved in shill bidding.

In Fig. 3, the grey highlighted rectangle represents the research
of shill bidding detection in real-time. Moreover, sky-blue circles
represent several areas within shill bidding detection which has
been the focus of previous research (see Fig. 3). In addition, circles
without any fill colour show the researchers who provides shill
bidding solutions under each of these research areas (see Fig. 3).

3.1. Offline shill detection and prevention

In this section, we present some offline solutions to detect
and prevent shill bidding including agent-based trust manage-
ment system, prediction/prevention techniques, and detection
techniques.

3.1.1. Agent-based trust management system
Traditionally, the online auction model is based on trust be-

tween the auction participants. That is, the participants are as-
sumed to behave honestly within the auction rules. However,
the prospect for certain participants to misbehave (i.e., engage
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Fig. 3. Overview of shill bidding detection and prevention research.

in fraud) means that the trust-based approach is ineffective and
flawed.

Ford et al. [29] present a model-based approach to specify
flexible and complex bidding strategies for bidding agents. Fig. 4
describes the bidding agent architecture [29]. The authors intro-
duce a formal bidding strategy model specification of flexible and
complex strategies which is defined as a Layered Bidding Strategy
Model (LBSM) [29]. The LBSM is represented as a visual strategy
model that is internally stored as an XML file [29]. Once a strategy
has been identified, the LBSM is converted into a Rule-based Bidding
Strategy Model (RBSM) consisting of a set of production rules [29].
The production rules can be directly executed by the reasoning
module for decision making [29]. Then, the reasoning module
determines the next action and sends that action to the bidding
agent interface for further processing based on the current state
of the auction [29]. Moreover, the authors developed a prototype
agent-based online auction system using Java Agent DEvelopment
(JADE) framework and describe how specifications of flexible and
complex bidding strategies can be efficiently executed [29].

Patel et al. [30] introduce shill monitoring for agent-based on-
line auctions using role-based access control mechanisms. Fig. 5
represents the overviewof their proposed trustmanagementmod-
ule where a user can configure an agent for initiating an auction
as a seller or for submitting bids on an auctioned item as a bid-
der [30]. The user configured agent sends user identifications to
the trust managementmodule for security purpose [30].When the
agent finishes the authentication and authorization processes, it
can place requests for auction related activities [30]. A configured
agent is able to check current status or ratings of other configured
agents during the auction process [30]. It helps to make proper
decisions for selecting the right auction [30]. At the same time, a

Fig. 4. Bidding agent architecture [29].

security agent keeps track of each and every transaction to detect
shill bidding behaviours and takes appropriate actions [30]. More-
over, a history module is used to store information about users’
past auction activities (i.e., access information, bidding behaviours,
feedback rating) over a certain period of time [30]. All the informa-
tion in the history module is updated after successful completion
of transaction by the user configured agent [30]. The security
agent and the trust management module use the history module
for decision making [30]. However, their proposed security agent
depends on the users’ feedback, which can easily be counterfeit
by duplicate identities and group shill bidding. Moreover, their
proposed trustmanagementmodel only depends on security agent
for detecting shill bidders which is not scalable when the number
of participants increases dramatically.

3.1.2. Prediction/prevention techniques
Predicting or preventing shill bidders can be more effective

approach thanmanual post auction analysis (reactive approach). If
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Fig. 5. Trust management module [30].

the rules of online auctions can be proactive, shill bidding activities
could possibly to prevent shill bidding. There are some researchers
who provide some solutions for predicting/preventing shill bid-
ding in online auctions [6,21,31–36].

Wang et al. [21] discuss how to determine the bidding strategies
of reserve price shill bidding. The authors propose a commission
feemechanism named Shill-Deterrent Fee Schedule (SDFS) that sug-
gests the auctioneer charge the seller a commission fee based on
the difference between the winning bid and the seller’s reserve
price [21]. The commission fees differ from market to market
and are determined mathematically by the online auction systems
to guarantee the non-profitability for shill bidding [21]. Wang
et al. [21] demonstrate how their proposed mechanism works
with examples to make shill bidding un-profitable. However, it is
possible that some of the items are not sold in the first round of an
auction. Firstly, the final price of the auction has not reached the
reserve price of the auction. Secondly, no bidder has placed bids
on the auction. Finally, a seller engaged in shill bidding activities
and accidentally won the auction.

When an item is not sold in the first round of the auction, it will
typically be offered for resale in the next round of an auction. Later,
Wang et al. [36] analyse shill bidding in multi-round online auc-
tions, and show that there is no equilibrium without shill bidding.
The authors calculate the equilibrium strategies for both seller
and bidders assuming that the seller does not use shill bidding.
The authors suggest a corrective pricing such as their previous
work [21] to resolve shill bidding problem [36]. This also reduces
the damage to the auction house [36].

Nikitkov and Bay [6] develop a shill identification algorithm
that collects data from multiple related auctions and identifies
evidence about whether a particular seller employed shill bidding
or not [6]. Their proposed algorithm also identifies the user IDs
employed and how many different user IDs used to submit shill
bids [6]. The authors also examine the shill bidding behaviours
of each participating bidder in a particular auction [6]. They use
a software robotic agent for scanning all auctions of a particular
seller and record how often each bidder ID participated in that
seller’s auctions [6]. However, their proposed method works only
when an auction ends.

Although preventing shill bidding is possibly the best solution,
shill bidding cannot be prevented in some cases. In those cases,
approaches that can predict the presence of shill bidders can also
reduce the risk to auction participants. The first major work on
shill bidding detection and prevention based on reserve price shill
bidding was undertaken by Kauffman and Wood [35]. They use
an approach to show how the statistical data of a market looks if
opportunistic behaviours do exist. They also show how to use an
empirical model to test for questionable behaviours [35].

Chakraborty and Kosmopoulou [33] describe the possible out-
comes of an auctionwhere a sellermay be able to bidwithout being
detected. They show that although a seller can increase the price in
an auction by shill bidding, he could not benefit from it [33]. This
result was based on the assumption that the seller could submit
only one bid in the auction [33]. However, in reality, their auction
model is not appropriate because a sellermay submitmultiple bids
simultaneously, specifically in concurrent online auctions.

In addition, many researchers have tried to design bidding
strategies using game theory [37] in order to help honest users
thwart fraud. Bhargava et al. [31] and Jenamani et al. [34] derived
an equilibrium bidding strategy for honest bidders for predicting
shill bidders in English auctions. Considering this, the authors
develop the bidding strategy into an algorithm called Shill Coun-
teracting Bidding Strategy (SCBS) [31]. Honest bidders can place
bids as well as thwart shill bidders in an auction using SCBS al-
gorithm [31]. The paper presents experimental results to evaluate
the proposed bidding strategy and also compare it with five other
popular bidding strategies [31]. The bidders’ expected utility with
the proposed strategy is found to be the highest when the auction
runs for a longer duration [31]. Later, Jenamani et al. [34] show that
the equilibrium bidding strategy increases the bidders’ expected
utility in case of both theoretically and experimentally.

Kaur and Garg [32] introduce a variable auction participation
fee for combating shill bidding. Their proposedmechanism charges
each bidder a bidding fee for placing every bid and this bidding
fee is proportional to the bidding amount [32]. In this paper [32],
the authors consider 2% of the bidding price as the bidding fee.
Moreover, they keep the bidding fee low so that it does not discour-
age the legitimate bidders but at the same time dissuade a single
or a group of shill bidders to perform shill bidding activities [32].
Furthermore, thewinner of an auction gets exemption frompaying
the auction participation feewhen he/she confirms to buy the item
that he/she won [32]. Therefore, the winner of the auction gets
a dual benefit according to their proposed approach: concession
of the bidding fee of the current auction he/she won, and an
opportunity to redeem the same amount of money lost in the
previous auction he/she did not win [32]. However, it may happen
that some honest bidders will always be victims of losing money
due to auction participation fee without any involvement of shill
bidding.

Research on shill bidding prevention and prediction is quite
rare up to the present time. There are very few proposals for
combating shill bidding fraud proactively. Thus, it is essential to
improve online auction mechanisms in order to deter fraudsters
from committing shill bidding activities.
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3.1.3. Detection techniques
Some researchers [5,22,38–46] have proposed solutions for de-

tecting shill bidding in online auctions. The shill detection tech-
niques include reputation system, neural network/machine learn-
ing and data mining.

(a) Detection techniques based on reputation system:
Feedback based ‘‘reputation systems’’ are one of the simplest

fraud detection systems. Reputation systems help honest bidders
to decide whether to purchase a product from a particular seller
based on the feedback score or not. However, the existing repu-
tation system for auction houses has already shown its weakness
in providing trustworthy information. A number of researchers
have found that the reliability of the reputation system of current
auction houses, like eBay, is suspicious [47–50]. The reasons are:
firstly, the positive feedback is overwhelming but the negative
feedback is deflated. Regardless of the actual behaviours of dishon-
est auction users, they usually take advantage from the weakness
of current rating mechanisms in reputation systems by helping
each other to build up a good reputation history artificially.

Secondly, existing reputation systems can be easily manipu-
lated whereby fraudsters could gather a high feedback score by
selling low value goods, and then deal high value goods by using
that good reputation score.

Finally, there is a little information available about a seller’s
degree of honesty in the existing reputation system. Honest auc-
tion users may find auction fraud information in feedback but it
is not really practical to look at the feedback page by page when
trading with a seller who has a long history. Therefore, the current
reputation systems are not able to satisfy peoples’ need when
evaluating trustworthiness in online auctions.

Rubin et al. [42] propose a statistical based reputation system
for auction houses to protect honest bidders from shill bidding
activities. The authors proposed a reputation score that is a 3-tuple
model<N ,M , P>, where each variable is a number between 0 and
100 (100 indicates 100% confidence of anomaly, and 0 indicates
no signs of fraud) [42]. The three variables; average number
of bid, average minimum starting bid and bidder’s profile; come
from three statistical models [42]. Average number of bidsmodel
(N) is the first model that distinguishes sellers whose auctions,
on average; attract more bids than auctions listed by other sell-
ers [42]. In this case, the abnormal situation could be produced
either by aggressive competition among bidders or by shill bidding
behaviours [42]. However, there is no explanation about the cause
for this abnormal situation of the firstmodel in this paper.Average
minimumstarting bidmodel (M) is the secondmodel that identi-
fies the sellers who have a large number of bids [42]. Although the
paper provides statistical results by showing a correlation between
minimumstarting bid and high volume of bids, it is still not reason-
able to attract an overly-high number of bids for the anomalous
auctions [7]. Bidders’ profile model(P) is the last model that
recognizes abnormal sellers, whose auctions consist of a group
of bidders who are bidding repeatedly and losing repeatedly as
well [42]. The P model explains that the high average number
of bids is possibly submitted by shill bidders [42]. The authors
use a combination of statistical modelling and automatic anomaly
detection to rank sellers and to identify suspicious sellers who
are involved with price inflating behaviour [42]. However, their
proposed reputation system identifies a small group of anomalous
sellers when an auction ends.

Trevathan and Read [5] present a reputation system to deter-
mine the degree of shill bidding in online auctions. The authors
consider a series of auctions for perceiving bidding patterns for
particular user and calculated a score called Shill Score for each
bidder to indicate the probability of being a potential shill bid-
der [5]. The shill score is calculated based on six desirable bidding
behaviours of a shill bidder [5]. Specifically a shill bidder is likely
to participate in auctions run by a particular seller;

(i) Have a high number of bids;
(ii) Have a low number of auction wins;
(iii) Bid soon after a legitimate bidder for giving themmore time

to respond;
(iv) Bid in small increments; and
(v) Bid early in an auction to stimulate bidding and stop bidding

towards the end of an auction to reduce their chance of
winning [5].

The proposed shill detection algorithm by Trevathan and
Read [5] provides each participating bidder a Shill Score between
0 and 10, with 10 having the highest possibility of being a shill
bidder. Before calculating the Shill Score, Trevathan et al. [18]
design an online auction server for facilitating auction research of
shill bidding. However, Trevathan et al. [5] considered only the
case when there is one shill bidder in thirty-nine auctions. They
do not focus on some important shill bidding behaviours such
as multiple consecutive bidding by the same user, bidding with
different identities, and forming shilling groups to bid on each
other’s items.

Later in [51], the authors improved their previous work by
proposing a method to detect colluding shill bidding where multi-
ple bidders participate in shill bidding activities under a group. To
do this, the authors introduce a collusion graph which indicates
relationships between groups of bidders that exhibit collusive
behaviour [51]. When a suspicious group is detected, they are then
further verified using a binding factor that indicates how similar
the group members are based on aspects of their Shill Score [5]
ratings [51]. The authors introduce a score called Collusion Score
which can detect a colluding group that involves in shill bidding
activities [51]. The Collusion Score combines all the Shill Score
ratings and gives each bidder a score based on the likelihood that
they are engaging in collusive shill bidding activity [51]. However,
their proposed approach works only when an auction ends.

Dong et al. [39] use Dempster–Shafer theory to secure on-
line auctions from shill bidding. The authors introduce a two-
step model. The first step is to obtain the combined knowledge
to carry out using a model checking method for detecting shill
behaviours [39]. The authors previously introduced these bidding
strategies for detecting shill bidders in concurrent auctions [26,39].
The second step is to use the mathematical theory of evidences for
verifying the detected results of shill bidding [39]. Fig. 6 presents a
framework for the shill bidder inference module [39].

From Fig. 6, suspicious shill bidding behaviours are identi-
fied using shill bidding pattern-based temporal formulas in the
model checking step [39]. In the D–S combination step, the shill
suspects are further verified mathematically using a data fusion
method combining information from different aspects of bidders’
behaviours [39]. Then, this verification process will classify the
shill suspects into categories reflecting the likelihood of an ‘‘actual’’
shill [39]. However, since the Dempster–Shafer theory depends on
the gathered knowledge, which is in this case a Shill Score against a
user, it cannot detect shilling activity occurrences ofmultiple iden-
tity shill bidding. Moreover, the authors claim that the technique
can detect shilling in real time, but the deployed model checker
performs a check on the bidders’ bidding behaviours only when
the auction ends. This indicates that the model is not effective to
take action against shill bidding in real-time.

The above-mentioned reputation systems for detecting shill
bidding behaviours essentially make use of statistical methods.
However, most of the statistical methods require analysing a large
volume of data for comparing the detection results with existing
statistical approaches. The accuracy of shill bidding detection re-
sults depends on the proper selection of the auction data because
unreliable auctions can decline the statistical significance of differ-
ences [7].
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Fig. 6. Shill bidder inference framework [39].

Fig. 7. Shill detection and verification framework [53].

(b) Detection techniques based on neural network/machine
learning:

Neural networks and machine learning are the subfields of
computer science. Neural networks solve problems in the same
way the human brain would. On the other hand, machine learn-
ing emphases on the development of computer programs that
can learn themselves to grow and change when exposed to new
data without being explicitly programmed [52]. Some researchers
provide solutions for detection of shill bidding in past literature
[22,38,44–46,53].

Goel et al. [53] introduce an approach for detecting shill bidders
as well as verifying the shill bidding activities using a multi-state
Bayesian network. Fig. 7 represents a framework for shill detection
and verification [53]. The authors mention that a shill suspect is
not always an actual shill bidder [53]. The reason is that there is a
possibility that a normal bidder coincidentally demonstrates some
shill bidding behaviours [53]. Therefore, they point that additional
evidence needs to be used for further verification of a shill sus-
pect [53]. The authors employ a multi-state Bayesian network as
a verification engine for calculating the belief functions that is the
possibilities of a bidder being a shill bidder and being a legitimate
bidder [53]. When an actual shill is confirmed, their proposed ap-
proach cancels the involved auction to protect honest bidders from
shill bidding [53]. The authors also demonstrate the correctness of
their approach in an eBay auctions case study [53]. However, their
approach uses a verifier that processes every bidder which is time
consuming. Furthermore, their shill detecting technique does not
suitable for detecting shill bidders in real-time auctions.

Lin et al. [22] use a fuzzy neural network to identify collusive
reputation inflation using a dataset with some identified fraudu-
lent users. The cohesive relationship among the fraudulent users
must appear in their transaction as they rely on their collusive
groups to rise up their reputation by committing fake transactions
among themselves [22]. The authors make use of features derived

by modelling the auction network as a graph where a node and
an edge in the transaction network represent a user and a trans-
action, respectively [22]. They also conduct experiments using the
AdaptiveNeuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) neural network [22].
Furthermore, they apply their proposed shill detection approach to
real-world auction data to verify its performance [22]. However,
though the proposed method contains a feature derived from the
network structure, users are still considered individually which is
not very effective for identifying users committing fraud collabo-
ratively.

Yoshida and Ohwada [46] propose a method for detecting shill
bidders in online auctions usingmachine learning. Fig. 8 represents
an overview of their proposed method. Firstly, the authors collect
item details of current auction and bidding history of each bidder
from the auction site [46]. Then, their proposed method collects
bidders’ feedback ratings and past bidding history for items [46].
The authors use an unsupervised learning method, namely one-
class Support Vector Machine (SVM) for extracting outliers based on
bidding behaviours [46]. As bidding behaviours represent bidding
histories (i.e., bidders’ behaviour), the one-class SVM is able to
find abnormal bidding behaviours [46]. Then, the authors use
decision tree learning method C4.5 to extract human readable
rules for such abnormal bides [46]. As abnormal bidders are not
always shill bidders, the authors use a manual process to check
the results to verify that they can interpret the result to identify
the shill bidders [46]. However, manually checking the results
for differentiating innocent outliers from shill bidders is a time
consuming task as there are large number of participants in real
auction data.

Lei et al. [38] propose a method that is based on the difference
between shill bidders’ and normal bidders’ goals. Their proposed
method analyzes the bidding characteristics of each bidder and
then finds out shill bidders from all bidders [38]. Their proposed
method extracts the bidding behaviours of bidders and clusters
bidders using a machine learning method, namely k-means clus-
tering to detect shill bidding during a single online auction [38].
The authors show that their proposed method is reasonable and
effective through experimental results [38]. However, the authors
consider only a single auction for detecting shill bidders, which is
not practical as real world auction sites (i.e., eBay, Yahoo! Auction,
etc.) contain large number of participants and auction data. More-
over, the implementation and the results of their proposedmethod
are not complete.

Later, Dong et al. [40] study the relationship between final
prices of online auctions and shill bidding activities. The au-
thors [40] propose a system to identify shill bidding based on
the difference between the final auction price and the expected
auction price. They state how the difference between final auction
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Fig. 8. Proposed method for shill bidder detection [46].

price and expected auction price indicates shill bidding by con-
ducting experiments on real auction data from eBay [40]. A neural
network based approach is used to learn the expected auction price
in their conducted experiments [40]. The authors train the Large
Memory Storage and Retrieval (LAMSTAR) neural network based
on features extracted from item details, listings and other auction
properties [40]. They determine the likelihood of shill bidding by
their previous proposed shill certification technique [39] based
on Dempster–Shafer theory [40]. However, their approach is re-
stricted to auctions where the expected price can be estimated.

Tsang et al. [44] use machine learning methods based on neu-
ral networks to optimize the weightings of each criterion in the
Shill Score algorithm [5]. The authors propose an approach for
generating classification models for detecting suspicious bidding
behaviours [5]. They use synthetic data generator with supervised
learning techniques [5]. To demonstrate this approach, the authors
identify two criteria to be the highest weighted indicators of shill
bidding, (i) the time in an auction at which a bidder starts bidding,
and (ii) how soon after a legitimate bid a user bids [44]. The authors
also point that their proposedmodel can be applied to commercial
online auction datasets to identify suspicious bidders [44]. How-
ever, their proposed reputation systemdoes notwork for detecting
shill bidders in real-time.

Later Tsang et al. [45] propose an algorithm named Span Prop-
agation over an Auction Network (SPAN) for detecting users com-
mitting fraud collaboratively. Their proposed SPAN contains two
phases: the anomaly scoring phase and the score propagation
phase [45]. The first phase generates an initial anomaly score for
each user based on a set of features describing that user [45].
In the second phase of their proposed algorithm, the anomaly
score for each user from the first phase is reviewed depending on
their interactions with other users [45]. The authors mention that
the second phase of their proposed method improves the overall
accuracy of SPAN and allows groups of collaborating shill bidders
to be identified [45]. However, their proposed SPAN works after
completing the auction.

(c) Detection techniques based on data mining:
Data mining is a powerful computer-assisted process designed

for analysing and extracting useful information from historical
data [28]. Datamining is also known as knowledge discovery [7]. It
allows users to analyse data from different dimensions or perspec-
tives with the aim of uncovering consistent patterns, anomalies
and systematic correlations between data elements [7]. The main
objective of data mining is to predict future behaviours and trends
based on the discovered patterns and association rules [7,28]. A
number of researchers have taken on data mining methods for
detecting shill behaviours and suspicious patterns [41,43,54].

Shah, et al. [41] use data mining techniques for detecting shill
bidding behaviours in eBay’s public auction records. The authors

find that attributes of bidding behaviour which are mined from
eBay video game console auctions can be organized in such a
way that different types of bidders can be classified according to
bidding strategy [41]. This result is particularly relevant to the
fraud detection such as shill bidding [41]. The authors identify
the following characteristics of a shill bidder from auction system
data [41]:

(i) There is a strong association between a seller and a bidder, or
a ring of bidders [41]. For example, a shill bidder participates
very frequently in auctions hosted by the same seller;

(ii) A shill bidder wins auctions infrequently, if at all [41];
(iii) Bids placed by a shill bidder are significantly higher than the

current asking price (i.e., the price eBay announced on its
webpage) [41]; and

(iv) A shill bidder does not engage in sniping and late bidding to
avoid winning the auction [41].

The authors then apply association rule analysis to their col-
lected real auction data and find cases of likely shill bidding be-
haviour. However, the implementation and result analysis of shill
bidding detection is not complete in this paper. Moreover, the
authors do not mention what actions should be taken against a
potential shill bidder.

Pandit et al. [43] propose and implement an online auction
fraud detection system named NetProbe [43,54,55]. The authors
describe the design and implementation of NetProbe for solving
shill bidding problem [56]. They also show that a given graph rep-
resents associations between auction users, the likelihood of a user
as a fraudster is inferred by looking at the behaviour of the user’s
immediate neighbours. The authors create a network graph using
the auction data [43,54]. The network graph represents sellers and
bidders by nodes and transactions between sellers and bidders by
edges. Markov random field and belief propagation algorithms are
utilized to discover suspicious trading patterns created by fraud-
sters, and thus detecting possible fraud activities. Moreover, the
authors propose an incremental version of the NetProbe dealing
with the dynamic nature of online auction data [43]. The paper
shows that the whole graph of the incremental NetProbe system
is not affected by adding new edges in the graph, but it only
provides minor changes to the immediate neighbourhood of the
edge [43]. According to the paper, the properties of the affected
nodes are updated incrementally without any re-computations.
This paper shows that the NetProbe is effectivewith high accuracy.
The incremental Netprobe has significant speedup in execution
time with negligible loss of accuracy by showing experimental
results [43]. The authors claim that their proposed NetProbe is able
to detect fraudsters together with shill rather than detect single
shill and collusive shill separately [43].
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Fig. 9. Statistics on shill bidding detection and prevention research.

The trade-off of the data mining approaches is the advantage of
accuracy compared to other approaches. However, like reputation
approaches, data mining approaches also require analysing a large
amount of historical data, so it takes longer to get results. Although
the incremental NetProbe [43] can reduce the execution time to
almost half of the original, it still cannot achieve its performance
in real-time [7].

3.2. Real-time shill detection and prevention

Almost all the research proposals for shill bidding detec-
tion/prevention conducted after an auction ends. However, there
are very few proposals for real-time shill detection/prevention
techniques. Fig. 9 presents statistics on the research of shill bidding
detection. From Fig. 9, it is clear that only 13% research have been
conducted for identifying shill bidders in real-time.

In the following, we just discuss the real-time shill detection
techniques [10,56–61] including agent-based trust management
system and detection approaches in real-time.

3.2.1. Agent-based trust management system in real-time
Xu et al. [58] develop a multi-agent trust management system

for solving the scalability problem in their previous work [30].
The authors [58] define an Agent-based Trust Management (ATM)
module for detecting shill bidders in real-time based on some
shill patterns. Fig. 10 shows the general architecture of the ATM
module for online auction systems, which is composed of three
types of agents: the monitoring agent, the analysis agent and the
security agent [58]. The monitoring agent detects shill suspects
by matching bidding activities with shill patterns and informs
the security agent about the shill suspect for further verification
whether it is an actual shill or not [58]. The detected shills are
verified by the reputation score such as feedback ratings [58]. In the
proposed ATMmodule, the analysis agent analyses the state-based
information and history information of each bidder in the online
auction system [58]. The security agent is responsible for keeping
track of each transaction, detecting unusual activities and making
decisions on shill detection [58]. After detecting shill bidders, the
suspected bidder’s Shill Score is increased by one [58]. The security
agent takes two actions: cancelling the auction or warning the bid-
der, according to the fraud activities of the suspected bidder [58].
However one of the limitations of their approach is that a bidder
cannot be blamed only on a few shill patterns. Moreover, the
authors did not address the bidding patternswhich they have been
selected for calculating the shill score of each bidder. Besides, feed-
back rating is not the most suitable way for verifying shill bidder.
Because a shill bidder can engage his/her friends or relatives to give
fake positive ratings on his/her auctioned product.

Later, Xu et al. [10] extends their previouswork [58] into detect-
ing shill bidding in concurrent auctions. The authors introduce a
Dynamic Auction Model (DAM) that uses real-time model checking
techniques for detecting shill bidders based on Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [10]. The authors assign a monitoring agent for each
registered bidder which keeps track of each live auction the bidder
is participating in [10]. Fig. 11 represents an overview of a mon-
itoring agent using real-time model checking mechanism [10]. In
Fig. 11, the DAM is initially created using an auction base model,
which models the basic functionality of an online auction [10].
When the monitoring agent starts to perform verifications, the
DAM is then updated dynamically [10]. The newDAM (for iteration
k) is a combination of the previous DAM (for iteration k−1) and
the incremental auction model based on live auction data [10]. A
list of LTL formulas is then selected from an LTL formula library
for verifying shill bidding patterns. Finally, the monitoring agent
uses a Simple Promela Interpreter (SPIN) model checker to verify
and take appropriate actions [10]. Nevertheless, the problem of
this approach is that monitoring an auction after every single
submitted bidmaymake the detection processmuch slowerwhich
is not efficient when there is a large number of participants. Fur-
thermore, the authors did not present LTL formulas for all proposed
shill bidding strategies. Therefore, it is difficult to reproduce and
validate the work presented in this paper.

3.2.2. Detection approaches in real-time
There are very few researchers [56,57,59–61] have proposed

solutions for detecting shill bidding in real-time. The solution
techniques include reputation system, neural network/machine
learning.

(a) Detection techniques based on reputation systems in real-
time:

Mamun and Sadaoui [59], and Mamun [56] propose a three-
layer software architecture named ShillFree1 auction system for
protecting auction systems from shill bidding in both forward and
reverse auctions (see Fig. 12). In Fig. 12, sellers and bidders use
the application layer i.e. Graphical User Interface (GUI) for inter-
acting with the online auction house [56,59]. The application layer
presents all the information about running and part auctions, sub-
mitted bids, and item details [56,59]. This module has two compo-
nents: AuctionDisplay and Registration/SignIn [56,59]. If a user who
wants to sell or buy items, he/she has to register in their proposed
auction system and get approved by the business layer [56,59]. The
data layer keeps track of all the information and history of users
and auctions (e.g., auction starting and closing time, bidding time,
bidding amount) [56,59]. The business layer monitors, detects and
takes necessary actions against shill bidding in real-time [56,59].
There is an IP tracker in the business layer that determines a user
who usesmultiple identities with the same IP address [56,59]. The
authors claim that their proposed mechanism keeps the auction
system secured from auction fraud and also maintain trust among
users aswell as the online auction system [56,59]. Although the au-
thors [56,59]mention the IP tracker in their proposed architecture,
they do not address how to implement the IP tracker for testing
their proposed shill detection system. Moreover, the author do not
address when someone fakes an IP address. For instance, Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) assigns a new IP address each
time a device joins a network. Therefore, a user can just disconnect
and reconnect a device with shill bidding using multiple accounts.

Sadaoui et al. [60] propose a generic framework that covers
real-time monitoring of multiple live auctions. This framework
observes the progressing auctions to be able to take action on
time and prevent shill bidders from succeeding [60]. The moni-
toring is performed at different times (i.e., the real-time events)
depending on the auction duration (in terms of hours or days). The
authors [60] claim that real-time monitoring processes a smaller
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Fig. 10. Agent-based trust management (ATM) module [58].

Fig. 11. Monitoring agent using real-time model [10].

Fig. 12. Software architecture for online auctions [56,59].

number of bids than offline processing; therefore the system can
react quicker. Furthermore, the system can respond to potential
shill bidders while an auction is in progress and can shut down
suspect auctions before the innocent bidders become the victim
of shill bidding [60]. The authors divide the real-time monitoring
functionality into three components: detecting shill bidding, re-
acting to shill bidding, and updating bidders’ clusters [60]. The
first task examines in real-time the bidding activities of bidders
in running auctions using detection mechanisms [60]. The second
one determines how to react to suspicious activities by taking

appropriate real-time actions against suspect auctions [60]. Fi-
nally, the participants’ Shill Scores and their clusters are updated
dynamically after every successful or unsuccessful auction ending
[60]. The participants’ clusters are publicly available so that they
serve as a deterrent for bidders to commit shill bidding and are the
basis for reputation-based models [60].

As bids submitted at certain times throughout the auction
can be considered more conducive to shill bidding, their pro-
posed real-time monitoring system examines bidders’ activities at
three different points throughout the auction duration [44]. This
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Fig. 13. Dynamic in-Auction fraud (IAF) monitoring framework [61].

Fig. 14. A framework for identifying suspicious online bidders in real-time [57].

strategy was first suggested in Xu et al.’s real-time shill detection
proposal [10]. These three different points include: Early stage,
middle stage and last stage [60]. The early stage is the first 25%
of the elapsed auction time; the middle stage is between 25% and
80% of the auction duration; and the end stage is the last 10% of
the auction time [60]. After splitting an auction into these different
points, bidders’ bidding activities are examined against other bids
in those intervals to calculate a Live Fraud Score (LFS). The higher
the bidder’s LFS, the increased likelihood the bidder is engaging in
price inflating behaviour [60]. After detecting suspicious bidding
behaviours in live auctions, the proposed auction system [60]
takes actions in runtime; for example, issuingwarningmessages to
suspected shill bidders and cancelling the fraudulent auction [60].
However, the proposed shill detection task is performed after every
single submitted bid and every bid is evaluated against the same
set of bidding patterns, which is very time consuming. Moreover,
the authors do not address collusion among bidders and/or sellers.

Later, Sadaoui and Wang [61] improve their previous work
[60] by proposing a framework with a dynamic agent architec-
ture where multiple monitoring agents can be created and de-
tected according to the status of their corresponding auctions (see
Fig. 13). In Fig. 13, the user interface layer is used to interact
with the proposed auction house [61]. The application layer is a
Multi-Agent System (MAS) which is composed of two fixed agents,
named Auction Controller and Cluster Updating, and multiple dy-
namic In-Auction Fraud (IAF) agents [61]. This application layer

is responsible for dynamic creation and deletion of monitoring
agents, extraction and storage of auction and user data, inspection
of bidding activities, reaction to fraud, and updating users’ fraud
scores [61]. The data layer stores all the details of users, running
and past auctions [61]. Sadaoui and Wang [61] mention that
their proposed shill bidding detection system monitors every live
auction systematically at different times. These time points depend
on the auction duration and IAF types. These claim that the bidders’
fraud scores are updated dynamically after every time an auction
is completed or terminated [61]. Moreover, they also validate
their proposed In-Auction Fraud (IAF) monitoring service through
commercial auction data [61].

In both papers [60], [61], the authors take into account eight
bidding behaviours for detecting shill bidding in real-time. How-
ever, the authors do not justify the reason for selecting eight
bidding behaviours among 17 bidding patterns.

(b) Detection techniques based on neural networks/machine
learning in real-time:

Ford et al. [57] present a framework of Real-Time Self-Adaptive
Classifier (RT-SAC) that identifies suspicious bidders in real-time
using neural network method (see Fig. 14). The authors first re-
trieve real auction data from eBay and store it as historical data for
generating training datasets [57]. In Figure, the clustering module
parses the bidding history of each auction [57]. Then, the parsed
bidding histories are used to calculate and normalize values for
a collection of well-defined shill bidding attributes [57]. In the
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Fig. 15. Detection and prevention techniques of shill bidding.

auction dataset, each bidder has its own values for such attributes
(e.g. a bidder’s feedback rating, number of bids) [57]. When all
of the bidders are defined using these attributes, a hierarchical
clustering algorithm is applied to the dataset for creating sets of
grouped bidders [57]. Ford et al. [57]manually label the clusters of
bidders as either normal or suspicious based on the characteristics
of each cluster. When labelling of all clusters has done, the cluster
labels are applied to their bidders [57]. The resulting labelled
bidders create a training dataset which is used to initialize the RT-
SAC [57]. After initializing the RT-SAC, it is applied to classify and
update incrementally to adapt to new auction data in real time
[57]. For instance, if a bidder from the real-time auction data is
classified as normal, it is sent to the RT-SAC, and the classification
result is directly used for incremental training [57]. On the other
hand, if a bidder is classified as suspicious, it is sent to an external
shill bidding verifier for further investigationwhichuses additional
evidence to check each of the detected suspicious bidders [57].
After completing the external verification, the RT-SAC makes a de-
cision based on the verification results by labelling the suspicious
bidder either as normal or suspicious [57]. Moreover, the authors
mention that their proposed RT-SAC is able to correct any false-
positive classifications (i.e. normal bidders classified as suspicious)
by the external verifier [57]. However, the limitation of the RT-SAC
[57] ismanually labelling the large training datasets of userswhich
is time consuming.

Both offline and real-time solution techniques are compared
based on some metrics such as data types, merits and demerits of
these techniques (see Table 3).

Fig. 15 shows the overall statistics on different detection and
prevention techniques of shill bidding in both offline and real-time.
From Fig. 15, it is clear that the reputation system based approach
is popular to the past researchers for identifying shill bidders in
online auctions. However, agent-based trust management system
is the second popular choice to the past researchers for combating
shill bidders. There are very few works have been conducted on
combating shill bidders using data mining.

4. Testing approaches for detecting shill bidding

Verifying the effectiveness and accuracy of shill detection and
prevention mechanisms is a challenging task. Most real world
auction sites are reluctant to share their auction data as well as
to supply auction statistics due to privacy concerns. Additionally
in the instance where commercial data is obtained it cannot be
known for sure if shill bidding behaviour is, or is not, present in
the supplied data. This has led to some proposed solutions being
verified through one or more case studies rather than against
simulated or commercial data [21,47].

4.1. Simulated auctions

Trevathan andRead [5] verify their Shill ScoreAlgorithmagainst
data generated from running a simulated auction server. The auc-
tion server conducted thirty-nine auctions, selling known fake
items. All auctions were taken from a single seller with twenty-six
participants. The authors also mention that there are some differ-
ences with the commercial auction data and their own simulated
auction data [5]. Specifically, both the number of participants and
users placing a single bid in a commercial auction are greater than
those in simulated auction. However, their proposed algorithm is
able to identify suspected shill bidders, but there is noway to verify
for certain that the identified suspicious accounts are engaging in
shill bidding behaviour on purpose. However, Jank et al. [62] apply
their propose shill scoring algorithm to commercialized auction
data generated from eBay. The datasets are available in the web
address http://www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets [63].

4.2. Import real/synthetic data

Anumber of researchers propose away for generating synthetic
auction data with real world auction data [64–66]. For example,
Tsang et al. [65] gather commercial auction and user data from
the commercial auction site TradeMe using a web crawler. The
artificial agents for bidders and sellers were modelled on the pat-
terns identified for bidders and sellers in the gathered commercial
data [65,66]. These generated agents allow them to run simulated
auctions, which were modelled on commercial auctions [65,66].
Additionally they were able to create additional bidding agents
which simulated shill bidding behaviour [65,66]. By adding these
agents to a simulated auction they were able to ensure that
they were testing against data that modelled a commercial auc-
tion [65,66]. Furthermore, they knew shill bidding was occurring
and those agents that were performing it [65,66].

4.3. Bidding agents

Another area of research related to shill bidding has been the
creation of automated bidding agents. Trevathan and Read created
a simple shill bidding agent [67] based on the desired shill bidding
behaviour, which fed into their Shill Score Algorithm. This simple
shill bidding agent was then used by Tsang et al. [66] to intro-
duce shilling into their simulated auctions. Afterward, Trevathan
et al. [68] proposed an adaptive shill bidding agent. This agent
when used over multiple auctions with substitutable items used
an algorithm to determine an optimal price for the shill to bid up
to [68].

Ford et al. [69] proposed creating bidding agents based on a
formal bidding strategy. This proposal allowed the agents to sup-
port complex layered bidding strategies [69]. Their work included
creating a GUI application (Visual Strategy Builder) for users to
easily specify their desired strategies [69]. The created agents
could then be run in simulated auctions and the various bidding
strategies analysed [69]. Though these agents were not specified
to do shill bidding, strategies could be created for them to do so.

Kaur et al. [70] created a dynamic bidding agent which would
select which auction a user should participate in. The agent would
assess the bid prices from a set of similar auctions [70]. It would
then predict the closing price of the selected auction [70]. Finally
it would set bid amounts based on a user’s chosen bidding strat-
egy [70]. This dynamic bidding agent was not designed to do shill
bidding but rather towin auctions based on auser’s desired bidding
strategy [70].

Table 4 shows the pros and cons of the above-mentioned testing
approaches.
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Table 3
Comparison on the solution techniques of combating shill bidding.

Solution techniques Data type Merits Demerits

Offline
(Static)

Agent-based trust
management
system

Historical
data

It is one of the easiest
approaches to combat shill
bidding activities.

It fails to provide users
trustworthy and accurate
information.

Prevention/prediction
techniques

Not required It is more effective without
monitoring bidding behaviours
continuously.

It may happen that Seller
involves in reserve price shilling
to avoid the commission fee.

Detection
tech-
niques

Reputation
systems

Historical
data

It is a simple approach for
detecting shill bidders in online
auctions.

It fails to provide users
trustworthy and accurate
information due to feedback
rating.

Neural networks/
Machine
learning

Historical
data

It takes less time to determine
whether a bidder is a shill
bidder or not.

It needs a large amount of
historical data for training the
network which takes a longer
time to get results.

Data mining Historical
data

It provides higher accuracy on
shill bidders detection
compared to other approaches.

It needs a large amount of
historical data so it takes longer
time to get results.

Real-Time
(Dynamic)

Agent-based trust
management
system

Historical
data

It is able to detect shill bidders
in real-time.

Monitoring an auction after
every single submitted bid
makes the detection process
slower.

Detection
tech-
niques

Reputation
systems

Historical
data

It is able to detect shill bidders
in real-time.

Real-time detection of shill
bidding is a combination of the
offline approach and online
approach, so the speed of these
approaches is contradictory.

Neural
networks/
Machine
Learning

Historical
data

It is able to detect shill bidders
in real-time.

Manually labelling large training
datasets of users is one of the
difficult tasks.

Table 4
Pros and cons of testing approaches.

Testing approaches Pros Cons

Simulated auctions It is able to capture much of the human competitive desire. It takes time to set up, promote (i.e., solicit participants), and monitor
simulated auctions.

Import real/synthetic data It represents the real behaviour of users. It is unethical to involve in shill bidding in commercial online auction
houses.

Bidding agents It can generate synthetic auction data quickly. It does not necessarily capture all of the real world behaviour a human
bidder may possess.

5. Research issues and challenges

Online auction has not yet gained trust among its users due
to the lack of monitoring services in real time. This lack gives
participants enough chances to hide their identities by creating
false accounts and behaves as they desire. Auction houses will
get a negative impact from its innocent bidders if they do not
have propermonitoring services for detecting shill bidding as early
as possible and preventing shill bidders to stop doing the shill
bidding practices before any monetary loss happens. Research on
combating shill bidding in live auctions has already started and
there is still several challenging research tasks open for further
research. In this section, we identify, and briefly discuss, some
research issues and challenges that are important for detecting
shill bidders in real-time.

(a) Development of effective feedback-based reputation sys-
tems:

One of the easiest accessible tools to establish a trust between
bidders and sellers is an electronic reputation system. Typically, a
reputation system is a bi-directional medium where bidders post
feedback on sellers, and also sellers evaluate bidders by posting
feedbacks. For example, bidders voluntarily post comments on
the quality of service, their satisfaction with the item traded, and
promptness of shipping [7,42]. Sellers comment about prompt
payment from buyers, or respond to comments/questions left by

buyers. However, these feedback-based reputation systems inma-
jor auction houses have failed to provide user trustworthy and
accurate information. Firstly as we analysed previously in this
paper, the reliability of the feedback rating is still questionable
because of having the possibility of inflating positive feedback and
deflating negative feedback.

Additionally, previous research on reputation systems do not
give proper directions to bidders about how they can avoid sellers
whose auctions regularly appear price-inflated [7,42]. Moreover,
there is no proper strategy applied in the existing systems for
identifying particular sellers who may fraud in order to ensure a
profitable sale.

Therefore, it is significant to propose effective reputation sys-
tems by providing users with convincible ratings for preventing
shill bidding fraud significantly in real-time. Thus, the new de-
veloped reputation system will be able to maintain trust between
auction houses and its users.

(b) Selection of Shill bidding patterns:
Real-time detection of shill bidding in online auction is clearly

not an easy task. As we have discussed in Sections 3.1.3(a) and
3.2.2(a), researchers have identified several strategies for shill bid-
ding. However, the selected bidding patterns cannot always help to
detect shill bidders because there is a possibility that the suspected
bidders still can be innocent. So, it is essential to have reasonable
explanations to the selected bidding patterns for detecting shill
bidding in real-time. If sufficient shill bidding evidence can be
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selected, the fraudulent bidders will be identified accurately in live
auctions.

(c) Proper reaction to shill bidders after detection:
It is more challenging to provide proper reactions to shill bid-

ders according to their fraud activities. It can be happened that
users might get upset if they are given a warning without any
justification for why they have been issued awarning from auction
houses. Moreover, if an auction is cancelled, does it mean the seller
restarts the auction at a later stage? How does the system enforce
the suspension of a user’s account? Is there any recourse for the
suspendeduser if he/she feels that the decision iswrong? The exact
answers of these questionswill help to select appropriate responds
given to the suspicious bidders in relation to the level of the shill
bidding activities in real-time.

(d) Nonexistence of ground truth:
Detection of shill bidding in real-time is not an easy task.

However, the assessment of effectiveness of such techniques is
even more challenging. How well do these detection techniques
really work in practice? Commercial auction houses are reluctant
to share their auction statistics due to privacy issues. Moreover,
if real-world auction data is obtained from commercial auction
houses, it cannot be known for sure if shill bidding behaviour is
present in the supplied data or not. Thus, it is not always feasible
to assess a real-time shill-detection technique on a set of sample
auction data, when the existence of actual shill behaviour in the
sample data is not known. Thus, research is still open on obtaining
the ground truth for evaluating the shill bidding detection tech-
niques in real-time.

(e) Anomaly detection adaptively:
Like computer and network security, fraudulent auction users

involve themselves in a clash with auction integrity researchers
when detecting shill bidding in real-time [7]. Instead of stopping
shill bidding activities further, the shill bidders change their typical
bidding activities to avoid the existing anomaly detection systems
for achieving monetary profits [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop anomaly detection techniques for detecting shill bidders
in real-time that will make auction houses reliable environment to
its users [7]. The adaptive anomaly detection techniques should be
adaptive to new conditions, and also be able to detect and react to
new type of shill bidding forms in real-time.

(f) Verification of suspected shill bidders:
Human knowledge and reasoning capability is required for de-

tection and verification of shill bidding fraud [7]. It is also another
challenging task to apply well-known detection techniques, such
as genetic algorithms and supervised machine learning for repre-
senting human knowledge for shill detection and verification in
real-time. Furthermore, a powerful binary classifier Support Vector
Machine (SVM) can be used for the classification of imbalanced auc-
tion data which will improve the monitoring performance signifi-
cantly. Therefore, successful research on the automated detection
and verification of shill bidderswill increase shill bidding detection
performance in real-time.

(g) Detection of collusive shill bidding:
Collusive shill bidding refers to the situation where a shill

bidder involves his/her friends or relatives in price-inflating be-
haviours [51]. Collusion among shill bidders makes more chal-
lenging task to determine whether shill bidding is occurring in
an auction or not. Moreover, it also becomes more difficult to
identify which bidders are responsible for the shill bids. The reason
is that colluding shill bidders can distribute thework evenly among
each other to collectively reduce their chance of identification by
auction houses. For instance, a group of shill bidders can take
turns at submitting bids, and/or alternate at participating in an
auction [51]. This behaviour can create an effect of making an
individual shill appear to be a regular bidder [51]. Thus, research
on real-time detection of collusive shill bidders can make the shill
detection technique more effective and realistic.

6. Conclusion and future work

With the rapid development of online auctions, auction fraud
has become one of the most concerning factors in the area of
ecommerce. Shill bidding is the hardest type of auction frauds to
detect. Hence shill bidding is rarely worth the trouble by mak-
ing victims suffer without notice. Shill bidding practices not only
produce undesirable effects on the auction participants but also
diminish the reputation of the auction houses. Therefore, innocent
users never feel interested to participate in any type of auctions
listed by auction housewhere shill bidders are involvedwith. Most
of the existing online auction systems suffer from user dishonesty,
reliable systems that could be able to provide trustworthy services
which are highly desired. So, it is urgent to develop an effective shill
detection technique used by auction houses for providing reliable
services to all innocent users. It will help to get the reputation and
popularity back to the auction houses those are alleged by shill
bidders.

Researchers have proposed several approaches for detecting
shill bidders in online auctions. However, majority of the past
literatures has been conducted after an auction ends. If the poten-
tial shill bidders can be identified when an auction is in-progress,
then the detection of shill bidding will be more effective. It can
reduce the loss result due to shill bidding fraud. There are very
few researches those have been conducted on real-time detection
of shill bidding in online auctions. This paper provides a brief
overview of major work that has been done for detection, pre-
diction and prevention of shill bidding including both offline and
real-time approaches. We also showed the comparison of these
detection and prevention techniques in this paper. Moreover, we
summarized research challenges of shill bidding fraud by which
future researchers would be competent to develop and implement
more effective and precise detection techniques for shill bidding
in real-time. We hope that the research ideas from past literatures
concise in this survey can help future researchers to develop more
trustworthy environments for online auctions.
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Chapter 3

Online Auction Software

Testing auction fraud countermeasures is one of the most difficult tasks due to the lack of

available commercial auction data. Commercial online auction sites (e.g., eBay, Yahoo!

Auctions, Amazon.com, Trade Me, etc.) do not share their auction data because of their

privacy concerns. Furthermore, it is not legal for a researcher to perform shill bidding in

the commercial auction sites for evaluating the performance of fraud countermeasures.

Therefore, an online auction system has been designed and implemented for testing

the effectiveness of the newly proposed shill bidding detection algorithms. This chapter

presents a conference paper describing the software characteristics of the auction system.

The chapter forms the basis for later chapters (Chapters 4–7) on software, which extend

its functional and shill bidding detection capabilities.

3.1 uAuction: Analysis, Design and Implementation of a

Secure Online Auction System

This paper describes our knowledge and experiences involved in designing and imple-

menting an online auction system, referred to as uAuction. The paper also presents a

software model for conducting online English auctions. Furthermore, the paper illus-

trates an analysis and design of uAuction based on Unified Modeling Language (UML).

UML is used to show the architectural model, subsystems, use cases, activity work-

flows, class diagram, user interfaces, and system sequence diagrams. uAuction has been

implemented and used to test the effectiveness of our proposed shill bidding detection

techniques discussed in later chapters (Chapters 4–7).

Note: There is limited existing literature on auction software. Furthermore, exist-

ing literature is outdated and not modelled using the latest in standards.
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“uAuction: Analysis, Design and Implementation of a Secure Online Auction Sys-

tem” [22] is published in the proceedings of the 14th IEEE International Conference on

Dependable, Autonomic and Secure Computing (DASC), 2016. DASC-2016 was held in

Auckland, New Zealand. DASC is a peer-reviewed conference that publishes scientific

and technological papers in a wide variety of fields including: new software, system ar-

chitectures, and communication systems. The review process of the conference involves

an initial screening on a submitted paper for their relevance and general submission

requirements. After qualifying the initial screening, each paper undergoes a rigorous

peer-review process with at least three reviewers. In the end, 22 full papers and 2 poster

papers were accepted in DASC-2016 for presentation. All the accepted papers were

included in the conference proceedings published by the IEEE Computer Society. This

paper is available online via IEEE Xplore1, Scopus2, and Google Scholar3. The paper is

referenced by DBLP4, Griffith Experts5, and UQ eSpace6.

Note: Some additional footnotes to supporting literature/references were added

to this paper post publication. This was done in order to clarify or justify certain

statements or definitions.

1http://http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
2https://www.scopus.com/
3https://scholar.google.com.au/
4http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
5https://experts.griffith.edu.au/
6https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:649282
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Abstract—Online auctions are now an immensely popular com-
ponent of the electronic marketplace. However, there are many
fraudulent buying/selling behaviours that can occur during an
auction (e.g., shill bidding, bid shielding, etc.). While researchers
are proposing methods for combating such fraud, it is extremely
difficult to test how effective these countermeasures are. This
is primarily due to it being unethical to engage in fraudulent
behaviour just for the purpose of testing countermeasures.
Furthermore, there is limited commercial auction data available
due to the sensitivities of an online auctioneer being willing to
admit that fraud has, or is occurring. In order to test fraud
countermeasures in a controlled environment, we have created
our own online auction server for conducting auction-related
research. This paper presents our experiences with designing
and implementing our own online auction system which we call
uAuction. At present, there is limited useful literature on auction
system design. We present an analysis and design of the auction
system by employing Unified Modeling Language (UML) to show
the architectural model, subsystems, use cases, activity workflows,
class diagram, user interfaces, and system sequence diagrams.
Our auction model is grounded in object-oriented techniques
and is open source so that other researchers can expand upon
our approach.

Keywords—Auction fraud; Domain model class diagram; De-
sign class diagram; Shill bidding; System sequence diagram;
UML.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online auction sites, such as eBay and Yahoo! Auctions,
are experiencing a dramatic increase in their popularity. The
number of auction items hosted by eBay has increased from
110 million to approximately 266 million between July 2010
and September 2014 [8], [15]. A seller lists an item online
for a set amount of time and buyers must place a bid higher
than the last bid in order to purchase. Online auctions have
removed the physical and logistical limitations of geographic
proximity, time to organise, physical space, and small target
audience.

However, the online environment creates many unique op-
portunities for people to cheat. Auction fraud can occur prior
to an auction (e.g., misrepresentation of items, selling of black
market goods, and triangulation), during an auction (e.g., shill
bidding), or after the auction terminates (e.g., buyer does not
pay for the item). Much research has been conducted around
pre and post auction fraud [5], [11]. However, in-auction fraud

is typically the hardest to develop effective countermeasures
for as it deals with human behaviours and strategies that are
somewhat unclear.

Shill bidding is the practice whereby a seller bids on his/her
own auction in order to artificially increase the price that the
winning bidder must pay. While it is understood that this
is a problem, there are multiple strategies a shill bidder can
engage in. As such there is much confusion over what actually
constitutes shill bidding and how to effectively detect and
prevent shill bidding. An even more significant problem is how
to test the effectiveness of in-auction fraud counter measure
proposals.

A major factor in the difficulty of testing in-auction fraud
counter measures is the lack of available commercial online
auction data. Online auctioneers do not share their auction
data, commonly citing privacy reasons. However, it is more
likely due to fear of damage to their public image should it
be discovered that fraud is rampant in their auctions. Another
significant issue with testing fraud counter measures is due
to ethics/legality. For example, it is actually illegal for a
researcher to engage in shill bidding in commercial online
auctions primarily for the purpose of testing fraud counter
measures. Due to these two major impediments, an alternative
proposal for in-auction fraud testing must be examined.

We were driven to create our own online auction system
due to there being limited useful literature available on auction
software design. Moreover, the existing auction software liter-
ature are typcially not based on Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [6], [7], [14], [16]. While there are vendors who sell
auction software [2], such software is expensive and cannot be
customised for our research requirements. This paper presents
an analysis and design of our auction system which we call
uAuction. We employ UML to show the architectural model,
subsystems, use cases, domain modeling, activity diagrams,
database schema, website navigation, user interface, and sys-
tem sequence diagrams. uAuction is being used to test the
effectiveness of our own shill bidding detection and prevention
proposal.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
related work on designing online auction system and the
motivation for this research. Section III describes the major
participants of an online auction and auction formats. Section
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IV presents an analysis of uAuction using UML. Section V
describes the design of uAuction. Section VI shows testing
approaches available for detecting and preventing fraud. Fi-
nally Section VII provides the concluding remarks with future
work.

II. RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM MOTIVATION

This section describes some existing online auction systems
and the motivation for designing and implementing uAuction.

A. Existing Auction Systems

Wurmann et al. [13] provide a software design for on-
line English auctions that supports both software and human
agents. Their proposed auction server named the Michigan
Internet AuctionBot provides for flexible specification of auc-
tions considering different parameters so that agent researchers
can explore the design space of auction mechanisms. However,
the authors do not show how they developed their auction sys-
tem. Furthermore, the AuctionBot has been decommissioned
since the early 2000s.

Kumar and Feldman [12] present a software architecture
and describe the various processes that comprise the auction
application. They present an auction system which implements
a collection of auction types. The key features of the under-
lying objects, processes, and interaction models are described
along with how an auction relates to some commonly used
trading models such as brokerages, two party negotiations, and
competitive bid-based procurement. Moreover, they describe
issues such as delay, security, and collaboration. However
the paper does not use UML for analysing and designing
the proposed auction system. Furthermore, the paper is not
research-oriented.

Rumpe et al. [1] describe an architecture for developing
a web-based, real-time online auction system. The paper
also discusses the functional and technical requirements of
developing an auction system combining standard software
and self-developed components. Although the authors use
UML components to a large extent for implementing their
auction system, their UML diagrams are incomplete and do
not strictly follow the UML standards.

Sheldon et al. [4] design a web-based auction system using
UML and component-based programming. They use UML in
a limited capacity in an attempt to model various aspects
of the auction system. Moreover, intelligent agents are used
for helping bidders participate in the auctions without always
being present to view the status of the auction. The authors
describe a case study pointing to the best practices in designing
and building a web-based auction system. However, the UML
diagrams are unclear and are of limited use for helping others
to understand how to implement their own auction system.

Trevathan et al. [10] design an online auction server for
facilitating auction research (referred to as the Research Auc-
tion Server). The paper describes the design of online auction
software by presenting a basic online model and addresses
the main auctioning processes, web navigation, preliminary
security, the database schema, and transaction and timing

issues. The authors also show how their proposed model can
interact with software bidding agents. Their auction design is
developed based on object-oriented techniques and is an open
source tool. However, the authors do not present any UML
diagrams for describing their auction system.

Ren [3] developed an online auction system based on a uni-
versity campus network for providing ecommerce facilities to
students. The author designed the auction system using UML.
The paper describes use case diagrams, activity diagrams,
sequence diagrams, class diagrams, and deployment diagrams
for designing their proposed online auction scheme. But the
UML diagrams are incomplete and do not strictly adhere
to UML standards. Furthermore, this paper is not research-
oriented.

B. Problem Motivation

Considering the limitations of the existing literature, we
have designed uAuction. Our main target research is to detect
shill bidding in real-time. To do this, we need to develop
our own auction system as it is illegal/unethical to engage
in shill bidding using commercial auction sites (e.g., eBay,
TradeMe, etc.) for testing purposes. This paper's aim is to
describe our knowledge and experiences with developing a
web-based auction model.

The reasons for developing this auction system are as
follows:

• To fully understand online auction system requirements;
• To gain experience with administering an auction server

and participating in online auctions;
• To enable testing of fraud detection/prevention tech-

niques; and
• To educate auction users about fraud/auctioning be-

haviours.

III. PARTICIPANTS AND THE ONLINE AUCTION FORMAT

A. Online Auction Participants/Stakeholders

There are three main stakeholders in an online auction:

• Seller – A seller lists an item (or collection of items) for
sale. The seller is typically after the highest price possible
for the item(s).

• Bidder – A bidder submits a bid for an item listed by
the seller. The amount the bidder bids is an indication
of what the bidder is willing to pay for the item being
auctioned. The bidder is typically after the lowest price
possible in order to win.

• Auctioneer – The auctioneer is responsible for hosting
the auction, providing the resources required for the auc-
tion, and conducting the auction proceedings according
to the auction rules. The auctioneer is usually paid a
listing fee by the seller. In some cases, the auctioneer
may receive a commission based on the winning price.
In this case, the auctioneer will typically want the item
to sell for the highest price possible.
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B. Online Auction Format

There are different types of auctions such as English,
Vickrey, Dutch, Continuous Double auction, etc. [2], [12].
The English auction is an open bid, ascending-price auction
in which bidders place competing bids against other bidders
in order to purchase the auctioned item. When a given time
expires, the highest bidder wins the auction and must pay
an amount equal to the winning bid. This type of auction
is commonly used in real estate. Many online auctions are
modelled on the English auction, except that an auction
finishes at a predetermined closing time.

TABLE I: Bid history of an online auction

Bid ID Bidder Bid Amount Bid Time
8 David $65 Jan-31-16 09:18:16
7 Jessica $59 Jan-31-16 09:17:40
6 William $55 Jan-30-16 09:12:58
5 Shannon $51 Jan-28-16 21:54:09
4 Jessica $50 Jan-28-16 20:35:05
3 Robert $45 Jan-28-16 21:05:14
2 Jessica $42 Jan-28-16 21:04:44
1 Shannon $40 Jan-28-16 21:04:08

In general, the format of a bid in an online auction is:
<bidder, bid amount, bid time>. A bidder can request for
a price quote of an auctioned item from the Auctioneer at
any time. The price quote comprises the bid information of
the current highest bid. The auction bid history is a list of all
bids that have been placed by the participating bidders in the
auction (see Table I). Here the winning bid is $65.

An online auction can have three additional parameters:
• Starting price – the minimum price at which the bidding

must start;
• Reserve price – the minimum price the seller will accept.

If the final price is below the reserve price, the result of
the auction is void; and

• Minimum bid increment – the minimal amount required
to outbid the current highest bid.

There are many variations available in online auctions. For
example, bidders can alter/cancel bids, confirm their placed
bids, auction multiple goods, Buy It Now auctions, etc. How-
ever, the auction model in this paper only focuses on English
auctions with a predetermined closing time.

IV. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

This section analyses the requirements for uAuction.

A. Software Subsystems

Software subsystems provide an intuitive way of visualising,
understanding and analysing the major functional require-
ments. Table II shows the uAuction's subsystems.

B. Use Cases

The use case consists of a set of possible sequences of inter-
actions between systems and users in a particular environment
for achieving a particular goal. The use cases for uAuction’s
subsystems are as follows:

TABLE II: uAuction subsystems

Subsystem Users/Actors Description
User account
management

Seller, Bidder,
Auctioneer

A seller/bidder can register himself
and can also update or view his de-
tails. The auctioneer can view/edit
a user's details and delete users.

Auction manage-
ment

Seller,
Auctioneer

A seller lists products for auc-
tion.The auctioneer approves or
disapproves an auction listing, and
acknowledges the corresponding
seller. He is also responsible for
adding product categories.

Auction
searching

Bidder A bidder searches products on auc-
tion.

Bidding Seller, Bidder,
Auctioneer

Bidders submit bids in an auction
and the auctioneer notifies the bid-
der who wins the auction.

Payment Seller, Bidder,
Auctioneer

A seller pays the auction listing
fee to the auctioneer. The winning
bidder has to complete transactions
for paying the seller. The seller
sends the product to the winner
upon receiving the payment.

Fraud detection Seller, Bidder,
Auctioneer

The auctioneer can detect auction
fraud. The bidder and seller are
provided with information to deter-
mine whether fraud has occurred.

• User account management: Fig. 1 presents the use
case diagram that deals with the issues relating to the
authentication of trading companies or users (sellers/bid-
ders), creation of a profile for each user that reflects his
interest in different kinds of products, location details,
and membership information. A seller/bidder can also
update or view his details. The auctioneer can view the
details of any user and delete any user account.

Fig. 1: User account management use case
• Auction management: A seller sets up the auction listing

of products. This step deals with describing parameters
such as price, reserve value, delivery dates, shipping
details, payment type, starting and ending date and time
of the auction, auction status, etc. The auctioneer ap-
proves the auction listing. After getting approval, the
corresponding seller will be able to process his auction.
Moreover, the auctioneer sets up the auction rules and
guidelines. (see Fig. 2)

• Auction Searching: Registered bidders are able to search
for specific products being auctioned (see Fig. 3).

• Bidding: Fig. 4 shows the use case diagram of bidding
subsystem that views the list of auctions and handles
the collection of placing bids from different registered
bidders and implements the bid control rules of the auc-
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Fig. 2: Auction management use case

Fig. 3: Searching use case

tion (e.g., minimum bid, bid increment, deposits required
with bids). The auctioneer terminates an auction and then
determines the winner according to the auction rules.

Fig. 4: Bidding use case
• Payment: This subsystem handles the payment of auction

listing fees to the auctioneer. A bidder who wins an
auction sends payment to the corresponding seller. At the
same time, the seller transfers the auctioned products to
the bidder (see Fig. 5).

• Fraud detection: Fig. 6 illustrates the fraud detection
subsystem. This subsystem monitors an auction for signs
of fraudulent bidding behaviour. Bidders or sellers can
provide information or are notified if fraud is suspected.

C. Domain Modeling

The domain model class diagram represents the types of
objects that exist in the system and shows the associations
among them. It also shows the attributes of a class and the
constraints that apply to the way the objects are connected.

Fig. 5: Payment use case

Fig. 6: Fraud detection use case

Fig. 7 shows uAuction's domain model class diagram. There
are three classes: Bidder, Auction and Bid.

Fig. 7: Domain model of an online auction system
The User class contains the attributes related to the user.

A user becomes a valid user after completing a registration
process by providing user details. A valid user can list products
for auction through the association with the Auction class and
also can make a bid through the association with the Bid class.
The Bid class describes the bid amount, bid time and the
user making the bid. There are some variations available in
online auctions such as the ability to cancel a submitted bid.
This is typically allowed when a bidder has accidently entered
the wrong bid amount. In the case of cancelling a bid, the
bid could simply be deleted from the database. Nonetheless,
a cancelled bid should be recorded into the database due to
security issues. This can be done by including bidValid and
bidCancelTime attributes to the Bid class of the class diagram.

D. Activity Diagram

An activity diagram is graphical representation of work
flows to describe the dynamic aspects of a system. While
there are many such diagrams related to uAuction, for space
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constraints will only provide the most significant activity
diagram.

Fig. 8 shows the activity diagram for bid submission. When
a bidder submits a bid for a particular auction, his placed
bid is compared to the current highest bid or last bid of the
auction. If the bidding amount does not meet the minimal
required amount to outbid the existing highest bid, then it is
discarded and the bidder is asked to resubmit a new bid. On
the other hand, the bid value meets the required amount it is
timestamped by the auctioneer and entered into the database.

In case of first bidding in an auction, the bid is compared to
the starting price of the auction. If the bid is higher than the
starting price, then the bid value is recorded by the auctioneer
and stored in to the database. Otherwise, the auctioneer rejects
the submitted bid and notifies the bidder to place a new bid
again.

E. System Sequence Diagram

A sequence diagram depicts the objects and classes involved
in the scenario and the sequence of messages exchanged
between the objects needed to carry out the functionality of
the scenario. Fig. 9 represents the sequence diagram of bid
submission in our proposed auction system.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of uAuction is discussed in this section. De-
sign class diagram and uAuction design interfaces are also
discussed in details.

A. Software Model

Fig. 10 presents a high level software model for performing
online auctions in uAuction. There are two main parties: a user
(bidder or seller), and an auctioneer. A communication link is
used to join the two parties.

The participants of an online auction system are described
as follows:

1) User: A user can be either a bidder or a seller. A bidder
interacts with an auctioneer using an HTML browser. A
two-way communication link is used for communicating
with the auctioneer to place a bid or get information such
as auction status from the auctioneer.
A seller interacts with an auctioneer using an HTML
browser. Using a two-way communication, the seller can
post one or more items with the details of the items to the
auctioneer for auctioning, as well as, can get notification
from the auctioneer about the winner of the auction item
after the end of the auction.

2) Auctioneer: The auctioneer runs a web server (e.g.,
MySQL server) and a scripting language like PHP. The
auctioneer is responsible for taking information from the
bidders and the sellers. The auctioneer provides regis-
tration service, log service, access control service, data
persistence service, etc.

The entire auction is database driven. All state information
(e.g., bids, timing, bidding amount, cancellation of bids, etc).
about the auction is stored into the database. The transaction

of the database starts when a bidder submits a bid or requests
a price quote. Using the scripting language, the database
generates dynamic web pages according to the bidder activity.

B. Interface Design

In this section we first discuss the usability issues in auction
software from the auctioneers perspective. As the software
becomes more flexible, allowing a wide variety of auction
styles to be used, the auctioneers task of specifying the
complete set of rules for an auction becomes more arduous.

1) The User Interface: There are two types of user interface
available in uAuction. Both users have to register into uAuction
for performing selling and bidding activities. Our auction site,
uAuction puts a user(seller/bidder) on the Welcome page from
where a registered user can authenticate him to the site and
initiate a secure session (login). An unregistered user will
get the opportunity to fill in a registration form that may be
processed online or off-line.

Other additional features of these two user interfaces are
discussed in this section.

• The Seller Interface: A seller lists auction products by
providing details of the product (e.g., the name of the
product, starting price, regular price, product category,
product description, image of the product, etc). After
listing an auction, a seller waits for approval from the
auctioneer. The listing products will be ready for auc-
tioning when the seller gets the notification of approval.
Fig. 11 shows a seller interface of uAuction.

• The Bidder Interface: Fig. 12 shows how the bidders
navigate the auction web site in the auction implementa-
tion. Each bubble shows a web page and arcs from one
page to another indicate that a hot link is available from
the first page to the second. The two-way communication
link indicates that it is possible to browse the first page
to the second and also possible to go back to the first
page from the second.
After registration, a bidder can browse through or search
the products in the auction site, which will possibly result
in a product being selected, and its description presented
to the bidder (see Fig. 13). If the product is on auction,
the rules of auction and bid history can be viewed, and
bids can be submitted for that product.
From the home page the bidder can also see a list of
all auctions at uAuction or a subset of these that are in
his personal auction watchlist. An auction gets added to
a bidder’s auction watchlist when the bidder explicitly
takes an action to do so from certain auction pages, or
implicitly when the bidder places his first bid. From lists,
all auctions or auction watchlist, the bidder can select an
auction and access the description of the product being
auctioned, see the rules of the auction, or bid on the
product.

2) The Auctioneer Interface: Fig. 14 shows an auctioneer
interface of uAuction.

The auctioneer interface consists of five components:
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Fig. 8: Activity diagram of bid submission

Fig. 9: Sequence diagram of bid submission

(i) Provide approval to auction listings requested by a par-
ticular seller after which the product will be ready for
auctioning process;

(ii) Allow the auctioneer to view the details of the products
and monitor the progress of the various running auction;

(iii) Add new categories of product;
(iv) Notify the seller if his product is not satisfied the auction

rules or the bidder if he wins an auction;
(v) Cancel any auction if any violation or fraud activity takes

place.

C. Design Class Diagram

The design class diagram for developing our auction system,
uAuction, is shown in Fig. 15. The diagram shows both the

Fig. 10: uAuction’s software model

Fig. 11: The seller interface of uAuction

attributes and operations of the associated class. The User
class consists of operations like, user registration, search
auction products, auction listing, place bid, cancel bid, update
the details of user, etc.

The domain modelling contains all attributes discovered
during analysis activities (see Fig. 7). The design class diagram
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Fig. 12: The navigation process of a bidder

Fig. 13: The bidder interface of uAuction

includes more information on attribute types, initial values, and
properties. It can also include the operations performed by the
class.

VI. TESTING APPROACHES FOR FRAUD
DETECTION/PREVENTION METHODS

As outlined in Section IIB, the motivation for creating
uAuction was to have a platform capable of testing our in-
auction fraud detection/prevention proposals. Table III shows
four types of in-auction fraud [9]. Each type of fraud is aimed
at disadvantaging different (or multiple auction) participants.
Currently we are focussing on developing mechanisms to
detect the presence of shill bidding.

Shill bidding is a very difficult type of in-auction fraud to
detect as there are many strategies a shill bidder can engage
in. There is also some confusion over what constitutes shill
bidding behaviour. Some proposals for shill bidding exist [5].
However, these proposals tend to take a static approach. That
is, wait until the auction has terminated and then look for
evidence of shill bidding. This means that no recourse can
be taken against a shill bidder until an innocent bidder has
become a victim. Our current research (being facilitated using
uAuction) is to develop a real-time shill detection algorithm.

Fig. 14: The Auctioneer Interface of uAuction

TABLE III: Details of Fraud Types

Sr.
No.

Fraud Type Description

1 Shill bidding A seller places bid on his own auctioned item
by himself or by involving his friends and
relatives to submit bids on his behalf.

2 Bid Shielding Bidders raise the price of an item up using
aliases, which frustrates the legitimate bidders,
and then at last moment the high bids are
withdrawn to secure a low bid.

3 Bid Sniping Bid sniping is a practice performed by a bidder
to prevent being outbid. A sniper submits a
bid during the closing seconds of an auction
in order to deny other bidders time to react.

4 Bid Siphoning Siphoning happens when an outsider observes
an auction and offers a similar item to the
bidders for a lower price. The siphoner avoids
all of the costs essential to conduct an auction,
and thus reducing the number of bidders to
place bid in the auction of the legitimate seller.

The algorithm looks for signs of shill bidding while an auction
is in progress. This means that actions can be taken against
a suspected shill bidder prior to an innocent bidder becoming
adversely affected. Penalties could range from warning a sus-
picious user, suspending/terminating an auction, suspending a
users account, or enforcing economic restrictions on a users
future activities.

As previously mentioned, it is not possible to test our
real-time shill detection algorithm using a commercial online
auction, nor is there sufficient reliable commercial auction data
available. uAuction allows use to conduct various types of tests
in order to determine the effectiveness of our shill bidding
detection proposal.

Table IV describes possible approaches for detecting/pre-
venting fraud mechanisms.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed our experiences in designing an on-
line auction system. Much of the existing auction software
literature is dated and is of limited usefulness to researchers.
Furthermore, most existing proposals do not adhere to sound
UML standards. We provided a simple and elegant design
for an online auction system based on UML. We presented
an analysis and design for the auction system illustrating key
system components using UML diagrams. uAuction is being
used to facilitate our research into real-time shill bidding
detection. uAuction provides us the ability to conduct various
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Fig. 15: Design class diagram of uAuction

TABLE IV: Testing approaches for detecting/preventing fraud

Sr. No. Testing Approach Description
1 Import real/synthetic data Real/synthetic data can be im-

ported into testing system for de-
tecting/preventing fraud.

2 Simulated
auction
data

Real users
without any
money

Real users can register into an
auction system that is developed
as a testbed and can acquire
any items without spending any
money through auction processes.

Real users
with real
money

Real users can participate in an
auction running in a testbed with
some real money.

3 Bidding agents A bidding agent can be used for
submitting bids automatically on
behalf of the bidder.

types of testing using a combination of human users, simulated
auctions and/or synthetic data.

Future work involves further development of the auction
system so that it has more functionality and can potentially
undertake different types of auctions. We also intend on
implementing our real-time shill bidding detection algorithm
as part of the fraud detection subsystem. This will then allow
us to undertake some of the aforementioned testing approaches
in order to help refine our proposed fraud detection techniques.
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Chapter 4

Real-Time Detection of Shill

Bidding in an Online Auction

This chapter presents two conference papers and a journal paper. The first conference

paper analyses bidding behaviour to identify shill bidders in online auctions. The second

conference paper introduces a basic real-time statistical algorithm to detect a potential

shill bidder and take necessary actions against him/her in real-time. This conference

paper is extended to a journal paper (see Section 4.3) that presents the shill bidding

detection algorithm in more detail with comprehensive testing on simulated and com-

mercial auction datasets.

4.1 Analysis on Bidding Behaviours for Detecting Shill

Bidders in Online Auctions

While shill bidding is a serious type of auction fraud, there are multiple strategies a

shill bidder can be engaged in. These strategies create confusion over what actually

constitutes shill bidding and how to detect potential shill bidders in online auctions.

This paper presents a complete overview of major research that has been conducted on

bidding behaviour for detecting potential shill bidders in online auctions. Furthermore,

the paper analyses bidding strategies which represent the strong signs of shill bidders.

Moreover, the paper demonstrates some case studies about recognising shill bidders on

a commercial auction dataset.

“Analysis on Bidding Behaviours for Detecting Shill Bidders in Online Auctions” [23]

is published in the proceedings of the 16th IEEE International Conference on Computer

and Information Technology (CIT), 2016. CIT-2016 was held in Nadi, Fiji. CIT is
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a peer-reviewed conference that publishes scientific articles in information technology,

computing science and computer engineering. The conference selected 56 papers from

207 submissions which corresponds to a 27.1% acceptance ratio. The review process of

the conference involves a high-quality evaluation method used by the highly qualified

program committee members. Each paper was reviewed by at least two independent

reviewers and received about three review reports on average. The accepted papers of

the conference were included in the conference proceedings published by the IEEE Com-

puter Society. This paper is available online via IEEE Xplore1, ScienceDirect2, Scopus3,

and Google Scholar4. The paper is referenced by DBLP5, Griffith Experts6, and UQ

eSpace7.

1http://http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
2http://www.sciencedirect.com/
3https://www.scopus.com/
4https://scholar.google.com.au/
5http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
6https://experts.griffith.edu.au/
7https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:649282
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Abstract—Online auction is a popular electronic marketplace
that allows buyers and sellers to purchase and sell products
in an efficient way. In spite of popularity of online auctions,
there are many fraudulent bidding or selling behaviours that can
occur during an auction (e.g., shill bidding, bid shielding, etc.).
Among auction fruads, shill bidding is one of the hardest types
of auction fraud to detect. Researchers have developed fraud
detection and prevention methods for combating such fraud.
However, it is difficult to effectively identify and recognise bidding
behaviours for detecting shill bidders in online auctions. This
paper presents a brief overview of major research on bidding
patterns for detecting shill bidders in online auctions. Moreover,
our analysis result illustrates the characteristics of such bidding
patterns represent strong signs of shill bidding when monitoring
online auctions to combat this fraud. We also present case studies
for identifying shill bidding behaviours in the datasets of eBay.

Keywords—auction fraud; bidding behaviours; online auction;
reserve price shilling; shill bidding.

I. INTRODUCTION

An online auction is simply a virtual marketplace hosted on
the Internet to match buyers and sellers of products around
the world. Online auctions have removed the physical and
logistical limitations of traditional auctions like geographic
proximity, time to organise, physical space, and small target
audience. The popularity of online auction sites such as eBay
and Yahoo! Auctions are increasing dramatically [24]. For
instance, the number of auction items hosted by eBay has
increased from 110 million to approximately 266 million
between July 2010 and September 2014 [14], [22].

However, online auctions are vulnerable to auction frauds.
Auction frauds can occur prior to an auction (e.g., mis-
representation of items, selling of black market goods, and
triangulation), during an auction (e.g., shill bidding), or after
the auction terminates (e.g., buyer does not pay for the item).
Unlike pre and post auction fraud [7], in-auction fraud is
typically the hardest to develop effective countermeasures for
as it deals with human behaviours and strategies that are
somewhat unclear. Moreover, in-auction fraud is one of the
serious concerns because the innocent bidders are not even
aware of that fraud has already occurred.

In-auction fraud can be employed by both sellers and
bidders. Trevathan and Read [17] identifies “Bid shielding”,

which is a strategy performed by one or more bidders to
preserve a low bid in an online auction. “Bid sniping” is
described as a strategy employed by a bidder in which the
majority of bids arrive in the final moments of the auction
[17]. Trevathan and Read [17] also describe “Bid siphoning”,
which is the situation where an outsider contacts with bidders
and offers to sell them the identical item they are currently
bidding on, thus keeping bidders away from the legitimate
sellers auction [17]. Moreover, the authors [17] discuss “Shill
Bidding” which is the topic of this paper.

“Shill bidding” is one of the most severe types of auction
fraud where a seller bids on his/her own auctioned product
or engages friends to place bids on his/her behalf. The goal
of shill bidding is to artificially increase the price that the
winning bidder must pay [17], [18]. While it is understood
that shill bidding is a serious type of in-auction fraud, there
are multiple strategies a shill bidder can engage in. As such
there is much confusion over what actually constitutes shill
bidding and how to effectively detect shill bidding in online
auctions. An even more significant problem is how to identify
and recognise bidding behaviours for combating shill bidders
before the victim incurs any monetary loss.

This paper presents a brief overview of major research that
has been conducted on bidding behaviours for detecting shill
bidders in online auctions. We also describe the characteristics
of such bidding patterns for the signs of shill bidding when
monitoring an online auction. Our analysis result illustrates
some bidding strategies that show strong signs of shill bidding
for preventing shill bidders from committing such crime.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the
details of shill bidding. Section III discusses related work on
investigating bidding behaviours for shill bidders detection in
online auctions. Section IV defines the problem motivation of
this research. Section V presents the characteristics of shill
bidders. Section VI describes an analysis of shill bidding
behaviours in online auctions. Section VII presents some
case studies on identifying and recognizing shill bidding
behaviours. Section VIII discusses research challenges on shill
detection techniques in online auctions. Finally Section IX
provides the concluding remarks with future work.
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II. SHILL BIDDING

Online auctions are susceptible to shill bidding. Shill bid-
ding is the act of introducing fake bids into an auction in order
to raise the final price [7], [17]. Shill bidding is generally
performed by the seller of an auction colluding with one or
more bidders in the auction. Alternatively, a seller might create
multiple fake bidding accounts which he/she uses to place fake
bids.

Fig. 1: Example of shill bidding scenario

Fig. 1 shows an example of an online auction scenario with
shill bidding. A shill bidder aggresively outbids a legitimate
bid by the minimal amount required to stay ahead and whithin
a small time period of the last bid. Moreover, the shill bids
force the other honest bidders to enter higher bids in order
to win the auction [17]. Furthermore, a shill bidder does not
win the auction despite the high number of bids. In Fig. 1, the
winning bid is $35 and the bidder who places the winning bid
has to pay more due to the presence of shill bidding.

What is more, shill bidding hurts the online auction com-
munity because it causes the honest bidders to pay more for
their products. Authorities have recognized shill bidding is
harmful and have made it illegal. In addition, there are suc-
cessful prosecution occurred in different time periods when the
perpetrators were convicted of shill bidding. Some examples
are as follows:

• In March 2001, three men charged for participating in
a group of shill bidding in hundreds of art auctions on
eBay [17]. The men created for more than 40 user IDs on
eBay with false information and hosted more than 1,100
auctions on eBay from late 1998 until May 2000, and
placed shill bids on more than half of those auctions.

• In July 2010, an UK man was fined to pay 5,000 and
ordered to undertake community service for 250 hours
after being found guilty of bidding on his own auctions
to drive up the price [17].

• In May 2013, a New Zealand based auction site, Trade
Me fined $40000 to a car trading co. for allegedly
engaging in concerted shill bidding on $1 reserve auctions
over the preceding 12 months [33].

Shill bidding can be classified as the following [7]:
• Reserve price shilling [7], [27]: Reserve price shill

bidding happens when a seller lists an item with a reserve
price lower than their expected price in order to create
lower listing fee, then uses shilling bids to drive up the
price to his own evaluation of the item. Therefore, the
seller can avoid paying higher reserve price fee to the
auctioneer.

• Competitive shilling [7]: Competitive shill bidding is
a bidding behaviour that artificially boosts the bidding
price of the auctioned item with the objective of making
legitimate bidders pay extra money to win their auctions
rather than paying less reserve price fee.

In comparison, competitive shill bidding causes greater
harm to the auction houses than the reserve price shilling
as the latter typically only affects the auction houses; while
the competitive shilling may affect all the normal bidders in
an auction market. Therefore, competitive shill bidding is the
main focus of this paper.
However, the detection and prevention of shill bidding is
difficult because of the following reasons:

1) Online auction houses allow users to create multiple
accounts quickly and easily. They also allow for a high
level of anonymity, many only requiring an email address
to create an account. The relative ease of creating ac-
counts together with the level of anonymity, make online
auctions particularly susceptible to shill bidding.

2) It is hard to prove that someone is indeed guilty of shill
bidding.

3) Though online auctioneers claim to monitor their auctions
for signs of shill bidding, they do not disclose how
such monitoring occurs. Therefore, it is even harder to
determine how to prevent shill bidders from engaging in
such shill bidding activities.

Thus, there is now growing momentum in the research
community to investigate shill bidding behaviours and propose
detection and prevention mechanisms to combat this crime
before the victim incurs any monetary loss.

III. RELATED WORK ON BIDDING BEHAVIOURS FOR
SHILL BIDDING DETECTION

We studied a brief overview of major researches that has
been conducted on auction frauds as well as on shill bidding
characteristics and their detection algorithm. Besides, some
prevention approaches have been adopted to try to prevent
auction users from engaging in such frauds, such as requiring
credit card information when registering into the online auc-
tion sites [23], [34], or taking into account the feedback rating
of the users [11]. The goal of shill bidding is to artificially
drive up the final price of products in order to generate an
interest for the auctioned products. There is always a confu-
sion about what bidding behaviours constitute shill bidding
attempts. Many researchers have identified and recognised
several shill bidding strategies to detect shill bidders in online
auctions. Bidding strategies that might seem suspicious could
in fact turn out to be innocent [17]. Moreover, a shill bidder
can involved in countless strategies. Therefore, this makes it
difficult to detect shill bidding.

There are some academic materials available on shill de-
tection techniques. Shill bidding detection research proposals
can be classified in various ways depending on their objectives
(i.e., concurrent [12], statistical [18], machine learning [4],
etc.). We are focusing on two distinct approaches:
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1) Offline (or static) – The shill bidding detection/preven-
tion mechanism is run after an auction has terminated;
or

2) Real-time (or dynamic) – The shill bidding detec-
tion/prevention mechanism operates while an auction is
in-progress.

The main distinction between these two types of shill
bidding detection/prevention mechanisms is that real-time
systems have the ability to take disciplinary actions during
an auction if shill bidding is detected. Alternately, an offline
mechanism will let the fraud occur, and then produce evidence
that shill bidding has occurred. Shill detection techniques
provide a deterrent to future participants of an auction about
bidders or sellers potentially involved in shill bidding.

A. Offline approaches

Shah, et al. [13] use data mining techniques for the purpose
of detecting shill behaviours in eBay video game console
auctions. The paper considers associations between buyers and
sellers during a period of time and finds that some users only
bid in auctions hosted by one particular seller and seldom
won, e.g., once or twice in all the transactions in which they
are involved. The authors consider these as possible cases of
shill bidding [13]. The authors identify four bidding strategies
for shill bidders detection on eBay auction data [13]. Later
on, Kauffman et al. [25], [27] identify five bidding behaviours
for determining shill bidders in online auctions. Afterward,
Bhargava et al. [5] derive an equilibrium bidding strategy
to counteract shill bidding in online auctions. The authors
identify five shill bidding strategy for fraud bidders detection.

Trevathan and Read [18] present a reputation system to
determine the degree of shill bidding in online auctions. The
authors consider a series of auctions for perceiving bidding
patterns for particular user and calculated a score called Shill
Score for each bidder to indicate the probability of being a
potential shill bidder. Their proposed shill detection algorithm
provides each participating bidder a Shill Score between 0-10,
with 10 having the highest possibility of being a shill bidder
[18]. Trevathan and Read [18] consider six bidding patterns for
calculating their proposed shill bidding detection algorithm.

Before calculating the shill score, Trevathan et al. [15]
design an online auction server for facilitating auction research
into shill bidding. However, in this stage of the work the
authors considered only the case when there is one shill. Later
in [16], the authors improved their previous work by proposing
a method to detect colluding shill bidding where multiple
bidders participate to do shilling behaviour in a group. To do
this, they introduced a score called Collusion Score which can
detect a colluding group that involves shill bidding activities.

Dong et al. [8] use Dempster-Shafer theory to secure
online auctions from shilling. The authors introduce a two-
step model: the combined knowledge obtained in the first step
is carried out using a model checking method to detect shill
behaviour that is previously introduced for detecting shilling
behaviours in concurrent auctions [12], and the mathematical
theory of evidences is used in the second step to verify the

detected results of shilling. But since the Dempster-Shafer the-
ory depends on the gathered knowledge, which is in the case
a shill score against a user, it cannot detect shilling activity
occurrences of multiple identity shills bidding. Moreover, the
authors claim that the technique can detect shilling in real
time, but the deployed model checker performs a check on
the bidders bidding behaviours only when the auction ends.
This indicates that the model is not effective to take action
against shill bidding in real-time. Dong et al. [10] study the
relationship between final prices of online auctions and shill
activities and a system to identify shill bidding based on the
difference between the final auction price and the expected
auction price. Their approach is restricted to auctions where
the expected price can be estimated and once again this system
is only applicable when an auction ends.

Lei et al. [2] propose a method based on k-means clustering
for identification of shill bidders in online auctions. Their
proposed method identifies four shill bidding characteristics to
detect fraud bidders [2]. Then, Tsang et al. [30] use machine
learning methods based on neural networks to optimise the
weightings of each criterion in the Shill Score algorithm [18].
This paper identifies two criteria to be the highest weighted
indicators of a shill like, (i) the time in an auction at which a
bidder starts bidding, and (ii) how soon after a legitimate bid
a user bids. The authors also propose a new reputation based
algorithm for detecting shill behaviours. But their proposed
reputation system does not work for detecting shill bidders
in real-time. Later Tsang et al. [31] propose an algorithm
named Span Propagation over an Auction Network (SPAN)
for detecting users committing fraud collaboratively. Their
proposed SPAN is a two-phase method that first generates
an initial anomaly score for each user by applying anomaly
detection on multiple 2-dimensional feature subspaces [31].
Then it applies belief propagation to revise those scores for
identifying suspicious groups of users. Furthermore, Their
proposed approach identifies six bidding behaviours for shill
bidding detection.

Goel et al. [1] propose a machine learning method for de-
tecting shill bidders. The authors [1] considers thirteen bidding
strategies for shill bidders detection. Later on, Ford et al. [3]
considers ten bidding strategies for identifying suspicious shill
bidders in online auctions.

Kaur et al. [6] introduce a variable auction participation
fee for combating shill bidding. Their proposed mechanism
charges each bidder a bidding fee for placing every bid and this
bidding fee is proportional to the bidding amount (the authors
consider 2% of the bidding price as the bidding fee) [6].
Moreover, the authors keep the bidding fee low so that it does
not discourage the legitimate bidders but on the same time
dissuade a single or a group of shill bidders to perform shill
bidding activities [6]. Furthermore, the winner of an auction
gets exemption from paying the auction participation fee when
he/she confirms to buy the item that he/she won the auction
for [6]. However, it may happen that some honest bidders will
always be victims of losing money due to auction participation
fee without any involvement of shill bidding.
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B. Real-time approaches

Almost all the research proposals for shill bidding de-
tection/prevention are conducted after an auction ends. As
a result, there are very few proposals for real-time shill
detection/prevention techniques. Fig. 2 presents statistics on
the research of shill bidding detection.

Fig. 2: Statistics on shill bidding detection and prevetion
research

Xu et al. [11] introduce a formal approach to detect shill
bidding in live auctions. Their proposed approach employs
three sources: (i) the auction model which is updated dy-
namically when new bids arrive; (ii) Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) formulas represent the shill bidding patterns; and (iii) a
Simple Promela INterpreter (SPIN) model checker that checks
whether the LTL formulas are violated or not. Xu et al. [11]
investigate nine bidding behaviours for effectively verifying
their proposed shill bidding detection approach. Nevertheless,
the problem of this approach is that monitoring an auction after
every single submitted bid may make the detection process
much slower, which is not efficient when there is a large
number of participants.

In contrast, Ford et al. [3] present a real-time classifier that
identifies suspicious shill bidders based on a neural network
method. The neural network is initialized with a training
sample and is then updated incrementally to adapt to new
bidding data in real-time [3]. However, manually labelling the
large training data sets of users is a time consuming task.

On the other hand, Mamun and Sadaoui [20] propose a
software architecture for the purpose of protecting auction
systems from shill bidders in online auctions. They claim that
their proposed mechanism keeps the auction system secure
from auction fraud and also maintains trust among users as
well as the online auction system [20]. The authors identify
nine bidding patterns for the signs of shill bidding. However,
the paper continually mentions the IP tracker that tracks the
IP addresses of sellers and bidders. However, the authors do
not actually discuss how to implement IP tracker for testing
the proposed system. Later on, Mamun [19] presents an auc-

tion system named ShillFree1 auction system by considering
twelve shill bidding strategies.

Sadaoui et al. [29] propose a generic framework that covers
real-time monitoring of multiple live auctions. This framework
observes the running auctions, takes actions in real-time and
prevents shill bidders from succeeding [29]. The authors
claim that real-time monitoring processes a smaller number
of bids rather than offline processing [29]. This suggests
their proposed system can react quicker to the potential shill
bidders. However, their approach is a combination of the
offline approach with an online approach. Therefore, claims
about the speed of their proposal are contradictory. Moreover,
they do not address collusion among bidders and/or sellers.
Later Sadaoui et al. [28] proposes runtime stage-based mon-
itoring system that detects in-auction frauds by monitoring
each bidder’s stage activities in ongoing auctions. It then takes
immediate action by warning dishonest bidders and cancelling
the infected auctions after detecting abnormal activities in
ongoing auctions [28]. In both papers [28], [29], the authors
take into account eight bidding behaviours for preventing
fraudsters from committing shill bidding activities. However,
the authors do not justify the reason for selecting eight bidding
behaviours among 17 bidding patterns.

IV. PROBLEM MOTIVATION

Detecting shill bidders efficiently depends on identifying
and recognising bidding patterns of shill bidders in an online
auction. The aim of this research is to investigate and study
the challenges and issues related with shill bidding behaviours
with respect to detecting and preventing shill bidding fraud.

Our contribution of this paper is to analyse shill bidding
characteristics proposed in the previous literatures. Moreover,
we identify the common bidding behaviours from the past
researchers as the strong signs of shill bidding in order to
develop a shill detection technique. The research question of
this paper is the following:

• How to select the bidding behaviours/characteristics in
online auctions for developing a shill detection technique
in the auctions?

V. SHILL BIDDING BEHAVIOURS

Many researchers have identified several shill bidding strate-
gies in past studies We compile the following shill-bidding
patterns from [1]–[3], [5], [8]–[11], [13], [18]–[20], [25], [26],
[28]–[30], [32], [34] to monitor an online auction for shill
bidders detection:

1) First bidding – Shill bidder usually places bids very early
in an auction to stimulate bidding [3], [5], [11], [13], [19],
[20], [25], [28]–[30].

2) Bidder feedback rating – This behaviour is suggested
by [1], [3], [9], [10], [34] for identifying the experience
level of a bidder and establishing trustworthiness.

3) Last bidding – Shill bidder stops placing bids before
an auction ends for reducing their chance of winning the
auction [2], [3], [8]–[10], [18]–[20], [28]–[30].
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4) Bid increment – A shill bidder outbids soon after the
current high bidder with small bid increments required
by an auction for giving legitimate bidders more time to
respond [1]–[3], [5], [8], [11], [13], [18]–[20], [25], [28]–
[30]. For example, if the current high bid is $45.00 and
a bidder submits a new bid for $50.00, then the bidder’s
bid increment is $5.00.

5) Average increment difference – This behaviour is the
bid increment difference of a bidder’s submitted bids
[3]. For example, if a bidder’s previous bid increment is
$35.00 and his/her current bid increment is $45.00, then
the bid increment difference of the bidder is $10.00.
Ford et al. [3] identify that a large increment difference
of a bidder’s submitted bids early in an auction and a low
increment difference of the bidder’s submitted bids during
the closing time of the auction indicate shill bidding
behaviour.

6) Average time difference user bids– This behaviour is the
time difference of a bidder’s submitted bidding time [3].
For example, a bidder’s previous bidding time difference
is 30 sec and the bidder’s current bidding time difference
is 50 sec, then the difference of the bidder’s bidding time
is 20 sec.
Ford et al. [3] introduce that a large value of each
bidder’s bidding time difference early in an auction and
a low value of the same bidder’s bidding time difference
during the closing time of the auction suggests suspicious
behaviour to be a shill bidder.

7) Outbid time – Outbid time is the time difference between
a bidder places a new highest bid and the previous
highest bid submitted by another bidder [2], [3], [5], [18]–
[20], [29], [30], [34]. For example, if a bidder outbids a
legitimate bidder with 25 sec of the last bid, then the
bidder’s outbid time is 25 sec. Researchers [2], [3], [5],
[18]–[20], [29], [30], [34] identify that a small value of
each bidder’s outbid time early in an auction and a large
value of each bidder’s outbid time indicate a suspiciour
bidder’s desire to raise the final price of the auction.

8) Bid frequency – Bid frequency refers to the number of
bids placed by a bidder. A shill bidder has a high number
of bids than other legitimate bidders in an online auction
[1]–[3], [5], [9]–[11], [18]–[20], [28]–[30], [34].

9) Auction starting price – Ford et al. [3] and Dong et al.
[9], [10] identify an impact of auction starting price on
a bidder’s decision to participate in the auction. Dong
et al. [9] discuss the effects of auction starting price
on the possibility of an auction involving shill bidders.
Many bidders usually avoid to participate in an auction
with s high value of auction starting price [3], [9], [10].
Conversely, a low value of starting price indicates that
the auction involves shill bidders [3], [9], [10].

10) Affinity to the sellers – A shill bidder usually participates
in an auction run by a particular seller [1], [13], [18], [25],
[26], [28]–[30].

11) Successive bidding – Researchers [19], [20], [28], [29]
identify that a shill bidder often places bids successively

to outbid his/her own bid even he/she is the top bidder
in the auction.

12) Reserve price shilling – Sadaoui et al. [28], [29] consider
bidding behaviours to identify reserve price shilling. A
shill bidder successively outbids his/her own bid when
the current auction price is smaller than the reserve price
[28], [29]. Otherwise, bidding ratio of the shill bidder is
lower to reduce the risk of winning [28], [29].

13) Winning ratio – A shill bidder avoids to win an auction
as the auction will have to be repeated [8]–[10], [13],
[18], [25], [26], [28], [30], [32], [34].

14) Bidding in concurrent auctions – A shill bidder involves
in the concurrent auctions [12] with higher bidding prices
rather than with lower prices [8]–[10], [25], [26], [28].

15) Seller feedback rating – Researchers [1], [3], [34]
indicate that seller feedback rating is an important factor
as most bidders are more likely to bid in an auction if
the seller has significant positive feedback in the past
auctions. A positive feedback rating of a seller influences
bidding behaviours in an auction [1], [3], [34].

16) IP tracking – This behaviour is suggested by Mamun et
al. [19], [20]. A shill bidder places bids multiple times
on the same item and then changes both his/her identity
and IP address of his/her computer [19], [20].

VI. ANALYSIS ON SHILL BIDDING BEHAVIOURS

Identifying the strong signs of bidding behaviours for de-
tecting shill bidders in online auctions is very difficult. This
section describes our analysis on bidding behaviours suggested
by researchers in past studies for combating shill bidders in
an online auction. Table I shows all the bidding behaviour of
shill bidding in past studies.

TABLE I: Bidding behaviours of shill bidding

Behaviour
ID

Bidding Behaviours Total research
papers

supported
1 First bidding 10
2 Bidder feedback rating 5
3 Last bidding 11
4 Bid increment 14
5 Average increment difference 1
6 Average time difference user bids 1
7 Outbid time 10
8 Bid frequency 16
9 Auction starting price 3
10 Affinity to the sellers 11
11 Successive bidding 4
12 Reserve price shilling 2
13 Winning ratio 11
14 Bidding in concurrent auctions 6
15 Seller feedback rating 3
16 IP tracking 2

Fig. 3 illustrates analysis on bidding behaviours of shill
bidders. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the following seven
bidding behaviours represent stong signs of shill bidding as
these patterns are common in past literatures:

• First bidding
• Last bidding
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Fig. 3: Analysis on bidding behaviours of shill bidders

• Bid increment
• Outbid time
• Bid frequency
• Affinity to the sellers
• Winning ratio

VII. CASE STUDIES ON SHILL BIDDING BEHAVIOURS

We consider an auction listing of Palm Pilot PDAs
auctioned in eBay available in the link: http://www.
modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets [35]. This website con-
sists of three high demand auction listings auctioned in eBay
such as Cartier wristwatches, Palm Pilot M515 PDAs, and
Xbox game consoles. We have selected the PDA because it
was popular to a large number of bidders and bids. The auction
data of Palm Pilot PDAs was collected over a period of two
months in 2003. Table II illustrates the data field details of the
PDAs dataset.

TABLE II: Data field description of Palm Pilot M515 PDAs

Column
No

Data Field Description

1 Auction ID Unique identifier of an auction
2 BidAmount Bid amount placed by a bidder or by proxy

bidding
3 BidTime Time (in days) that the bid was placed from

the start of the auction
4 Bidder Unique identifier of a bidder
5 Bidder Rating Feedback rating of a bidder
6 Closing Price Last bid or winning bid of an auction
7 Opening Bid Starting price of an auction set by a seller
8 Seller Unique identifier of a seller
9 Seller Rating Feedback rating of a seller
10 #Bids Total number of bids in an auction
11 End Date Closing time of an auction

Table III provides statistical information of Palm PDAs
dataset [28]. In Table III, “1-time bidder” refers to the bidder
who participated in only one auction, and “2-time bidder”
means that the bidder participated in only two-auctions.

As shill bidders usually involve in auctions with more bids,
we analyse the top three auctions that have the highest number
of bids. In the PDA datasets, the first top auction has 51 bids,
the second top auction 45, and the third top auction 42.

TABLE III: Statistical information of Palm PDAs [28]

Features Palm PDAs
Total no of auctions 149
Total no of bidders 1024
Total no of sellers 71
Total no of bids 3166
Average of total bidders 7
Average of total bids 21
Average winning price 229.04
1-time bidders 75.2%
2-time bidders 14.3%

A. Case Study 1: First top auction of Palm PDAs dataset

Table IV presents the first top auction details of Palm PDAs
dataset. Table V shows the analysis on bidding behaviours of
participated bidders in Palm PDAs auction.

TABLE IV: Statistical information of Case Study-1

Auction details Statistics
Auction ID 3020532816
Opening bid 0.01
Total bids 51
Total bidders 21
Winning price 227.5
Auction duration 7 days

TABLE V: Analysis on bidding behaviours of Case Study-1

Bidder ID Bidding Behaviours
a***4, b***0, e***i,
k***0, m***9, f***a,
g***g, g***o

Bidders placed only one bid in the auction

s***h He is the early bidder and placed his first
bid during 13.74% of the auction duration.
He placed bids up to 19.10% of the auction
duration.

h***s This bidder submitted bids up to 94.36% of
the auction duration and he shows honest
bidding behaviour throughout the auction
period.

z***n This bidder shows suspicious bidding be-
haviour throughout the auction. He submit-
ted 8 bids in this auction that is the highest
number of bids than other bidders. As well
as he placed bids within short time period
of the last bid.

B. Case Study-2: Second top auction of Palm PDAs dataset

There are two second top auctions of Palm PDAs. We
consider the Auction ID 3018788243 from the dataset [35].
Table VI presents the second top auction details. Table VII
shows the analysis on bidding behaviours of participated
bidders in the auction.

TABLE VI: Statistical information of Case Study-2

Auction details Statistics
Auction ID 3018788243
Opening bid 0.01
Total bids 45
Total bidders 14
Winning price 245
Auction duration 7 days
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TABLE VII: Analysis on bidding behaviours of Case Study-2

Bidder ID Bidding Behaviours
c***9, k***0, k***6,
l***r, r***7, t***6

Bidders placed only one bid in the auction

t***n He is the early bidder and placed his first
bid during 1.4% of the auction duration. He
placed bids up to 17.13% of the auction
duration.

m***m He has placed his first bidding during 9%
of the auction period and stopped bidding
10 hours before the auction closing time.
Moreover, the bidding percentage of this
bidder is 35.55% that is higher than other
normal bidders. Furthermore, he never won
any auction in the other 148 auctions. The
bidding activities of this bidder are strong
signs of shill bidding fraud.

C. Case Study-3: Third top auction of Palm PDAs dataset

Table VIII presents the third top auction details of Case
Study-3. Table IX shows the analysis on bidding behaviours
of participated bidders in the auction.

TABLE VIII: Statistical information of Case Study-3

Auction details Statistics
Auction ID 3023748273
Opening bid 1
Total bids 42
Total bidders 17
Winning price 190
Auction duration 7 days

TABLE IX: Analysis on bidding behaviours of Case Study-3

Bidder ID Bidding Behaviours
e***a, f***7, g***8,
h***b, i***1, k***g,
p***g

Bidders placed only one bid in the auction

t***5 He is the early bidder and placed his first
bid during 0.14% of the auction duration.
He placed his second bids on 43.11% of the
auction period.

g***9 This bidder placed a large number of bids
compared to other bidders. He continued
placing bids up to 96.91% of the auction
period. Moreover, he never won any auc-
tion in the other 148 auctions. The bidding
behaviour of this bidder indicates suspicious
activity to be a shill bidder.

VIII. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

There are still several research challenges open for further
research on combating shill bidding in online auctions. In this
section, we identify, and briefly discuss, some research issues
and challenges that are important in this research domain.

1) Selection of Shill bidding strategies: Detection of shill
bidding in online auction is clearly not an easy task. We
have discussed in Section III about several shill bidding
strategies identified in past literatures. However, the se-
lected bidding patterns cannot always help to detect shill
bidders because there is a possibility that the suspected
bidders still can be innocent. So, it is essential to have
reasonable explanations to the selected bidding patterns

for detecting shill bidding. When sufficient shill bidding
evidence can be selected, the fraudulent bidders can be
identified accurately.

2) Proper reaction to shill bidders after detection: It
is more challenging to provide proper reactions to shill
bidders according to their fraud activities. It can be
happened that users might get upset if they are given a
warning without any justification for why they have been
issued a warning. Moreover, if an auction is cancelled,
does it mean the seller restarts the auction at a later stage?
What happens to the listing fees for a cancelled auction?
How does the system enforce the suspension of a users
account? Is there any recourse for the suspended user if
he feels that the decision is wrong? The exact answers of
these questions will help to select appropriate responds
given to the suspicious bidders in relation to the level of
the shill bidding activities.

3) The lack of ground truth: The most challenging task
is to assess the effectiveness of shill bidding detection
techniques. How do these techniques really work well
in practice? This assessment is complicated by the subtle
behaviours associated with such fraud and the lack of ex-
ample data that includes actual, verified fraud behaviour.
Thus, obtaining ground truth for shill bidding detection
becomes a problem. However, proper selection of bidding
strategies and develop a detection algorithm with these
bidding strategies can make the detection of shill bidders
in online auctions effective.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our main target is to detect shill bidders in real-time. To
do this, we have developed our own auction system as it is
illegal/unethical to engage in shill bidding using commercial
auction sites (e.g., eBay,TradeMe, etc.) for testing purposes
[21]. However, it is essential to identify and recognise shill
bidding patterns before proposing a real-time detection method
to prevent suspicious bidders from committing shill bidding
activities in online auctions. This paper presents a brief
overview of major research on bidding behaviours to detect
shill bidders. We also describe and analyse the characteristics
of such bidding patterns for determining the strong signs of
shill bidders. Moreover, we demonstrate case studies for recog-
nising shill bidders from the datasets of a popular commercial
auction site, eBay.

Our future work is to propose a real-time detection method
for combating shill bidders in online auctions. We would like
to undertake comprehensive testing on our real-time detection
algorithm. Moreover, we want to fully develop our auction
system for detecting and preventing multiple shill bidders from
performing price inflating attempts with collusive groups. Fur-
ther work also includes looking into the impacts of imposing
penalties on bidders and auctions. Furthermore, we would
like to implement the real-time shill detection and prevention
mechanism as a neural network and Bayesian network and
compare the performance with the statistical approach.
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4.2 A Real-Time Detection of Shill Bidding in Online Auc-

tion

This paper is our first introductory method for detecting potential shill bidding in an

online auction. The paper sets the theme for the rest of this thesis. The paper presents a

basic real-time statistical algorithm to identify a potential shill bidder while an auction

is in progress. The algorithm is referred to as the Live Shill Score (LSS). The LSS

algorithm detects and verifies a potential shill bidder in an online auction. Furthermore,

the algorithm takes necessary steps according to the fraud activities. The paper also

provides some preliminary testing on the effectiveness of the algorithm. Experimental

analysis shows that the algorithm is able to highlight a potential shill bidder in real-time.

“A Real-Time Detection of Shill Bidding in Online Auction” [24] is published in

the proceedings of the International Association for Development of the Information

Society (IADIS) – International Conference e-Society, 2017. e-Society 2017 was held in

Budapest, Hungary. e-Society is a blind peer-reviewed conference that publishes both the

technical and non-technical aspects of the Information Society including: e-Society and

digital divide, e-Commerce, e-Learning, e-Government, e-Health, information systems,

and information management. The conference received 139 submissions in total, with

contributions from more than 31 different countries. Each submission was reviewed by

an average of four independent reviewers to ensure the high quality of the accepted

submissions. In the end, 23 papers were accepted for presentation which corresponds to

about 17% acceptance ratio. The conference proceedings will be submitted to Elsevier,

Scopus, and Thomson Reuters. This paper is available online via IADIS Digital Library1

and Google Scholar2.

1http://www.iadisportal.org/
2https://scholar.google.com.au/
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ABSTRACT 

Online auctions are popular and convenient way to engage in ecommerce. However, the amount of auction fraud 
increases with the rapid surge of users participating in online auctions. Shill bidding is the most prominent type of 
auction fraud where a seller submits bids to inflate the price of the item without the intention of winning. If the shill 

bidders are not detected during the auctions, the willing seller/buyer has already cheated by the end of the auction. 
Therefore, it is essential to detect and verify shill bidding in real-time auctions and take necessary steps according to the 
fraud activities. This paper proposes a Live Shill Score (LSS) algorithm for real-time detection of shill bidding in online 
auctions and takes appropriate actions to the shill bidders accordingly. Experimental result shows that our proposed 
algorithm can potentially detect shill bidding attempts before an auction ends. 

KEYWORDS 

Auction fraud; bidding behaviours; live shill score; online auction; shill bidding 

1. INTRODUCTION

An online auction is simply an electronic marketplace hosted on the Internet to match buyers and sellers of 

products around the world. Online auctions have removed the physical and logistical limitations of traditional 

auctions such as geography, presence, time and physical space. Therefore, online auctions are becoming 
more attractive to sellers and buyers since 2002 (Vakrat & Seidmann 2000). 

Although online auctions are attractive, they are susceptible to fraud. “Shill bidding” is one of the most 

severe types of auction fraud which is the act of introducing fake bids into an auction to drive up the final 

price of the auctioned item (Trevathan & Read 2006). Shill bidding is generally performed by the seller of an 

auction colluding with one or more bidders in the auction. Alternatively, a seller might create multiple fake 

bidding accounts which he/she uses to place fake bids. A shill bidder aggressively outbids a legitimate bid by 

the minimal amount required to stay ahead and within a small time period of the last bid (Trevathan & Read

2006). Moreover, the shill bids force the other honest bidders to enter higher bids in order to win the auction 

(Trevathan & Read 2006). Furthermore, a shill bidder does not win the auction despite the high number of 

bids. Therefore, the honest bidder who wins the auction has to pay more for the auctioned item due to the 

presence of shill bidding. 
Researchers from economics, ecommerce and computer science are working on methods for combating 

shill bidding (Dong et al. 2009; Kosmopoulou & De Silva 2007; Nikitkov & Bay 2008; Sher 2012).

However, there are very few proposals available for detecting shill bidding in real-time. Almost all the 

research proposals for shill bidding detection/prevention are conducted after an auction ends. Nonetheless, 

there are some limitations of this approach. Firstly, it becomes very late to react to shill bidders (i.e., the 

fraud occurs and the victim has already cheated due to shill bidding). Secondly, if the auction system can 

successfully detect the presence of shill bidding as early as possible after it happens, the auction house can 

take the initiative (e.g., suspend the auction) so that shill bidding can be discharged. In this instance, the 

honest bidders can be protected from losing money. 

Xu et al. (2009) introduce a formal approach to detect shill bidding in live auctions. Nevertheless, 

monitoring an auction after every single submitted bid may make the detection process much slower, which 
is not efficient when there are a large number of participants. In contrast, Ford et al. (2012) present a  
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real-time classifier that identifies suspicious shill bidders based on a neural network method. However, 

manually labelling the large training data sets of users is a time consuming task. On the other hand, though 

Mamun & Sadaoui (2016) propose a software architecture to protect auction systems from shill bidders in 

online auctions, they do not actually discuss how to implement IP tracker for testing their proposed system. 
Sadaoui et al. (2015) and Sadaoui & Wang (2016) propose a generic framework that observes the running 

auctions, takes actions in real-time and prevents shill bidders from succeeding. The authors claim that their 

proposed system can react quicker to the potential shill bidders (Sadaoui et al. 2015; Sadaoui & Wang 2016).

However, their approach is a combination of the offline approach with an online approach. Therefore, claims 

about the speed of their proposal are contradictory.  

Considering the limitations of research explored in the existing literature, it is necessary to revise the 

existing shill bidding detection methods. There is a need to detect shill bidding before the fraud occurs and 

victim incurs any monetary loss. Moreover, it is an effective way to detect and stop shill bidders from 

committing any shill bidding activities in real time rather than detect it afterwards. This paper proposes a Live 

Shill Score (LSS) algorithm for detecting shill bidders in real-time. We have implemented the LSS algorithm 

in a case study. We have also undertaken some preliminary tests. Our experimental results show that our 
proposed algorithm can potentially detect shill bidders before ending an auction.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our proposed algorithm for real-time detection of 

shill bidding; Section 3 discusses our experimental setup and preliminary results. Finally Section 4 provides 

concluding remarks with future work. 

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The shill detection and prevention methodology considers bidding and auction properties when an auction is 

running. A bidder’s Live Shill Score (LSS) represents the bidder’s behaviour during an auction. We calculate 

the LSS value for each participating bidder in live auctions based upon the selection of bidding behaviours.  

The bidding behaviours depend on the stages of an auction. Xu et al. (2009) suggest that shill bidding 

behaviours occur during three different stages of a running auction duration as follows (Xu et al. 2009): 

(i) Early Stage – This is the first quarter of the auction duration (up to 25% of the auction duration). A shill 

bidder usually places bids early in an auction to encourage bidding. 

(ii) Middle Stage –This is the time period between 25.1% and 80% of the auction duration. The majority of 

bidding should occur during this period. 

(iii) Late Stage – The next 15% (between 80.1% and 95%) of the auction is the late stage. A shill bidder will 

place very few bids during this period to reduce his/her chance of winning the auction. 
In our real-time shill detection methodology, we consider the above stages for monitoring shill bidding 

patterns in a live auction. However, we differ from Xu et al. (2009) by introducing an Exoneration stage: 

(iv) Exoneration Stage – The last 5% of the auction duration is used for verifying the detected bidding 

patterns from the early, middle and late stages. The resultant LSS value of each participated bidder in the 

auction will be calculated at this stage. Xu et al. (2009) did not clearly address when reactions would be 

taken for the potential shill bidders after the end of the late stage. Therefore, this exoneration stage is 

required for taking appropriate actions to the involved shill bidders after the late stage and for 

exonerating bidders with good behaviour. 

Figure 1 illustrates the process for detecting shill bidding in real-time. Time flows from left to right. In 

our proposed LSS algorithm, an auction is broken up into four aforementioned stages (i.e., early, middle, late, 

exoneration). A bidder’s behaviour is examined against other bids which placed by the bidder during each 
auction stage for calculating a LSS of the bidder. An LSS for each bidder is calculated during each respective 

auction stage. The higher the bidder’s LSS, the increased likelihood the bidder is engaging in price inflating 

behaviour. At the end of the auction, a bidder’s overall LSS is calculated and stored in the database. 
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Figure 1. A real-time shill bidding detection process 

2.1 Reactions to Shill Bidders 

At every stage, a potential shill bidder will get a reaction to the detected suspicious bidding behaviour 
depending on his/her LSS. At the same time, the other legitimate bidders will get notifications to stop further 

bidding due to the presence of a shill bidder. Therefore, the legitimate bidders will no longer be victims of 

shill bidding. The possible penalties given by the auctioneer can be the following: 

(i) Penalty 1 (At the end of the early stage) – Sends a warning message to the suspected bidders; 

(ii) Penalty 2 (At the end of the middle stage) – Pauses the current auction temporarily and notifies all 

participating bidders about the suspicious activity; 

(iii) Penalty 3 (At the end of the late stage) – Stops the current auction permanently and limits the privileges 

of the suspicious account when couple of offences have occurred; 

(iv) Penalty 4 (At the end of the exoneration stage) – Suspends the suspected account permanently if it 

shows repeated behaviours in multiple auctions. 

2.2 Bidding Behaviours 

Detecting shill bidders efficiently depends on identifying and recognising bidding patterns of shill bidders in 

an online auction. Our proposed LSS algorithm looks at the following bidding behaviours to detect shill 

bidding in real-time:

· Bidding behaviours for the early, middle and late stages are as follows: 
(i) Bid frequency (β rating) – β rating indicates the number of bids submitted by each participating bidder 

in a particular stage of the auction duration. So, a high β rating in the early and middle stage and a low β

rating in the late stage suggests suspicious bidding behaviour to be a potential shill bidder. 

(ii) Bid increment (ε rating) – ε rating refers to a value that a bidder outbids the current highest bidder 

during a particular auction stage of the auction duration. A high value of ε rating in the early and middle 

stage of the auction period and a low value of ε rating in the late stage potentially indicates shill bidding 

attempts. 

(iii) Outbid time (δ rating) – δ rating refers to the time difference between a bidder places a new highest bid 

and the previous highest bid submitted by another bidder during a particular auction stage of the auction 

duration. A small value of δ rating in the early and middle stage of the auction period and a large value 

of δ rating in the late stage potentially indicates shill bidding attempts. 

· Bidding behaviours for the exoneration stage are as follows: 
(i) First bidding (σ rating) – σ rating denotes the time difference between the starting time of an auction 

and a bidder’s first bid in the auction. A bidder with low σ rating is suspicious. 

(ii) Last bidding (ζ rating) – ζ rating indicates the time difference between a bidder’s last bid in an auction 

and the closing time of the auction. A bidder with high ζ rating is suspicious. 

(iii) Affinity to the sellers (α rating) – A shill bidder usually participates auctions run by a particular seller. 

This behaviour is referred to α rating. A bidder with a high α rating is suspicious to be a shill bidder. 

(iv) Wining ratio (γ rating) – A shill bidder avoids to win an auction, as the auction will have to be 

repeated. This behaviour is defined as γ rating. A bidder with a low γ rating indicates suspicious 

behaviour. 
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2.3 Calculation of LSS 

We first need to calculate , β, ε, δ, γ, ζ, and σ ratings in a particular stage of auction duration. Then we can 

calculate the value of LSS in every stage. LSS in the early, middle, late and exoneration stages can be 

calculated as Eq. (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) respectively: 

                                                                                     (i) 

                                                                             (ii) 

                                                                                            (iii) 

                                        (iv) 

The resultant LSS can be calculated as follows: 

                                                                 (v) 

θ is the weighted coefficient associated with each rating in the equations (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). The LSS 

values in all stages (i.e., early, middle, late and exoneration) of the auction duration are between 0 and 10. 

The bidder with the highest LSS designates most likely to be a potential shill bidder. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

We have applied our proposed LSS method on the dataset available in the link: 

http://www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets (Jank & Shmueli 2012). This website consists of three high 

demand auction listings auctioned in eBay such as Cartier wristwatches, Palm Pilot PDAs, and Xbox game 

consoles. We consider only one auction (Auction ID 3020532816 from Palm PDA datasets (Jank & Shmueli 

2012)) for shill bidding detection and compare the result with Trevathan and Read approach (Trevathan & 

Read 2005). We have selected the PDA because it was popular to a large number of bidders and bids. The 

auction data of Palm Pilot PDAs was collected over a period of two months in 2003. 

   
                                                (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Proposed LSS algorithm; (b) Trevathan and Read approach (Trevathan & Read 2005).

Our experimental result shows that two users s***h and z***n have a high LSS in the early and middle 

stages (see Figure 2(a)). According to our LSS algorithm, s***h should get Penalty-1 and z***n will get 

Penalty-2 due to shill bidding  attempts whereas same users achieve a high Shill Score by Trevathan and 

Read approach (2005) as in Figure 2(b). In addition, user z***n should be blamed for pausing the auction 

temporarily. If the auction could be stopped before the auction closing time, then the winner (b***1) of the 

auction would not require to pay more for the item due to shill bidding activities.  

As our proposed LSS algorithm considers real-time detection of shill bidding, a bidder who shows a high 
LSS can be targeted with penalties. This then deters shill bidding early in an auction. Therefore, it will reduce 

the monetary loss of honest bidders. 

ISBN: 978-989-8533-60-9 © 2017
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes a real-time detection method for combating shill bidding in online auction. The proposed 

LSS method aims to not only detect the shill bidders but also to react to the potential shill bidder as early as 

possible in a running auction. Therefore, this approach reduces the monetary loss of possible victims. We 

have undertaken some preliminary testing of our proposed real-time shill detection method and have shown 

that it is able to highlight suspicious bidders. In this paper, we have considered only one auction for the 

detection of shill bidding. We have already started to apply the LSS algorithm on multiple auctions for 

making our proposed real-time shill detection approach more effective and realistic in practice.  
Our future work is to undertake more comprehensive testing on our proposed real-time detection algorithm 

by considering multiple live auctions. We would also like to fully develop our auction system for detecting 

and preventing multiple shill bidders from performing price inflating attempts with collusive groups. Further 

work also includes looking into the impacts of imposing penalties on bidders and auctions. In addition, we 

would like to implement our real-time shill detection mechanism using neural networks and compare the 

performance with the statistical approach. 
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4.3 A Run-Time Algorithm for Detecting Shill Bidding in

Online Auctions

This paper extends the previous conference paper (refer to Section 4.2) and presents

the Live Shill Score (LSS) algorithm in more detail. The algorithm detects potential

shill bidding in an online auction and takes appropriate actions towards the shill bidder

(e.g., issue a warning message, suspend the auction, etc.). The paper also describes a

Post-Filtering Process (PFP) that is used in the LSS algorithm to avoid misclassifica-

tion of innocent bidders. Furthermore, the paper discusses potential penalties and the

impact these penalties have on the auction participants. The paper also undertakes

comprehensive testing on simulated and commercial auction datasets to determine how

effective the LSS algorithm is in detecting a potential shill bidder in real-time. Exper-

imental results show that the LSS algorithm can identify potential shill bidders at the

80% duration mark of an online auction in most cases, which is 20% quicker at detecting

potential shill bidding than other existing published shill bidding detection algorithms

(e.g., dynamic auction model [2] and shill score algorithm [16]).

“A Run-Time Algorithm for Detecting Shill Bidding in Online Auctions” [25] is

published in the Journal of Theoretical and Applied Electronic Commerce Research

(JTAER). JTAER is a peer-reviewed journal that publishes quarterly. The journal pub-

lishes original work related to e-commerce and related fields, or research providing the

joint activities of the segments on business and information technology, both theoretical

and applied. The review process involves an initial screening on a submitted manuscript

by the Editor-in-Chief and Co-Editors. If a manuscript meets the journal’s criteria, then

it is assigned to at least three independent expert reviewers for assessing the scientific

quality of the manuscript. The Editor in charge receives and checks the review reports

from reviewers and decides whether the manuscript is “Aceepted without changes”,

“Accepted with minor changes”, “Accepted with major changes”, or “Rejected”. In any

case, the Editor in charge sends the final decision report (e.g., accepting or rejecting the

manuscript) to the corresponding author including the recommendations and comments

from reviewers and Editors. The CiteScore and Impact Factor of JTAER are 2.28 and

1.44 respectively. This paper is available via ACM Portal1 and Scopus2. The paper is

referenced by DBLP3 and Google Scholar4.

1https://dl.acm.org/dl.cfm
2https://www.scopus.com/
3http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
4https://scholar.google.com.au/
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 Abstract  

Online auctions are a popular and convenient way to engage in ecommerce. However, the amount of auction 
fraud has increased with the rapid surge of users participating in online auctions. Shill bidding is the most 
prominent type of auction fraud where a seller submits bids to inflate the price of the item without the intention of 
winning. Mechanisms have been proposed to detect shill bidding once an auction has finished. However, if the 
shill bidder is not detected during the auction, an innocent bidder can potentially be cheated by the end of the 
auction. Therefore, it is essential to detect and verify shill bidding in a running auction and take necessary 
intervention steps accordingly. This paper proposes a run-time statistical algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill 
Score,  for detecting shill bidding in online auctions and takes appropriate actions towards the suspected shill 
bidders (e.g., issue a warning message, suspend the auction, etc.). The Live Shill Score algorithm also uses a 
Post-Filtering Process to avoid misclassification of innocent bidders. Experimental results using both simulated 
and commercial auction data show that our proposed algorithm can potentially detect shill bidding attempts before 
an auction ends. 

Keywords: Auction fraud, Bidding behaviour, Live shill score, Online auction, Post-filtering process, 
Shill bidding. 
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1 Introduction 

An online auction is a process of selling or buying where a seller lists an item online for a set amount of time and 
buyers must place a bid higher than the last bid in order to win. Online auctions have made auctioning easily accessible 
to everyone from novice to advanced users. This approach removes the physical and logistical limitations of traditional 
auctions (e.g., difficulty of travelling to look for the required goods, time, presence, and small target audience) [21]. 
Therefore, online auctions are becoming extremely popular for sellers and buyers since 2002 (Site 1). In the first 
quarter of 2017, ebay alone has reached 169 million active users after surpassing 167 million active users at the end 
of 2016 (Site 3).  Moreover, the number of online auction items hosted by eBay has increased from 266 million to more 
than 1 billion between September 2014 and October 2016 (Site 4). 
 
However, despite the overwhelming benefits of online auctions, they are attractive to fraudsters. Auction fraud is one 
of the fastest growing forms of Internet-based crime. The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Internet Crime 
Complaint Center (IC3) reveals that approximately 42 thousand complaints of auction related fraud were received from 
June 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014 (Site 5). Auction related complaints are still ranking at the top of the complaint list 
with approximately 116,292 complaints in 2015 found in the latest report of IC3 (Site 6).  As participants are 
anonymous, both sellers and bidders can participate in fraudulent activities for their own benefit. For example, the 
seller may misrepresent or not deliver an item. Likewise, a bidder can refuse to pay for the item, or have his/her bid 
forged. Furthermore, the auctioneer could block bids or influence the auction in a manner that maximizes its revenue. 
 
Moreover, there are certain types of bidding behaviour that can be used to influence the auction in an undesirable 
manner. For instance, Trevathan and Read [25] identifies Bid shielding, which is a strategy performed by one or more 
bidders to preserve a low bid in an online auction. Bid sniping is a strategy employed by a bidder in which the majority 
of bids arrive in the final moments of the auction [25]. Trevathan and Read [25] also describe Bid siphoning, which is 
the situation where an outsider contacts bidders and offers to sell them an identical item, thus keeping bidders away 
from the legitimate seller’s auction [25]. Moreover, they discuss Shill Bidding which is the topic of this paper.  
 
Shill bidding is one of the most severe types of auction fraud where a seller enters bids on his/her own auction or 
engages friends to place bids on his/her behalf. The goal of shill bidding is to artificially raise the item’s price so that 
legitimate bidders must pay more in order to win [25, 26]. Shill bidding is the hardest type of fraud to detect because it 
is generally performed by the seller of an auction colluding with one or more bidders in the auction. Alternatively, a 
seller might create multiple fake bidding accounts which they use to submit fake bids. The long term effect of shill 
bidding is that it hurts the online auction community because it causes buyers to pay more for their products [15]. 
Authorities have recognised shill bidding as harmful, making it illegal. As a result, several successful prosecutions 
have occurred where the perpetrators were convicted of shill bidding [25]. For example, three men were charged for 
participating in a group of shill bidding in hundreds of art auctions on eBay in March 2011 (Site 7). The men created 
more than 40 user IDs on eBay with false information and hosted more than 1,100 auctions from late 1998 until May 
2000 (Site 7). This enabled them to place shill bids on more than half of those auctions (Site 7). Moreover, Trade Me, 
a New Zealand based auction site, fined $42000 to a car trading company for allegedly engaging in shill bidding (Site 
2). 
 
Shill bidding detection is very difficult because online auction houses allow users to create multiple accounts quickly 
and easily [25]. They also allow for a high level of anonymity, many only requiring an email address to create an 
account. The relative ease of creating accounts together with the level of anonymity, make online auctions particularly 
susceptible to shill bidding. Additionally, it is hard to prove that someone is indeed guilty of shill bidding. Although 
online auctioneers claim to monitor their auctions for signs of shill bidding, they do not disclose how such monitoring 
occurs. Therefore, it is even harder to determine how to prevent shill bidders from engaging in such shill bidding 
activities. Thus, there is now growing momentum in the research community to investigate shill bidding behaviours; 
and propose detection and prevention mechanisms to combat this crime before the victim incurs any monetary loss. 
 
Researchers from economics, ecommerce and computer science are working on methods for combating shill bidding 
[3], [12], [23]. Almost all the research proposals for shill bidding detection/prevention are conducted after an auction 
ends. Nonetheless, there are some limitations of this approach. Firstly, it becomes too late to react to shill bidders (i.e., 
the fraud occurs and the victim has already been cheated due to shill bidding). Secondly, if the auction system can 
successfully detect the presence of shill bidding as early as possible after it happens, the auction house can take the 
initiative (e.g., suspend the auction) so that shill bidding can be discouraged. In this instance, the honest bidders can 
be protected from losing money. 
 
This paper proposes an algorithm for detecting shill bidders in a running auction. Our proposed algorithm splits an 
auction into four time periods and examines a bidder’s bidding behaviours during each period. The algorithm calculates 
a Live Shill Score (LSS) for each bidder during each of these periods. The auctioneer then notifies legitimate bidders 
and/or takes appropriate actions against suspected shill bidders based on the LSS. However, the bidding behaviour 
of a legitimate bidder may match with shill bidding patterns. Therefore, some innocent bidders may be classified as 
shill bidders. We have introduced a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) in our LSS algorithm for exonerating the innocent 
bidders who are misclassified as shill bidders. We have implemented the run-time shill bidding detection algorithm and 
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also undertaken some preliminary tests on simulated data and commercial auction data (collected from eBay). Our 
experimental results show that our proposed LSS algorithm can potentially detect shill bidders during an auction. 
Furthermore, our experimental results also illustrate that a bidder who passes PFP can be exonerated. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a background on run-time shill detection approaches, describes 
the problem motivation for our research, and analyses bidding behaviours of shill bidders; Section 3 presents our 
proposed algorithm for run-time detection of shill bidding; Section 4 discusses LSS and PFP algorithm in details and 
also explains the calculation procedure of LSS for each bidder during an auction. Section 5 shows our experimental 
setup and preliminary results. Finally Section 6 provides concluding remarks and avenues for future work. 

2 Background Study and Problem Motivation 

Shill bidding detection research proposals can be classified in various ways depending on their objectives (i.e., 
concurrent [30], statistical [26], machine learning [7], etc.). We are focusing on two distinct approaches: 
 

· Offline (or static) - The shill bidding detection/prevention mechanism runs after an auction has terminated; or 

· Real-time (or dynamic) - The shill bidding detection/prevention mechanism operates while an auction is in-
progress. 

The main distinction between these two types of shill bidding detection/prevention mechanisms is that real-time 
systems have the ability to take disciplinary actions during an auction when suspected shill bidders has been detected 
[15]. On the other hand, an offline mechanism will let the fraud occur, and then produce evidence that shill bidding has 
occurred [15]. Shill detection techniques provide a deterrent to future participants of an auction about bidders or sellers 
potentially involved in shill bidding [15]. 
 
Among the offline approaches, Trevathan and Read [26] present a Shill Score (SS) reputation system to determine 
the degree of shill bidding in online ascending auctions that terminate at a pre-determined time. They consider a series 
of auctions by a specific seller for identifying bidding patterns and calculate a Shill Score for each bidder [26]. The Shill 
Score is used to indicate the likelihood of the user being a potential shill bidder [26]. Bidders can observe other bidders’ 
Shill Scores and decide whether they want to participate in the particular seller’s auction [26]. However, their proposed 
shill bidding detection algorithm does not work in real-time. Later, Trevathan and Read [27] improved their previous 
work by proposing a method to detect colluding shill bidding where multiple bidders participate in shill bidding activities 
under a group. The authors introduce a score called Collusion Score which can detect a colluding group that involves 
in shill bidding activities [27]. The Collusion Score combines all the Shill Score ratings and gives each bidder a score 
based on the likelihood that they are engaging in collusive shill bidding activity [27]. However, their proposal works 
only when an auction ends.   
 
However, there are very few proposals for real-time shill detection techniques. For example, Xu et al. [31] develop a 
multi-agent trust management system for detecting shill bidders in real-time based on some shill patterns. The authors 
define an Agent-based Trust Management (ATM) module for online auction systems. Their proposed ATM module is 
composed of three types of agents: the monitoring agent, the analysis agent and the security agent [31]. The monitoring 
agent matches bidding behaviours with shill patterns to detect shill bidders and informs the security agent about the 
shill suspect for further verification whether it is an actual shill or not [31]. The analysis agent of the ATM module 
analyses the state-based information and history information of each bidder in the online auction system [31]. The 
security agent keeps track of each transaction, detects unusual activities and makes decisions on shill detection [31]. 
When the shill bidders are detected, the authors consider increasing the suspected bidder’s Shill Score by one [31]. 
The security agent is responsible for taking two actions: either (i) cancelling the auction; or (ii) warning the bidder, 
according to the fraud activities of the suspected bidder [31]. However there are some limitations in their proposed 
approach. First of all, a bidder cannot be blamed only on a few shill patterns. Moreover, the authors did not address 
the bidding patterns which they have been selected for calculating the shill score of each bidder. Besides, the authors 
use feedback rating for verifying suspected bidders which is not the most suitable approach because a shill bidder can 
involve his/her friends or relatives to give fake positive ratings on his/her auctioned product. 
 
Later, Xu et al. [32] extends their previous work [31] into identifying shill bidding patterns in concurrent auctions. The 
authors introduce a Dynamic Auction Model (DAM) that uses real-time model checking techniques for detecting shill 
bidders based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [32]. The authors assign a monitoring agent for each registered bidder 
which keeps track of each live auction the bidder is participating in [32]. Their proposed DAM models the basic 
functionality of an online auction which is initially created using an auction base model [32]. When the monitoring agent 
starts to perform verifications, the DAM is then updated dynamically [32]. Xu et al. [32] select a list of LTL formulas 
from an LTL formula library for verifying shill bidding patterns. Finally, the monitoring agent uses a Simple Promela 
Interpreter (SPIN) model checker to verify whether LTL formulas are violated or not; and take appropriate actions [32]. 
Nevertheless, the problem of this approach is that monitoring an auction after every single submitted bid may make 
the detection process computationally expensive, which is not efficient when there are a large number of participants. 
Furthermore, the authors did not present LTL formulas for all proposed shill bidding strategies. Therefore, it is difficult 
to reproduce and validate the work presented in this paper. 
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In contrast, Ford et al. [8] present a framework of Real-Time Self-Adaptive Classifier (RT-SAC) that identifies 
suspicious bidders in real-time using neural network method. The authors first retrieve real auction data from eBay 
and store it as historical data for generating training datasets [8]. The authors proposed a clustering module which 
parses the bidding history of each auction [8]. Then, the parsed bidding histories are used to calculate and normalize 
values for a collection of well-defined shill bidding attributes [8]. In the auction dataset, each bidder has its own values 
for such attributes (e.g. a bidder’s feedback rating, number of bids) [8]. When all of the bidders are defined using these 
attributes, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to the dataset for creating sets of grouped bidders [8]. Ford et 
al. [8] manually label the clusters of bidders as either normal or suspicious based on the characteristics of each cluster. 
When labelling of all clusters has done, the cluster labels are applied to their bidders [8]. The resulting labelled bidders 
create a training dataset which is used to initialize the RT-SAC [8]. After initializing the RT-SAC, it is applied to classify 
and update incrementally to adapt to new auction data in real time [8]. For instance, if a bidder from the real-time 
auction data is classified as normal, it is sent to the RT-SAC, and the classification result is directly used for incremental 
training [8]. On the other hand, if a bidder is classified as suspicious, it is sent to an external shill bidding verifier for 
further investigation which uses additional evidence to check each of the detected suspicious bidders [8]. After 
completing the external verification, the RT-SAC makes a decision based on the verification results by labelling the 
suspicious bidder either as normal or suspicious [8]. Moreover, the authors mention that their proposed RT-SAC is 
able to correct any false-positive classifications (i.e. normal bidders classified as suspicious) by the external verifier 
[8]. However, manually labelling the large training data set of users is a time consuming task. 
 
Mamun and Sadaoui [16], and Mamun [17] propose a three-layer software architecture named ShillFree1 auction 
system for protecting auction systems from shill bidding in online auctions. Their proposed ShillFree1 auction system 
composed of: (i) the application layer (i.e. Graphical User Interface (GUI)) which is used by sellers and bidders for 
interacting with the online auction house; (ii) the data layer which keeps track of all the information and history of users 
and auctions (e.g., auction starting and closing time, bidding time, bidding amount); (iii) the business layer which 
monitors, detects and takes necessary actions against shill bidding in real-time, [16], [17]. The authors also consider 
an IP tracker in the business layer that determines a user who uses multiple identities with the same IP address, [16], 
[17]. The authors claim that their proposed mechanism keeps the auction system secured from auction fraud and also 
maintain trust among users as well as the online auction system [16], [17]. Although the authors [16], [17] mention the 
IP tracker in their proposed architecture, they do not address how to implement the IP tracker for testing their proposed 
shill detection system. Moreover, the authors did not address when someone fakes an IP address. For instance, 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) assigns a new IP address each time a device joins a network. Therefore, 
a user can just disconnect and reconnect a device with shill bidding using multiple accounts. Furthermore, they do not 
test the effectiveness of their proposal in any meaningful manner. 
 
Sadaoui et al. [19] propose a generic framework that covers real-time monitoring of multiple live auctions. This 
framework observes the progressing auctions to be able to take action in time and prevent shill bidders from 
succeeding [19]. The monitoring is performed at different times (i.e., the real-time events) depending on the auction 
duration (in terms of hours or days). The authors [19] claim that real-time monitoring processes a smaller number of 
bids than offline processing; therefore the system can react quicker. Furthermore, the system can respond to potential 
shill bidders while an auction is in progress and can shut down suspect auctions before the innocent bidders become 
the victim of shill bidding [19]. The authors divide the real-time monitoring functionality into three components: (i) 
detecting shill bidding; (ii) reacting to shill bidding; and (iii) updating bidders’ clusters [19]. The first task examines in 
real-time the bidding activities of bidders in running auctions using detection mechanisms [19]. The second one 
determines how to react to suspicious activities by taking appropriate real-time actions against suspect auctions [19]. 
Finally, the participants’ Shill Scores and their clusters are updated dynamically after every successful or unsuccessful 
auction ending [19]. The participants’ clusters are publicly available so that they serve as a deterrent for bidders to 
commit shill bidding and are the basis for reputation-based models [19]. However, the proposed shill detection task is 
performed after every single submitted bid and every bid is evaluated against the same set of bidding patterns, which 
is very time consuming. 
 
Later, Sadaoui and Wang [20] improve their previous work [19] by proposing a framework with a dynamic agent 
architecture where multiple monitoring agents can be created and detected according to the status of their 
corresponding auctions. Their proposed dynamic agent architecture composed of three layers: (i) the user interface 
layer which is used to interact with the proposed auction house; (ii) the application layer which is responsible for 
dynamic creation and deletion of monitoring agents, extraction and storage of auction and user data, inspection of 
bidding activities, reaction to fraud, and updating users’ fraud scores; and (iii) the data layer which stores all the details 
of users, running and past auctions [20]. Sadaoui and Wang [20] mention that their proposed shill bidding detection 
system monitors every live auction systematically at different times. These time points depend on the auction duration 
and In-Auction Fraud (IAF) types. These claim that the bidders’ fraud scores are updated dynamically after every time 

an auction is completed or terminated [20]. Moreover, they also validate their proposed IAF monitoring service through 
commercial auction data [20]. In both papers [19], [20], the authors take into account eight bidding behaviours for 
detecting shill bidding in real-time. However, the authors did not justify the reason for selecting eight bidding behaviours 
among 17 proposed suspicious bidding patterns. 
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2.1 Problem Motivation 

Given the limitations of previous proposals on shill bidding detection, it is essential to revise the existing shill detection 
methods and provide innovative ideas for shill bidding detection in a running auction rather than detect it afterwards. 
Moreover, it is necessary to take appropriate actions to shill bidders according to the fraud activities when it is detected. 
The research questions we are seeking to address are as follows: 
 

1. How will our proposed shill bidding detection method be able to identify potential shill bidder in a running 
auction? 

2. What are the typical shill bidding patterns that can be used in determining whether shill bidding is happening 
in a live auction? 

3. What are the consequences for taking disciplinary actions against a shill bidder after detecting his/her 
involvement in a particular live auction? 

2.2 Analysis on Shill Bidding Behaviour 

Shill bidding detection mechanisms operate by looking at a series of behavioural characteristics [7], [8]. These 
characteristics effectively describe a bidder’s bidding behaviour during an auction. Many shill bidding patterns have 
been identified in past research studies. However, some of these behaviours are contradictory, or are not really 
supported by evidence. We compiled the following shill-bidding patterns from [1], [2], [4]-[6], [8]-[10], [13], [16]-[20], 
[22], [26], [28], [29], [31]-[33]: 
 

1. Bidder feedback rating [4], [9], [33] - A bidder’s feedback rating can be used to determine/establish 
trustworthiness. 

2. Early bidding [8], [10], [32] - A shill bidder usually places bids very early in an auction to stimulate bidding. 

3. Avoid late bidding [4], [26], [29] - A shill bidder stops placing bids before an auction ends in order to reduce 
his/her chance of winning the auction. 

4. Small bid increment [9], [26], 29] - A shill bidder outbids with small bid increments in order to reduce the risk 
of not being outbid. 

5. Rapid outbid time [8], [26], [29] - A shill bidder is more likely to quickly outbid a legitimate bid. 

6. Average increment difference [8] - A shill bidder’s average bid increment may decrease throughout the auction. 

7. Average time difference user bids [8] - A shill bidder’s average time to outbid may decrease throughout an 
auction. 

8. Bid frequency [4], [26], [29] - A shill bidder generally has a high number of bids compared to other legitimate 
bidders. 

9. Auction starting price [4], [5], [8] - This is the impact of the auction starting price on a bidder’s decision to 
participate in the auction. A low starting price is more conducive to shill bidding as legitimate bidders are more 
likely to participate in the auction. Alternatively, a high starting price may deter legitimate bidders from 
participating in the auction. 

10. Affinity to the sellers [9], [26], [29] - A shill bidder usually participates in auctions run by a particular seller (as 
the shill is working for the seller). 

11. Successive bidding [16], [19], [20] - A shill bidder continually bids to outbid his/her own bid even he/she is the 
top bidder in the auction to increase the final price. 

12. Reserve price shilling [19], [20] - A shill bidder will list a low reserve price in order to attract bidders. The shill 
bidder will then attempt to inflate the auction price to the true value of the item. 

13. Low win ratio [4], [26], [29] - A shill bidder will have a low number of wins compared to the number of auctions 
he/she has participated in. 
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14. Concurrent bid activity [2], [5], [18] - In the event where there are two concurrent auctions underway, a 
legitimate bidder will bid in the auction with the lower price. However, a shill bidder will not follow this behaviour. 

15. Seller feedback rating [8], [9], [33] - Most bidders are more likely to bid in an auction if the seller has significant 
positive feedback in the past auctions. 

16. IP tracking [16], [17] - A shill bidder places bids multiple times on the same item using the same 
computer/device. 

Table 1 summarizes all the shill bidding behaviours for past studies. Each behaviour is identified by a unique Behaviour 
ID. We have also provided a tally of how many research papers support a particular behaviour. 

 
Table 1: Bidding behaviours of shill bidding 

 

Behaviour  ID Bidding Behaviours 
Total research 
 papers in support 

1 Bidder feedback rating 5 

2 Early bidding 10 

3 Avoid late bidding 11 

4 Small bid increment 14 

5 Rapid outbid time 10 

6 Average increment difference 1 

7 Average time difference user bids 1 

8 Bid frequency 16 

9 Auction starting price 3 

10 Affinity to a seller 11 

11 Successive bidding 4 

12 Reserve price shilling 2 

13 Low win ratio 11 

14 Concurrent bid activity 6 

15 Seller feedback rating 3 

16 IP tracking 2 

 
Figure 1 illustrates an analysis of bidding behaviours of shill bidders. The Behaviour IDs and paper counts from Table 
1 are used. There appear to be seven (7) bidding behaviours referred in the literature that have gained the most 
popularity. Based on this endorsement, this paper will focus on these popular behaviours only. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Analysis of bidding behaviours of shill bidders 

3 Run-Time Shill Bidding Detection 

Our shill detection and prevention methodology considers bidding and auction properties while an auction is running. 
We propose a Live Shill Score (LSS) as a way to represent a bidder’s behaviour during an auction. The LSS is 
calculated for each bidder during an auction based upon the selection of bidding behaviours/characteristics defined as 

Most Popular 
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the most popular in Section 2.2. The LSS can be used to potentially identify shill bidders, enforce disciplinary actions 
during an auction, and acts as a deterrent to a potential shill bidder. 

3.1 Assumptions 

To narrow the scope of what the run-time LSS algorithm is trying to achieve, we consider a live auction and a number 
of past auctions hosted by a seller. Though we focus on shill bidding detection in a running auction in this paper, each 
bidder’s bid history in past auctions is used to provide further evidence of potential shill bidding behaviour during the 
LSS calculation of the bidder in the running auction.  
 
Furthermore, each bidder’s bidding patterns throughtout the running auction has been undertaken by considering the 
assumptions of our LSS algorithm. In addition, we have also tested the effect of each bidder’s past bidding behaviours 
in a running auction by introducing Post-Filtering Process (PFP) in the LSS algorithm. As such comprehensive testing 
of the approach has not been undertaken by previous proposals; our shill detection approach in a running auction 
advances the state of the art over existing proposals. The assumptions we consider in this paper will allow us to 
develop the shill detection model without being embroiled in extraneous detail. In future work, we will relax some of 
these assumptions as the basic model is introduced. 
 
In this paper, we do not address concurrent auctions [30]. Moreover, we are not investigating reserve price shilling 
[11]. We are focusing on an ascending-price, open bid online auction format with a pre-determined closing time where 
the winner pays a price equal to the highest bid (i.e., similar to eBay). 

3.2 Monitoring Stages of a Running Auction 

Bids submitted at certain times throughout the auction can be considered more conducive to shill bidding. For example, 
it becomes more risky to submit shill bids closer to the end of an auction as there is an increased likelihood that the 
shill bidder will win the auction if he/she is not outbid in time. Therefore, our proposed LSS algorithm breaks an auction 
into a series of stages depending on the time elapsed for reacting to shill bidder and other legitimate bidders in a 
running auction. This strategy was first suggested in Xu et al.’s real-time shill detection proposal [32]. The different 
auction stages are as follows: 
 

1. Early Stage - This is the first quarter of the auction duration (up to 25% of the auction duration). A shill bidder 
usually places bids early in an auction to encourage bidding. 

2. Middle Stage - This is the time period between 25.1% and 80% of the auction duration. 

3. Late Stage - The next 15% (between 80.1% and 95%) of the auction is the late stage. A shill bidder will try to 
avoid placing bids during this period to reduce his/her chance of winning the auction. 

In our run-time shill detection methodology, we consider the above stages for monitoring shill bidding patterns in a live 
auction. However, we differ from Xu et al. [32] by introducing an additional stage, referred to as the Final stage: 
 

1. Final Stage - The last 5% of the auction duration is used for verifying the detected bidding patterns from the 
early, middle and late stages. The overall LSS value of each bidder will be calculated during this stage. 

The reason for the final stage is that Xu et al. [32] did not clearly address when reactions would be taken against the 
potential shill bidders after the end of the late stage. Therefore, the final stage is required for taking appropriate actions 
against potential shill bidders after the late stage and for exonerating bidders with good behaviour. Section 5.4 will 
discuss the rationale for selecting 25-80-95% cuts. 
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3.3 The Run-Time Shill Bidding Detection Process 

Figure 2 illustrates the process for detecting shill bidding in run-time. Time flows from left to right. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Run-time shill bidding detection process 
 
An auction is broken up into the four aforementioned stages (i.e., early, middle, late, final). A bidder’s behaviour is 
examined against other bids which are placed by the bidder during each auction stage. An LSS for each bidder is 
calculated during each respective auction stage as follows: 
 

1. LSSearly  - Calculated after completing 25% of the auction. If the bidder who has a LSSearly  higher than a 

predetermined threshold, the auctioneer will generate Penalty 1 to him/her. 

2. LSSmiddle - Calculated after completing 80% of the auction. If the bidder who has a LSSmiddle higher than a 
predetermined threshold, the auctioneer will generate Penalty 2 to him/her. 

3. LSSlate  - Calculated after completing 95% of the auction. If the bidder who has a LSSlate  higher than a 
predetermined threshold, Penalty 3 will be generated by the auctioneer.  

4. LSS - LSS is calculated based on the bidding behaviours of all bidders throughout the entire auction. Once the 
overall LSS is calculated, a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) is used based on an evaluation of how the bidder 
behaved during each auction stage. The result of the PFP either generates Penalty 4 to the potential shill bidder 
or exonerates legitimate bidders (see in Section 4.2). 

The higher the bidder’s LSS, the increased likelihood the bidder is engaging in price inflating behaviour.  

3.4 Reactions to Shill Bidders 

After every stage of the auction, the algorithm will determine whether any action is required based on the bidding 
behaviour so far in the auction. Apart from Xu et al. [32], to our knowledge there is no literature discussing potential 
penalties or the impact of these penalties on bidders’ bidding behaviour. We propose the following penalties for our 
algorithm: 
 

1. Penalty 1 (At the end of the early stage) - Send a warning message to the suspected bidders. This penalty 
encourages honest bidders to continue bidding without causing anxiety. A potential shill bidder would also 
realise that the auction is being monitored, thereby forcing him/her to rethink his/her behaviour.

2. Penalty 2 (At the end of the middle stage) - Pause the auction temporarily and notify all participating bidders 
about the suspicious activity. This penalty has a stronger psychological impact on auction participants. The 
penalty sends a message that the auction is potentially at risk of shill bidding. Therefore, everyone is on notice 
to improve their behaviour. At this point, honest bidders can decide whether they want to remain involved with 
the auction or not. The shill bidder also knows that his/her behaviour has been detected which should serve 
as a deterrent for further shill bidding.
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3. Penalty 3 (At the end of the late stage) - Postpone the auction and also ask suspicious bidders and/or the 
seller to show cause for why the auction should continue. This penalty informs honest bidders this is a 
monitored and safe bidding system. The suspicious bidders and/or seller would realise that they need to 
improve their behaviour. Otherwise the postponed auction will not be reopened. The penalty reduces the 
potential for monetary loss. 

4. Penalty 4/ Reward (At the end of the final stage) - Cancel the auction or exonerate innocent bidders. The LSS 
for a bidder showing stereotypical shill bidding behaviour is reinforced/increased. In contrast, bidders whose 
behaviour appears to be normal are exonerated (i.e., the winner of the auction, late bidders, bid snipers). 

3.5 Shill Bidding Behaviour 

Section 2.2 (Figure 1) identified the seven most popular shill bidding characteristics based on an analysis of the 
literature. As early bidding and avoid late bidding indicate the same bidding characteristics (refer to Section 2.2), we 
consider six bidding patterns in our LSS algorithm. Table 2 shows the six bidding behaviours for calculating the LSS 
value for each bidder in a running auction. 

 
Table 2: Bidding behaviour for run-time detection of shill bidding 

 
Rating Bidding Behaviours 
α           Affinity to a seller 
β Bid frequency 
γ Win/lose factor 
δ Rapid outbid time 
ε Small bid increment 
ζ Early bidding 

 
Bidding behaviours the LSS examines are as follows: 

 
1. Bid frequency (β rating) - β rating indicates the number of bids submitted by a bidder so far up until the end 

of the particular auction stage. 

2. Rapid outbid time (δ rating) - δ rating refers to the time difference between when a bidder places a new 
highest bid and the previous highest bid submitted by another bidder during a particular auction stage. 

3. Small bid increment (ε rating) - ε rating refers to a value that a bidder outbids the current highest bidder during 
a particular auction stage. 

4. Early bidding (ζ rating) - ζ rating denotes the time difference between the starting time of an auction and a 
bidder’s first bid in the auction. 

For calculating the final LSS for each bidder, we are considering the following additional bidding behaviours: 
 

1. Affinity to a seller (α rating) - A shill bidder usually participates in auctions run by one particular seller. A bidder 
with a high α rating is suspicious to be a shill bidder. In this paper, we will not consider this behaviour for 
calculating LSS of each bidder as we assume only one auction (refer to Section 3.1). However, this behaviour 
has been used in our post-filtering process for exonerating innocent bidders in simulated and commercial 
auction data (see in Section 5.1 and 5.2). 

2. Win/lose factor (γ rating) - A shill bidder avoids wining an auction, as the auction will have to be repeated. A 
bidder with a low γ rating indicates suspicious behaviour. It can be mentioned that a winner of an auction is 
not a shill bidder. However, this paper is only considering one auction at a time. Therefore, the γ rating of a 
bidder is 0 when the bidder wins the auction or 1 otherwise. 

Table 3 shows the bidding behaviours considered at different stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final stage) for 
calculating the LSS of each bidder in an auction. 
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Table 3: Bidding behaviours with different stages of an auction duration 
 

Stages Bidding Behaviours 
Early Stage 
Middle Stage 
Late Stage 

Bid frequency (β rating) 
Rapid outbid time (δ rating) 

Small bid increment (ε rating) 
Early bidding (ζ rating) 

Final Stage Bid frequency (β rating) 
Win/Lose factor (γ rating) 
Rapid outbid time (δ rating) 
Small bid increment (ε rating) 
Early bidding (ζ rating) 

4 Calculating the Live Shill Score  

This section describes our proposed LSS algorithm to detect a shill bidder by looking for common shill bidding 
behaviours. Our LSS algorithm considers the case with only one shill bidder. The goal of this algorithm is to determine 
which bidder is most likely to be the shill out of a group of l bidders. A bidder is examined over single auction held by 
a seller for the behaviour outlined in Section 3.5. Each characteristic of shill behaviour is given a rating which is 
combined to form the bidder’s LSS. The LSS gives a bidder a value between 0 and 10. The closer the LSS is to 10, 
the corresponding bidder will be forwarded to the post-filtering process. If the bidder shows the shill bidding patterns 
in the post-filtering process, then the bidder is a potential shill bidder in the auction. Otherwise, the bidder will be 
exonerated from shill bidding. 
 
The remainder of this section describes how to quantify the bidding characteristics of a shill bidder to deduce a shill 
score. However, to do this some preliminary notation is required: 
 
Let L = {1,…, l} be the set of bidder numbers; 

L = l
 

Let M = {1,…, m} be the set of auction numbers; 
M = m

 
For j M, let Nj = {1,…, nj} be the bid numbers (e.g., 1st bid, 2nd bid, etc) in auction j; 

Nj = nj

For i L, let Nj
i
= {k | k Nj  bidder i makes the kth bid in auction j} be the bid numbers (e.g., 1st bid, 2nd bid, etc) in 

auction j; 

Nj
i

= nj
i

 

For i L, let Wi
= {j | j M  bidder i wins auction j}; 

W
i

= wi

For j M, k Nj, let tj,k be the time of the kth bid in auction j, let 

Tj = {tj | j M, k Nj}

 
be the set of bid times for auction j. 
 
For i L, j M, k Nj, let tj,k be the time of the kth bid in the auction j by the bidder i. Let 

Tj
i
= {tj

i
| i L, j M, k Nj}

be the set of bid times for bidder i in auction j; 

Tj
i

= nj
i

For j M, k Nj , let p
j,k

 be the value of the kth bid in auction j, let 

Pj = {p
j,k

| j M, k Nj}

 
be the set of bid values in auction j;  

Pj = nj

For i L, j M, k Nj, let p
j,k
i  be the value of the kth bid in the auction j by the bidder i. Let 

Pj
i
= {p

j,k
i | i L, j M, k Nj}

 
be the set of bid values for bidder i in auction j; 

Pj
i

= nj
i
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4.1 Calculation of the Bidder’s Rating 

We first need to calculate β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings in a particular stage of auction duration. Then we can calculate the 
value LSS of each bidder in every stage of the auction duration (see Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Calculation process of a bidder’s rating and LSS 
 
Now the calculations of β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings in the different stages of auction duration (i.e., early, middle, late, final 
stages) are shown as below: 
 

· β rating: An aggressive shill bidder tends to place a high number of bids as they are continually trying to 
outbid other legitimate bidders. This might involve the shill bidding after every legitimate bid [26]. In the worst 

case scenario, a shill bidder must place 
nj

2
 bids, where nj denotes the total number of bids for an auction j. If 

a shill bidder submits any more bids than 
nj

2
 bids, he/she will win the auction j [26]. This bound holds 

regardless of how many bidders there are in the auction [26].  

The β rating indicates the average percentage of bids that bidder i has submitted throughout in an auction 
he/she has participated in. The percentage for an individual auction is calculated in terms of the worst case 

bound of 
nj

2
 bids [26]. The β rating for each bidder i in an auction j can be calculated as follows: 

Let β
j

i
 be bidder i’s β rating for auction j. 

Step 1: If the auction is in the early, middle, or late stage; then proceed as below. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

1. Calculate the number of bids, nj
early/middle/late

, that have been submitted by all bidders in the corresponding stage 

(i.e., early, middle, late stage) of auction j. 

2. Calculate the worst case number of bids,  wj
early/middle/late

, for auction j: 

 wj
early/middle/late

=
nj

early/middle/late

2

3. Calculate the number of bids, nj
early/middle/late

i  , bidder i has submitted in the corresponding stage (i.e., early, 

middle,late stage) of auction j. 

4. Calculate the percentage of bids made by bidder i in terms of the worst case bound wj
early/middle/late

: 

β
j
early/middle/late

i
=

njearly/middle/late

i

 wjearly/middle/late

, where 0 ≤ β
j
early/middle/late

i
≤ 1 

5. If the auction is in progress, repeat from 1 to 4 of Step 1. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

Step 2:  If the auction is at the end of the final stage, then proceed as below: 
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1. If bidder i wins the auction j, then the β rating of the bidder i in auction j,  β
j

i
, will be zero. Otherwise perform 

the remaining steps. 

2. Calculate the number of bids, nj, that have been submitted by all bidders in auction j. 

3. Calculate the worst case number of bids, wj, for auction j: 

wj =
nj

2
4. Calculate the number of bids, nj

i, bidder i has submitted in the correspond stage (i.e., early, middle,late stage) 

of auction j. 

5. Calculate the percentage of bids made by bidder i in terms of the worst case bound wj: 

β
j

i
=

nj
i

 wj
, where 0 ≤ β

j

i
≤1 

        So, the final β rating of any bidder i participated in auction j is as follows: 

β
j

i
=

0,          if bidder i wins the auction j

nj
i

wj
 ,        Otherwise

, where 0 ≤ β
j

i
≤ 1 (1) 

        In general, the β rating will be high for an aggressive shill bidder. 
 

· δ rating:  A shill bidder wants to give other honest bidders as much time as possible to consider a shill bid 
[26]. Therefore, a shill bidder generally submits a new bid within a small time period of a rival bid [26]. This 
bidding pattern can be measured by observing inter bid times for all bidders. The average inter bid time is 
found for bidder i participated in auction j. The bidders who wait longer between bids have a lower average 
inter bid time score [26]. The δ rating for each bidder i in an auction j can be calculated as follows: 

Let δj
i be bidder i’s δ rating for auction j. 

Step 1: If the auction is in the early, middle, or late stage; then proceed to the following steps. Otherwise go to 
Step 2. 

1. Calculate the inter bidding time for each bid, k , submitted by bidder i in auction j: 

∆tj
early/middle/late

,k
i

0, k=1

tj
early/middle/late

,k
i

 tj
early/middle/late

,k-1  k > 1,k j
early/middle/late

 

where tj
early/middle/late,  k

i  represents the time when bidder i placed a current highest bid during a particular auction 

stage and tj
early/middle/late, k-1

 denotes the time of a previous bid placed by a rival bidder. 

2. Calculate the average inter bidding time for bidder i: 

∆tj
early/middle/late

i
=

1

nj
early/middle/late

i
∆tj

early/middle/late
,k

i

k Njearly/middle/late

i

3. The maximum and minimum average inter bidding time for auction j are: 

∆tj
early/middle/late

max
=max

i L
∆tj

early/middle/late

i

∆tj
early/middle/late

min
=min

i L
∆tj

early/middle/late

i

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s δj
early/middle/late

i  for auction j. 

δj
early/middle/late

i
=
∆tj

early/middle/late

i
∆tj

early/middle/late

min

∆tj
early/middle/late

max
∆tj

early/middle/late

min
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Now, calculate the normalised inter bidding time for bidder i over the auction j participated in: 

δj
early/middle/late

i
= 1  δj

early/middle/late

i
 , where 0 ≤ δj

early/middle/late

i
≤ 1 

 
4. If the auction is in progress, repeat from 1 to 3 of Step 1. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

 
       Step 2:  If the auction is at the end of the final stage, then proceed to the steps as below: 

1. If bidder i wins the auction j, then the δ rating of the bidder i in auction j, δj
i, will be zero. Otherwise perform 

the remaining steps. 

2. Calculate the inter bidding time for each bid, k, submitted by bidder i in auction j: 

∆tj, k
i

=
0,                                         k=1                                                           

tj,k
i

 tj,k-1 ,                          k > 1,k Nj                                              

where tj,k-1 is the time of a previous bid submitted by a rival bidder. 

3. Calculate the average inter bidding time for bidder i: Nj 

∆tj
i
=
1

nj
i

∆tj
i

k Nj
i

4. The maximum and minimum average inter bidding time for auction  j are: 

∆tj
max

=max
i L

∆tj
i

∆tj
min

=min
i L

∆tj
i  

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s δj
i for auction j. 

δj

i
=

∆tj
i

∆tj
min

∆tj
max

∆tj
min

Finally, calculate the normalised inter bidding time for bidder i over the auction j participated in: 

δj
i
= 1  δj

i
 , where 0 ≤ δj

i
≤ 1 

       So, the final δ rating of any bidder i participated in auction j is as follows:      
 

δj
i
=

0,          if bidder i wins the auction j

1  δj

i
 ,        Otherwise

, where 0 ≤ δj
i
≤1        (2) 

         
       In general, the δ rating will be higher for a shill bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

 
· ε rating -  A shill bidder tends to only bid the minimal amount to stay ahead of the current highest bid. The 

reason is that, if a shill bidder outbids by a large amount, it will increase the risk of wining the auction by the 
shill bidder (as a shill bidder avoids winning the auction). This behaviour can be measured by observing inter 
bid increments for all bidders [26]. The average inter bid increment is found for bidder i who participated in 
auction j. Bidders who submit smaller bid increments have a lower average inter bid increment score [26]. 
The ε rating for each bidder i in an auction j can be calculated as follows: 

Let εj
i be bidder i’s ε rating for auction j. 

Step 1: If the auction is in the early, middle, or late stage; then proceed to the following steps. Otherwise go to 
Step 2. 

1. Calculate the inter bid increment  for each bid, k, submitted by bidder i in auction j: 

∆p
j
early/middle/late

,k
i

0, k=1

p
j
early/middle/late

,k
i p

j
early/middle/late

,k-1
 k > 1,k Nj

early/middle/late
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where p
j
early/middle/late

,k
i  denotes a current high bid placed by bidder i  during a particular stage and 

 p
j
early/middle/late

,k-1
is the previous bid of  p

j
early/middle/late

,k
i  placed by any participating bidder in a particular stage of 

the auction j. 

2. Calculate the average inter bid increment for bidder i: 

∆p
j
early/middle/late

i =
1

nj
early/middle/late

i
∆p

j
early/middle/late

,k
i

k Njearly/middle/late

i

3. The maximum and minimum average inter bid increment for auction j are: 

∆p
j
early/middle/late

max =max
i L

∆p
j
early/middle/late

i

∆p
j
early/middle/late

min =min
i L

∆p
j
early/middle/late

i

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s εj
early/middle/late

i  for auction j. 

εj
early/middle/late

i
=

∆p
j
early/middle/late

i ∆p
j
early/middle/late

min

∆p
j
early/middle/late

max ∆p
j
early/middle/late

min

 

Now, calculate the normalised inter bid increment for bidder i over the auction j participated in: 

εj
early/middle/late

i = 1 εj
early/middle/late

i
 , where 0 ≤ εj

early/middle/late

i ≤ 1 

 

4. If the auction is in progress, repeat from 1 to 3 of Step 1. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

Step 2:  If the auction is at the end of the final stage, then proceed to the steps as below: 

1. If bidder i wins the auction j, then the ε rating of the bidder i in auction j, εj
i, will be zero. Otherwise perform 

the remaining steps. 

2. Calculate the inter bid increment for each bid, k, submitted by bidder i in auction j: 

∆p
j, k
i =

0,                                  k=1                                                           

p
j,k
i p

j,k-1
 ,                          k > 1,k Nj                                               

where p
j,k-1

 is the price of a previous bid submitted by a rival bidder. 

3. Calculate the average inter bid increment for bidder i: 

∆p
j
i=
1

nj
i

∆p
j
i

k Nj
i

 

4. The maximum and minimum average inter bid increment for auction j are: 

∆p
j
max=max

i L
∆p

j
i

∆p
j
min=min

i L
∆p

j
i

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s εj
i for auction j. 

εj
i
=

∆p
j
i ∆p

j
min

∆p
j
max ∆p

j
min

Finally, calculate the normalised inter bid increment for bidder i over the auction j participated in: 

εj
i =1  εj

i
 , where 0 ≤ εj

i ≤1 
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      So, the final ε rating of any bidder i participated in auction j is as follows: 
    

εj
i =

0,          if bidder i wins the auction j

1  εj
i
 ,        Otherwise

, where 0 ≤ εj
i ≤1 (3) 

         
       In general, the ε rating will be higher for a shill bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

 
· ζ rating - If a shill bidder places a bid late in an auction, he/she risks winning the auction by not being outbid 

in time [26]. Therefore, a shill bidder submits bids early in an auction to avoid winning any auction. The ζ 
rating represents how early in an auction bidder i placed bidding [26]. This behaviour can be measured by 
the difference between the auction’s expiration time and the time that bidder i first submitted a bid. This result 
is then normalised against all other participants in the auction. An individual’s ζ rating is calculated as follows: 

Let ζ
j

i be bidder i’s ζ rating for auction j. 

Step 1: If the auction is in the early, middle, or late stage; then proceed as below. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

1. Calculate the diference between auction j’s starting time, tj, and the time, tj
early/middle/late

,k0

i  of the first bid placed 

by bidder i in auction j. 

∆tj
early/middle/late

i
= tj

early/middle/late
,k0

i  tj 

 

2. The maximum and minimum average final bidding time difference for auction j are: 

∆tj
early/middle/late

max
=max

i L
∆tj

early/middle/late

i

∆tj
early/middle/late

min
=min

i L
∆tj

early/middle/late

i

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s ζ
j
early/middle/late

i  for auction j. 

ζ
j
early/middle/late

i
=
∆tjearly/middle/late

i
∆tjearly/middle/late
min

∆tjearly/middle/late
max

∆tjearly/middle/late
min  ,   where 0 ≤ ζ

j
early/middle/late

i
≤ 1 

3. If the auction in progress, repeat 1 and 2 of Step 1. Otherwise go to Step 2. 

Step 2:  If the auction is at the end of the final stage, then proceed as below: 

1. If bidder i wins the auction j, then the ζ rating of the bidder i in auction j, ζ
j

i, will be zero. Otherwise perform 

the remaining steps. 

2. Calculate the diference between auction j’s starting time, tj, and the time, tj,k0

i  of the first bid placed by bidder 

i in auction j. 

∆tj
i
= tj,k0

i  tj 

3. The maximum and minimum average final bidding time difference for auction  j are: 

∆tj
max

 = max
i  L

∆tj
i

∆tj
min

=min
i  L

∆tj
i

Then, perform the normalisation for finding bidder i’s  ζ
j

i for auction j. 

ζ
j

i
=

∆tj
i
 ∆tj

min

∆tj
max

∆tj
min

 

Finally, calculate the normalised bidding time difference for bidder i over the auction j participated in: 

ζ
j

i
=1  ζ

j

i
 , where 0 ≤ ζ

j

i
≤1 
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   So, the final ζ rating of any bidder i participated in auction j is as follows: 
      

ζ
j

i
=

0,          if bidder i wins the auction j

1  ζ
j

i
 ,        Otherwise

, where 0 ≤ ζ
j

i
≤1 (4) 

   
In general, the ζ rating will be higher for a shill bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

  
In the final stage of the auction duration, an additional rating (γ rating) is calculated including the above four ratings for 
measuring the final LSS of each bidder participated in the auction. 
 

· γ rating:  A shill bidder avoids to win an auction, as the auction will have to be repeated. This behaviour is 
defined as γ rating. A bidder with a low γ rating indicates suspicious behaviour. The γ rating for each bidder i 
can be calculated as follows: 

γi=1-
wi

mi

 

(5) 

where wi denotes the number of auctions won by the bidder i and mi represents the total number of auctions 
participated by the bidder i. In this paper, as we are assuming only one auction, the γ rating of each participating 
bidder i in the auction j will be as follows:      
 

γ
j
i=

0,         if bidder i wins the auction j

1 ,        Otherwise
    (6) 

4.2 LSS Calculation 

After calculating β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings in a particular stage of auction duration, then we can calculate the value LSS 
in every stage (see Figure 4). 
 
In the early stage, LSSearly is calculated as follows: 

 

LSSearly=
θ1β

early
+ θ2δearly+θ3εearly+θ4ζ

early

θ1+ θ2+ θ3 + θ4 
 ×10 (7) 

 
At the middle stage, LSSmiddle is calculated as follows: 
 

LSSmiddle=
θ1β

middle
+ θ2δmiddle+θ3εmiddle+θ4ζ

middle

θ1+ θ2+ θ3 + θ4 
 ×10 (8) 

 
At the late stage, LSSlate is calculated as follows: 
 

LSSlate=
θ1β

late
+ θ2δlate+θ3εlate+θ4ζ

late

θ1+ θ2+ θ3 + θ4 
 ×10 (9) 

 
At the final stage, LSS is calculated as follows: 
 

LSS =
θ1β+ θ2δ+θ3ε+θ4ζ+ θ5γ

θ1+ θ2+ θ3 + θ4+θ5

 ×10 (10) 

 
where θ is the weighted coefficient associated with each rating in Equations (6), (7), (8) and (9). The weights used in 
this paper are: θ1 = 2, θ2 = 2, θ3 = 2, θ4 = 2, θ5 = 5. These weightings are obtained by experimenting with simulated 
auction data and using the following justifications: 
 
The γ rating is given the highest weighting because it is the strongest sign that the winner of the auction is not a shill 

bidder. Next, the β rating measures the number of bids submitted in terms of 
nj

2
 [26]. This β rating will be high for an 

aggressive shill bidder or low for one-time bidder. It may happen that a one-time bidder submits bid most of the auctions 
either early or middle stage of the auction duration. As a result, the β rating can present mixed results depending on 
the type of shill behaviour employed. For this reason, the β rating has given a lower weighting to consider both type of 
bidders. 
 
The δ and ε weightings also receive a lower rating like β weighting because of the effect of one-time bidders. That is, 
if a bidder only bids once, placing the bid quickly after the current highest bid and by minimal amount required, then 
the bidder will have high δ and ε ratings. As the bidder does not bid again, his/her δ and ε ratings will always remain 
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high and not average down if the bidder submits slower and larger bids later. Therefore, weightings of δ and ε highly 
results in many one-time bidders scoring high overall even though such bidders are clearly innocent.  
 
The ζ weightings are also given two as it is not more influential than other bidding behaviour ratings. Instead all the 
bidding characteristics weightings must be examined as a group to determine if the bidder’s bidding behaviour fits the 
profile of a shill bidder.  
 
The LSS values in all stages of the auction duration are between 0 and 10. The bidder with the highest LSS is the 
most likely to be a potential shill bidder. 
 
Algorithm 1 describes our proposed LSS algorithm. 
Algorithm 1 LSS Algorithm 
 
INPUT: A set of auction data in a running auction j 
OUTPUT: LSS of each bidder i in the auction j, Penalties for reacting to the suspicious bidder, and Reward (Pardon)      
for exonerating innocent bidders. 

 
Begin 
Initially, split a live auction j into four time periods. 
Set penalty threshold value  ρ

tearly
, ρ

tmiddle
, ρ

tlate
, ρ

tfinal
 

if the auction j is in progress then 
 if (current time == end of early stage) then 
  for each bidder i in the auction j do 
   Calculate LSS(i,j

early
) 

  end for 

  if (LSS i,j
early

> ρ
tearly

) then 

   Generate Penalty 1 

  end if 

 else 
 if (current time == end of middle stage) then 

  for each bidder i in the auction j do 
   Calculate LSS(i,j

middle
) 

  end for 
  if (LSS i,j

middle
> ρ

tmiddle
then 

   Generate Penalty 2 
  end if 
 else  

if (current time == end of late stage) then 
  for each bidder i in the auction j do 
   Calculate LSS i,j

late
 

  end for 
  if (LSS i,j

late
> ρ

tlate
) then 

   Generate Penalty 3 
  end if 
 end if 
else 

 for each bidder i in the auction j do 
  Calculate the resultant LSS(i,j) 
 end for 

 if (LSS i,j < ρ
tfinal

) then 

  Exonerate the bidder i and generate Reward(Pardon) 
 else 

  if (Post-Filtering-Process(bidder i) == True) then 
   Exonerate the bidder i  
  else 
   Generate Penalty 4 
  end if 
 end if 
end if 
Store the resultant LSS i,j  into the database 
End 

 
There is a possibility that a legitimate bidder’s behaviour may match with the bidding pattern of a shill bidder. Therefore, 
some innocent bidders might receive a high LSS which will classify them wrongly as a potential shill bidder. To avoid 
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this misclassification, Algorithm 2 presents a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) to exonerate innocent bidders after the 
auction ends. A bidder will be exonerated when any of the following circumstances occur: 
 

(a) The bidder has won the auction; 

(b) The bidder has a low α rating, or has a high overall LSS but no earlier LSSs; 

(c) The bidder’s LSSearly is higher than the other LSSs; 

(d) The bidder has low average ratings compared to a shill bidder. 

Algorithm 2 Post-Filtering Process (PFP)  
INPUT: Auction j, Bidder i and the bid history of the bidder in past auctions 
OUTPUT: True or False 
 
Begin 
if bidder i won the auction j then  
 return True 

else if bidder i is a one-time bidder in auction j then 
  if (bidder i’s α rating is low) || (bidder i’s overall LSS is high but no intermediate LSSs) then 
   return True 
else if bidder i’s LSSearly is higher than other LSSs in auction j then 

 return True 
else if bidder i’s mean values of average β,δ,ε, ζ and γ ratings are lower than a predetermined threshold then 
 return True 
Else 

 return False 
end if 

End 
 
The rationale for the PFP will be discussed in Section 5. 

4.3 Flowchart of LSS Algorithm  

Figure 4 represents the flowchart of the proposed LSS algorithm. A bidder’s LSS represents the bidder’s behaviour 
during an auction. We calculate the LSS value for each bidder in different stages (i.e., early, middle, late, final) of the 
online auction based upon the selection of bidding behaviours. The bidder, who receives LSS value higher than a 
certain threshold, will get appropriate penalties according to the different stages. 
 
We have considered different threshold values (i.e., ρ

tearly
 , ρ

tmiddle
, ρ

tlate
, ρ

tfinal
) in different stages (i.e., early, middle, late, 

and final) for determining a potential shill bidder. The threshold values used in this paper are: ρ
tearly

= 8, ρ
tmiddle

= 7, 

ρ
tlate

= 7, and ρ
tfinal

= 6. These weightings were obtained by experimenting with simulated and commercial auction data. 

The justification of these threshold values are as follows: 
 
In the early stage, ρ

tearly
 has the highest value because few bidders place bids in the beginning of an auction. Therefore, 

the bidders who place bids in the early stage may receive a high ρ
tearly

. If we consider the value of ρ
tearly

 low, then 

Penalty 1 might be generated by the auctioneer for innocent bidders.  
 
In the middle and late stage, both values of ρ

tmiddle
and ρ

tlate
 are considered the second highest. The reason is that, the 

shill bidder usually places a high number of bids in the middle stage and less bids during the late stage. So, if we 
consider the values of ρ

tmiddle
and ρ

tlate
 high as ρ

tearly
, then a potential shill bidder might be successful. 

 
The value of ρ

tfinal
 has received the lowest weight because when we analyse the experimental results for commercial 

auction data, we found that the overall LSS for a potential shill bidder is 6 or above. However, the overall LSS for 
innocent bidders is less than 6. Therefore, we consider the value of ρ

tfinal
 is 6 in our experiment results. 

 
In the case of the final stage, a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) has been included to our LSS algorithm for exonerating 
innocent bidders (see in Section 4.2). A bidder who passes the PFP will be exonerated. Otherwise, LSS algorithm will 

cancel the auction. 
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Figure 4: LSS algorithm flowchart 

5 Experimental Results 

This section describes how the LSS algorithm performed on synthetic and real auction data. For our experimental 
setup, we obtained two types of data: (i) the first was a series of simulated auction trials which were acquired from 
Trevathan and Read [24]; and (ii) the second was from commercial online auctions which were collected from Jank 
and Shmueli (Site 8). In addition, we developed uAuction [14] for conducting various types of testing on shill bidding 
detection using simulated and commercial auction data. Furthermore, we compare our proposed method with 
Trevathan and Read’s Shill Score (SS) reputation system [26]. 

5.1 Simulated Auctions 

Trevathan and Read [24] conducted a series of simulated auction trails to obtain auction data. The data contained 
thirty-nine auctions where each of these auctions was for a different item. All auctions were considered to be for one 
seller [24]. 
 
The auction proceedings involved twenty-six bidders. Each bidder was given a random amount of fake money at the 
beginning of the trials. A bidder was free to bid his/her true valuation in any auction provided that collectively the 
amount bid did not exceed the initial amount provided. When a bidder won an auction, the balance of his/her account 
was reduced by the value of the winning bid. A bidder's goal was to win while also trying to save his/her money. 
 
The shill bidder’s goal was to force a bidder into spending as much of his/her money as possible. Bidders were not 
informed that shill bidding was occurring. Furthermore, the shill bidder had no knowledge of how much money bidders 
had. 
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There were two types of tests performed: (1) with one shill bidder, and; (2) without shill bidding. The LSS algorithm 
was run on all of the tests to determine its effectiveness for determining shill bidding and the likelihood of it incriminating 
innocent bidders.  

5.1.1 Auctions with Shill Bidding 

 
The first test involved ten auctions and sixteen bidders, including one shill bidder (i.e., Shelly). We calculated the LSS 
for each bidder across the different stages of each auction. Table 4 shows the LSS for each bidder in the different 
stages of Auction ID: 9. The shill bidder (i.e., Shelly) is clearly identified as the bidder that has engaged in the most 
price inflating behaviour. The shill bidder is the only bidder who scores consistently on the behavioural characteristics 
that optimally inflate the price for the seller.  
 

Table 4: LSS for each bidder in the different stages of Auction ID: 9 (with one shill bidder) 
 

Bidder ID 
Average 

β 
Average 

δ 
Average 

ε 
Average 

 
γ LSSearly LSSmiddle LSSlate LSS 

Shelly 0.79 0.71 0.74 1.00 1.00 5.00 9.30 9.00 9.40 

Marianne 0.39 0.74 1.00 0.84 1.00 6.10 7.90 7.80 8.70 

Wayne 0.31 0.56 0.71 0.15 1.00 0.00 5.70 5.20 7.70 

Soraya 0.29 0.43 0.73 0.23 1.00 0.00 5.00 5.60 7.70 

Buzzcook 0.02 0.25 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 

Townsville 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.60 

Ness 0.43 0.56 0.25 0.48 0.00 3.20 7.10 6.90 0.00 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: LSS for each bidder in Auction ID: 9 (with one shill bidder) 

 
Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of the LSSs for each bidder in the Auction ID: 9. Figure 5 shows that Shelly 
has the highest LSS in the middle, late and final stages of the auction duration. This indicates that Shelly follows shill 
bidding patterns to artificially drive up the final price. 
 
However, at some stages during an auction, a legitimate bidder's behaviour can emulate that of a shill bidder. This 
raises the possibility of classifying innocent bidding behaviour as shill bidding. Some innocent bidders place bids 
quickly after the current highest bid and by the minimal amount required till their true valuation. This behaviour 
increases the δ and ε ratings for the innocent bidders which will ultimately raise their LSSs in the different stages of 
the auction duration. For example, Buzzcook is an innocent bidder who gets a reasonably high LSS. To avoid the 
misclassification of innocent bidders as potential shill bidders, the PFP scrutinises the LSS calculations after the 
auction ends. To do so, the PFP compares the bidding patterns of innocent bidders with that of shill bidder and then 
exonerates innocent bidders. 
 
Using the auction data we developed the PFP based on the following rationale: 

 
The auction winner (i.e., Ness) can be exonerated according to the PFP. The reason is a shill bidder avoids winning 
any auction. Moreover, as bidders having a high overall LSS, but no intermediate LSSs (i.e., 
LSSearly, LSSmiddle, LSSlate) can be exonerated as this indicates the bidder is a one-time or late bidder (e.g., Townsville 

and Buzzcook). In case of Townsville, he submitted bids at the end of the auction. So, his overall LSS is high with no 
earlier LSSs (see Figure 5). On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the LSS patterns of Buzzcook which is almost similar 
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to that of Townsville. As Buzzcook is a one-time bidder who submitted only one bid at the end of the auction, he can 
be exonerated.  
 
Next we investigate the rest of the bidders who have LSSs higher than a predetermined threshold value (i.e., Marianne, 
Wayne, Soraya). The threshold value is determined using this example data with a known shill bidder. If other bidders 
match this threshold, this indicates a high likelihood that the bidder is behaving in price-inflating behaviour. We 
compare the LSS scores of innocent bidders with those of a shill bidder in the different stages of the past auctions. 
Figure 6 shows bidders with a high LSS who participated in other auctions including Auction ID: 9. Shelly’s LSSs (see 
Figure 6(a)) do not match with those of Marianne, Wayne, and Soraya (see Figure 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d)).  
 
Furthermore, Shelly’s average ratings (see Figure 7(a)) show that the bidding patterns are different than the bidding 
patterns of Marianne, Wayne, and Soraya (see Figure 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d)). This indicates that Marianne, Wayne and 
Soraya are innocent bidders. 
 
 

  
(a) Shelly (b) Marianne 

  

(c) Wayne (d) Soraya 
 

Figure 6: Bidders with high LSS who participated in other auction including Auction ID: 9 
 
The PFP algorithm is used to further investigate a bidder’s legitimacy. Table 5 shows the mean (average of average) 
of β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings of each bidder in other auctions including Auction ID: 9. It also presents the bidding patterns 
of each bidder in Auction ID: 9. As the shill bidder's (i.e., Shelly) ratings are always high, so each of the rating is 
considered as 1 for a shill bidder. For example, Shelly got the bidding patterns of 11111. A bidder with a bidding rating 
is less than the corresponding rating of a shill bidder considered as 0, or 1 otherwise. Furthermore, Wayne receives 
the bidding patterns of 00101. The reason is the β, δ and ζ ratings of Wayne are less than those of Shelly but the ε 

rating of Wayne is higher than Shelly’s ε rating, and Wayne’s γ rating is equal to Shelly’s γ rating. 
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(a) Shelly (b) Marianne 

  
(c) Wayne (d) Soraya 

Figure 7: Average ratings of each bidder who participated in other auctions including Auction ID: 9 
 

Table 5: Mean of ratings and bidding patterns for each bidder in past auctions including Auction ID: 9 
 

Bidder ID Mean β Mean δ Mean ε Mean ζ Mean γ 
Bidding 
patterns 

Status 

Shelly 0.63 0.66 0.70 0.58 1.00 11111 Shill 

Marianne 0.18 0.51 0.28 0.28 0.86 00000 Innocent 
Wayne 0.36 0.58 0.72 0.30 1.00 00101 Innocent 
Soraya 0.33 0.61 0.66 0.51 0.80 00000 Innocent 
Buzzcook 0.01 0.13 0.13 0.01 0.50 00000 Innocent 
Townsville 0.17 0.56 0.56 0.42 1.00 00001 Innocent 
Ness 0.46 0.48 0.51 0.57 0.80 00000 Innocent 

 
In addition, Table 5 shows the status of each participating bidder where a bidder having the bidding pattern of 11111 
could be a potential shill bidder or any 0 in the bidding patterns of 11111 could be an innocent bidder. The reason is a 
bidder who has the bidding pattern of 11111 means that bidder’s mean of β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings are the highest 
among the other bidders. This is the strong sign of being a potential shill bidder. 
 
A shill bidder tends to bid exclusively in auctions held by one particular seller [18]. As stated in Section 3.5, this 
behaviour is represented as Affinity to a seller or ‘α rating’. A bidder having α rating of 1 indicates suspicious or 0 

indicates otherwise. Suppose m auctions held by a seller. To calculate a bidder’s α rating, we count the number of the 

seller’s auctions, mi, bidder i has participated in. Then, α rating of bidder i can be calculated as follows: 
 

αi=
(m

i
-wi)

m  ;       0 ≤ αi ≤1

 
(11) 

where wi denotes the number of auctions bidder i won. In general, α rating will be high for a shill bidder. 
 
Figure 6(a) and 7(a) show that Shelly had participated in all 10 auctions and did not win any of these auctions. Moreover, 
she received the highest LSSs in all 10 auctions. Therefore, Shelly’s α rating is 1 which represents shill bidding 
behaviour. However, Figure 6(b) and 7(b) show that Marianne had participated in 7 auctions among 10 auctions and 
won an auction (i.e., Auction ID: 11). In case of Marianne, the α rating is 0.6. That means Marianne participated more 
than 50% of auctions held by the seller. However, if we look at Figure 6(b), we can see that Marianne had received 
high LSS in the Auction ID: 10 and 19 with no earlier LSSs. This indicates that Marianne had participated in those two 
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auctions as a late bidder and tried to win. Wayne and Soraya have α ratings of 0.2 and 0.4 respectively. This indicates 
that they only participated in 20%-40% of the total auctions. As such, they can be considered to be legitimate. 

5.1.2 Auctions without Shill Bidding 

The second test also involved ten auctions held by a seller. There were 18 bidders. However, unlike the previous test 
no intentional shill bidding behaviour has been engaged in. Table 6 shows the LSS scores of each bidder in Auction 
ID: 8 and Figure 8 represents Table 4 graphically. The test’s purpose is to gauge regular bidding behaviour. Figure 8 
shows that Jc112425 and Ness have the highest LSSs. 
 

Table 6: LSS for each bidder in the different stages of Auction ID: 8 (without shill bidder) 
 

Bidder ID 
Average 

β 
Average 

δ 
Average 

ε 
Average 

 
γ LSSearly LSSmiddle LSSlate LSS 

Jc112425 0.49 0.75 0.63 1.00 1.00 5.00 7.80 7.80 8.80 

Ness 0.61 0.74 0.53 0.75 1.00 2.50 7.90 7.90 8.80 

Marie 0.12 0.68 0.66 0.11 1.00 0.00 5.10 5.10 7.20 

Buzzcook 0.12 0.74 0.69 0.01 1.00 0.00 5.10 5.10 7.10 

Brenda 0.12 0.74 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 4.10 4.10 6.40 

Marianne 0.27 0.38 0.44 0.14 1.00 0.00 4.10 4.10 6.30 

Bear 0.17 0.25 0.09 0.26 0.00 0.00 3.80 3.80 0.00 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8: LSS for each bidder in Auction ID: 8 (without shill bidder) 
 

Using the PFP, the auction winner (e. g., Bear) can be eliminated. We can perform PFP process for investigating 
bidding behaviours of all participating bidders in Auction ID: 8 except Bear. Figure 9 shows the LSSs of all bidders 
except the winner of the auction (e. g., Bear). It can be seen that LSS patterns of each bidder do not match that of a 
shill bidder like Shelly in Figure 6(a). Similarly, Figure 10 represents the average ratings of each bidder in Auction ID: 
8 except the winner (e. g., Bear). It also shows that the bidding patterns of each bidder do not match with the bidding 
patterns of Shelly (see Figure 7(a)). 
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(a) Jc112425 (b) Ness 

 

  
(c) Marie (d) Buzzcook 

 

  
(e) Brenda (f) Marianne 

 
Figure 9: LSS of each bidder who participated in other auction including Auction ID: 8 
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(a) Jc112425 (b) Ness 

  
(c) Marie (d) Buzzcook 

  
(e) Brenda (f) Marianne 

 
Figure 10: Average ratings of each bidder who participated in other auctions including Auction ID: 8 

 
Table 7: Mean of ratings and bidding patterns for each bidder in past auctions including Auction ID: 8 

 

Bidder ID Mean β Mean δ Mean ε Mean ζ Mean γ 
Bidding 
patterns 

Status 

Jc112425 0.54 0.61 0.63 0.79 1.00 00011 Innocent 
Ness 0.54 0.34 0.41 0.92 1.00 00011 Innocent 
Marie 0.13 0.33 0.37 0.10 0.50 00000 Innocent 
Buzzcook 0.12 0.69 0.74 0.01 1.00 01101 Innocent 
Brenda 0.32 0.24 0.32 0.11 0.43 00000 Innocent 
Marianne 0.36 0.23 0.15 0.63 0.67 00010 Innocent 
Bear 0.33 0.43 0.53 0.34 0.67 00000 Innocent 

 
Table 7 presents mean (average of average) of ratings and bidding patterns for all bidders in Auction ID: 8. The mean 
ratings of all bidders in Auction ID: 8 do not match the bidding patterns of Shelly (see Table 5).  
 
Moreover, when we consider the α ratings of each bidder, it can be seen that all the participating bidders’ submitted 
bids in less than 50% of the auctions held by the same seller. For example, Brenda submitted bids in 7 auctions and 
she won 4 auctions among the 10 auctions (see Figure 9(e)). So, her α rating is 0.30 which is low. This indicates 
Brenda is a legitimate bidder 
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5.2 Commercial Auctions 

We consider an auction listing of Palm Pilot PDAs auctioned on eBay (Site 8). This listing consists of three high demand 
items on eBay such as Cartier wristwatches, Palm Pilot M515 PDAs, and Xbox game consoles. We have selected the 
PDA because it was popular to a large number of bidders and bids. The Palm Pilot PDA auction data was collected 
over a period of two months during 2003. 
 

Table 8: Statistical information of Palm PDAs  
 

Features Palm PDAs 
Total no of auctions 149 
Total no of bidders 1,029 
Total no of sellers 71 
Total no of bids 3,166 
Average of total bidders 7 
Average of total bids 21 
Average winning price $229.04 
1-time bidders 75.2% 
2-time bidders 14.3% 

 
Table 8 provides statistical information about the Palm PDAs dataset. In Table 8, 1-time bidder refers to the bidder 
who participated in only one auction, and 2-time bidder means that the bidder participated in only two auctions.  
 
Table 9 shows the LSS scores of each bidder in the Auction ID: 3020532816 posted by syschannel. Figure 11 shows 
the graphical representation of Table 9. Figure 11 shows that szukaih has received the highest LSSs across the 
different stages of Auction ID: 3020532816 among 20 bidders. Using the PFP, the auction winner (i.e., graftonalamo) 
can be eliminated. However, the rest of the bidders who have a LSS less than a predetermined threshold (i.e., ρ

tfinal
) 

can be exonerated.  
 

Table 9: LSSs for Auction ID: 3020532816 
 

Bidder ID 
Average 

β 
Average 

δ 
Average 

ε 
Average 

 
γ LSSearly LSSmiddle LSSlate LSS 

szukaih 0.54 0.99 0.88 1.00 1.00 9.80 7.60 5.60 6.50 

zebedin 0.12 0.50 0.45 0.07 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.20 5.60 

hawkswimmers 0.11 0.50 0.42 0.04 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 5.30 

msh39 0.07 0.95 0.70 0.82 1.00 3.50 3.80 3.80 5.30 

kc10 0.07 1.00 0.28 0.70 1.00 2.10 3.10 3.40 5.10 

gaylanm 0.10 0.71 0.57 0.20 1.00 0.00 3.60 3.30 5.00 

tfalcrazd 0.06 0.48 0.41 0.08 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.30 5.00 

ward42556 0.03 0.74 0.69 0.20 1.00 0.00 3.10 3.10 4.90 

loc820 0.02 0.25 0.23 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.80 

mongo6104 0.05 0.68 0.48 0.14 1.00 0.00 2.00 3.00 4.80 

fzuluaga 0.03 0.72 0.64 0.13 1.00 0.00 2.80 2.90 4.70 

meritcc 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.60 

biged091371 0.01 0.25 0.22 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 

dacsmilles 0.01 0.22 0.24 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.40 

ev530i 0.02 0.47 0.36 0.05 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.40 4.40 

be4real0 0.00 0.49 0.30 0.02 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.40 4.40 

samtemple 0.03 0.74 0.21 0.14 1.00 0.00 1.80 2.40 4.30 

gsrescuedog 0.02 0.49 0.24 0.08 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.30 4.30 

adprice14 0.02 0.47 0.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 3.70 

depietsch 0.03 0.00 0.21 0.28 1.00 0.00 0.80 1.30 3.50 

graftonalamo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Figure 11: LSS for each bidder in Auction ID: 3020532816 
 

When we check the LSS scores of szukaih in other auctions, it can be found that the bidder submitted bids only in this 
auction (i.e., Auction ID: 3020532816). This may indicate that the bidder szukaih an innocent bidder. This means that 
the auction (i.e., Auction ID: 3020532816) does not show any shill bidding activities. 
 
However, we found that the bidder kc10 has the highest α rating among all the bidders in this dataset. The reason is 
that kc10 participated in 21 auctions out of the 40 auctions held by the same seller (i.e., syschannel) which is almost 
53% of the auctions run by the same seller (see Figure 12). Figure 13 shows the LSSs of kc10 in all auctions where 
kc10 participated in. It shows that kc10’s LSSs are increasing in all auctions (i.e., LSSmiddle  is higher 
than LSSearly, LSSlate is higher than LSSmiddle, and LSS is higher than LSSlate). Furthermore, Figure 14 presents the 

average ratings of kc10 participated in auctions held by the same seller (i.e., syschannel). Figure 14 also shows that 
the average β ratings of kc10 are always low for all auctions as he/she is one-off bidder. However, the other ratings 
(i.e., δ, ε ratings) are high in all the auctions. More specially, the average  rating of kc10 always remains high. This 
indicates that the bidder kc10 submitted bids either in the early or middle stage of the auction duration. This may 
indicate suspicious bidding activity. 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Top ten bidders’ α rating who participated in the auctions held by syschannel 
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Figure 13: LSS scores for kc10 in all participated auctions 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Average ratings for kc10 participated in all auctions 

In addition, we have applied our LSS algorithm on dataset collected in 2016 from an Honours project involving a 
software tool that automates auction data collection [6]. The auction dataset was obtained from July 2016 to October 
2016. Table 10 shows the LSS scores of each bidder in the Auction ID: 10825 posted by m***d. Using the PFP, the 
auction winner (e. g., m***n) can be eliminated. Except the winner of the auction, all bidders have the highest LSSs at 
the end of the final stage. When we further investigate using our PFP algorithm, we found that b***b has the highest α 
rating among all the bidders in this dataset. Because the bidder b***b participated in all auctions hosted by the same 
seller (e. g., m***d) and never won any auction. This indicates a suspicious bidding behaviour. Whereas, all other 
bidders (e. g., n***t, 1***1, y***y, h***a) submitted bids only in this auction (e. g., Auction ID: 10825) which indicates 
those bidders are innocent.  

Table 10: LSSs for Auction ID: 10825 
 

Bidder ID 
Average 

β 
Average 

δ 
Average 

ε 
Average 

 
γ LSSearly LSSmiddle LSSlate LSS 

n***t 0.23 0.50 0.44 0.48 1.00 0.00 0.00 8.10 8.97 

b***b 0.12 0.49 0.46 0.48 1.00 0.00 0.00 7.60 8.43 

1***1 0.50 0.75 0.81 0.94 1.00 7.00 8.40 7.70 8.03 

y***y 0.19 0.62 0.70 0.11 1.00 0.00 5.90 5.30 6.89 

h***a 0.03 0.71 0.73 0.00 1.00 0.00 5.00 4.90 6.82 

m***n 0.16 0.49 0.34 0.03 0.00 0.00 5.30 4.80 0.00 
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5.3 Comparison with the State of the Art 

We compared our run-time LSS algorithm with Xu et al.’s real-time shill detection proposal [32]. Xu et al. [32] 
implemented software bidding agent that is designed to simulate the properties of model-based bidding strategies. The 
authors used simulated data to demonstrate the efficieciency and effectiveness of their proposed approach [32]. They 
used a flat scoring strategy in which a constant value of 2 is added to the accumulative shilling score of a monitored 
bidder each time a shill bidding behaviour is detected [32]. The authors [32] ran their real-time model checking program 
for three bidders (i.e., Bidder 1, Bidder 2, Bidder 3) and record the shilling scores of all three bidders over the auction 
time which is 48 hours (see Figure 15). They set the threshold value for warning as 15 and for cancelling an auction 
as 25 [32]. The yellow-filled circle in Figure 15 shows Bidder 1 and 2 receive a warning message around 18 and 35 
hours after the auction starts, respectively [32]. In addition, Figure 15 also shows the auction will be cancelled around 
2 hours before the auction ends which is denoted by the circle on the line with shilling score of 25 [32]. The authors 
[32] consider Bidder 3 is a normal bidder as his/her shilling score never exceeds 15. 
 

 
 

Figure 15: Comparison of shilling scores for three bidders [32] 
 

Compared to Xu et al. [32], our LSS algorithm provides more efficient and effective performance. Firstly, we tested our 
proposed run-time shill detection approach on simulated and comercial auction data. Secondly, we consider past 
bidding history when calculating LSS for each bidder. The reason is that it is unrealistic to point a bidder as a shill 
bidder only on his/her bidding behaviour in a running auction. For example, Xu et al. [32] identified a bidder (e.g., 
Bidder 1 in Figure 15) as a shill bidder based on his/her bidding behaviours in a live auction. However, it may happen 
that the bidder placed bids aggressively during the early and middle stages of a particular auction duration in order to 
win the auction and reached his/her true valuation during the final stage of the auction duration. This situation does 
not mean that the bidder is a shill bidder. Therefore, we consider each bidder’s bidding history in past auctions for 
identifying shill bidding activities in a running auction which ensures the efficiency and effectiveness of our LSS 
algorithm. 
  
Furthermore, we  compared our LSS algorithm with Shill Score (SS) reputation system proposed by Trevathan and 
Read [26]. Although Trevathan and Read’s approach [26] was able to detect a potential shill bidder, their Shill Score 
algorithm does not work in run-time. Therefore, we chose to run our LSS algorithm on the same auction data to see 
how it would execute in detecting a shill bidder in the running auction. Figure 16 presents the comparison of our LSS 
algorithm with Trevathan and Read approach [26]. The black-lined ellipses of Figure 16(a) and 16(b) tell us what the 
average difference is between the SS and the LSSmiddle across the two auctions (e.g., Auction ID: 9 and 10).  
 
Figure 16 provides a comparison of the various stages of the LSS algorithm against the Shill Score (SS). On average 
the LSSmiddle is within 0.34 distance of the resultant SS.  This indicates that the LSS is able to achieve roughly the 
same outcome as the SS, but is able to flag potential shill bidding at the 80% duration mark in most cases. This 
outcome is clearly quicker than the SS and has a similar degree of accuracy. 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 16: Comparison our LSS algorithm with Trevathan and Read method [26]: (a) Auction ID: 9, (b) Auction ID: 10 

5.4 The Rationale for the Selection of 25-80-95% Cuts 

As we mentioned earlier (see Section 3.2) that Xu et al. [32] introduced a strategy where a live auction duration divided 
into three stages, namely: (i) early stage (i.e., the first quarter of the auction duration); (ii) middle stage defined as 
[0.25T, 0.9T); and (iii) final stage (i.e., the last 10% of the auction time). Initially we chose to use the same time periods 
that were proposed by Xu et al. [32] for the purposes of uniformity across the research area (except our model does 
introduce an additional stage (i.e., the final stage defined as the last 5% of the auction duration). We have altered 
different cuts of auction duration (e.g., 20-75-97%, 30-85-90%, etc.) and tested on simulated and commercial auction 
data. Thus far, there does not seem to be a large degree of difference in the final results. The reason is small changes 
to the time period thresholds (e.g., 25-80-95%, 20-75-97%, 30-85-90%, etc.) do not have a large impact on the results. 
 
Besides, we have found minor differences between 25-80-95% and 20-75-97% cuts on the experiment results where 
we compared the various LSSs across the time periods of auction duration. Therefore, we are largely indifferent about 
which of these two cuts to use. We have selected 25-80-95% cuts for testing our LSS algorithm. However, 30-85-90% 
showed more significant difference and made our LSS algorithm less accurate. We suggest the rationale for this is 
that leaving the LSSmiddle  to 85% is too late for detecting a shill bidder as this allows the shill to impact much more of 
the auction duration than the earlier LSSmiddle cuts. Furthermore, 90% is a way too early to calculate the LSSlate and 
does not produce the desired effect of exonerating late bidders. Finally, 85%-90% is too short an interval between the 
middle and late stages. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper proposed a run-time detection method for combating shill bidding in online auctions. We identified the most 
common/popular shill bidding characteristics based on a review of significant shill bidding detection literature.  Using 
these characteristics, we devised the Live Shill Score (LSS) algorithm.  The LSS algorithm aims to not only detect 
potential shill bidders but also to react to the shill bidding behaviour as early as possible during an auction. Therefore, 
this approach potentially reduces the monetary loss of shill bidding victims. The LSS algorithm uses a Post-Filtering 
Process (PFP) to avoid misclassification of innocent bidders. We also discussed potential penalties and the impact 
these penalties have on the auction participants. 

 
We implemented the LSS algorithm and undertook some experimentation to determine how effective the algorithm is 
in detecting shill bidders. The first tests involved simulated auction data (i.e., real users with fake auctions).  These 
tests contained data for known shill bidding and also auctions with no shill bidding. The results show that the LSS was 
able to highlight a potential shill bidder during an auction.  Furthermore, the PFP was then able to further exonerate 
innocent bidders. When the LSS was run on auctions without shill bidding, it was able to accurately determine that all 
bidders were legitimate.   
 
Further testing involved using commercial auction data collected from eBay.  It was not known whether this data 
contained any shill bidders.  The results for the LSS algorithm were consistent with the simulated auction data. The 
algorithm was able to identify a highly suspicious bidder who participated in many auctions, but never won any of them.  
This particular bidder always bid in the early and middle stages of an auction.  When the affinity for the seller 
characteristic is taken into account, this bidder was found to have only participated in auctions held exclusively by the 
same seller.  Such behaviour is clearly suspicious. Furthermore, we compared our LSS algorithm with Shill Score (SS) 
reputation system proposed by Trevathan and Read [26] and found that LSS algorithm was able to identify potential 
shill bidding at the 80% duration mark of a running auction in most cases. This indicates that our LSS algorithm is 20% 
quicker than the SS. 
 
The functioning of our algorithm is public.  The idea is that if a shill bidder continues to engage in price inflating 
behaviour, then s/he will be detected by the LSS.  If the shill attempts to alter his/her behaviour to avoid detection, then 
the shill bidder is deviating from the seven (7) most commonly accepted shill bidding strategies.  As a result, the shill 
bidder will start acting more like a regular bidder and be less effective at inflating the price.  Therefore, if smart attacker 
changes his/her behaviour in order to keep his/her score low, then s/he is essentially not having much impact on 
inflating the price. The security of an algorithm should not lie in its operation being secret.  Instead the algorithm should 
be publicly available so that it can be scrutinised.  Only once it is shown to be resilient, the community can have any 
confidence in the algorithm (i.e., Kerckhoff’s Principle). 
 
Future work involves undertaking more comprehensive testing of the LSS algorithm using a wider range of auction 
data. Additionally, we will incorporate the history of past auctions into the calculation of the LSS (i.e., affinity to a seller).  
It is hoped that this will serve to reduce the potential for innocent bidders to incur penalties during the early and middle 
stages of an auction. We would also like to further develop our auction system for detecting and preventing multiple 
shill bidders from performing price inflating attempts with collusive groups in running auctions. When extending our 
LSS algorithm to multiple auctions, setting all the rating to 0 is designed to exonerate the winning bidder - as a shill 
bidder’s goal is to lose.  There are only a certain number of times a shill bidder can lose an auction for a specific until 
it becomes unprofitable to engage in further shill bidding.  This is because each time the seller lists an auction, the 
auctioneer charges a listing fee.  If a shill bidder continually wins the auction, then the seller must absorb the listing 
fees and over time, the expected profit from shill bidding is negated. Further work also involves looking into the impact 
of imposing penalties on bidders and auctions. 
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Chapter 5

Real-Time Detection of Shill

Bidding across Online Auctions

The previous chapter (see Chapter 4) proposed an algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill

Score (LSS), for detecting a potential shill bidder while an auction is in progress. The

algorithm was able to identify potential shill bidding at the 80% duration mark (in most

cases) of an online auction, which corresponds to 20% quicker at detecting potential

shill bidders than the existing shill bidding detection algorithms (e.g., dynamic auction

model [2] and shill score algorithm [16]). However, the previous chapter dealt with

shill bidding in a single online auction. As real-world auction data has a large number

of auctions and participants, this chapter presents an extension to the LSS algorithm

whereby multiple auctions are taken into consideration.

This chapter contains two papers (a conference paper and a journal paper) intro-

ducing a real-time algorithm for detecting potential shill bidding across multiple auc-

tions. The first conference paper presents a real-time detection algorithm to identify

the presence of shill bidding across multiple auctions conducted by a single seller. This

conference paper has been extended to a journal paper providing a robust and effective

way of identifying potential shill bidding across multiple auctions hosted by multiple

sellers.

5.1 A Real-Time Detection Algorithm for Identifying Shill

Bidders in Multiple Online Auctions

This paper provides a real-time shill bidding detection algorithm, referred to as the

multi-auction Live Shill Score (LSS), for combating shill bidding across multiple online
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auctions. The paper aims not only to detect potential shill bidding in real-time but

also to react to the potential shill bidders as early as possible during multiple auctions.

The algorithm has been implemented and applied on simulated and commercial auction

datasets. Experimental results illustrate that the algorithm is able to highlight potential

shill bidders across multiple auctions.

“A Real-Time Detection Algorithm for Identifying Shill Bidders in Multiple Online

Auctions” [26] is published in the proceedings of the 51st Hawaii International Con-

ference on System Sciences (HICSS), 2018. HICSS 2018 was held on the Big Island,

Hawaii, USA. HICSS is a double-blind peer-reviewed conference which ranks second in

conference ranking among 11 Information Systems conferences1. The conference pub-

lishes highly interactive scientific articles from academia and the industry in various

areas of information, computer, and system sciences. The conference received 1,117

submissions in total, with contributions from 53 different countries. The review pro-

cess of the conference involves a double-blind paper evaluation method to evaluate each

submission. Each paper was reviewed by at least two internationally known experts

from the Program Committee. In the end, 586 papers were selected to be published and

presented as full papers. This corresponds to a 52% acceptance ratio. The accepted

papers of the conference were included in the conference proceedings published by the

IEEE Computer Society. The Computing Research and Education (CORE) ranking of

the conference is A. This paper is available online via HICSS website2, ScholarSpace3,

and Google Scholar4. The paper is referenced by DBLP5.

Note: Some additional footnotes to supporting literature/references were added

to this paper post publication. This was done in order to clarify or justify certain

statements or definitions.

1Bill C. Hardgrave and Kent A. Walstrom, Forums for MIS Scholars, Communications of the ACM,
Vol. 40 (#11) November 1997, pp. 119-124.

2https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/handle/10125/49887
3https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu
4https://scholar.google.com.au/
5https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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Abstract 

 
Online auctions are highly susceptible to fraud. 

Shill bidding is where a seller introduces fake bids into 

an auction to drive up the final price. If the shill 

bidders are not detected in run-time, innocent bidders 

will have already been cheated by the time the auction 

ends. Therefore, it is necessary to detect shill bidders 

in real-time and take appropriate actions according to 

the fraud activities. This paper presents a real-time 

shill bidding detection algorithm to identify the 

presence of shill bidding in multiple online auctions. 

The algorithm provides each bidder a Live Shill Score 

(LSS) indicating the likelihood of their potential 

involvement in price inflating behavior. The LSS is 

calculated based on the bidding patterns over a live 

auction and past bidding history. We have tested our 

algorithm on data obtained from a series of realistic 

simulated auctions and also commercial online 

auctions. Experimental results show that the real-time 

detection algorithm is able to prune the search space 

required to detect which bidders are likely to be 

potential shill bidders. 
 

 

1. Introduction  

 
An online auction provides ease, comfort and a 

convenient trading environment to its users. Therefore, 

online auctions are extremely popular for sellers and 

buyers. eBay and Yahoo! Auctions are amongst the 

most popular online auction sites [10]. In the first 

quarter of 2017, ebay alone has 169 million active 

users after exceeding 167 million active users by the 

end of 2016 [21].   

However, despite the overwhelming benefits of 

online auctions, they are attractive to fraudsters. Online 

auction fraud is one of the fastest growing forms of 

Internet-based crime. The U.S. Federal Bureau of 

Investigation’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) 

reveals that approximately 42 thousand auction-related 

fraud complaints were received from June 1, 2014 to 

December 31, 2014 [22]. Moreover, the latest report of 

IC3 has found that auction related complaints are still 

ranking at the top of the complaints list with 

approximately 116,292 complaints in 2015 [23]. As 

participants are anonymous, both sellers and bidders 

can be involved in fraudulent activities. One of the 

most common types of online auction fraud is shill 

bidding. 

Shill bidding is the act of introducing false bids into 

an auction on behalf of the seller to artificially raise the 

item’s price so that legitimate bidders must pay more 

in order to win [14, 15]. The presence of shill bidding 

also diminishes the reputation of the auction houses as 

bidders will be reluctant to participate if they feel there 

is the possibility of being ripped-off by a seller. Shill 

bidding is difficult to detect because: (i) any user can 

register under false identity; and (ii) multiple users can 

form a collusive bidding group to evade detection. 

Furthermore, it is not easy to prove that someone is 

indeed guilty of shill bidding.  

Shill bidding detection and prevention mechanisms 

have been proposed by researchers [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 

15-18]. There is now common consensus of the 

common strategies shill bidders behave in.  However, 

most of these efforts focus on examining bidding 

patterns once an auction has terminated – as such an 

innocent bidder has already incurred loss as a result of 

the shill bidding.  More recently, proposals have been 

made to detect shill bidding in real-time [3, 10, 12, 13, 

20].  The idea being that actions can be taken while an 

auction is currently underway in order to warn/deter 

shill bidding activity, or prevent the auction from 

completing if serious price inflating behavior is being 

detected. 

This paper proposes a real-time detection algorithm 

for shill bidders in multiple auctions. The algorithm 

splits a live auction into four time periods and 

examines a bidder’s bidding behaviors during each 

period. A Live Shill Score (LSS) is calculated for each 

bidder during each of these periods based on the 

bidding behaviors of the bidder in the live auction and 

his/her past bid history. The auctioneer then notifies 

legitimate bidders and/or takes necessary actions 
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against suspected shill bidders based on the LSS. We 

have implemented the algorithm and undertaken 

preliminary tests on simulated data and commercial 

auction data. Experimental results show that the 

algorithm can detect potential shill bidders in multiple 

auctions and take necessary actions to them in run-

time.   

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives 

a background on real-time shill detection approaches 

and the problem motivation for our research; Section 3 

presents our proposed LSS algorithm for real-time 

detection of shill bidding in multiple auctions; and also 

discusses the calculation procedure of LSS for each 

bidder during a live auction. Section 4 shows our 

experimental setup and preliminary results. Finally 

Section 5 provides concluding remarks and avenues for 

future work. 

 

2. Background and Problem Motivation  

 
This section describes some existing shill bidding 

detection techniques and the motivation of our research 

on combating shill bidding fraud in online auctions.  

 

2.1. Related Work 

 
Commercial online auctions (such as eBay) claim 

to monitor their auctions for shill bidding.  However, 

they do not disclose how their shill detection methods 

operate, nor do they publicly acknowledge when shill 

bidding has been occurring in their auctions.  This may 

be due to fear of lost business should people learn the 

true extent of shill bidding and how much it is costing 

legitimate bidders. Furthermore, some unscrupulous 

auctioneers might actually benefit from inflated prices 

where there is a commission payable based on the final 

price. 

There are two distinct approaches in scientific 

literature on shill bidding detection: (i) Offline (or 

static) method which runs after an auction has 

terminated, or; (ii) Real-time (or dynamic) method 

which operates while an auction is in-progress. 

Among the offline approaches, Trevathan and Read 

[15] present an algorithm to determine the degree of 

shill bidding in online auctions. The algorithm 

observes the bidding patterns of each bidder over a 

series of auctions held by a specific seller and 

calculates a Shill Score for each bidder [15]. The Shill 

Score is used to indicate the likelihood of the user 

being a potential shill bidder [15]. Bidders can observe 

other bidders’ Shill Scores and decide whether they 

want to participate in the particular seller’s auction 

[15]. However, the algorithm works only when an 

auction ends. 

Xu et al. [20] analyse some shill bidding patterns 

and introduce a Dynamic Auction Model (DAM) to 

detect shill bidding in real-time. Their proposed 

approach employs three sources: (i) The auction model 

which is updated dynamically when new bids arrive; 

(ii) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas represent 

the shill bidding patterns; and (iii) A Simple Promela 

INterpreter (SPIN) model checker that checks whether 

the LTL formulas are violated or not [20]. 

Nevertheless, the problem of this approach is that 

monitoring an auction after every single submitted bid 

may make the detection process computationally 

intensive, which is not practical when there are a large 

number of participants. 

In contrast, Ford et al. [3] present a real-time 

classifier that identifies suspicious shill bidders based 

on a neural network method. The neural network is 

initialized with a training sample and is then updated 

incrementally to adapt to new bidding data in real-time 

[3]. However, manually labelling the large training 

dataset of users is inefficient. 

Mamun and Sadaoui [10] propose software 

architecture to protect auction systems from shill 

bidders in online auctions. They claim that their 

proposed mechanism keeps the auction system secure 

from auction fraud and also maintains trust among 

users and the online auction system [10]. However, the 

paper continually mentions an IP tracker that tracks the 

IP addresses of sellers and bidders. However, the 

authors do not actually discuss how to implement IP 

tracker for testing the proposed system. Furthermore, 

they do not test the effectiveness of their proposal. 

Sadaoui et al. [12] propose a generic framework 

that covers real-time monitoring of multiple live 

auctions. This framework observes the running 

auctions, takes actions in real-time and prevents shill 

bidders from succeeding [12]. The authors state that 

real-time monitoring processes a smaller number of 

bids rather than offline processing [12]. This suggests 

their proposed system can react quicker to the potential 

shill bidders. However, their approach is a combination 

of the offline approach with an online approach. 

Therefore, claims about the speed of their proposal are 

contradictory. Moreover, they do not address collusion 

among bidders and/or sellers. 

Later Sadaoui et al. [13] propose runtime stage-

based monitoring system that detects in-auction fraud 

by monitoring each bidder’s stage activities in ongoing 

auctions. It then takes immediate action by warning 

dishonest bidders and cancelling the suspected auctions 

after detecting abnormal activities in ongoing auctions 

[13]. However, the authors do not justify the reason for 

selecting eight bidding behaviors among 17 proposed 

suspicious bidding patterns. 
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2.2. Problem Motivation 

 
Considering the limitations of the existing literature 

on shill bidding detection, it is necessary to revise the 

existing shill detection methods to detect shill bidding 

before any payment.  This approach will potentially 

prevent monetary loss for victims. Moreover, it is 

preferable to detect and stop shill bidders from 

undertaking shill bidding in the run-time rather than 

detect it afterwards. 

The research questions we are seeking to address 

are as follows: 

(i) How will the proposed shill bidding detection 

method be able to deter shill bidders in real-time? 

(ii) What are the typical shill bidding patterns that can 

be used in determining whether shill bidding is 

happening in real-time? 

(iii) What are the consequences for taking disciplinary 

actions against a shill bidder after detecting his/her 

involvement in a particular live auction? 

 

3. Methodology  

 
Our shill detection methodology considers bidding 

properties while an auction is currently in progress. We 

propose a Live Shill Score (LSS) that represents a 

bidder’s bidding behavior during a live auction. The 

LSS is calculated for each bidder based upon a 

selection of bidding behaviors/characteristics and the 

bidder’s past bid history. The LSS can be used to 

potentially identify shill bidders, and enforce 

disciplinary action during an auction.  

 
3.1. Assumptions 

 
To develop our LSS algorithm, we make the 

following assumptions: 

 

(i) There is one shill bidder; 

(ii) There are multiple auctions (one live auction and 

rest of them are past auctions); and 

(iii) There is one seller (note that the seller is not the 

same entity as the auctioneer). 

Our proposed algorithm is not addressing situations 

where there are concurrent auctions running for the 

same item (as in [19]). 

 

3.2. Monitoring Stages of a Live Auction 

 
A shill bidder submits bids at certain times 

throughout the auction which can be deliberated more 

conducive to price inflating behavior. For instance, it 

becomes more unsafe for shill bidders to submit fake 

bids closer to the end of an auction as there is an 

increased possibility that the shill bidder will win the 

auction if he/she is not outbid in time. Therefore, our 

proposed LSS algorithm splits an auction into a series 

of stages depending on the time elapsed for reacting to 

a shill bidder and other legitimate bidders in real-time. 

This strategy was first suggested in Xu et al.’s real-

time shill detection proposal [20]. The different auction 

stages are as follows: 

 

(i) Early Stage – This is the first quarter of the 

auction duration (up to 25% of the auction 

duration). A shill bidder usually submits bids 

early in an auction to encourage legitimate 

bidders to enter higher bids in order to win. 

(ii) Middle Stage – This is the time period between 

25.1% and 80% of the auction duration. A shill 

bidder places most of his/her bids in this stage. 

(iii) Late Stage – The next 15% (between 80.1% and 

95%) of the auction is the late stage. A shill 

bidder tries to avoid placing bids during this 

period to reduce his/her chance of winning the 

auction. 

 

In our real-time shill bidding detection 

methodology, we consider the above stages for 

monitoring shill bidding patterns in a live auction. 

However, we differ from Xu et. al [19, 20] by 

introducing an additional stage, referred to as the Final 

stage: 

 

(iv) Final Stage – The last 5% of the auction duration 

is used for verifying the detected bidding patterns 

from the early, middle and late stages. The overall 

LSS of each bidder in the auction will be 

calculated during this stage. 

 

The reason for the final stage is that Xu et. al [20] 

did not clearly address when reactions would be taken 

against the potential shill bidders after the end of the 

late stage. Therefore, the final stage is required for 

taking appropriate actions against potential shill 

bidders after the late stage and for exonerating bidders 

with good behavior. 

 
3.3. The Real-Time Shill Bidding Detection 

Process 

 
Figure 1 illustrates the process for real-time shill 

bidding detection in multiple auctions. Time flows 

from left to right. 
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Figure 1: Real-time shill bidding detection process 

in multiple auctions. 

 
A live auction is split into the four aforementioned 

stages (i.e., early, middle, late, final). Each bidder’s 

behavior is examined against other bids which are 

placed by the bidder during each auction stage. We 

also consider the bidder’s past bidding history for 

calculating each bidder’s LSS.  An LSS for each bidder 

is calculated during each respective auction stage. The 

LSS for each bidder in a particular auction stage is as 

follows: 

 

(i) LSSearly – After completing 25% of auction 

duration, LSSearly is calculated based on the 

bidding behavior of each bidder during the early 

stage of the live auction and past bidding history 

of the bidder. 

(ii) LSSmiddle – The value of LSSmiddle is calculated 

after completing the middle stage of the auction 

duration. The calculation of LSSmiddle is based on 

the bidding behavior of each bidder during the 

middle stage of the live auction and past bidding 

history of the bidder. 

(iii) LSSlate – LSSlate is calculated after completing the 

late stage. The calculation of LSSlate is based on 

the bidding behavior of each bidder during the 

late stage of the live auction and past bidding 

history of the bidder. 

(iv) LSS – LSS is calculated based on the bidding 

behaviors of all bidders throughout the entire 

auction and the bidding behavior of the bidders in 

past auctions.  

 

A high value of a bidder’s LSS indicates the 

increased likelihood the bidder is engaging in price 

inflating behavior. At the end of the auction, a bidder’s 

overall LSS is stored into the database. 

 

3.4. Reactions to shill bidders 

 
After every stage of the auction, the algorithm will 

determine whether any action is required based on the 

bidding behavior so far in the auction. Apart from Xu 

et al. [19, 20], to our knowledge there is no literature 

discussing potential penalties or the impact of these 

penalties on bidders’ bidding behavior. We propose the 

following penalties for our algorithm: 

 

(i) Penalty 1 (At the end of the early stage) – Send 

a warning message to the suspected bidders. This 

penalty encourages honest bidders to continue 

bidding without causing anxiety. A potential shill 

bidder would also realize that the auction is being 

monitored, thereby forcing him/her to rethink 

his/her behavior. 

(ii) Penalty 2 (At the end of the middle stage) – 

Postpone the auction temporarily; notify all 

participating bidders about the suspicious 

activity; and also ask suspicious bidders and/or 

the seller to show cause for why the auction 

should continue. This penalty has a stronger 

psychological impact on auction participants. The 

penalty sends a message that the auction is 

potentially at risk of shill bidding. Therefore, 

everyone is on notice to improve their behavior. 

At this point, honest bidders can decide whether 

they want to remain involved with the auction or 

not. On the other hand, the suspicious bidders 

and/or seller would realize that they need to 

improve their behavior. Otherwise the postponed 

auction will not be reopened. 

(iii) Penalty 3 (At the end of the late stage) – Stop 

the current auction permanently. This penalty also 

limits the privileges of the suspicious account 

when couple of offences occurred. For example, 

feedback rating of a shill bidder can be reduced as 

it is an important part of eBay community to 

evaluate a seller’s reputation. This penalty 

informs honest bidders this is a monitored and 

safe bidding system. The suspicious bidders 

and/or seller would realize that they need not only 

to show their good behavior to run auctions in 

future but also to get back good reputation. 

Otherwise he/she will not be able to list any 

auction further. The penalty reduces the potential 

for monetary loss. 

(iv) Reward/Penalty 4 (At the end of the final 

stage) – Suspend the suspected account 

permanently if it shows repeated behaviors in 

multiple live auctions. In addition, bidders whose 

behavior appears to be normal are exonerated 

(i.e., the winner of the auction, late bidders, bid 

snipers). 

 

In addition, there can be some economic penalties 

for the potential shill bidders. 
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3.5. Shill bidding behaviors 

 
There are many shill bidding strategies found in 

past studies. We identified the seven most popular shill 

bidding characteristics based on an analysis of the 

literature [9]. 

Table 1 shows the bidding behaviors with the 

corresponding ratings considered for our LSS 

algorithm. Among the seven bidding patterns [9], 

‘early bidding’ and ‘last/late bidding’ indicate the same 

bidding characteristic.   Therefore, we consider ‘early 

bidding’ in our LSS algorithm.  

 

Table 1: Bidding behavior for real-time detection of 

shill bidding 

 

Rating Bidding Behaviors 
α Affinity to a seller 

β Bid frequency 

γ Win/lose factor 

δ Rapid outbid time 

ε Small bid increment 

ζ Early bidding 

 
Table 2: Bidding behaviors at each auction stage 

 

Stages Bidding Behaviors 

Early Stage 

Middle Stage 

Late Stage 

Affinity to a seller (α rating) 

Bid frequency (β rating) 

Rapid outbid time (δ rating) 

Small bid increment (ε rating) 

Early bidding (ζ rating) 

Final Stage Affinity to a seller (α rating) 

Bid frequency (β rating) 

Win/Lose factor (γ rating) 

Rapid outbid time (δ rating) 

Small bid increment (ε rating) 

Early bidding (ζ rating) 

 

Table 2 shows the bidding behaviors considered at 

different stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final stage) 

for calculating the LSS of each bidder in a live auction. 

The following bidding characteristics are considered 

for calculating LSSearly, LSSmiddle, and LSSlate for each 

bidder in a live auction: 

 

(i) Affinity to a seller (α rating) – A shill bidder 

usually participates in auctions run by one 

particular seller. A bidder with a high α rating is 

suspicious to be a shill bidder.  

Suppose � auctions held by a seller. To calculate 

α rating, we count the number of the seller’s 

auctions, ��, bidder � has participated in. Then, α 

rating of bidder � can be calculated as follows: 

�� = (�� − ��) �
 	; 							0	 ≤ 	�� 	≤ 1 

where �� 	represents the number of auctions 

bidder �	participated in run by a seller and 	��  
denotes the number of auctions bidder �	won. In 

general, α rating will be high for a shill bidder. 

 

(ii) Bid frequency (β rating) – β rating indicates the 

average percentage of bids that a bidder has 

submitted throughout a particular stage of the live 

auction and over the past auctions he/she had 

participated in.  

For calculating the β rating, we count the number 

of auctions,		��, a bidder � has participated in. 

Suppose � is the set of auction numbers. The β 

rating of bidder � across all auctions, � ∈ 	��, can 

be calculated as follows: 

													�� = � 0, �� = 01�� � ������∈�� , ��ℎ���� �	; 	0	 ≤ 	�� 	≤ 1 

where ��� denotes the number of bids placed by 

bidder �	in auction � and �� is the total number of 

bids placed by all bidders in auction �. In general, 

the β rating will be high for a shill bidder 

compared to a legitimate bidder. 

 

(iii) Rapid outbid time (δ rating) – A shill bidder 

gives more time to legitimate bidder for 

responding on his/her fake bids. Therefore, a shill 

bidder submits a new bid within a small time 

period of a genuine bid. This behavior denotes δ 

rating which can be measured by observing inter 

bid times for all bidders. The average inter bid 

time is found for each bidder across a particular 

stage of the live auction and the past auctions 

he/she had participated in. Bidders who wait 

longer between bids have a lower average inter 

bid time score. 

For calculating the δ rating, we count the number 

of auctions,	��, a bidder � has participated in. 

Suppose � is the set of auction numbers. The δ 

rating of bidder � across all auctions,	� ∈ 	��, can 

be calculated as follows: 

 

(a) We calculate the inter bidding time for each 

bid, !, submitted by bidder � in auction �: ∆��,#� = $ 0, ! = 1��,#� − ��,#	, ! > 1, ! ∈ &� 

where ��,#'( is the time of a previous bid 

submitted by a rival bidder. Note that, &� be 

the bid numbers (e.g. 1
st
 bid, 2

nd
 bid, etc) in 

auction � and )&�) = ��. 
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(b) Then, we calculate the average inter bidding 

time for bidder � in auction �: *�� = (+,� ∑ ∆���#∈.,�   

where &�� is the bid numbers of bidder � in 

auction �. 
 

So, the final δ rating of any bidder � over all 

auctions participated in: 

*� = 1 − / 1�� � *���∈�� 0 ; 							0	 ≤ 	 *� 	≤ 1 

In general, the  * rating will be higher for a shill 

bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

 

(iv) Small bid increment (ε rating) – A shill bidder 

outbids a legitimate bid by a large amount will 

increase the risk of losing an auction [8]. 

Therefore, a shill bidder tends to only bid the 

minimal amount to stay ahead of the leading bid. 

This behavior denotes ε rating which can be 

measured by observing inter bid increments for 

all bidder. The average inter bid increment is 

found for each bidder across a particular stage of 

the live auction and the past auctions he/she had 

participated in. Bidders who place bids smaller 

bid increments have a lower average inter bid 

increment score. 

For calculating the ε rating, we count the number 

of auctions,	��, a bidder � has participated in. 

Suppose � is the set of auction numbers. The ε 

rating of bidder � across all auctions, � ∈ 	��, can 

be calculated as follows: 

 

(a) We calculate the inter bid increments for 

each bid, !, submitted by bidder � in auction �: ∆1�,#� = $ 0, ! = 11�,#� − 1�,#, ! > 1, ! ∈ &�	 
where 1�,#'( is the price of a previous bid 

submitted by a rival bidder. 

(b) Then, we calculate the average inter bid 

increment for bidder � in auction �: 2�� = (+,� ∑ ∆1��#∈.,�   

where &�� is the bid numbers of bidder � in 

auction �. 
So, the final ε rating of any bidder � over all 

auctions participated in: 

2� = 1 − / 1�� � 2���∈�� 0 ; 							0	 ≤ 	 2� 	≤ 1 

In general, the ε rating will be higher for a shill 

bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

 

(v) Early bidding (ζ rating) – If a shill bidder bids 

towards the end of an auction, he/she risks of 

losing the auction by not being outbid in time. 

Therefore, a shill bidder tries to bid early in an 

auction as it is less risky and maximizes the 

amount of influence the shill has over an auction. 

The ζ rating denotes how early in an auction a 

bidder commenced bidding.  

To calculate the ζ rating of a bidder	�, we count 

the number of auctions,	��, the bidder � has 

participated in. Suppose � is the set of auction 

numbers. The ζ rating of bidder � across all 

auctions, � ∈ 	��, can be calculated as follows: 

We calculate the difference between auction �’s 

starting time,	��, and the time, ��,#3�  of the first bid 

placed by bidder � in auction �. 4�� = 	��,#3� 	– �� 
Finally, we calculate the average of the final bid 

time differences for bidder � over all auctions 

participated in: 4� = 1 − 1�� � 4���∈�� ; 							0	 ≤ 	 4� 	≤ 1 

In general, the ζ rating will be high for a shill 

bidder. 

We consider the following additional bidding 

behavior for calculating the overall LSS at the end of a 

live auction: 

 
(vi) Win/lose factor (γ rating) – A shill bidder avoids 

wining an auction, as the auction will have to be 

repeated. A bidder with a low γ rating indicates 

suspicious behavior. It can be mentioned that a 

winner of an auction is not a shill bidder.  A 

bidder � who has won �� 	auctions, the γ rating of 

the bidder � is calculated as follows: γ� = 1 −	6�� ��
 7 ; 							0	 ≤ 	γ� 	≤ 1 

In general, a shill bidder will have a high γ rating. 

 

3.6. Calculation of the LSS 

 
After calculating α, β, δ, ε, ζ, and γ ratings in a 

particular stage of auction duration, then we can 

calculate the value LSS after completing every stage 

(see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: LSS calculation process 

 

In the early stage, LSSearly is calculated as follows: 899:;<=> = ?@AB?CDEFGHIB	?JKEFGHIB?LMEFGHIB?NOEFGHI?@B	?CB	?J	B	?LB	?N	 	P 10       (1) 

At the middle stage, LSSmiddle is calculated as follows:  

899Q�RR=: �
?@AB	?CDS�TTHEB	?JKS�TTHEB?LMS�TTHEB?NOS�TTHE

?@B	?CB	?J	B	?LB	?N		
	P 10	            (2)       

At the late stage, LSSlate is calculated as follows: 

899=;U: �
?@AB	?CDHFVEB	?CKHFVEB?JMHFVEB?LOHFVE

?@B	?CB	?J	B	?LB	?N	
	P 10               (3)              

At the final stage, LSS is calculated as follows: 

899 �
?@AB	?CDB	?JKB?LMB?NOB	?WX

?@B	?CB	?J	B	?LB?NB	?W
	P 10                      (4) 

 

where Y is the weighted coefficient associated with 

each rating in Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4). The 

weights used in this paper are: Y( = 9, YZ = 2, Y[ = 2, Y\ 

= 2, Y] = 2, and Y^ = 5. These weightings are obtained 

by experimenting with simulated auction data and also 

by looking at historical commercial auction data.  Note 

that it is difficult to calibrate weightings from known 

auctions that contain shill bidding as such data is 

extremely limited (due to non-disclosure by 

commercial auctioneers). We chose the weightings 

using the following justifications: 

A bidder’s � rating receives the highest weighting. 

This is done to count one-time bidders who participate 

most of auctions run by a particular seller and always 

submitted bid in the early and middle stages of an 

auction. 

A bidder’s _ rating is given the next highest 

weighting because it is the strongest sign that the 

winner of the auction is not a shill bidder.  

The next significant factors are the β, δ, ε, ζ ratings. 

These factors are used to see if the bidding behavior 

matches a shill bidder’s behavior. A bidder’s � rating 

will be high for an aggressive shill bidder or low for 

one-time bidder. It may happen that a one-time bidder 

submits bid most of the auctions either early or middle 

stage of the auction duration. As a result, the � rating 

can present mixed results depending on the type of 

shill behavior employed. For this reason, the 	� rating 

is given a lower weighting to consider both type of 

bidders. 

The  *  and  2 weightings receive lower rating than 

� and _  weightings because of the effect of one-time 

bidders. That is, if a bidder only bids once at any stages 

of a live auction, submitting the bid quickly just after 

the current highest bid and by minimal amount 

required, then the bidder will have high  * and  2 

ratings. As the bidder does not bid again, his/her * and 

2 ratings will always remain high and not average 

down if the bidder submits slower and larger bids later. 

Therefore, the weightings of  * and  2 highly results in 

many one-time bidders scoring high overall even 

though such bidders are clearly innocent.  

A bidder’s ζ weightings are also given two as it is 

not more influential than other bidding behavior 

ratings. Instead all the bidding characteristic 

weightings must be examined as a group to determine 

if the bidder’s bidding behavior fits the profile of a 

shill bidder.  

The LSS values in all stages of a live auction are 

between 0 and 10. The bidder with the highest LSS is 

the most likely to be a potential shill bidder. 

 

4. Experimental Results  

 
The LSS algorithm was tested on simulated and 

commercial auction data. The first test involved a 

series of simulated auction trials which were acquired 

from Trevathan and Read [15]. The second test 

considered commercial online auctions which were 

collected from Jank and Shmueli [6]. 

 
4.1. Simulated auctions 

 
Trevathan and Read [15] conducted a series of 

simulated auction trails to obtain auction data. The data 

contained thirty-nine auctions where each of these 

auctions was for a different item. All auctions were 

considered to be for one seller [15]. 

The auction proceedings involved twenty-six 

bidders. A bidder’s goal was to win while also trying to 

save his/her money. On the other hand, a shill bidder’s 

goal was to force a bidder into spending as much of 

his/her money as possible. Bidders were not informed 

that shill bidding was occurring. Furthermore, the shill 

bidder had no knowledge of how much money bidders 

had. 

There were two types of tests performed: (i) with 

one shill bidder, and; (ii) without shill bidding. The 

LSS algorithm was run on all of the tests to determine 

its effectiveness on determining shill bidder and the 

likelihood of it incriminating innocent bidders. Each 

bidder’s LSS was compared to a predetermined 

threshold value for a known shill bidder. The threshold 

values were different at four different stages of a live 

auction. For example, `UEFGHI for the early stage, 

`US�TTHE
 for the middle stage, `UHFVE for the late stage, 
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and `Ua�bFH for the final stage. To experiment LSS 

algorithm on simulated auction data, we consider 

`UEFGHI � 9, `US�TTHE
� 8, `UHFVE � 8, and  `Ua�bFH � 7. 

These values were obtained by experimenting with 

simulated and commercial auction data.  Earlier 

auction stages have higher thresholds to ensure that 

innocent bidders do not incur penalties due to the lack 

of evidence.  

 
4.1.1. Auctions with shill bidding. The first test 

involved ten auctions and sixteen bidders, including 

one shill bidder (i.e., ‘Shelly’). Table 3 presents the 

Shill Scores for each bidder at the end of the auction 

(as outlined in [15]). Table 3 shows that ‘Shelly’ is 

identified as engaging in the most significant price 

inflating behavior (i.e., ‘Shelly’ has a Shill Score of 

9.16).  

  

Table 3: Shill Scores for each bidder using 

Trevathan and Read approach [15] 

 

 
 

Although Trevathan and Read’s approach [15] was 

able to detect a potential shill bidder, their Shill Score 

algorithm does not work in real-time. Therefore, we 

chose to run our LSS algorithm on the same auction 

data to see how it would execute in detecting a shill 

bidder in real-time.   

To experiment with the LSS algorithm, we 

considered one live auction (i.e., Auction ID- 9) among 

the ten auctions and remaining nine auctions were 

considered as past auctions. Table 4 shows the LSS of 

each bidder from Auction ID- 9. ‘Shelly’ showed shill 

bidding behavior in each stage of the auction duration 

(i.e., consistently high scores (Figure 3)). This results 

in the LSS algorithm postponing the auction after the 

middle stage due to generating Penalty 2. ‘Shelly’ is 

then put on notice before the auction resumes.  

Therefore, the LSS takes actions against a potential 

shill bidder earlier as compared to [15]. 

Table 4: LSS of each bidder in the different stages 

of Auction ID- 9 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: LSS of each bidder participated in 

Auction ID- 9 

 

4.1.2. Auctions without shill bidding. The second 

test involved ten auctions held by a seller. There were 

18 bidders. To experiment our LSS algorithm, we 

considered one live auction and rest of ten auctions as 

past auctions. However, unlike the previous test no 

intentional shill bidding behavior had been engaged in. 

Table 5 and Figure 4 show the LSS of each bidder 

in Auction ID- 8. The test’s purpose is to gauge regular 

bidding behavior in the different stages of a live 

auction. Scores are consistently low for all bidders; 

therefore no real-time intervention is required. 

 

Table 5: LSS of each bidder in the different stages 

of Auction ID- 8 
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Figure 4: LSS of each bidder in Auction ID- 8 

 
4.2. Commercial auctions 

 
The LSS algorithm was tested on commercial 

auction data. We considered an auction listing of Palm 

Pilot PDAs auctioned on eBay [6]. We selected the 

PDA because of its popularity. The auction data was 

collected over a period of two months in 2003. The 

auction data contains 149 auctions across multiple 

sellers.  

We considered one auction as live (i.e., Auction ID- 

3023885982 run by ‘michael-33’) among 149 auctions 

and the rest of them were past auctions. To experiment 

the LSS algorithm on commercial auction data, we 

consider  `UEFGHI � 6, `US�TTHE
� 6, `UHFVE � 6, and  

`Ua�bFH � 6. These values were obtained by 

experimenting with commercial auction data. 

Table 6 shows the LSS of each bidder in Auction 

ID- 3023885982. Figure 5 illustrates that ‘chimam’ 

showed consistent shill behavior (i.e., scores above 6). 

The LSS algorithm triggers Penalties 1 and 2 as a 

result.  Therefore, the LSS algorithm starts intervening 

in the auction at the end of the early and middle stages.  

This intervention could potentially prevent further bad 

behavior from this bidder. 

 

Table 6: LSS of each bidder in the different stages 

of Auction ID- 3023885982 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: LSS of each bidder in Auction ID- 

3023885982 

 

On further inspection, ‘chimam’ has participated in 

75% of total auctions run by the same seller (i.e., 

‘micahel-33’) which is suspicious (see Table 6).  

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  

 
This paper proposed a real-time detection method 

for combating shill bidding in multiple online auctions. 

Our LSS algorithm aims to not only detect potential 

shill bidders in real-time but also to react to the shill 

bidding behavior as early as possible during a live 

auction. Therefore, this approach potentially reduces 

the monetary loss of shill bidding victims.  

We implemented the LSS algorithm and undertook 

some experimentation to determine how effective the 

algorithm is in detecting shill bidders in run-time. The 

first tests involved simulated auction data (i.e., real 

users with fake auctions).  These tests contained data 

for known shill bidding and also auctions with no shill 

bidding. The results show that the LSS was able to 

highlight a potential shill bidder during a live auction.   

Further testing involved using commercial auction 

data collected from eBay.  It was not known whether 

this data contained any shill bidders.  The results for 

the LSS algorithm were consistent with the simulated 

auction data. The algorithm was able to identify a 

highly suspicious bidder in run-time.  

Future work involves undertaking more comprehensive 

testing of the LSS algorithm in multiple auctions run by 

multiple sellers using a wider range of auction data. 

Additionally, we would also like to further develop our 

auction system for detecting and preventing multiple 

shill bidders from performing price inflating attempts 

with collusive groups in real-time. Further work also 

involves looking into the impact of imposing penalties 

on bidders and extending our proposal to look at 

concurrent auctions for the same item.  
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5.2 Detecting Shill Bidding in Real-Time across Multiple

Online Auctions

The previous conference paper (refer to Section 5.1) described an algorithm, referred to

as the multi-auction LSS. The algorithm was able to detect potential shill bidding across

multiple auctions hosted by a single seller. However, we observed that some innocent

bidders were wrongly classified as shill bidders when the algorithm considered multiple

auctions conducted by only a single seller.

To address this issue, we present a journal paper that describes the extended version

of the multi-auction LSS algorithm. The algorithm identifies potential shill bidding

across multiple auctions conducted by multiple sellers. The paper also presents how the

algorithm builds a case against suspected bidders by examining their behaviour and also

uses evidence from their past behaviour across multiple auctions.

The extended version of the multi-auction LSS algorithm has been implemented

and applied on simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental results show

that the extended version of the multi-auction LSS algorithm can identify potential shill

bidding across online auctions. Furthermore, the paper compares the algorithm with

the multi-auction LSS with a single seller (refer to Section 5.1) and the LSS algorithm

(refer to Section 4.3). Comparative analysis on the simulated auction data shows that

the algorithm provides approximately 99% detection accuracy whereas the multi-auction

LSS with a single seller and the LSS algorithm achieve about 82% and 80% detection

accuracy respectively.

“Detecting Shill Bidding in Real-Time across Multiple Online Auctions” [27] is

currently in submission with International Journal of Electronic Commerce Studies

(IJECS). IJECS is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal that publishes half-yearly.
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ABSTRACT 

 
Shill bidding is where bidders place artificial bids on an auction to 

inflate an item’s final price. Shill bidding detection is a challenging task as 

user can easily register in an auction system with a false identity. Most 

existing shill bidding detection techniques wait until an auction has finished 

before taking actions. However, this situation means that innocent bidders 

will have already been cheated before detecting the presence of shill bidders. 

As such, there is a pressing need to introduce effective real-time shill 

bidding detection mechanisms that take immediate actions while an auction 

is in progress. This paper proposes a real-time statistical algorithm for 

detecting shill bidders across multiple auctions. The algorithm builds a case 

against suspicious bidders by examining their behaviour during a live 

auction and also uses evidence from their past behaviour. The algorithm is 

then able to take appropriate actions towards the suspected shill bidders 

accordingly. Experimental results using simulated and commercial auction 

datasets show that the proposed algorithm can potentially highlight shill 

bidding across multiple online auctions. 

Keywords: Auction fraud, Bidding behaviour, Live Shill Score, Online 

auction, Shill bidding. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Shill bidding is one of the most prevalent forms of cheating in online 

auctions. A shill bidder’s goal is to intentionally raise the product’s final 

price, which causes honest bidders to pay significantly more for winning 
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the auction [1, 2]. The online auction format makes it easy for a user to 

register multiple accounts using false credentials [3]. This facilitates shill 

bidding as a user can easily place shill bids on his/her own auction using 

any of these fake accounts. Alternately, the seller’s friends can participate 

in an organised group dedicated to shill bidding [1, 2].  

Most shill bidders try to resemble normal bidding behaviour to avoid being 

detected or engage in collaborate strategies to mask their behaviour [2, 4]. 

As such, it is difficult to propose an efficient mechanism for detecting shill 

bidders. There have been many proposals for detecting shill bidding [4 – 

16]. However, to the best of our knowledge, these proposals have several 

limitations in common. For instance, most of the existing shill bidding 

detection approaches are conducted when an auction terminates. Therefore, 

the victim has already been cheated as the shill bidder has caused the price 

to become artificially inflated. As such, a more effective and efficient 

technique is essential to detect and stop shill bidding in real-time (i.e., while 

an auction is in progress). If the auction system can successfully detect the 

presence of shill bidding in real-time, the auction house can take a series of 

initiatives (e.g., warn a suspicious bidder, suspend the auction, enforce 

financial sanctions, etc.). This will discourage shill bidders from engaging 

in shill-like activities further and prevent legitimate bidders from losing 

money. 

Recently, Majadi et al. [17] proposed a run-time shill bidding detection 

algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill Score (LSS). A live auction (i.e., 

while an auction is in progress) is split into four time periods and examined 

each bidder’s bidding behaviour at set points in time. The algorithm 

calculates a score for each bidder during each of these periods. The 

auctioneer then notifies legitimate bidders and/or takes appropriate actions 

against suspected shill bidders based on the score. However, the authors 

considered only one live auction conducted by a single seller. This means 

that data is only used from one specific auction which limits the real-world 

applicability of the approach. Later, Majadi and Trevathan [18] extended 

the LSS algorithm to identify shill bidders across multiple auctions. 

However, their algorithm considered multiple auctions hosted by only a 

single seller which provides false positive results.  

Considering the limitation of the LSS algorithm [17, 18], this paper 

proposes an extended version of the LSS algorithm, referred to as the multi-

auction LSS, whereby multiple live auctions are taken into consideration. 

In addition to investigating a bidder’s behaviour throughout various stages 

of an auction, the algorithm also considers the bidder’s conduct using a 

history of past auctions s/he participated in. The auctioneer can then use 

this information to take appropriate actions against suspected shill bidders. 

The proposed algorithm can take into consideration more evidence. 

Therefore, the algorithm provides a more accurate measure of detection 
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compared to the previous LSS algorithm. The algorithm can also reward or 

penalise bidders over time based on when they engage in suspicious bidding 

behaviour or act like normal bidders. This is in the form of penalties that 

deter bad behaviour (i.e., price-inflating behavior) and rewards that benefit 

good behaviour (i.e., regular bidding) over time. We tested the algorithm 

on simulated and commercial auction datasets and found that the algorithm 

can able to detect potential shill bidding across multiple auctions. 

Comparative analysis shows that the multi-auction LSS algorithm performs 

better than the previous LSS algorithm [17, 18] in the case of false positive 

impact and detection accuracy. 

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a background on real-

time shill detection approaches and also describes the problem motivation 

for our research; Section 3 presents the proposed algorithm for real-time 

detection of shill bidding across multiple live auctions; Section 4 illustrates 

our experimental setup and preliminary results. Finally, Section 5 provides 

concluding remarks and avenues for future work. 

 

2. RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM DOMAIN 
There are several approaches proposed in the literature to identify shill 

bidders in online auctions. Shill bidding detection proposals can be 

classified in various ways depending on their objectives (i.e., concurrent [6], 

statistical [4], or machine learning [7]). We focus on two distinct 

approaches [8]: (i) Offline (or static); and (ii) Real-time (or dynamic). An 

offline shill detection method runs after an auction has terminated, whereas 

a real-time shill detection method operates during a live auction.  
There are numerous offline approaches available for shill bidding detection 

in the past literature [4 – 16]. Some researchers [1, 2] study and define shill 

bidding behaviour. They aggregate the behaviour to generate a final 

reputation score. For example, Trevathan and Read [4] introduced a Shill 

Score reputation system to determine the likelihood of shill bidding in 

online auctions. The authors observed a series of auctions to identify 

bidding patterns and calculated a Shill Score for each bidder which was 

used to identify the likelihood of the bidder being a potential shill bidder. 

Each bidder’s Shill Score is publicly displayed during an auction so that 

they can decide whether they want to participate in the particular seller’s 

auction or not.  

Dong et al. [10] applied Dempster-Shafer theory to determine shill bidding 

patterns for evidence of shill bidding and combined them to provide that 

degree of belief as to whether a bidder may be a shill bidder or not.  

Several machine learning methods have been proposed for offline shill 

bidding detection. For instance, Tsang et al. [16] used machine learning 

methods with neural networks to optimize the weightings of each criterion 

in the Shill Score algorithm [4].  
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In addition, some shill detection approaches are based on data mining. For 

example, Pandit et al. [9] proposed and implemented an online auction 

fraud detection system, referred to as NetProbe, for solving shill detection 

problem. However, the major drawback of offline approach is a victim has 

already been cheated as offline shill bidding detection methods only work 

after the auction terminates. 

In contrast, real-time shill detection systems have the ability to take 

disciplinary actions against shill bidders during running auctions. There are 

very few proposals [17 – 23] for shill bidding detection in real-time. For 

example, Xu et al. [20] presented a formal approach to identify shill bidding 

activities in live auctions. The drawback of this approach is to monitor an 

auction after every single submitted bid could make the shill bidding 

detection approach much slower.  

Ford et al. [21] presented a Real-Time Self Adaptive Classifier (RT-SAC) 

that identifies suspicious shill bidders based on a neural network method. 

The authors initialised a neural network with a training sample and then 

updated the neural network incrementally to adapt to new bidding data in 

real-time. However, the limitation of their work is that it takes more time to 

manually label the training sample when there is a large training dataset of 

users.  

Sadaoui et al. [22] presented a framework that monitors multiple live 

auctions for detecting frauds and reacting to frauds in real-time. Later, 

Sadaoui and Wang [23] proposed a runtime stage-based monitoring system 

that detects in-auction fraud by monitoring each bidder’s bidding activities 

in ongoing auctions. However, the authors do not provide the justifications 

for selecting eight bidding behaviour among 17 proposed bidding patterns.   
Considering the limitations of the existing literature on real-time shill 

bidding detection, we propose a real-time statistical algorithm, referred to 

as the multi-auction LSS, for detecting potential shill bidders using evidence 

collected across multiple auctions. This paper provides the following 

contributions: 

(i) The LSS algorithm proposed by Majadi et al. [17] contained many 

tight/restrictive assumptions. The algorithm only considered the 

detection of a shill bidder in a single auction conducted by a seller. 

Later, Majadi and Trevathan [18] considered multiple auctions hosted 

by only a single seller. However, these approaches limited the amount 

of evidence that could be collected on a bidder and ignored all of their 

previous auctioning behaviour (i.e., behaviour from previous auctions 

s/he has participated in). This limitation makes it more difficult to 

build a case against a suspect bidder. Therefore, we have relaxed 

some of those constraints in this paper; 

(ii) The proposed multi-auction LSS algorithm provides an efficient way 

to identify potential shill bidders across multiple auctions and takes 
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disciplinary or rewarding actions against them according to their 

behaviour; and 

(iii) We have implemented the multi-auction LSS algorithm and tested on 

simulated and commercial auction datasets. Comparative analysis 

shows that the algorithm performs better than the previous LSS 

algorithms [17, 18] and provides about 99% detection accuracy. Note 

that, commercial auction dataset does not contain any ground truth 

labels. Therefore, we perform the comparative analysis using only 

simulated auction datasets. 

 
3. THE REAL-TIME SHILL BIDDING DETECTION   

This section describes the proposed multi-auction LSS algorithm in detail. 

A Live Shill Score (LSS) for each bidder is calculated based upon the 

selection of bidding behaviour defined as the most popular in [17]. The 

algorithm considers bidding and auction properties during a live auction 

and also considers the past bidding history of each bidder. Later, the LSS 

can be used to potentially identify suspicious bidders, enforce disciplinary 

actions during a live auction, and act as a deterrent to potential shill bidders. 

 

3.1 Assumptions 
To narrow the scope of what the multi-auction LSS algorithm is trying to 

achieve, we consider multiple live auctions hosted by a seller, or multiple 

sellers (we are assuming there is no collusion amongst sellers, or a seller is 

not using multiple accounts in an attempt to thwart the shill bidding 

detection mechanism). In this paper, we do not address concurrent auctions 

[6]. Moreover, we are not investigating reserve price shilling [24]. Our 

focus is on an ascending-price, open bid online auction format with a pre-

determined closing time where the winner pays a price equal to the highest 

bid (i.e., similar to eBay). 

 

3.2 The multi-auction LSS algorithm 
We consider that there are n live auctions which are not concurrent. Figure 

1(a) illustrates the real-time detection process of shill bidding during an 

auction, A1, for Time, T1. Figure 1(b) shows live auctions, A1, A2, A3,…, An 

are running for Time, T1, T2, T3,…, Tn respectively and indicates how the 

multi-auction LSS operates across multiple auctions. 

As in previous proposals [17, 18, 20], the multi-auction LSS algorithm 

divides an auction into four stages depending on the time elapsed for 

reacting to a shill bidder and other legitimate bidders in real-time: 

(i) Early Stage – the first 25% of the auction duration; 

(ii) Middle Stage – the next 55% (between 25.1% and 80%) of the 

auction duration; 
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(iii) Late Stage – the next 15% (between 80.1% and 95%) of the auction 

duration; and 

(iv) Final Stage – the last 5% of the auction duration. 

 

  

(a)                              (b)              

Figure 1. Operation of the multi-auction LSS algorithm: (a) during a live 

auction; and (b) across multiple auctions. 

 

During each of the abovementioned stages, each bidder’s bidding behaviour 

is examined. The algorithm also considers the bidder’s past bidding history 

for calculating the LSS of the bidder. The LSS for each bidder is calculated 

during each respective auction stage as follows: 
(i) LSSearly – LSSearly is calculated based on the bidding behaviour of the 

bidder during the early stage of the live auction and past bidding 

history of the bidder; 

(ii) LSSmiddle – LSSmiddle is calculated based on the bidding behaviour of 

the bidder during the middle stage of the live auction and past bidding 

history of the bidder; 

(iii) LSSlate – LSSlate is calculated based on the bidding behaviour of the 

bidder during the late stage of the live auction and past bidding history 

of the bidder; and 

(iv) LSS – LSS is calculated based on the bidding behaviour of all bidders 

throughout the entire auction and the bidding behaviour of the bidders 

in past auctions. 

A bidder with a high LSS value indicates the increased possibility the bidder 

is engaging in shill bidding activities. At the end of the auction, a bidder’s 

overall LSS is stored into the database. The database is used to incorporate 

each bidder’s past bidding history for the LSS calculation of the bidder 

during a live auction. 
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3.4 Reactions to a potential shill bidder 
After each stage of the auction, potential action is taken in the form of a 

penalty if shill behaviour is suspected. We consider two types of penalties: 

(i) In-auction penalty (IAP); and (ii) Across-Auction Penalty (AAP). IAPs 

are targeted at influencing suspicious behaviour during a specific auction 

(i.e., Figure 1(a)). In contrast, AAPs are used to penalise or reward 

behaviour that occurs over time across multiple auctions (i.e., Figure 1(b)). 

The penalties and their impacts are described as follows: 

(i) In-Auction Penalties (IAP) 

(a) Penalty 1 (P1) – issue a warning message to the suspected 

bidder(s) at the end of the early stage. This penalty encourages 

honest bidders to continue bidding without causing anxiety.  

(b) Penalty 2 (P2) – postpone the auction temporarily at the end of 

the middle stage, notify all participating bidders about the 

suspicious activity, and also ask the suspicious bidder(s) and/or 

the seller to show cause for why the auction should continue. 

(c) Penalty 3 (P3) – stop the current auction permanently at the 

end of the late stage. This penalty also limits the privileges of 

the suspicious account when a couple of offences have occurred.  

(ii) Across-Auction Penalties (AAP) 

(d) Penalty 4 (P4) – raise/lower bidding caps. If a bidder shows 

signs of continual suspicious behaviour, P4 limits the 

maximum amount a bidder can bid in an auction. This cap can 

be successfully lowered if bad behaviour continues to occur in 

order to limit the amount of price-inflating behaviour the bidder 

can engage in. Alternately, P4 can be used to reward good 

behaviour by successively raising a bidder’s maximum bidding 

cap if the bidder shows an improvement in behaviour over time. 

The following pseudocode defines the structure of P4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e) Penalty 5 (P5) – suspend the suspected account permanently if 

a bidder shows repeated behaviour in multiple live auctions. In 

int P4(bidder i, live auction A) { 

    bidding_cap = initial_value; // where initial_value denotes a 

bidder i’s initial bidding_cap 

    if (𝐿𝑆𝑆 < 𝜌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) then 

// Penalty to a potential shill bidder 

bidding_cap = bidding_cap – 10;  

    else 

// Reward to an honest bidder 

bidding_cap = bidding_cap – 10;  

    return bidding_cap; 

} 
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addition, bidders whose behaviour appears to be normal are 

exonerated (i.e., the winner of the auction, late bidders, or bid 

snipers). The structure of P5 is described in the following 

segment of pseudocode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, there could be some economic penalties for the potential shill 

bidders. For example, a New Zealand based auction site, Trade Me, fined 

$42,000 to a car trading company, the Auto Co Ltd., for allegedly engaging 

in shill bidding in May 2013 [25]. The company created more than 7,000 

fake bids on more than 500 vehicles listed on Trade Me between July 

2011and July 2012. 

 

3.5 Shill bidding behaviour 
We consider the following six most popular shill bidding patterns for each 

bidder as identified by the literature (refer to [17, 18]).  

(i) Affinity to a seller (α rating) – A shill bidder usually participates in 

auctions run by a particular seller. Suppose a seller who has held m 

auctions. The α rating of bidder i can be calculated as follows [4]:  

𝛼𝑖 =
𝑚𝑖−𝑤𝑖

𝑚
 , where 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 (1) 

where mi denotes the number of the seller’s auctions bidder i has 

participated in. If the bidder has won any auctions (denoted as wi), then 

wi will be excluded from mi. In general, α rating will be high for a shill 

bidder compared to a legitimate bidder. 

(ii) Bid frequency (β rating) – β rating indicates the number of bids 

submitted by a bidder so far up until the end of the particular auction 

stage. If bidder i submitted bids in the early, middle or late stages of 

live auction j, the β rating of bidder i in the corresponding stage of the 

auction will be as follows: 

β
jearly/middle/late

i
=

1

mi
(

njearly/middle/late

i

wjearly/middle/late

+∑ β
p

i
p∈Mi ) , where 0 ≤ β

jearly/middle/late

i
 ≤ 1 

boolean P5(bidder i) { 

    current_bidding_cap = initial_value – bidding_cap; 

    if (current_bidding_cap == (initial_value/2)) then 

return true; 

    else 

return false; 

} 
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where 𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 
𝑖 denotes the number of bids submitted by 

bidder i in the corresponding stage (i.e., early, middle, late stage) of 

live auction j; 𝑤𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  denotes the worst-case number of bids 

for the corresponding stage of the auction; and summation over 𝛽𝑝
𝑖  

denotes the β rating of bidder i in past auctions. 

If the auction is in the end of the final stage, then bidder i’s β rating is 

calculated as the average of his/her ratings, 𝛽𝑗
𝑖 , for all auctions mi, 

participated in. So, the final β rating of bidder i participated in live 

auction j is as follows: 

β
i = {

0,  if bidder i wins live auction j

1− (
1

mi
∑ β

j

i
j∈Mi ) ,  otherwise

       (2) 

where 0 ≤ 𝛽𝑖 ≤ 1. In general, β will be high for an aggressive shill 

bidder compared to a legitimate bidder. Note that, M={1,…, m} is the 

set of auction numbers, where |𝑀| = 𝑚. 

(iii) Win/lose factor (𝛾 rating) – A shill bidder avoids winning an auction, 

as the auction will have to be repeated. The 𝛾 rating of bidder i can be 

calculated as follows: 

γi=1 − (
wi

mi
), where 0 ≤ γi ≤ 1 

where 𝑤𝑖 denotes the number of auctions won by bidder i, and 𝑚𝑖 

represents the total number of auctions participated by bidder i.  

In general, a shill bidder will have a high 𝛾  rating compared to a 

legitimate bidder. However, calculating 𝛾  in this way is biased 

towards a one-time bidder who only submits one or two bids in a small 

number of auctions [4]. For example, a one-time bidder who losses an 

auction will get a 𝛾 rating of ‘1’. This is unfair to penalise a bidder 

who losses a small number of auctions. To solve this issue, Trevathan 

and Read [4] permit a 20% loss to winning ratio without penalty for 

calculating the 𝛾  rating of each bidder. This allows bidders with 

having a small number of losses to be ignored. Therefore, the 𝛾 rating 

of bidder i can be calculated as follows: 

γi=1− (
5*(wi+0.2)

l
i ), where γi < 1 (3) 

where 𝛾𝑖 < 0, then 𝛾𝑖 = 0. Thus 0 ≤ 𝛾𝑖 < 1. Note that, 𝑙𝑖 denotes 

the number of losses incurred by bidder i, where 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 −𝑤𝑖. 

(iv) Rapid outbid time (δ rating) – δ rating refers to the time difference 

between when a bidder places a new highest bid and the previous 
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highest bid submitted by another bidder during a particular auction 

stage.  

If bidder i submitted bids in the early, middle or late stages of live 

auction j, the δ rating of bidder i in the corresponding stage of the 

auction can be calculated as follows: 

δjearly/middle/late

i
=

1

mi
(

∆̅tjearly/middle/late

i −  ∆̅tjearly/middle/late

min

∆̅tjearly/middle/late

max − ∆̅tjearly/middle/late

min
+ ∑ δp

i

p∈Mi

) 

where ∆̅𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑖  denotes the average inter bidding time for 

each bid, k, submitted by the bidder i in the corresponding stages of 

live auction j; ∆̅𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥  and ∆̅𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑚𝑖𝑛 denote the 

maximum and minimum average inter bidding time for the auction 

respectively; and summation over 𝛿𝑝
𝑖  represents the δ rating of bidder 

i in past auctions. 

If the auction is in the end of the final stage, then bidder i’s 𝛿 rating 

is calculated as the average of the normalised inter bidding times for 

all auctions mi, participated in. So, the final 𝛿  rating of bidder i 

participated in live auction j is as follows: 

δ
i =

{
 

 
0,  if bidder i wins live auction j

1 − (
1

mi
∑ δj

i

j∈Mi

) ,  otherwise
 (4) 

where 0 ≤ 𝛿𝑖 ≤ 1. In general, the δ rating will be higher for a shill 

bidder in comparison to a legitimate bidder. 

(v) Small bid increment (ε rating) – ε rating refers to a value that a bidder 

outbids the current highest bidder during a particular auction stage. 

If bidder i submitted bids in the early, middle or late stages of live 

auction j, the ε rating of bidder i in the corresponding stage of the 

auction will be as follows: 

εjearly/middle/late

i =
1

mi
(

∆̅p
jearly/middle/late

i − ∆̅p
jearly/middle/late

min

∆̅p
jearly/middle/late

max − ∆̅p
jearly/middle/late

min
+ ∑ εp

i

p∈Mi

) 

where ∆̅𝑝𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑖  denotes the average inter bid increment for 

each bid, k, submitted by bidder i in the corresponding stages of live 

auction j; ∆̅𝑝𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 and ∆̅𝑝𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑚𝑖𝑛  denote the 

maximum and minimum average inter bid increment for the auction 

respectively; and summation over 휀𝑝
𝑖  represents the ε rating of bidder 

i in past auctions. 
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If the auction is in the end of the final stage, then bidder i’s ε rating is 

calculated as the average of the normalised inter bid increments for all 

auctions mi, participated in. So, the final ε rating of bidder i participated 

in live auction j is as follows: 

εi =

{
 

 
0,  if bidder i wins live auction j

1 − (
1

mi
∑ εj

i

j∈Mi

) ,  otherwise
 (5) 

where 0 ≤ 휀𝑖 ≤ 1. In general, the ε rating will be higher for a shill 

bidder compared to a legitimate bidder. 

(vi) Early bidding (휁 rating) – A shill bidder submits bids early in an 

auction to avoid winning any auction [4]. The 휁 rating represents how 

early bidder i commenced bidding in an auction. This behaviour can be 

measured by the difference between the auction’s expiration time and 

the time that bidder i first submitted a bid. This result is then normalised 

against all other participants in the auction.  

If bidder i submitted bids in the early, middle or late stages of live 

auction j, the 휁 rating of bidder i in the corresponding stage of the 

auction will be as follows: 

휁jearly/middle/late

i =
1

mi
(

∆tjearly/middle/late

i − ∆tjearly/middle/late

min

∆tjearly/middle/late

max − ∆tjearly/middle/late

min
+ ∑ 휁𝑝

𝑖

p∈Mi

) 

where ∆𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑖  denotes the difference between the time, 

𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 ,𝑘0
𝑖 of the first bid placed by bidder i in live auction j 

and the starting time of the auction j; ∆𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 

∆𝑡𝑗𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦/𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒/𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑖𝑛  represent the maximum and minimum average early 

bid time difference for the auction respectively; and summation over 

휁𝑝
𝑖  denotes the 휁 rating of bidder i in past auctions. 

If the auction j is in the end of the final stage, then the final 휁 rating 

of bidder i participated over live auction j is as follows: 

휁i =

{
 

 
0,  if bidder i wins live auction j

1− (
1

mi
∑휁j

i

j∈Mi

) ,  otherwise
 (6) 

where 0 ≤ 휁𝑖 ≤ 1. In general, the 휁 rating will be higher for a shill 

bidder than that of a legitimate bidder. 
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3.6 Calculation process of the multi-auction LSS 
After calculating 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, 휀, and 휁 ratings in a particular stage of a 

live auction, then we can calculate the LSS of each bidder in every stage of 

the auction. The corresponding LSS for each stage is calculated as follows: 

LSSearly=
θ1α+θ2β

early
+θ3γ+θ4δearly+θ5εearly+θ6휁early

θ1+θ2+θ3+θ4+θ5+θ6

×10 (7) 

LSSmiddle=
θ1α+θ2β

middle
+θ3γ+θ4δmiddle+θ5εmiddle+θ6휁middle

θ1+θ2+θ3+θ4+θ5+θ6

×10 (8) 

LSSlate=
θ1α+θ2β

late
+θ3γ+θ4δlate+θ5εlate+θ6휁late

θ1+θ2+θ3+θ4+θ5+θ6

×10 (9) 

LSS=
θ1α+θ2β+θ3γ+θ4δ+θ5ε+θ6휁

θ1+θ2+θ3+θ4+θ5+θ6

× 10 (10) 

where 𝜃  is the weighted coefficient associated with each rating in 

Equations (7), (8), (9) and (10). The weights used in this paper are:    

𝜃1 = 9 , 𝜃2 = 2 , 𝜃3 = 5 , 𝜃4 = 2 , 𝜃5 = 2 , and 𝜃6 = 2  suggested by 

Trevathan and Read [4]. As commercial auction datasets do not contain any 

ground truth labels, these weightings are obtained by experimenting only 

simulated auction data and using the following justifications [17]: 

A bidder’s 𝛼  rating is given the highest weighting. This is done to 

eliminate one-time bidders. The reason is that if a bidder’s 𝛼 rating keeps 

as equal to other lowest ratings (e.g., 𝛽, 𝛿 , 휀
ε
), one-time bidders may 

achieve a high LSS by having high 𝛿  and 휀 ratings. Therefore, the 𝛼 

rating of a bidder has given the highest weighting because the rating is the 

strongest sign of a shill bidder. 

The 𝛾 rating receives the next highest weighting because it is the next 

strongest sign that the winner of an auction is not a shill bidder. The 𝛽 

rating measures the number of bids submitted in terms of ⌊𝑛𝑗/2⌋, where 𝑛𝑗  

denotes the total number of bids submitted in auction j [4]. The 𝛽 rating 

will be high for an aggressive shill bidder or low for a one-time bidder. As 

a result, the 𝛽 rating can present mixed results depending on the type of 

shill behaviour employed. Therefore, the 𝛽  rating is given a lower 

weighting to consider both types of bidders. 

The 𝛿  and 휀  weightings receive lower rating like the weighting of 𝛽 

rating because of the effect of one-time bidders. That is, if a bidder only 

bids once, placing the bid quickly after the current highest bid and by 

minimal amount required, the bidder will have high 𝛿 and 휀 ratings. As 

the bidder does not bid again, his/her 𝛿 and 휀 ratings will always remain 

high and not average down if the bidder submits slower and larger bids later. 

Therefore, weightings of 𝛿 and 휀 highly result in many one-time bidders 

scoring high overall even though such bidders are clearly innocent. 
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The 휁 weighting is also given two as it is not more influential than other 

bidding behaviour ratings.  

The LSS for each bidder in all stages of the auction duration is between 0 

and 10. The bidder with the highest LSS indicates most likely to be a 

potential shill bidder. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section describes how the multi-auction LSS algorithm performed on 

simulated and commercial auction datasets to identify potential shill 

bidding across multiple auctions. There are two types of data obtained for 

testing the algorithm. The first was a series of simulated auction trails 

obtained by a shill bidding agent [26]. The second was a commercial online 

auction data collected from [27].  

 

4.1 Simulated auctions 
To show the effectiveness of the multi-auction LSS algorithm, we tested 

the algorithm on a simulated auction dataset. We generated a dataset using 

a shill bidding agent [26]. The auction data contained twenty auctions with 

thirty bidders, three sellers, and a shill bidder. The shill bidder (i.e., 

‘Shill_a’) employed by a seller ‘seller^a’. 

We performed two types of tests: (i) with a single seller, and; (ii) with 

multiple sellers. The algorithm was run on all of the tests to determine its 

effectiveness on identifying shill bidding and the likelihood of it 

incriminating innocent bidders across multiple live auctions. Each bidder’s 

LSS was compared to a predetermined threshold value for a known shill 

bidder. The threshold values were different at four different stages (i.e., 

early, middle, late, and final stages) of a live auction. For example, 𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦  

for the early stage, 𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒  for the middle stage, 𝜌𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  for the late stage, 

and 𝜌𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  for the final stage of the live auction duration. We consider 

𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦=9, 𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒=8, 𝜌𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒=8, and 𝜌𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 7 when applying the multi-

auction LSS algorithm to simulated auction datasets. These values were 

obtained by experimenting with the simulated auction dataset and using the 

following justifications: 

𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦  is given the highest value because few bidders place bids in the early 

stage of a live auction. Therefore, the bidders who place bids in the early 

stage may receive a high 𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 . If the value of 𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦  is considered low, 

then P1 might be triggered by the auctioneer for innocent bidders which 

could affect the reputation of the auction system.   

𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒  and 𝜌𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  are considered the second highest threshold values. 

The reason is that the shill bidder usually places a high number of bids in 

the middle stage and fewer bids during the late stage. Initially, we selected 
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both values high as 𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦  and found that a potential shill bidder was 

successful to proceed the auction. Therefore, we consider the values of 

𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒  and 𝜌𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  to 8 so that P2 and P3 could be triggered for the 

potential shill bidder respectively.  

The value of 𝜌𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  has received the lowest weight because when we 

analyse the experimental results for the simulated auction datasets, we 

found that the LSS for a potential shill bidder is 7 or above in the final stage 

of the auction. Therefore, we consider the value of 𝜌𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  is 7 in our 

experimental results. 

 

4.1.1 Auctions with a single seller 
The first test involved 10 auctions hosted by a seller (e.g., ‘seller^a’). We 

considered two live auctions (i.e., Auction ID-9 and Auction ID-14) among 

the ten auctions and the remaining eight auctions considered as past 

auctions to experiment with the algorithm. These two live auctions were in 

high demand as they attracted a large number of bidders and bids.  

Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) illustrate the LSS of each bidder in Auction ID-

9 and Auction ID-14 respectively. Both figures show that ‘Shill_a’ was 

involved in shill bidding as her LSS values were always high in each stage 

of the auction.  

 

    

(a)                             (b)                      

Figure 2. The LSS of each bidder in: (a) Auction ID-9; (b) Auction ID-14 

 

We experimented the algorithm on each live auction in which ‘Shill_a’ 

participated. ‘Shill_a’ showed suspicious behaviour in the above two 

examples of live auctions (i.e., Auction ID-9 and Auction ID-14). Table 1 

shows the LSS of ‘Shill_a’ and the reactions (e.g., IAP and AAP) taken 

against ‘Shill_a’ for her suspicious bidding behaviour during each stage of 

the live auction she had participated in (Shill_a’s participation in auctions 

hosted by ‘seller^a’ is 100% which is the highest among all bidders).  
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Table 1 also illustrates P5 is triggered when ‘Shill_a’ behaved like a shill 

bidder in five consecutive past auctions. For example, ‘Shill_a’ received P5 

after ending Auction ID-9 because of her participation in five consecutive 

past auctions.  

Here live auctions were considered as non-concurrent auctions. This means 

Auction ID-2 is the first auction, Auction ID-3 will then start when Auction 

ID-2 finishes, and so on (see Table 1). Note that, we denote ‘N’ as no 

penalty triggered and ‘Y’ as penalty triggered to show the effect of 

penalties for each bidder (refer to Table 1-6). 

 

Table 1. The effect of penalties for ‘Shill_a’ across live auctions 

  Stage 

 

 

Live 

Auction ID 

Early Middle Late Final 

L
S

S
ea

rl
y 

IA
P

 (
P

1
) 

L
S

S
m

id
d
le
 

IA
P

 (
P

2
) 

L
S

S
la

te
 

IA
P

 (
P

3
) 

L
S

S
 AAP 

P
4

 

P
5

 

2 0.0

0 

N 4.70 N 7.30 N 7.30 Y N 

3 0.0

0 

N 7.10 N 7.10 N 8.20 Y N 

6 7.9

0 

N 8.20 Y 8.20 Y 8.60 Y N 

7 0.0

0 

N 8.60 Y 8.60 Y 8.80 Y N 

9 8.9

0 

N 8.90 Y 8.80 Y 8.90 Y Y 

10 8.6

0 

N 9.00 Y 9.00 Y 9.00 Y Y 

11 0.0

0 

N 8.70 Y 9.00 Y 9.10 Y Y 

14 0.0

0 

N 9.10 Y 9.10 Y 9.10 Y Y 

17 0.0

0 

N 9.10 Y 9.10 Y 9.10 Y Y 

19 0.0

0 

N 9.20 Y 9.20 Y 9.20 Y Y 

 

 

4.1.2 Auctions with multiple sellers 
We observed some misclassifications happened when we consider multiple 

auctions conducted by a single seller in the multi-auction LSS. For example, 

Figure 2(a) shows that ‘agent^21’ achieved high LSS values during each 

stage of Auction ID-9. This indicates ‘agent^21’ was wrongly classified as 

a shill bidder.  

To address this issue, we perform the second test which involved twenty 

auctions held by multiple sellers (e.g., ‘seller^a’, ‘seller^b’, ‘seller^c’). 

There were thirty bidders in the second test. We considered two auctions 

(i.e., Auction ID-9 and Auction ID-10 run by ‘seller^a’ and ‘seller^b’ 

respectively) and the remaining auctions as past auctions to experiment 

with the algorithm.  
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Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) represent each bidder’s LSS in Auction ID-9 

and Auction ID-10 respectively. Figure 3(a) also represents that ‘agent^21’ 

who was misclassified as a shill bidder (see Figure 2(a)) shows the regular 

bidding behaviour of honest bidders. However, unlike Auction ID-9, 

Auction ID-10 is held by ‘seller^b’ who had employed no intentional shill 

bidding behaviour. The reason for this test is to gauge regular bidding 

behaviour of a legitimate bidder in the different stages of a live auction. For 

instance, Figure 3(b) represents the regular bidding behaviour of honest 

bidders who submitted bids in Auction ID-10. As all participants show 

normal bidding behaviour, the live auction (e.g., Auction ID-10) had 

completed successfully. 

 

  

(a)                             (b) 

Figure 3. The LSS of each bidder in: (a) Auction ID-9; (b) Auction ID-10 

 

Table 2. The effect of penalties for ‘agent^21’ across live auctions  

   Stage 

 

 

Live 

Auction ID 

Early Middle Late Final 

L
S

S
ea

rl
y 

IA
P

 (
P

1
) 

L
S

S
m

id
d
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IA
P

 (
P

2
) 

L
S

S
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te
 

IA
P

 (
P

3
) 

L
S

S
 

AAP 

P
4

 

P
5

 

5 0.00 N 0.00 N 3.60 N 0.00 N N 

9 0.00 N 3.00 N 3.00 N 2.90 N N 

10 0.00 N 3.20 N 3.20 N 0.00 N N 

13 0.00 N 3.30 N 3.30 N 3.50 N N 

16 0.00 N 0.00 N 3.60 N 0.00 N N 

18 0.00 N 3.60 N 3.50 N 3.40 N N 

20 3.70 N 3.70 N 3.70 N 0.00 N N 
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Table 2 presents the LSS of ‘agent^21’ in the live auctions she had 

participated in together with necessary actions taken to her. As ‘agent^21’ 

showed normal shill bidding behaviour in all auctions she had participated 

in, therefore, no IAP or AAP was triggered. Similarly, Table 3 shows the 

effect of IAP and AAP for ‘agent^27’ in the different stages of the live 

auctions she had participated in. The participation rate of ‘agent^21’ is the 

highest among other bidders (which is 70%). Whereas that of ‘agent^27’ is 

40% which is the second highest. 

 

Table 3. The effect of penalties for ‘agent^27’ across live auctions 

 Stage 

 

 

Live 

Auction ID 

Early Middle Late Final 

L
S

S
ea

rl
y 

IA
P

 (
P

1
) 

L
S

S
m

id
d
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 (
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L
S

S
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 (
P

3
) 

L
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S
 

AAP 

P
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P
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4 0.00 N 0.00 N 0.00 N 0.00 N N 

13 0.00 N 2.10 N 2.10 N 2.10 N N 

16 0.00 N 0.00 N 2.10 N 2.10 N N 

20 2.80 N 2.80 N 2.80 N 2.80 N N 

 

4.2 Commercial auctions 
We also tested the multi-auction LSS algorithm on the commercial auction 

data obtained from [27]. Since we do not have ground truth label for any of 

the bidders, we tested the multi-auction LSS in a general fashion to work 

completely unsupervised. The dataset consists of three high demand items 

on eBay such as Cartier wristwatches, Palm Pilot M515 PDAs, and Xbox 

game consoles. We considered an auction listing of Palm Pilot PDAs 

because of its popularity. The auction data was collected over a period of 

two months in 2003 containing 149 auctions across multiple sellers. The 

total number of bidders and sellers are 1,029 and 71 respectively in the Palm 

Pilot PDAs dataset.  

We performed two types of testing on the multi-auction LSS algorithm: (i) 

with a single seller, and; (ii) with multiple sellers. We consider 𝜌𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 = 6,  

𝜌𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 = 6, 𝜌𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 6, and 𝜌𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 6 to experiment the multi-auction 

LSS algorithm on commercial auction data. These values were obtained by 

experimenting with the commercial auction dataset. The commercial 

auction data contains the genuine bidding behaviour of bidders. Therefore, 

we observed the LSS values for potential shill bidders are consistently 6 or 

above whereas those values for innocent bidders are below 6 in the 

commercial auction dataset. 
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4.2.1 Auctions with a single seller 
From the Palm Pilot PDAs dataset, we selected three top sellers' (e.g., 

‘syschannel’ posted 40 auctions, ‘michael-33’ posted 16 auctions, 

‘saveking’ posted 10 auctions) auctions for experimenting the multi-auction 

LSS algorithm. To do this, we consider two live auctions run by each top 

seller and evaluate the LSS of each bidder who participated in the live 

auctions. Each bidder’s bidding behaviour in two live auctions posted by 

each top seller shows as below: 

Seller ‘syschannel’ – ‘syschannel’ posted in a total of 40 auctions. We 

considered two live auctions (Auction ID-3018788243 and Auction ID- 

3020532816) and the rest as past auctions. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show 

the LSS of each bidder in the live auctions hosted by ‘syschannel’. Both 

figures show that ‘k***0’ achieved the highest LSS among other bidders in 

the different stages of both auctions. We found the α rating of ‘k***0’ is 

0.51 which shows the highest interest on the same seller (e.g., ‘syschannel’) 

among other bidders. Therefore, we analysed the bidding behaviour of 

‘k***0’ by considering all auctions (hosted by ‘syschannel’) the bidder had 

participated in. 

Table 4 shows the LSS of ‘k***0’ together with necessary IAP (e.g. P1, P2, 

and P3) and AAP (e.g. P4 and P5). Table 4 also shows that P5 triggered 

when ‘k***0’ showed suspicious bidding patterns in five consecutive 

auctions. For example, no penalty triggered for ‘k***0’ in Auction ID- 

3017907666 and 3018011210 as s/he did not show fraudulent behaviour in 

those auctions. Later, ‘k***0’ behaved like a suspicious shill bidder in five 

consecutive auctions. Thus, P5 triggered for him/her when Auction ID- 

3018788243 finished. 

 

  

(a)                            (b) 

Figure 4. The LSS of each bidder in: (a) Auction ID-3018788243; (b) 

Auction ID-3020532816 
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Seller ‘michael-33’ – ‘michael-33’ hosted 16 auctions. We considered two 

live auctions (e.g., Auction ID- 3023680963 and Auction ID-3025266581) 

and the remaining as past auctions.  

Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show the LSS of each bidder in the auctions 

hosted by ‘michael-33’. We found that ‘c***am’ achieved the highest LSS 

among other bidders in the different stages of both auctions (see Figure 5(a) 

and 5(b)). Furthermore, the α rating of ‘c***am’ is 0.75 which indicates the 

highest affinity to the seller (e.g., ‘michael-33’). Therefore, we analysed the 

bidding behaviour of ‘c***am’ by considering all auctions (hosted by 

‘michael-33’) the bidder had participated in. 

 

Table 4. The effect of penalties for ‘k***0’ across live auctions 

 Stage 

 

 

Live 

Auction ID 
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3017907666 2.20 N 3.30 N 3.50 N 3.50 N N 

3018011210 3.20 N 4.00 N 4.00 N 5.10 N N 

3018091954 5.70 N 5.70 N 5.70 N 6.10 Y N 

3018228635 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.60 Y N 

3018288277 6.90 Y 6.90 Y 6.90 Y 7.00 Y N 

3018729635 6.10 Y 6.20 Y 6.20 Y 6.30 Y N 

3018788243 6.30 Y 6.50 Y 6.50 Y 6.50 Y Y 

3019070859 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.50 Y 6.50 Y Y 

3019148335 6.50 Y 6.50 Y 6.50 Y 6.60 Y Y 

3019173309 6.80 Y 6.80 Y 6.80 Y 6.80 Y Y 

3019428008 0.00 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y Y 

3019821569 6.30 Y 6.30 Y 6.30 Y 6.30 Y Y 

3019873456 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y Y 

3019972424 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y Y 

3020060476 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y Y 

3020143804 6.40 Y 6.50 Y 6.50 Y 6.60 Y Y 

3020237201 6.60 Y 6.60 Y 6.60 Y 6.60 Y Y 

3020334869 6.50 Y 6.60 Y 6.60 Y 6.60 Y Y 

3020431774 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y Y 

3020532816 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y Y 

3020562562 6.60 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.70 Y Y 

 

Table 5 shows the multi-auction LSS of ‘c***am’ together with necessary 

IAP (e.g. P1, P2, and P3) and AAP (e.g. P4 and P5) triggered during the 
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different stages of the live auctions s/he had participated in. Table 5 also 

shows that P5 was triggered when ‘c***am’ showed potential price-

inflating behaviour in five consecutive auctions. For example, no penalty 

was triggered for ‘c***am’ in Auction ID- 3024361363 and 3023885982 as 

he/she did not show fraudulent behaviour in those auctions. After 

completing Auction ID- 3023885982, ‘c***am’ behaved like a suspicious 

shill bidder in five consecutive auctions. Thus, P5 was triggered when 

Auction ID- 3024568877 finished. After that, ‘c***am’ continues to show 

potential shill bidding behaviour for the rest of the auctions and lowers 

his/her bidding cap accordingly. 

In Figure 5(b), ‘d***n’ also shows the next highest LSS value after 

‘c***am’. We also analysed the bidding behaviour of ‘d***n’ and found 

that the α rating of ‘d***n’ is 0.75 which means that the bidder submitted 

bids in 75% of auctions hosted by ‘michael-33’.   

 

  

(a)                           (b) 

Figure 5. The LSS of each bidder in: (a) Auction ID-3023680963; (b) 

Auction ID-3025266581 

 

Table 6 shows the LSS of ‘d***n’ coupled with appropriate IAP and AAP. 

We found that ‘d***n’ received IAP (e.g., P1, P2, and P3) and AAP (e.g. 

P4, P5) in some cases, which indicates that the bidder is also involved in 

shill bidding activities (see Table 6). However, we found that ‘d***n’ 

submitted bids mostly in the middle, late or final stages of auction duration. 

Furthermore, ‘d***n’ not only submitted bids the particular seller’s (e.g., 

‘michael-33’) auctions but also other sellers’ (e.g., ‘crissy1205’, ‘saveking’, 

‘sky_neon’, ‘shop_up_to_you_drop’) auctions. This behaviour indicates 

‘d***n’ is an innocent bidder who outbid other bidders to win the auction. 

So, the multi-auction LSS with single seller identifies some innocent 

bidders as shill bidders. This type of false positive issue can be mitigated 

by considering multiple sellers (refer to 4.2.2). 
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Table 5. The effect of penalties for ‘c***am’ across live auctions  

 Stage 
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3023680963 2.00 N 2.70 N 3.20 N 3.20 N N 

3023885982 4.40 N 4.40 N 4.40 N 5.50 N N 

3023962700 5.50 N 5.70 N 5.70 N 6.10 Y N 

3024179301 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y 6.60 Y N 

3024264085 6.90 Y 6.90 Y 6.90 Y 7.00 Y N 

3024361363 7.00 Y 7.20 Y 7.20 Y 7.20 Y N 

3024568877 6.70 Y 7.00 Y 7.00 Y 7.10 Y Y 

3024707992 0.00 Y 7.20 Y 7.20 Y 7.20 Y Y 

3024953755 7.10 Y 7.20 Y 7.20 Y 7.30 Y Y 

3025133084 7.20 Y 7.30 Y 7.30 Y 7.40 Y Y 

3025266581 7.40 Y 7.40 Y 7.40 Y 7.40 Y Y 

3025373736 7.40 Y 7.50 Y 7.50 Y 7.50 Y Y 

 

Table 6. The effect of penalties for ‘d***n’ across live auctions  

  Stage 
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3023962700 0.0

0 

N 0.00 N 2.30 N 2.30 N N 

3024179301 0.0

0 

N 3.00 N 3.10 N 4.20 N N 

3024264085 0.0

0 

N 0.00 N 4.60 N 5.00 N N 

3024361363 0.0

0 

N 5.10 N 5.20 N 5.40 N N 

3024527409 0.0

0 

N 5.50 N 5.60 N 5.70 N N 

3024568877 0.0

0 

N 5.80 N 5.90 N 5.90 N N 

3024707992 0.0

0 

N 6.10 Y 6.10 Y 6.20 Y N 

3024953755 0.0

0 

N 6.30 Y 6.40 Y 6.40 Y N 

3025133084 0.0

0 

N 6.50 Y 6.50 Y 6.60 Y N 

3025266581 0.0

0 

N 6.70 Y 6.70 Y 6.80 Y N 

3025373736 6.8

0 

Y 6.80 Y 6.90 Y 6.90 Y Y 

3025486868 7.0

0 

Y 7.00 Y 7.10 Y 7.10 Y Y 
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Seller ‘saveking’ – ‘saveking’ posted 10 auctions. We considered two 

auctions (e.g., Auction ID-3024676416 and Auction ID- 3024823511) and 

the remaining eight auctions as past auctions. Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) 

show each bidder’s LSS in the auctions hosted by ‘saveking’. We found that 

the LSS values are consistently low for all bidders; therefore, no real-time 

intervention is required.  

 

  

                (a)                            (b) 

Figure 6. The LSS of each bidder in: (a) Auction ID-3024676416; (b) 

Auction ID-3024823511 

 

4.2.2 Auctions with multiple sellers 
In real-world auction data, there are multiple sellers available who posted 

auctions regularly in an auction system. Therefore, we consider auctions 

run by multiple sellers to experiment the multi-auction LSS algorithm. This 

experiment deliberates each bidder’s past bidding history in different 

auctions run by multiple sellers. Moreover, though the algorithm identifies 

suspected shill bidders across multiple auctions run by a single seller, there 

might be a possibility that some suspected bidders also submitted bids in 

multiple auctions conducted by multiple sellers. In that case, the overall 

LSS for those suspected bidders would be decrease as it indicates normal 

bidding behaviour. Therefore, this experiment helps to understand this 

effect on real-time detection of shill bidding across multiple auctions run 

by multiple sellers. 

To do this experiment, we consider two live auctions run by different sellers 

(i.e., Auction ID- 3020532816 run by ‘syschannel’ and Auction ID- 

3025266581 run by ‘michael-33’) and the remaining 147 auctions as past 

auctions. Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) show the LSS of each bidder involved 

in the two live auctions. 

Figure 7(a) shows ‘k***0’ received the highest LSS values among other 

bidders in the different stages of the auction duration. The reason is that the 
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bidder ‘k***0’ participated in auctions run by only the seller ‘syschannel’ 

which is 53% of total auctions run by the seller. Moreover, ‘k***0’ always 

placed bids in the early, middle or late stages of the auction duration. The 

multi-auction LSS algorithm triggers all IAP (e.g., P1, P2, P3) and also 

AAP (e.g., P4) for ‘k***0’. The across-auction penalty P5 will be triggered 

if ‘k***0’ continued to show the same shill bidding patterns in five 

consecutive auctions. 

 

  

(a)                           (b) 

Figure 7. The LSS of each bidder participated in (a) Auction ID- 

3020532816 run by ‘syschannel’, (b) Auction ID- 3025266581 run by 

‘michael-33’ 

In contrast, Figure 7(b) shows ‘c***m’ received the highest LSS in the final 

stage of the auction duration. Therefore, the multi-auction LSS algorithm 

triggers AAP (e.g., P4) for ‘c***am’. However, we found both ‘c***am’ 

and ‘d***n’ were responsible for shill bidding attempt when we considered 

the multi-auction LSS algorithm with a single seller (refer to Figure 5(b)). 

However, Figure 7(b) represents the bidder ‘d***n’ received lower LSS 

values in all stages of the auction duration considering multiple sellers. This 

indicates the multi-auction LSS algorithm with multiple sellers is able to 

efficiently classify potential shill bidding attempt mitigating the false 

positive issues. 

 

4.3 Detection accuracy 
As previously mentioned, the real-world auction dataset does not contain 

ground truth labels for any bidders. Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate 

the detection accuracy for commercial auction data.  

To evaluate the detection accuracy of the multi-auction LSS algorithm, we 

applied the algorithm to simulated auction datasets obtained by a shill 

bidding agent [26]. We generated 10 datasets (i.e., AD1, AD2, …, AD10) with 

varying the number of legitimate bidders. There were three sellers and a 

shill bidder in each of the datasets. All legitimate bidders were given the 
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opportunity to place bid(s) in any auction for generating the datasets. The 

shill bidding agent was designed to insert fake bids into the auction to drive 

up the final price of the seller.  

We compare the effectiveness of the multi-auction LSS with the previous 

LSS algorithm [17]. Table 7 shows the confusion matrix used for 

calculating false positive rate (FPR) and accuracy on the different shill 

bidding detection techniques. 

 

Table 7. Confusion matrix 

 Predicted 

Negative Positive 

Actual Negative a b 

Positive c d 

The FPR and accuracy are calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝑏

𝑎 + 𝑏
 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑎 + 𝑑

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑
 

where a is the number of honest bidders correctly identified, b is the number 

of honest bidders incorrectly identified as a shill bidder, c is the number of 

shill bidders incorrectly identified as normal, and d is the number of 

correctly identified shill bidders.  

 
 

Figure 8. Comparison of FPR for different shill bidding detection 

algorithms 
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Figure 8 shows the comparative analysis on FPR where the multi-auction 

LSS with multiple sellers provided approximately 1.2% FPR whereas the 

multi-auction LSS with a single seller and the previous LSS algorithm [17] 

achieved about 20% and 30% FPR respectively. This indicates the multi-

auction LSS with multiple sellers could be able to potentially minimise the 

false positive results.  

 

Figure 9. Comparison of detection accuracy for different shill bidding 

detection algorithms 

 

Figure 9 shows the comparative analysis presenting the previous LSS 

algorithm achieved about 80% accuracy whereas the multi-auction LSS 

with single seller provided about 82% accuracy. Furthermore, the multi-

auction LSS with multiple sellers is able to detect potential shill bidders 

across live auctions with approximately 99% detection accuracy (see Figure 

9). This indicates about 17% detection accuracy can be improved by 

including multiple sellers in the multi-auction LSS algorithm compared to 

the algorithm with a single seller.  

 

5. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a statistical detection algorithm for identifying shill 

bidding across multiple auctions (referred to as the multi-auction Live Shill 

Score (LSS) algorithm). The algorithm examines common/popular shill 

bidding characteristics. We incorporated the history of past auctions in 

order to build a stronger case against potential shill bidders who show repeat 

behaviour. We implemented the algorithm and undertook some 

experimentation to determine how effective the algorithm is in detecting 

shill bidders across multiple auctions.  
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The first tests involved simulated auction data containing auctions for a 

single seller. Experimental results showed that the algorithm was able to 

highlight potential shill bidding across multiple auctions and take 

immediate actions accordingly. However, we experienced some legitimate 

bidders misclassified as shill bidders.  

Therefore, we considered simulated auction data containing auctions run by 

multiple sellers to reduce false positive bidders. Experimental results 

presented that the algorithm was able to accurately detect shill bidding 

across multiple auctions. Comparative analysis showed that the multi-

auction LSS with multiple sellers provides approximately 99% detection 

accuracy compared to the previous LSS algorithm. 

Further testing involved using commercial auction data collected from eBay. 

It was not known whether this data contained any shill bidders. We consider 

three top sellers’ auctions from commercial auction data to experiment the 

multi-auction LSS algorithm. To do this, we selected two live auctions run 

by each top seller and calculated the LSS for each bidder. Experimental 

results showed that the algorithm was able to detect potential shill bidding 

across multiple auctions and the results for the algorithm were consistent 

with the simulated auction data. As commercial auction data contains no 

ground truth labels of any bidders, the detection accuracy has been carried 

out only for simulated auction data. 

Future work involves detecting and preventing multiple shill bidders from 

performing price-inflating attempts with collusive groups in real-time. 

There are also plans to work on looking into the impact of imposing 

penalties on bidders and auctions. Furthermore, it would be intuitive to 

incorporate machine learning methods for detecting potential shill bidders 

effectively. 
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Chapter 6

Detection of Collusive Shill

Bidding in Online Auctions

The previous chapter (see Chapter 5) provided a real-time shill bidding detection al-

gorithm, referred to as the multi-auction LSS, to combat shill bidding across multiple

auctions. The algorithm was able to highlight potential shill bidders with about 99% de-

tection accuracy. However, shill bidding detection becomes more challenging when two

or more bidders form a group and perform shill bidding in collusion with each other.

Such behaviour can help a shill bidder to reduce the chance of his/her identification.

This results in making the shill bidder successful to achieve the goal of shill bidding.

This chapter addresses this issue presenting two papers (a journal paper and a

conference paper) on the detection of colluding shill bidders in online auction. The first

journal paper presents a basic offline approach based on machine learning techniques for

detecting collusive shill bidding in online auctions. Later, a conference paper is presented

that proposes an algorithm for identifying colluding shill bidders in real-time.

6.1 Collusive Shill Bidding Detection in Online Auctions

using Markov Random Field

The main goal of a shill bidder is to artificially drive up the final price of an item.

Therefore, a shill bidder usually places bids on his/her auctioned items to be successful

in shill bidding. An alternate way is to collude with one or more bidders in an auction.

The reason is colluding shill bidders can distribute the work evenly among each other

to collectively reduce their chances of being detected. This paper presents a Collusive

Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD) algorithm for identifying a group of shill bidders who

140
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are involved in collusive shill bidding. The CSBD algorithm has been implemented

and applied on simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental results show

that the algorithm is able to detect potential collusive shill bidding in online auctions.

Comparative analysis on simulated auction datasets shows that the algorithm can high-

light potential colluding shill bidders with approximately 99% detection accuracy and

performs better than two existing published approaches.

“Collusive Shill Bidding Detection in Online Auctions using Markov Random Field” [28]

is published in Electronic Commerce Research and Applications (ECRA). ECRA is a

peer-reviewed journal that publishes six issues per year. The journal publishes papers on

completely new topics of Information Systems and Technology; Marketing, Finance and

Supply Chain Management; Business Strategy and Management; Public Policy; Com-

puter Science and Telecommunications; and Legal Studies. The review process involves

an initial screening on a submitted manuscript by the editor to check suitability for the

journal. After passing the initial screening, a minimum of two independent expert re-

viewers are assigned to assess the scientific quality of the manuscript. The editor of the

journal takes the responsibility for the final decision regarding acceptance or rejection of

the article. The CiteScore and Impact Factor of ECRA are 3.12 and 2.58 respectively.

This paper is available online via ScienceDirect1, Scopus2, and Google Scholar3. The

paper is referenced by UQ eSpace4.

1http://www.sciencedirect.com/
2https://www.scopus.com/
3https://scholar.google.com.au/
4https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:649282
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A B S T R A C T

Shill bidding is where spurious bids are introduced into an auction to drive up the final price for the seller. This
causes legitimate bidders to pay more for the item in order to win the auction. Shill bidding detection becomes
more difficult when a seller involves two or more bidders and forms a collusive group to commit price-inflating
behaviour. Colluding shill bidders can distribute the work evenly among each other to collectively reduce their
chances of being detected. This paper presents a Collusive Shill Bidding Detection algorithm to identify the pre-
sence of colluding shill bidders. The algorithm calculates an anomaly score for each bidder and then verifies the
anomaly scores to improve the detection accuracy. We use a Local Outlier Factor for calculating the anomaly
score for each bidder. We then model the auction network in a Markov Random Field and apply Loopy Belief
Propagation for identifying the colluding shill bidders. We implemented the proposed algorithm and applied it on
both simulated and commercial auction datasets. Experimental results show that the algorithm is able to po-
tentially detect colluding shill bidders. Comparative analysis on simulated auction datasets shows that the
proposed algorithm performs better than two existing published approaches.

1. Introduction

Online auction sites such as eBay and Yahoo! Auctions allow in-
dividuals to buy or sell products amongst a worldwide audience from
the comfort and privacy of their own homes. The advantages of online
auctions (e.g., no physical location, convenience to participate, time
and money savings, plenty of choices) have made it a popular medium
to users for selling and buying items. However, users can bid anon-
ymously, which results in fairness concerns and opportunities for
people to engage in fraudulent activities (Trevathan, 2018). For ex-
ample, a seller might misrepresent an item by advertising it as some-
thing it is actually not, accept the payment from the buyer but does not
deliver the item, or delivers an item of lesser value. Auction fraud is a
serious threat that is increasing rapidly in the online auction environ-
ment. For instance, the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Internet
Crime Complaint Center (IC3) reported that approximately 28% auc-
tion related fraud of the total 298,728 complaints were received in
2016 (IC3, 2016), whereas the number of auction related complaints
increased to about 30% of the total 301,580 complaints in 2017 (IC3,
2017).

Shill bidding is one of the most serious types of auction fraud in
which a seller of an auction submits bids on his/her auction to

artificially drive up an item’s final price. A bidder who engages in shill
bidding is referred to as a shill bidder. A shill bidder forces the legitimate
bidders to pay more in order to win the auction. Therefore, shill bidding
is strictly prohibited in commercial online auction houses and severe
penalties can be incurred by those caught engaging in shill bidding
(Trevathan, 2018). For example, a New Zealand based auction site,
Trade Me, fined $42,000 to a car trading company, the Auto Co Ltd., for
allegedly engaging in shill bidding in May 2013 (Trade Me, 2013). The
company created more than 7000 fake bids which worth a payoff of
$70,000 to victims and listed more than 500 vehicles on Trade Me
between July 2011 and July 2012.

Collusive shill bidding is a practice employed by two or more shill
bidders who work together to drive up an item’s final price (Trevathan
and Read, 2007b). Collusion makes it harder to determine whether shill
bidding is occurring in an auction, and which bidders are responsible
for the shill bids as colluding shill bidders can distribute the work
evenly among each other to reduce suspicion. For instance, colluding
shill bidders can take turns at placing bids, and/or alternate partici-
pation in auctions. This strategy can make an individual shill bidder
appear to be a regular bidder.

While some research has been undertaken on combating collusive
fraud through various techniques, there is still limited literature on
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collusive shill bidding detection (Chau et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2012;
Trevathan and Read, 2007b; Tsang et al., 2014a; Zhang et al., 2008).
This paper proposes a novel approach for the detection of collusive shill
bidding in online auctions based on a Markov Random Field (MRF). We
refer to as the Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD) algorithm. The
proposed CSBD algorithm consists of two stages: (i) the anomaly scoring
stage, where the anomaly score for each bidder is calculated using the
bidding behaviour of the bidder; and (ii) the verification stage, where the
anomaly score for each bidder is verified based on their interactions
with other bidders. This stage improves the detection accuracy of the
algorithm and allows colluding shill bidders to be identified. We im-
plemented and applied the algorithm on simulated and commercial
auction datasets. Experimental results show that the algorithm can
potentially detect colluding shill bidders in online auctions. We also
compared the algorithm with two existing collusive shill bidding de-
tection techniques. Comparative analysis shows that the algorithm
achieves approximately 99% detection accuracy compared to the two
existing techniques with about 85% and 88% detection accuracy. Note
that, as the commercial auction datasets do not have any ground truth
label, the comparative analysis have been carried out only for the si-
mulated auction datasets.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides background
study on collusive shill bidding detection and also describes the pro-
blem motivation for our research; Section 3 discusses the preliminary
background on Local Outlier Factor and Markov Random Field; Section 4
illustrates the details of the algorithm for collusive shill bidding de-
tection in online auctions; Section 5 presents an experimental setup and
preliminary results on simulated and commercial datasets. Finally,
Section 6 provides concluding remarks and avenues for future work.

2. Related work on collusive shill bidding detection

Many researchers have proposed various proposals depending on
their objectives for detecting shill bidders in online auctions (i.e., sta-
tistical (Majadi et al., 2018a; Majadi and Trevathan, 2018b; Sadaoui
and Wang, 2016; Sadaoui et al., 2015; Trevathan and Read, 2007b;
Trevathan and Read, 2005), agent-based trust management system
(Dong et al., 2009; Ford et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2008; Patel et al., 2007),
machine learning (Ganguly and Sadaoui, 2018; Tsang et al., 2014a,
Tsang et al., 2014b; Lei et al., 2012; Yoshida and Ohwada, 2010),
neural network (Ford et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Goel et al., 2010),
data mining (Pandit et al., 2007; Chau et al., 2006; Shah et al., 2003),
etc.).

However, there are few approaches proposed in the literature to
identify colluding shill bidders in online auctions. For example, Lin
et al. (2012) use a fuzzy neural network, referred to as Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), to identify collusive reputation inflation
using a dataset with some identified fraudulent users. The authors used
three features such as Date_Difference, Credit, and Auction Fraud Rank
(AFR). They defined AFR as a modified page rank score where the page
rank of each user is modified using two additional terms that should be
higher if the bidder is involved in collusive reputation fraud. However,
the authors considered only reputation fraud. Moreover, though their
proposed ANFIS approach contains a feature derived from the network
structure, users are still considered independently and also each user’s
neighbour related information is lost.

Tsang et al. (2014a) proposed an approach, referred to as Score
Propagation over an Auction Network (SPAN), for detecting collaborative
fraud in online auctions. Their proposed SPAN approach contains two
phases: (i) the anomaly score of each user is calculated using a set of
features describing the user in Phase 1; (ii) the anomaly score of each
user from Phase 1 is revised depending on their interactions with other
users in Phase 2. Their proposed approach used Belief Propagation (BP)
to identify shill bidding with other types of fraud (i.e., reputation ma-
nipulation and non-delivery fraud).

Sadaoui et al. (2015) proposed a framework that monitors running

auctions and takes actions against shill bidders in real-time. Later,
Sadaoui and Wang (2016) introduced a runtime system for identifying
in-auction fraud. Their proposed system observes each bidder’s stage
activities in ongoing auctions. The system then takes immediate action
by warning dishonest bidders and cancelling the suspected auctions
after identifying abnormal behaviour in ongoing auctions. Furthermore,
Ganguly and Sadaoui (2018) introduced a shill bidding classifier based
on machine learning technique. The classifier is used to detect shill
bidding and take actions if any auction found infected.

Majadi et al. (2018a) proposed a run-time statistical approach, re-
ferred to as the Live Shill Score (LSS) algorithm, for detecting shill
bidders in online auctions. The algorithm splits an auction into four
time periods and examines each bidder’s bidding behaviours at set
points in time. The algorithm calculates an LSS for each bidder during
each of these periods based upon the selection of bidding behaviours.
The LSS indicates the likelihood that a bidder is engaging in shill bid-
ding behaviours. Their proposed algorithm was able to potentially
highlight shill bidders in online auctions. The limitation of their work is
the LSS algorithm considered only a single auction to identity shill
bidding in real-time. Later, Majadi and Trevathan (2018b) extended
their LSS algorithm, referred to as the multi-auction LSS, to detect the
presence of shill bidding across multiple auctions.

However, most of the aforementioned proposals do not work well
when shill bidders perform shill bidding in collusion with each other.
Considering the limitations in the existing literature, this paper in-
troduces a novel approach, refer to as the Collusive Shill Bidding
Detection (CSBD) algorithm, for identifying colluding shill bidders in
online auctions.

3. Local Outlier Factor and Markov Random Field

This section presents some background information required for the
CSBD algorithm.

3.1. Local Outlier Factor

A Local Outlier Factor (LOF) is a density-based anomaly detection
technique proposed by Breunig et al. (2000). The anomaly score of a
given instance, referred to as LOF, is the ratio of the average density of
k-closest neighbours and the local density of the instance itself (Breunig
et al., 2000; Tsang et al., 2014a). The local density of an instance is
equal to k divided by the volume of the smallest hyper-sphere that
consists of k neighbours. When the local density of an instance is sig-
nificantly lower density than the local average density of its k-neigh-
bours, the instance will achieve a high anomaly score. Breunig et al.
(2000) considered the parameter k as a user-defined function and called
as MinPts.

We choose the LOF technique for calculating anomaly score because
the interpretation of its score is easy. Furthermore, it has significant
advantages over other density and distance-based anomaly detection
techniques where there are areas of varying densities (Jinadal and Liu,
2008). Additionally, the LOF is an unsupervised technique that can
work on unlabelled data. This indicates the LOF can adapt to changes in
the distribution of data (Tsang et al., 2014a).

Fig. 1 shows a basic idea of a LOF that compares the local density of
a point with the densities of its neighbours. Fig. 1 shows that A has a
high anomaly score because it has a much lower density compared to its
neighbours.

3.2. Markov Random Field

A Markov Random Field (MRF) is a type of graphical model for sol-
ving inference problems given noisy observed data (Yedidia et al.,
2003). An MRF represents as an undirected graph in which nodes of the
graph can be in any number of states. Each node of the graph considers
as a hidden node, xi, of the MRF and has a fixed observed value, yi.
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Fig. 2 shows a basic MRF model where the empty circles represent
hidden nodes, each of which are connected to an observed node, re-
presented by the blue-filled circle. There are some assumptions avail-
able in an MRF: (i) statistic dependency between xi and yi, represents a
prior belief function (ϕ); (ii) dependency between xi and each of its
neighbours, xj, represents a compatibility function ( ). Each hidden node
in the MRF can be any particular set of states in which the likelihood of
that particular set of states can be calculated using ϕ and . Belief
propagation (BP), an iterative message algorithm, can be used to find the
set of states with maximum likelihood in the MRF. Using BP, the
message mij from node i to node j can be calculated as follows (Yedidia
et al., 2003):

m x x x x m x( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )ij j
x

i i ij i j
k N i j

ki i
( )i (1)

where N(i) j indicates “the neighbours of node i except for node j”.
Each node then updates its belief according to the message sent to

the node by its neighbours. The belief at node i is the product of the
prior belief function at node i (e.g., x( )i i ) and all incoming messages at
the node i (Yedidia et al., 2003):

=b x x m x( ) ( ) ( )i i i i
j N i

ji i
( ) (2)

where is the normalisation constant and N(i) means “the neighbour of
node i”.

However, the drawback of the BP algorithm is that the BP message
update rules only work to give the appropriate belief of each hidden
node in the MRF when the topology of the network does not contain
any loop. Therefore, the BP algorithm does not converge in our auction
network as colluding bidders form a collusive group. To overcome this
problem, we use Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) for calculating the belief
of each hidden node in the MRF.

4. Methodology

This section outlines the structure of the CSBD algorithm.

4.1. Anomaly scoring stage

There are three steps involved in calculating anomaly scores for
each bidder. The first step is to select the appropriate two-dimensional
subspaces (i.e., bidding behaviour pairs). The second step is to calculate
LOF score for each bidding behaviour pair. Finally, the third step is to
combine the set of LOF scores for each bidder into an anomaly score.

There are several advantages to calculating LOF scores over mul-
tiple two-dimensional subspaces then combining them rather than
calculating LOF scores over the entire space at once (Tsang et al.,
2014a). First of all, detecting anomalies becomes more difficult in
higher dimensions as instances are very sparse. This will consider all
points as outliers; therefore, it becomes more difficult to detect
boundaries (Hodge and Austin, 2004). Secondly, some bidders may be
misclassified as anomalies because of the variability of legitimate be-
haviours. When we select bidding behaviour pairs manually, the iden-
tification of any outliers becomes more significant and can be more
easily understandable. Finally, if the number of attributes is high, the
computational complexity of the nearest neighbour-based techniques
(e.g., local outlier factor, k-nearest neighbourhood technique) does not
scale well. Therefore, we restrict our approach for calculating LOF
scores to two dimensions.

Section 4.1.1 illustrates how an auction network can be represented
as a graph. Section 4.1.2 discusses the bidding patterns selected to
detect collusive shill bidders. These selected bidding patterns are
combined into pairs and a LOF is calculated for each behaviour pair of
each bidder. Section 4.1.3 shows how the set of LOF scores for each
bidder can be fused to a final anomaly score for the bidder.

4.1.1. Constructing a bidder collusion graph
To detect colluding shill bidders, the interactions between bidders

in an auction network can be represented as a weighted graph
(Trevathan and Read, 2007b). We refer to as a bidder collusion graph,
G=(V, E). A weight function, W: E→R. V is the set of bidders, and E is
the set of edges where each edge between two bidders indicates they
both have participated in the same auction.

Initially a bidder has no edges connecting it to other bidders in the
bidder collusion graph (which means the set of edges, E, is empty).
Given two bidders, vi ε V, vj ε V, where i≠ j, that submitted bids in the
same auction, an edge ei,j is added to E that connects these two bidders
together and the weight of the edge is wt(ei,j) which indicates the
number of auctions they have participated in together.

The goal of the bidder collusion graph is to find a weighted sub-
graph, G = (V , E ) of the bidder collusion graph, G=(V, E), where
v Vi , v Vj and the edge between the two nodes (bidders) must be
e Ei j, . The possibility of two bidders being in collusion with each
other increases with the higher value of the edge weighting between
these two bidders (Trevathan and Read, 2007b).

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of a bidder collusion graph. In general,

Fig. 1. The basic idea of a LOF (Local outlier factor, 2018).

xi 

yi

xj

Fig. 2. The basic MRF model.
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bidders who are involved in collusive shill bidding will have the most
number of edges (i.e., highest in-degree) and the highest edge weight-
ings compared to other legitimate bidders. For example, the highest
weight of the edge between bidders b2 and b5 among other edges is 8
which indicates both bidders (e.g., b2 and b5) participated in 8 auctions
together and may be involved in collusive shill bidding.

4.1.2. Selection of bidding behaviours
Shill bidding detection becomes more difficult when shill bidders

form a clique. The reason is colluding shill bidders can engage in more
sophisticated strategies in an attempt to thwart the existing shill de-
tection mechanism. This section discusses these complicated behaviours
suggested by Trevathan and Read (2007b). These behaviours may in-
dicate potential colluding shill bidders.

The following notation is used throughout this paper:
Let = … lL {1, , } be a set of bidder numbers; where = l|L| .
Let = … mM {1, , } be a set of auction numbers; where =|M|  m.
Let = …b bB { , , }l1 be a set of bidders and = …s sS { , , }l1 , S B, be a

set of shill bidders; <l l.

4.1.2.1. Alpha rating (α). A shill bidder usually participates in auctions
run by a particular seller (denoted as α rating). The α rating of bidder i
can be calculated as follows:

= m w
m

where, 0 1i
i i

i
(3)

where mi denotes the number of the seller’s auctions bidder i has
participated in. If bidder i has won any auctions (denoted as wi), then wi

will be excluded from mi. In general, α will be high for a shill bidder
compared to a legitimate bidder.

Two bidders can be considered collusive if the α ratings of both
bidders are approximately the same and the values of those α ratings
are higher than legitimate bidders.

4.1.2.2. Collusion rating (η). Two bidders may be involved in collusive
shill bidding if the collusive ratings (η) of both bidders are
approximately same. The collusion rating for bidder i can be
calculated as the edge weights incident to the node:

= Wi
j

d

j

where d is the in-degree of bidder i from the bidder collusion graph,
each edge weight of bidder i is denoted as Wj, 1≤ j≤ l. Bidder i’s
normalised collusion rating, i, can be calculated by finding the
maximum and minimum collusion ratings for the graph. The
maximum and minimum collusion ratings can be denoted as ηmax and
ηmin respectively. The normalised collusion rating of bidder i is as
follows:

=i
i

min

max min (4)

where 0 ≤ i ≤1.
In general, bidders who are involved in colluding shill bidding will

have similar η ratings. Furthermore, the η ratings for those bidders will
also be high compared to honest bidders.

4.1.2.3. Bind rating ( ). Colluding shill bidders have approximately the
same number of bids (β rating). This behaviour is referred to as bind
rating ( ). The bind rating of two bidders i and j, i j, , gives both bidders
values between 0 and 1 depending on how similar their β ratings are. A
bind rating value of 1 indicates the high likelihood of collusive shill
bidding, whereas that of 0 indicates the less likelihood of shill bidding
in collusion.

Let βi and βj denote the β ratings for bidders i and j respectively. If
βi= βj, then the bind rating, i j, , is 1. If βi≠ βj, then the bind rating is
given a decreasing value based on the percentage difference between βi
and βj. The bind rating for two collusive bidders can be calculated as
follows:

=
=

<
if

else if
otherwise

1,
,
,

i j,

i j

i j i j

j i (5)

where 0 1i j, .

4.1.3. Finalise anomaly score
As we have considered the three collusive shill bidding behaviours

(refer to Section 4.1.2), there are three behaviour pairs possible for each
bidder. To finalise the anomaly score, the following three steps have to
be performed:

(a) Calculate the LOFs of each behaviour pair, p, over multiple k values
in parallel. To calculate the LOF score, the following three steps
have to be computed:
(i) The k-nearest-neighbours (k-NN) have to be found for each be-

haviour pair, p. The k-distance neighbourhood of the behaviour
pair, p, in a dataset, D, can be calculated as follows:

=N p p p D d p p d p( ) { , ( , ) ( )}k k

where d p( )k indicates the distance between p and its kth nearest
neighbourhood.

(ii) Using these k-NNs, Nk, the local density for a behaviour pair is
estimated by computing the local reachability density (LRD):

=LRD p
d p p

N p
( ) 1

( , )
| ( )|k

p N p k

k

( )k

whereas d p p( , )k is the reachability distance between p and p .

(iii) Finally, the LOF score is computed by comparing the LRD of a
behaviour pair with the LRDs of its k neighbours:

=LOF p
N p

( )
| ( )|k

p N p
LRD p
LRD p

k

( )
( )
( )k

k
k

The lower the local reachability density of p, and the higher the
local reachability density of the kNN of p, the higher LOF. The LOF
score is basically a ratio of local densities. Anomalies which have a low
local density will result in larger scores.

(b) Select the maximum LOF value as the best performance for the
behaviour pair, p. The maximum LOF value of bidder i for p can be
calculated as follows:

=LOF p LOF p( ) max( ( ))i
k

k

where p selected behaviour pairs.

(c) We then evaluate an anomaly score for each bidder by selecting the
maximum LOF among all LOF scores achieved from three behaviour
pairs. To obtain the final anomaly score, we consider the maximum
values from the set of LOF scores calculated using each of the three

b2 

b4 b5 

b3 b6 

b7 

8 
2 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Fig. 3. An example of a bidder collusion graph.
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bidding behaviour pairs, p, for bidder i. So, the anomaly score for
bidder i can be calculated as follows (Tsang et al., 2014a):

=Score LOF pmax( ( ))i
p

i (6)

In general, the anomaly score for a shill bidder will be higher than
that for a legitimate bidder.

4.2. Verification stage

This stage is used to verify the anomaly score for each bidder found
in the anomaly scoring stage (refer to Section 4.1). We use a Markov
Random Field (MRF) to model our auction network.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the auction network using an MRF. Each
bidder is represented by a hidden node (e.g., b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, and b6) in
the graph, and each hidden node is connected to a corresponding ob-
served node providing what is observed about the bidder. A bidder i can
have two states: (i) honest (bi

h); or (ii) shill (bi
s). The beliefs for bidder i

sum to 1 (i.e., + =b  b  1i
h

i
s ).

We use the anomaly score found for bidder i, Scorei, in the anomaly
scoring stage (refer to Section 4.1) as the observed state of the bidder in
the graph of MRF. That is, =o Scorei i. As oi is a positive value, we
normalise the value to keep it between 0 and 1. Therefore, the nor-
malised anomaly score for bidder i can be calculated as follows:

=o o o
o o

o, where 0 1i
s i

min

max min i
s

(7)

where omax and omin denote the maximum and minimum anomaly
scores for the graph respectively. The normalised anomaly score for
bidder i, oi

s, is the shill belief of the observed bidder in the MRF and the
honest belief of the same observed bidder is calculated as: =o  1 oi

h
i
s;

where 0 ≤ oi
h ≤ 1.

In general, the shill belief of a shill bidder will be higher than that of
a legitimate bidder.

4.2.1. Loopy belief Propagation
We apply Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) on the auction network for

detecting collusive shill bidding. The LBP is an approximate inference
algorithm which applies the rules of BP over networks with loops
(Murphy et al., 1999). The main goal of LBP is to keep passing messages
iteratively around the network until a stable belief state is reached.
When the network topology contains any loops, BP message update
rules do not work to give the exact marginal probabilities. Therefore,
we use LBP for detecting colluding shill bidders in the auction network.
To implement LBP as the MRF, we need to define the following two
types of clique potential functions:

(i) Prior belief function ( ): This function defines the prior knowl-
edge (probabilities) of network nodes belonging to each class (e.g.,
shill or honest). For example, the prior belief, i

V, of each bidder
can be initialised if there is any prior knowledge of the node in
MRF. There are several ways available to estimate the prior belief
function of each bidder such as behavioural analysis (Jinadal and
Liu, 2008), text-feature classifiers (Ott et al., 2011), etc. In the
CSBD algorithm, we consider the observed state (e.g., oi

h and oi
s) for

each node (e.g., bidder) obtained in the anomaly scoring stage
(refer to Section 4.1) as the prior belief function for the node.

(ii) Compatibility function ( ): This function represents the compat-
ibility of two bidders with a given pair of nodes being connected.
The compatibility function is thought of as a matrix with entries,

(p,q)p,q
w , Given a neighbour state p and a weight w between states p

and q, the compatibility function gives the probability that the node
is in state q. Table 1 shows a sample instantiation of the compat-
ibility matrix.

When the LBP converges, the nodes (e.g., bidders) are ranked ac-
cording to their beliefs for the shill state. The set of bidders are divided
into potential shill and honest bidders by setting a threshold value. We
choose an appropriate threshold value depending on two factors: (a) the
relative misclassification cost for honest and shill bidders; and (b) the
ratio of honest and shill bidders in the auction dataset (Tsang et al.,
2014a).

4.3. CSBD algorithm pseudocode

The following pseudocode shows the CSBD algorithm’s operation
where anomalyScoring() calculates the anomaly score for each bidder in
a bidder collusion graph, G, and verificationLBP() identifies the col-
luding shill bidders based on ϕ and .

The CSBD Algorithm
Stage 1: anomalyScoring()
Input: Adjacency list of a bidder collusion graph G, num_of_rows in the adjacency list

Output: anomaly_Score[v] which represents the anomaly score for each node
u I  V in G

1. for each node u V in G do
2. calculate bidding behaviour, S={ α, η, }
3. for each behaviour pair p S do
4. for k=3 to (num_of_rows – 1) do
5. d Score u k LOF p k_ [ ][ ] ( , )
7. p Score u p d Score_ [ ][ ] max( _ )
9. anomaly Score u p Score_ [ ] max( _ )
10. Endfor
Stage 2: verificationLBP()
Input: Adjacency list of the bidder collusion graph G, prior function: (), compatibility

function: ()
Output: collusive_group which indicates the shill bidders who are involved in group
shilling

11. Initially, collusive_group={}, prod=1
12. for each edge u v E( , ) in G do // initialize
13. for each node u v V, do
14. m u u anomaly Score u( ) 1, ( ) _ [ ]u v u
15. m v v anomaly Score v( ) 1, ( ) _ [ ]v u v
15. repeat // perform message propagation
16. // update messages from source nodes to destination nodes
17. for each edge u v E( , ) in G do
18. w edge weight u v_ ( , )
19. m v u v u m u( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )u v

u V
u v
w

u
x N u v

x u,
( )

20. // update messages from destination nodes to source nodes
21. for each edge u v E( , ) in G do
22. w edge weight u v_ ( , )
23. m u u v v m v( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )v u

v V
u v
w

v
x N v u

x v,
( )

24. until all messages stop changing
25. for each node u, v V in G do // compute beliefs
26. =b u u m u( ) ( ) ( )u u

v N u
v u1

( )

Observed Node 

b1 b2 b3 

b4 b5 b6 

Hidden Node 

Fig. 4. An example of an auction network using MRF.

Table 1
Compatibility matrix ( ).

Neighbour state Node belief
Shill Honest

Shill 1 0 0
Honest 0 1 0
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27. =b v v m v( ) ( ) ( )v v
u N u

u v2
( )

28. // assign belief score
29. belief_score[u:shill]= b u( )u , u V
30. belief_score[u:honest]= 1– belief_score[u:shill], u V
31. belief_score[v:shill]= b v( )v , v V
32. belief_score[v:honest]= 1– belief_score[v:shill], v V
33. // detect collusive shill bidding group
34. Set a threshold value, ξ
35. for each node q V in G do
36. if belief_score[q:shill] > ξ then
37. collusive_group = collusive_group {q}
38. else
39. break
40. endfor
41. return collusive_group

5. Experimental results

This section describes how the CSBD algorithm performed on si-
mulated and commercial auction datasets. For our experimental setup,
we obtained two types of data: (i) the first was a series of simulated
auction trails which were acquired from a shill bidding agent
(Trevathan and Read, 2007a); and (ii) the second was from commercial
online auctions of eBay (Jank and Shmueli, 2012; Fisher et al., 2016).
All the experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i5 machine with
8 GB RAM running Windows 7. The CSBD algorithm and the adaptive
competitors were implemented in Python and executed on Python
version 3.6.

5.1. Alternative approaches

We compare the CSBD algorithm with two alternative approaches,
namely collusion score approach (Trevathan and Read, 2007b) and k-
core approach (Seidman, 1983). In this section, we describe these al-
ternative approaches.

5.1.1. Collusive score approach
Trevathan and Read (2007b) proposed a statistical approach for

identifying colluding shill bidders. The authors have identified three
main strategies colluding shill bidders could participate in to collec-
tively reduce their individual shill scores. Collusive shill bidding can be
detected by examining a group of bidders for typical collusive beha-
viour in terms of the identified strategies. The authors introduce a
collusion graph which indicates relationships between groups of bid-
ders for typical behaviour in the form of the alternating bid strategy.
The dual collusion graph is introduced to indicate relationships be-
tween groups of bidders that exhibit collusive behaviour in the form of
the alternating auction strategy. When a suspicious group is discovered,
the bidders in the group are then further investigated using a binding
factor that provides how similar the members are based on aspects of
their shill score ratings (i.e., α, β, γ, δ, ε, and ζ). The collusion score
combines all of these ratings and gives each bidder a score based on the
likelihood that they are engaging in collusive shill bidding behaviour.

5.1.2. k-core
We also attempt to detect colluding shill bidders depending on their

k-core and clique membership. In graph theory, the k-core of a graph is
the maximal connected subgraph of the graph in which every vertex has
a degree of at least k (Seidman, 1983). A clique is a set of vertices where
every pair of vertices is connected by an edge. The value of j indicates
the highest k-core each node of the graph is a member of (Tsang et al.,
2014a). All nodes are ranked using the value of j. A threshold value is
used to identify anomalous users if the users with j have the above of
the threshold value.

5.2. Dataset generation

We evaluate the performance accuracy of the CSBD algorithm and
compare it to collusion score approach (Trevathan and Read, 2007b)
and k-core (Seidman, 1983). We generated 10 datasets using a shill
bidding agent (Trevathan and Read, 2007a). Table 2 shows the datasets
generated by the shill bidding agent. Regarding the datasets, all honest
bidders were given the opportunity to submit bid(s) in any auction. The
shill bidding agent was designed to insert fake bids into the auction to
drive up the final price of the seller. The shill bidding agent’s target

Table 2
Datasets generated by a shill bidding agent.

Dataset # of auctions # of honest bidders # of shill bidders

D1 10 50 3
D2 15 100 4
D3 20 150 5
D4 25 200 6
D5 30 250 7
D6 35 300 8
D7 40 350 9
D8 45 400 10
D9 50 450 11
D10 55 500 12

Fig. 5. The number of collusive shill bidders detected with varying 0.

Fig. 6. The rationale for selecting ξ =0.75.
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price was set to $6.50 and programmed to submit fake bids in a mod-
erately risk-adverse manner. We applied the CSBD algorithm and the
two existing alternative methods (refer to Section 5.1) on the datasets
to evaluate their performance accuracy.

5.3. Parameter selection

Through the analysis of the CSBD algorithm, we can see the im-
portance of choosing an appropriate value of 0. The value sets the
compatibility potentials, (p, q)p,q

w , in LBP (refer to Section 4.2.1). A
default value of 0 is 0.2 suggested by Chau et al. (2006) which is a

heuristic. However, we need ground truth data (i.e., data that is known
to contain shill bidding) in order to do the parameter selection which is
not possible. The reason is the commercial auction houses such as eBay,
Yahoo! Auctions do not share the ground truth of the auction dataset
(Majadi et al., 2017).

But still, we can conduct our analysis on the simulated dataset with
the selected component (see Section 5.4). Fig. 5 presents the number of
colluding shill bidders detected while varying 0 and also shows that a
wide range of [0.05, 0.2]0 yields the desired results. Therefore, we
have selected = 0.20 for the CSBD algorithm.

The weight of threshold value, ξ, used in this paper is: ξ =0.75, for
determining colluding shill bidders after the verification stage of the
CSBD algorithm. If the belief value for a bidder is greater than or equal
to ξ, then the bidder is involved in collusive shill bidding. Otherwise, s/
he is not involved in collusive shill bidding. This weighting is obtained
by experimenting with simulated auction datasets. Fig. 6 shows the
rationale for selecting ξ =0.75 by providing the percentage of accuracy
with varying ξ on the datasets D2, D4, D6, D8, and D10. We found the
CSBD algorithm provides the maximum detection accuracy of collusive
shill bidders when ξ =0.75 (see Fig. 6).

5.4. Results on simulated auction datasets

In order to validate the effectiveness of the CSBD algorithm, we first
tested it on a synthetically generated auction datasets using shill bid-
ding agents. We applied the algorithm on a simulated dataset, D1,
which consists of 10 auctions, 50 bidders and 3 shill bidders. We se-
lected the smallest dataset size for easy visualisation of the algorithm’s
operations. Table 3 shows the anomaly score for each bidder (including
shill bidders) after completing the anomaly scoring stage (refer to
Section 4.1). Table 3 also shows the top five anomaly scores are for
agent^5, agent^30, Shill_a, Shill_b, and Shill_c. This indicates that there is a
possibility that we might observe some false positive results after

Table 3
The anomaly score for each bidder in the anomaly scoring stage.

Bidder ID Anomaly Score

Shill_a 0.70 0.96 1.00 7.73
Shill_b 0.70 0.96 0.98 7.67
Shill_c 0.60 0.00 0.83 5.89
agent^30 0.30 0.00 0.54 5.84
agent^5 0.00 0.50 0.00 5.40
agent^43 0.00 0.33 0.13 4.14
agent^0 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.95
agent^1 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.95
agent^2 0.10 0.33 0.13 1.33
agent^3 0.00 0.33 0.00 1.31
agent^49 0.10 0.50 0.13 1.13
agent^4 0.10 0.00 0.15 0.00

Table 4
The prior belief value of each observed bidder in LBP.

Bidder ID Prior shill belief (oi
s) Prior honest belief (oi

h)

Shill_a 1.00 0.00
Shill_b 0.99 0.01
Shill_c 0.76 0.24
agent^30 0.76 0.24
agent^5 0.70 0.30
agent^43 0.54 0.46
agent^0 0.38 0.62
agent^1 0.38 0.62
agent^2 0.17 0.83
agent^3 0.21 0.79
agent^49 0.15 0.85
agent^4 0.00 1.00

Fig. 7. Each bidder’s belief value after the verification stage.

Table 5
Confusion matrix.

Predicted

Negative Positive

Actual Negative a b
Positive c d
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executing the anomaly scoring stage of the algorithm.
To avoid this misclassification, we employed the second stage (i.e.,

the verification stage) of the algorithm and applied the LBP algorithm
on the dataset. Therefore, we need a prior belief function for each
bidder including shill bidders. We considered the anomaly score for

bidder i found in the anomaly scoring stage as the prior belief function
of the bidder in MRF. Since the anomaly scores can be any positive
value, they are normalised to keep the value between 0 and 1 using
Equation (7). Table 4 shows the prior belief value for each observed
node (e.g., bidder) in the LBP.

Fig. 7 shows the final belief value for shill bidders in the dataset
after executing the verification stage of the CSBD algorithm. Fig. 7 also
presents that the belief values for colluding shill bidders (i.e., Shill_a,
Shill_b, and Shill_c) are higher than those for legitimate bidders.
Therefore, the verification stage of the algorithm can potentially detect
colluding shill bidders as well as mitigate the misclassification error
which occurred in the anomaly scoring stage.

Furthermore, we evaluate the true positive rate (TPR), false positive
rate (FPR) and accuracy of the CSBD algorithm. Table 5 presents the
confusion matrix used for calculating the TPR, FPR and accuracy.

The TPR, FPR, and accuracy are calculated as follows:

=
+

TPR d
c d

=
+

FPR b
a b

= +
+ + +

Accuracy a d
a b c d

where a is the number of honest bidders correctly identified, b is the
number of honest bidders incorrectly identified as a shill bidder, c is the
number of shill bidders incorrectly identified as honest bidders, and d is
the number of correctly identified shill bidders. Table 6 presents some
examples of confusion matrix we obtained after applying the CSBD
algorithm on simulated auction datasets (e.g., D2, D3, D8, and D10).

We also compare the TPR, FPR, and accuracy of the CSBD algorithm
with those of collusion score approach, and k-core (see Table 7). Table 7
also presents the effectiveness of the verification stage in the CSBD
method by comparing it with the CSBD algorithm without the ver-
ification stage.

Fig. 8 shows the TPR for collusion score approach, k-core, the CSBD
algorithm without the verification stage and the CSBD algorithm (with
the verification stage). We found that collusion score approach achieves
the lowest TPR which is about 69% compared to other collusive shill
bidding detection methods, whereas k-core has the next lowest TPR
which is approximately 73%. The CSBD algorithm (with the verification
stage) achieves the highest TPR (98.5%) compared to the same method
without the verification stage (80%). This indicates the verification
stage of the CSBD algorithm improves the TPR 18.5% approximately.

Fig. 9 shows the comparative analysis on the FPR where the CSBD
algorithm (with the verification stage) provides 1.4% FPR, whereas
collusion score approach achieves the highest FPR of 16%

Table 6
Examples of confusion matrix for the CSBD algorithm on the dataset: (a) D2; (b) D3; (c) D8; and (d) D10.

Predicted Predicted

Negative Positive Negative Positive

Actual Negative 98 2 Actual Negative 148 2
Positive 0 4 Positive 1 4

(a) (b)
Predicted Predicted

Negative Positive Negative Positive

Actual Negative 400 0 Actual Negative 498 2
Positive 1 9 Positive 1 11

(c) (d)

Table 7
Comparison of the CSBD algorithm with other existing approaches.

Datasets Method TPR FPR Accuracy

D1 Collusion score approach 0.70 0.11 0.88
k-core 0.77 0.10 0.89
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.84 0.11 0.88
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.98 0.01 0.98

D2 Collusion score approach 0.83 0.16 0.85
k-core 0.85 0.11 0.89
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.83 0.09 0.90
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.98 0.01 1.00

D3 Collusion score approach 0.74 0.15 0.85
k-core 0.78 0.11 0.89
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.86 0.09 0.91
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.96 0.01 0.99

D4 Collusion score approach 0.72 0.16 0.84
k-core 0.75 0.12 0.88
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.86 0.08 0.92
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.95 0.01 1.00

D5 Collusion score approach 0.69 0.15 0.84
k-core 0.70 0.12 0.88
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.83 0.08 0.92
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.99 0.01 0.99

D6 Collusion score approach 0.64 0.17 0.83
k-core 0.68 0.11 0.88
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.68 0.06 0.93
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.99 0.02 0.99

D7 Collusion score approach 0.63 0.16 0.82
k-core 0.66 0.14 0.84
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.71 0.06 0.94
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.98 0.02 0.99

D8 Collusion score approach 0.61 0.17 0.82
k-core 0.65 0.16 0.84
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.68 0.09 0.94
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.99 0.02 0.98

D9 Collusion score approach 0.61 0.17 0.82
k-core 0.68 0.11 0.89
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.86 0.07 0.93
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.99 0.02 0.99

D10 Collusion score approach 0.69 0.19 0.81
k-core 0.73 0.15 0.85
CSBD (w/o verification stage) 0.86 0.08 0.93
CSBD (with verification stage) 0.99 0.02 0.99
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approximately compared to other collusive shill bidding detection ap-
proaches. We found that the CSBD algorithm without the verification
stage achieves about 8.1% FPR. This indicates approximately 6.7% FPR
could be improved by including the verification stage in the CSBD al-
gorithm.

Fig. 10 shows the detection accuracy of the CSBD algorithm with
collusion score approach, k-core and CSBD method without the ver-
ification stage. Fig. 10 also illustrates that the detection accuracy for the
CSBD algorithm (with the verification stage) has about 99% accuracy
compared to collusion score approach which has an accuracy of 84%
approximately. However, k-core performs better than collusion score
approach which is about 88% accuracy. Nevertheless, the CSBD algo-
rithm without the verification stage performs better than the k-core in
most cases that is about 92% detection accuracy. This clearly indicates
that the accuracy improvement (about 7%) of the CSBD algorithm by
including that the verification stage is statistically significant (see
Fig. 11).

5.5. Results on commercial auction datasets

We also applied the CSBD algorithm on the commercial auction
datasets. Table 8 provides the statistical information of the datasets
obtained from Jank and Shmueli (2012) and Fisher et al. (2016). Since
we do not have ground truth label for any of the bidders, we employed
the CSBD algorithm in a general fashion to work completely un-
supervised.

From CD1, we considered 16 auctions conducted by ‘michael-33′.
There were 109 bidders who submitted bids in the 16 auctions. Table 9
shows the top 10 bidders who have received the highest anomaly score
after the anomaly scoring stage of the CSBD algorithm. Table 9 also
shows ‘b***ae’, ‘r***h’, ‘d***n’, and ‘c***am’ received the highest
anomaly scores in the first stage of the algorithm. Table 10 presents the
prior belief for each observed node and final belief for each hidden
node in the MRF after completing the verification stage of the algo-
rithm. Table 10 also illustrates that ‘r***h’, ‘d***n’, and ‘c***am’ may
be the potential shill bidders who are involved in collusion with each
other. Fig. 12 shows the shill belief value for each bidder after com-
pleting the verification stage of the algorithm.

Unlike the simulated auction dataset as discussed in Section 5.4, the
real auction dataset does not contain ground truth labels for any bid-
ders. Therefore, obtaining the TPR, FPR and detection accuracy curves
of the alternative methods in comparison to the CSBD algorithm is
outside the scope of this work.

Furthermore, we applied the CSBD algorithm on another auction
dataset, CD2. The dataset was collected in 2016 from an Honours pro-
ject involving a software tool that automates auction data collection
(Fisher et al., 2016). The dataset was obtained from July 2016 to Oc-
tober 2016 which consists of 50 auctions and 153 bidders. Table 11
shows the anomaly scores for top 10 bidders in the anomaly scoring
phase of the algorithm. Table 11 also shows ‘b***b’ had the highest
anomaly score and ‘a***a’ achieved the second highest anomaly score
in the first stage of the algorithm. Table 12 illustrates the prior belief for
the top 10 bidders and also presents that ‘b***b’ and ‘a***a’ received
the highest final belief value among other bidders. This indicates ‘b***b’
and ‘a***a’ may be involved in collusive shill bidding. Fig. 13 provides

Fig. 8. Comparative analysis on true positive rate (TPR).

Fig. 9. Comparative analysis on false positive rate (FPR).
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the shill belief value for each bidder at the end of the verification stage
in the CSBD algorithm.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel approach for identifying colluding shill
bidders using Markov Random Fields. The algorithm consists of two
stages: (i) the anomaly scoring stage that calculates the anomaly score
for each bidder using a LOF based on collusive bidding behaviour of the
bidder; and (ii) the verification stage that verifies the anomaly score for
each user acquired from the first stage based on their interactions with
other bidders. The verification stage improves the accuracy of the

algorithm and allows collusive shill bidding groups to be identified.
We implemented and applied the algorithm on simulated and

commercial auction datasets. Experimental results show the algorithm
is able to potentially detect colluding shill bidders in online auctions.
We compared the CSBD algorithm with two approaches from the lit-
erature. The comparative analysis shows that the CSBD algorithm
achieves about 99% accuracy whereas collusive score approach pro-
vides about 85% detection accuracy and k-core has a detection accuracy
of 88% approximately. The detection accuracy of collusive scoring
approach and k-core approach also decrease when the number of auc-
tions and users increases. However, it is difficult to determine the de-
tection accuracy for the commercial auction datasets as we do not have

Fig. 11. Detection accuracy improvement after including the verification stage in the CSBD algorithm.

Fig. 10. Comparative analysis on Accuracy.
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Table 8
Statistical information of commercial auction datasets.

Commercial Dataset (CD) # of auctions # of sellers # of bidders # of bids Auctioned Product Average winning price Bidding duration (days) Auction site Year

CD1 149 71 1029 3166 Palm Pilot PDA $229.04 7 eBay 2003
CD2 50 18 153 1820 Apple iPhone 6 s $162.21 7 eBay 2016

Table 9
The anomaly score for top 10 bidders in the anomaly scoring phase.

Bidder ID Anomaly Score

b***ae 0.31 0.00 0.42 17.87
r***h 0.50 0.00 0.65 16.16
d***n 0.75 1.00 1.00 15.78
c***am 0.75 1.00 0.99 15.66
m***ta 0.25 0.52 0.34 4.87
c***y.0 0.25 0.59 0.33 4.76
s***er 0.25 0.52 0.33 4.24
g***lf 0.25 0.67 0.28 3.84
j***ts 0.19 0.59 0.31 3.84
a***8 0.00 0.00 0.08 3.97

Table 10
The prior belief of each observed node and final belief of each hidden node in
LBP.

Bidder ID Prior belief for observed node Final belief for hidden node

Shill belief
(oi

s)
Honest belief
(oi

h)
Shill belief
(belief_s)

Honest belief
(belief_h)

b***ae 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.92
r***h 0.90 0.10 1.00 0.00
d***n 0.88 0.12 1.00 0.00
c***am 0.88 0.12 1.00 0.00
m***ta 0.27 0.73 0.71 0.29
c***y.0 0.27 0.73 0.68 0.32
s***er 0.27 0.73 0.64 0.36
g***lf 0.24 0.76 0.70 0.3
j***ts 0.22 0.78 0.46 0.54
a***8 0.21 0.79 0.00 1.00

Fig. 12. Shill belief value of each bidder after the verification stage of the CSBD algorithm.

Table 11
The anomaly score for top 10 bidders in the anomaly scoring phase.

Bidder ID Anomaly Score

b***b 0.27 1.00 1.00 29.59
a***a 0.08 0.14 0.00 11.27
r***e 0.06 0.07 0.35 7.15
n***h 0.02 0.04 0.37 4.90
i***r 0.02 0.04 0.2 4.87
s***t 0.02 0.04 0.33 4.69
a***g 0.04 0.07 0.36 4.65
h***7 0.02 0.05 0.28 4.61
n***t 0.04 0.08 0.35 4.60
h***a 0.02 0.02 0.10 4.55

Table 12
The prior belief of each observed node and final belief of each hidden node in
LBP.

Bidder ID Prior belief for observed node Final belief for hidden node

Shill belief
(oi

s)
Honest belief
(oi

h)
Shill belief
(belief_s)

Honest belief
(belief_h)

b***b 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
a***a 0.38 0.62 0.83 0.17
r***e 0.24 0.76 0.69 0.31
n***h 0.17 0.83 0.46 0.54
i***r 0.16 0.84 0.40 0.60
s***t 0.16 0.84 0.38 0.62
a***g 0.16 0.84 0.27 0.73
h***7 0.16 0.84 0.27 0.73
n***t 0.16 0.84 0.27 0.73
h***a 0.15 0.85 0.19 0.81
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any ground truth labels for the data. Therefore, the detection accuracy
and the comparative analysis have been carried out only for the si-
mulated auction datasets.

Future work involves the real-time identification of colluding shill
bidders in online auctions. Further, it is possible to extend the CSBD
algorithm for detecting collusive shill bidding when there are multiple
sellers in online auctions. Additionally, we intend on examining the
effects of multiple seller collusion on shill bidding detection.
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6.2 Real-Time Collusive Shill Bidding Detection in Online

Auctions

The previous paper (refer to Section 6.1) presented an offline approach to detect collusive

shill bidding behaviour in online auctions. However, a legitimate bidder (i.e., the winner

of the auction) would be a victim of shill bidding by the end of an auction, if the

presence of colluding shill bidders could not be detected during the auction. Therefore,

it is imperative to combat collusive shill bidding and take appropriate actions accordingly

in real-time.

This paper presents a real-time collusive shill bidding detection algorithm, referred

to as the real-time Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD), for identifying a group of

shill bidders who participate in collusive shill bidding. The real-time CSBD algorithm

has been implemented and applied on simulated and commercial auction datasets. Ex-

perimental results show that the algorithm performs reasonably and is able to detect

potential colluding shill bidders in real-time.

“Real-Time Collusive Shill Bidding Detection in Online Auctions” [29] is published

in the proceedings of the 31st Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence

(AI), 2018. AI 2018 was held in Wellington, New Zealand. AI is an annual conference

that publishes scientific and technological research works contributing to the theory

and practice of AI. The selection process of the conference is very competitive. The

conference received 125 submissions in 2018. All papers underwent peer review by at

least three independent referees under the direction of one senior program committee

member. The paper acceptance ratio of AI 2018 was 22%. The accepted papers of

the conference were included in the conference proceedings published by Springer in the

Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence (LNAI) series. This paper is available online

via Springer Link1 and Google Scholar2. The paper is referenced by DBLP3 and UQ

eSpace4.

1http://http:/link.springer.com/
2https://scholar.google.com.au/
3http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
4https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:649282
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Abstract. Shill bidding is where a seller introduces fake bids into an
auction to artificially inflate an item’s final price, thereby cheating legit-
imate bidders. Shill bidding detection becomes more difficult when a
seller involves multiple collaborating shill bidders. Colluding shill bidders
can distribute the work evenly among each other to collectively reduce
their chances of being detected. Previous detection methods wait until
an auction ends before determining who the shill bidders are. However,
if colluding shill bidders are not detected during the auction, an honest
bidder can potentially be cheated by the end of the auction. This paper
presents a real-time collusive shill bidding detection algorithm for iden-
tifying colluding shill bidders while an auction is running. Experimental
results on auction data show that the algorithm can potentially highlight
colluding shill bidders in real-time.

Keywords: Collusive shill bidding · Collusion score
Local outlier factor · Loopy belief propagation · Markov random field

1 Introduction

Participating in an online auction often requires bidders to trust an inherently
adverse environment [9]. Shill bidding is a fraudulent practice where a seller
introduces fake bids in his/her auction [8]. This forces legitimate bidders to pay
more for the item. Collusive shill bidding is a strategy employed by a seller where
multiple shill bidders work together to undertake price inflating behaviour [11].
Shill bidding detection becomes more difficult when shill bidders collaborate to
distribute the work evenly among each other. This behaviour can collectively
reduce the chance of colluding shill bidders being detected.

Researchers [3–6,13] have proposed various methods for shill bidding detec-
tion in real-time. However, there are few research proposals to identify colluding
shill bidders in online auctions. For instance, Chau et al. [2] presented an algo-
rithm for detecting collusive fraud based on Markov Random Field (MRF) to
identify reputation inflation and non-delivery fraud [2]. Trevathan and Read
[11] proposed a statistical reputation system algorithm for identifying colluding

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
T. Mitrovic et al. (Eds.): AI 2018, LNAI 11320, pp. 184–192, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-03991-2_19
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shill bidders in online auctions. Later, Zhang et al. [14] proposed a technique
for detecting auction fraud based on Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP). Further-
more, Tsang et al. [7] introduced the Score Propagation over an Auction Network
(SPAN) algorithm for detecting collaborative fraud in online auctions.

All of the aforementioned approaches work only when an auction ends which
eventually cheated an innocent bidder. Therefore, it is essential to identify collud-
ing shill bidders in real-time (i.e., while an auction is running). To our knowledge,
there is no literature available on detecting collusive shill bidding in real-time.
This paper introduces a real-time Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD)
algorithm for identifying colluding shill bidders during a live auction. Our algo-
rithm acts as a detection mechanism and a deterrent for colluding shill bidders.
We implemented the algorithm and applied it on simulated and commercial auc-
tion datasets. Experimental results show the algorithm can potentially detect
colluding shill bidders in real-time.

This paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 illustrates the details of the real-
time CSBD algorithm; Sect. 3 presents our experimental setup and preliminary
results on simulated and commercial auction datasets. Finally, Sect. 4 provides
concluding remarks and avenues for future work.

2 Real-Time Detection of Collusive Shill Bidding

This section presents a real-time CSBD algorithm for identifying colluding shill
bidders while an auction is running. To limit the scope of what the algorithm is
trying to achieve, we consider multiple live auctions hosted by a single seller (we
are not considering concurrent auctions [12]). We assume there is no collusion
amongst sellers and a seller is not using multiple accounts in an attempt to
thwart the shill detection mechanism. We also assume that there are collusive
shill bidders who are participating in the live auctions.

The algorithm splits an auction into a series of stages depending on the time
elapsed (refer to [4,5,13]):

(a) Early stage - the first 25% of the auction duration;
(b) Middle stage - between 25.1% and 80% of the auction duration;
(c) Late stage - the next 15% (between 80.1% and 95%) of the auction duration;

and
(d) Final stage - the last 5% of the auction duration.

Figure 1 shows the operation of the real-time CSBD algorithm. The algorithm
consists of the following processes:

(a) Data transformation. An auction dataset is represented as an auction
network (referred to as a collusion graph). The interactions between bidders
in the auction network are indicated as a weighted graph. The collusion
graph is denoted as G = (V,E). V is the set of bidders, and E is the set
of edges where each edge between two bidders indicates they have both
participated in the same auction. Consider two bidders, vi ∈ V , vj ∈ V ,
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Fig. 1. The functional components of the real-time CSBD algorithm.

Fig. 2. Example of a collusion graph containing seven bidders.

where i �= j, that submitted bids in the same auction. An edge ei,j is added
to E that connects these two bidders together and the weight of the edge,
w(ei,j), indicates the number of auctions they participated in together.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a collusion graph. Bidders b2 and b5 have
an edge weighting of 8. This indicates they have participated in 8 auctions
together and may be involved in collusive shill bidding.

(b) Selection of collusive shill bidding patterns. We selected the following
three bidding behaviours which may indicate potential colluding shill bidding
behaviour:

• Alpha rating (α rating) - A shill bidder usually submits bids in auctions
run by a particular seller [8]. Two bidders can be considered as colluding
shill bidders if their α ratings are approximately the same. The α ratings
are also typically higher than legitimate bidders.

• Collusion rating (η rating) - A shill bidder usually has the most num-
ber of edges (i.e., highest degree), and higher edge weightings compared
to legitimate bidders [11]. Two bidders are potentially involved in collu-
sive shill bidding if the η ratings of the bidders are approximately the
same. In general, colluding shill bidders will have similar η ratings and
these will be higher than honest bidders.

• Bind rating (λ rating) - Colluding shill bidders have approximately the
same number of bids (β rating [8]) [11]. The bind rating of two bidders

i and j, λβ
i,j , gives both bidders values between 0 and 1 depending on
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how similar their β ratings are [11]. A bind rating of 1 indicates a high
likelihood of collusive shill bidding, whereas 0 indicates a low likelihood.

(c) Anomaly score calculation. We calculate a Local Outlier Factor (LOF)
[1] of each behaviour pair over multiple k values in parallel, and select the
maximum value as the best performance for the behaviour pair. We choose
LOF because the interpretation of its score is easy and it has the ability to
capture outliers that were previously unseen by the global approaches. So,
the anomaly score for bidder i can be calculated as follows:

Scorei = max
p

(max
k

(LOFi(p, k)))

where k denotes the distance to be used to calculate LOFs and p indicates
the selected behaviour pairs. In general, the anomaly score for a shill bidder
will be higher than that for a legitimate bidder.

(d) Verification. This phase is used to verify the anomaly score for each bidder
found in the anomaly score calculation step. We use a Markov Random Field
(MRF) to model our auction network. A bidder i can have two states: (i)
honest state (bh

i ); or (ii) shill state (bs
i ). The beliefs for bidder i sum to 1.

That is, bh
i + bs

i = 1. We use the anomaly score found for bidder i, o
′
i, in

the anomaly score calculation step as the observed state of bidder i in the
MRF. As the anomaly score for bidder i is a positive value, we normalise the
value to keep it between 0 and 1 which is denoted by os

i . The honest belief
for bidder i is calculated as: oh

i = 1 − os
i ; where 0 ≤ oh

i ≤ 1. In general, the
shill belief of a shill bidder will be higher than that of a legitimate bidder.
We applied Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) on the auction network for
detecting collusive shill bidding. To implement LBP, we need to define the
two types of potential functions: (i) Prior belief function (denoted by φ())
defines the prior knowledge (probabilities) of auction network nodes belong-
ing to each class (e.g., honest or shill); (ii) Compatibility function (denoted
by ψ()) represents the compatibility of two bidders with a given pair of nodes
being connected. Table 1 shows a sample instantiation of the compatibility
matrix.
A default value of ε0 is 0.2 suggested by [2] which is a heuristic. We found
a wide range of ε0 ∈ [0.05, 0.2] yields desired results through the analysis of
the real-time CSBD algorithm. Therefore, we have selected ε0 = 0.2 for the
real-time CSBD algorithm.

(e) Collusive shill bidders identification. When the LBP converges, the
nodes (bidders) are ranked according to their beliefs for the shill state. The
set of bidders is divided into potential shill and honest bidders by setting a
threshold value. We choose a threshold value, ξ = 0.75, depending on two
factors: (a) the relative misclassification cost for honest and shill bidders;
and (b) the ratio of honest and shill bidders in the auction dataset [7].
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Table 1. Compatibility matrix (ψ).

Neighbour state Node belief

Shill Honest

Shill 1 − ε0 ε0

Honest ε0 1 − ε0

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Simulated Auctions

We first tested the real-time CSBD algorithm on a simulated auction dataset
using a shill bidding agent [10]. We applied the algorithm on a dataset which
consisted of 5 sellers, 50 bidders, and 3 shill bidders. Each of these 5 sellers gen-
erated a random number of auctions. We selected the smallest size of the dataset
to easily visualise how the real-time CSBD algorithm performs. We considered
one auction as a live auction (i.e., Auction ID: 5 posted by seller a) and the rest
as past auctions.

Fig. 3. Anomaly score for each bidder in different stages of Auction ID: 5.

Figure 3 shows the anomaly score for each bidder in Auction ID: 5. Figure 3
suggests that Shill a, Shill b, and Shill c exhibit anomalous behaviour com-
pared to other bidders as they have the highest LOF values. Table 2 shows that
Shill a, Shill b, and Shill c achieved the highest prior shill belief (os

i ) during
AuctionID: 5.

We then applied the LBP on our simulated data using the prior function
(φ) and compatibility function (ψ) for each bidder. Figure 4 shows that the
shill belief values of Shill a, Shill b, and Shill c remain the highest throughout
the auction duration compared to other legitimate bidders. This indicates that
Shill a, Shill b, and Shill c are potential colluding shill bidders.
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Table 2. Prior belief function of each bidder in different stages of Auction ID: 5.

Bidder ID Early stage Middle stage Late stage Final stage

os
iearly

os
imiddle

os
ilate

os
ifinal

agentˆ5 0.17 0.41 0.41 0.41

agentˆ8 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02

agentˆ13 0.00 0.41 0.41 0.41

agentˆ15 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01

agentˆ19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

agentˆ24 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Shill a 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84

Shill b 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

Shill c 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Fig. 4. Shill belief value of each bidder in different stages of Auction ID: 5.

3.2 Commercial Auctions

We applied the algorithm on a commercial auction dataset obtained from the
website http://www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets. Since we do not have
a ground truth label for any of the bidders, we employed the algorithm in a gen-
eral fashion to work completely unsupervised. We considered an auction listing
for Palm Pilot PDAs because of its popularity. We randomly selected Auction
ID: 3025373736 as a live auction and the other auctions are considered as past
auctions.

Figure 5 shows the anomaly score for each bidder during Auction ID:
3025373736. Table 3 shows the prior belief function of each bidder during the
auction. We found r***h, c***am, and d***n achieved the highest prior shill
belief consistently in each of the four stages during the auction (see Table 3).

We applied the LBP on Auction ID: 3025373736 using the prior belief and
compatibility function. Figure 6 shows the shill belief values for each bidder.
We observed that c***am, d***n, and r***h consistently show the highest shill
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Fig. 5. Anomaly score for each bidder in different stages of Auction ID: 3025373736.

Table 3. Prior belief function for each bidder in Auction ID: 3025373736.

Bidder ID Early stage Middle stage Late stage Final stage

os
iearly

os
imiddle

os
ilate

os
ifinal

n***t 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

d***es 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

7***l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

c***bs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

g***6 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.39

g***1 0.00 0.57 0.53 0.39

s***rd 0.00 0.95 0.72 0.79

g***lf 0.00 0.63 0.92 0.79

r***h 1.00 0.87 0.91 0.84

c***am 0.91 0.97 0.97 0.97

d***n 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00

Fig. 6. Shill belief value of each bidder in different stages of Auction ID: 3025373736.
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belief value during the auction, which indicates they could be potential colluding
shill bidders. Note that, some legitimate bidders (e.g., s***rd, g***lf ) achieve a
high value of prior shill belief during the auction (see Table 3). The bidders’ shill
belief values are minimised after applying the LBP (see Fig. 6). This indicates
the verification process is able to improve the detection accuracy.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposed a real-time collusive shill bidding detection (CSBD) algo-
rithm for detecting colluding shill bidders during a live auction. We calcu-
lated the anomaly score for each bidder using LOF based on collusive bidding
behaviour of the bidder. Finally, we verified the anomaly score for the bidder
acquired from the anomaly score calculation step based on their interactions
with other bidders to improve the detection accuracy.

We applied the algorithm on simulated and commercial datasets. Experi-
mental results show that the real-time CSBD algorithm was able to highlight
potential colluding shill bidders during a live auction. However, it is difficult to
determine the detection accuracy as we do not have a ground truth label for
any of the bidders in the commercial auction dataset. The algorithm acts as a
detection mechanism and deterrent to potential colluding shill bidders. Future
work involves detecting collusive seller shill bidding behaviour where a colluding
seller can spread the risk between the various sellers to reduce suspicion on the
individual shill bidders.
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Chapter 7

Real-Time Detection of Multiple

Seller Collusive Shill Bidding

The previous chapter (see Chapter 6) provided an algorithm for detecting collusive shill

bidding in online auctions. The algorithm was able to identify potential colluding shill

bidders both in offline and real-time. However, combating shill bidding becomes more

complicated to handle when a seller colludes with other sellers, or controls multiple

fake seller accounts in order to artificially drive up an item’s final price. This chapter

describes a paper that introduces a basic approach for detecting potential shill bidding

employed by colluding sellers in real-time.

7.1 Real-Time Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding De-

tection using Social Network Analysis

Detecting the presence of shill bidding becomes more difficult when a seller operates

multiple fake seller accounts, or colludes with other sellers to artificially inflate an item’s

final price. Such behaviour is referred to as multiple seller collusive shill bidding. This

type of shill bidding behaviour can reduce the suspicion on any particular seller (i.e., a

shill bidder) by distributing the risk of shill bidding among the colluding sellers. Fur-

thermore, if the potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding could not be detected in

real-time, the victim (i.e., the winner of the auction) would face monetary loss when the

auction terminates. Therefore, it is an emergent issue to identify potential shill bidding

employed by colluding sellers in real-time rather than detect it afterwards.
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There is no literature available on the issue of detecting multiple seller collusive

shill bidding in real-time. This paper proposes a basic approach based on Social Net-

work Analysis (SNA) techniques to identify multiple seller collusive shill bidding in

real-time. We refer to the algorithm as the Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding De-

tection (MSCSBD). The MSCSBD algorithm has been implemented and applied on a

synthetically generated auction dataset. Experimental results on the dataset show that

the algorithm behaves reasonably and can detect potential shill bidding employed by

colluding sellers in real-time.

“Real-Time Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding Detection using Social Network

Analysis” [30] is currently in submission with Electronic Commerce Research and Ap-

plications (ECRA). ECRA is a peer-reviewed journal that publishes six issues per year.
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Abstract 

Shill bidding occurs when a seller introduces fake bids into his/her own auction. This could create an 
unfair advantage, or cause an innocent bidder to pay more than they should. Shill bidding detection 
becomes more difficult when a seller colludes with other sellers, or controls multiple seller accounts in 
order to artificially drive up an item’s final price. Such behaviour is referred to as multiple seller 
collusive shill bidding. This type of behaviour can distribute the risk of shill bidding between the 
colluding sellers and reduce suspicion on any particular seller. Furthermore, if the detection of potential 
multiple seller collusive shill bidding is not possible in real-time (i.e., while an auction is in progress), 
the victim would face monetary loss when the auction terminates. Therefore, it is necessary to detect 
shill bidding performed by colluding sellers in real-time. This paper proposes a real-time algorithm 
utilising social network metrics to identify multiple seller collusive shill bidding in online auctions. 
Experimental analysis on a synthetically generated auction dataset shows that the algorithm behaves 
reasonably and can identify potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time. 

Keywords- Collusive shill bidding agent, Centrality metrics, Live shill score, Shill bidding, 
Social network analysis, Social rating. 

1. Introduction 

The popularity of online auction houses (e.g., eBay, Yahoo! Auctions, Amazon.com, Trade Me 
etc.) has generated an increase in auction fraud [1]. Auction fraud can have several forms. For 
example, misrepresenting an item for sale, failing to pay for or deliver goods, giving false 
reputation scores to multiple accounts registered by fraudsters, employing bidding scams, or 
bid shielding [12, 39, 41]. Shill Bidding is one of the most prominent auction frauds whereby 
a seller uses fake bids to inflate the final price of his/her own auctioned item by competing with 
other legitimate bidders [10, 41]. Such behaviour is unfair to the legitimate bidders as they are 
forced to pay more for an item in order to win the auction. Therefore, shill bidding is strictly 
forbidden in online auction houses and those who are caught engaging in such behaviour can 
face severe penalties [26, 39]. 

A shill bidder usually tries to behave like a normal bidder by employing several bidding 
characteristics to avoid the chance of his/her identification. Shill bidding detection is a 
relatively challenging research domain in academic literature [3, 4, 9, 24, 25]. The detection of 
shill bidding becomes more complicated when a seller registers multiple fake accounts and 
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engages shill bidders to perform price-inflating behaviour on the auctions operated by those 
fake seller accounts. Such behaviour is referred to as multiple seller collusive shill bidding [38]. 
This type of price-inflating behaviour can distribute the risk of shill bidding between the 
colluding sellers and reduce suspicion on any particular seller (i.e., a shill bidder). Furthermore, 
if the detection of potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding is not possible in real-time 
(i.e., while an auction is in progress), an innocent bidder (i.e., the winner of the auction) would 
already be a victim of shill bidding. Therefore, it is an emergent issue to identify potential 
colluding sellers who are engaged in shill bidding across an auction. There is no literature 
available on the issue of detecting multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time. 

This paper proposes a real-time detection approach for multiple seller collusive shill bidding 
in online auctions using social network analysis (SNA). We refer to the algorithm as the 
Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (MSCSBD) algorithm. First of all, the 
algorithm divides a live auction into four stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final stages). The 
algorithm then performs four phases during each of the stages: (i) the construction phase which 
builds a social network graph from an initial auction dataset; (ii) the analysis phase which 
analyses suspicious interactions between sellers and bidders by calculating a social rating for 
each bidder who submitted bid(s) in a particular stage of the live auction; (iii) the determination 
phase which highlights suspicious bidders depending on the social rating, determines which 
sellers have a high number of associations with the bidders, and calculates Modified Live Shill 
Score (MLSS) for those bidders; and (iv) the identification phase which identifies the colluding 
sellers who engage a shill bidder in price-inflating behaviour by comparing the MLSS value of 
the bidder for each seller s/he participated in (we consider that a bidder who was involved in 
shill bidding for a seller would have a high MLSS). The algorithm has been implemented and 
tested on a synthetically generated auction dataset. Experiment result shows the algorithm 
performs reasonably and can identify potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-
time. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background study on 
the detection of shill bidding in real-time and also describes the problem motivation for our 
research. Section 3 discusses the preliminary background on social network analysis (SNA) 
and Live Shill Score (LSS). Section 4 presents multiple seller collusive shill bidding scenario. 
Section 5 illustrates the MSCSBD algorithm in more detail. Section 6 presents an experimental 
setup and shows how the MSCSBD algorithm performs on a synthetic auction dataset. Finally, 
Section 7 concludes the paper and presents future work. 

2. Background Study on Real-Time Shill Bidding Detection 

Many researchers have proposed various proposals to detect shill bidding in online auctions [7, 
13, 15, 16, 22, 23, 31, 32, 35, 40-43, 48, 52]. However, there is still limited literature on shill 
bidding detection in real-time [14, 24, 25, 33, 34, 47, 49]. For example, Majadi et al. [24] 
presented a run-time statistical approach, referred to as the Live Shill Score (LSS) algorithm, 
to identify shill bidding in online auctions while an auction is in progress. The algorithm splits 
an auction into four time periods and examines each bidder’s bidding behaviour at set points 
in time. The algorithm calculates a LSS for each bidder during each of these periods based 
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upon the selection of bidding behaviour. The algorithm uses a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) for 
considering the past bidding history of each bidder to calculate the LSS value for the bidder. 
The LSS is then used to identify potential suspicious bidders, enforce disciplinary actions 
during the live auctions, and act as a deterrent to potential shill bidders. The limitation of their 
work is the LSS algorithm considered only a single auction to identify shill bidding in real-
time. Later, Majadi and Trevathan [25] extended the LSS algorithm to detect the presence of 
shill bidding across multiple auctions. 

Xu et al. [47] introduced a Dynamic Auction Model to detect shill bidding in real-time by 
analysing shill bidding patterns. Their proposed approach updates an auction model 
dynamically when new bid arrives, presents shill bidding patterns using Linear Temporal 
Logic, and checks whether the LTL formulas are violated or not by a Simple Promela 
INterpreter model checker. In contrast, Ford et al. [14] presented a real-time classifier to 
identify suspicious shill bidding behaviour based on a neural network method. Sadaoui et al. 
[34] proposed a framework that observes running auctions and takes actions against shill 
bidders in real-time. Later, Sadaoui and Wang [33] proposed a runtime system for detecting 
in-auction fraud by monitoring each bidder’s stage activities in ongoing auctions. Their 
proposed system takes immediate action by warning dishonest bidders and cancelling the 
suspected auctions after detecting abnormal activities in ongoing auctions. 

However, most of the aforementioned proposals do not work well when colluding sellers form 
a clique to perform shill bidding in collusion with each other. Trevathan et al. [38] first targeted 
the issue of multiple seller collusive shill bidding detection. The authors introduced an 
algorithm, referred to as the seller collusion algorithm, that examines data from multiple sellers 
for signs of seller collusion and determines which sellers are conducting auctions with 
suspicious shill bidding behaviour. The algorithm first detects groups of potential colluding 
sellers and then determines the associations of each bidder have had with the suspected 
colluding groups to provide evidence regarding how suspicious the group is. The algorithm 
calculates a score for each bidder across each suspected seller’s auctions. If the collective 

scores of the bidder are significantly high for all sellers s/he participated in, the original score 
is recalculated with an adjustment. This helps to identify potential colluding sellers who 
engaged in shill bidding. However, the algorithm works when an auction terminates.  

If potential shill bidding where multiple sellers are working in collusion with each other could 
not be detected in real-time, an innocent bidder (i.e., the winner of the auction) would face 
monetary loss by the end of the auction. Therefore, it is essential to provide innovative 
proposals to detect potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time and take 
necessary actions accordingly. To accomplish this research goal, this paper proposes a shill 
bidding detection technique to identify potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-
time. 

3. Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Live Shill Score (LSS) 

This section presents some background information required for the MSCSBD algorithm. 
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Step 1: Generate visualisation 
for the social network data 

Step 2: Recognise patterns 
in the network data 

Step 3: Potential  
fraudulent pattern 

3.1.  Social Network Analysis (SNA) 

A social network is defined as a chain of individuals including the characteristics of the 
individuals and the relationships among them [28]. Each social network has two basic 
components: (i) actors which are a set of nodes (i.e., individuals, groups, teams, communities, 
organisations, political parties, etc.) in the network; and (ii) relations which represent the 
relationships among actors [17, 46].  

Social network analysis (SNA) can investigate the relationship among groups of people to 
outline the structure of the community and its members [45]. SNA offers new insights into the 
propagation of fraud through a network. One of the most common features of committing fraud 
is that a fraudster usually does not commit fraud only by himself/herself. The fraudster involves 
groups of people to perform fraudulent activities by having relationships among them [18]. 
Furthermore, fraudsters can also be socially influenced [5]. The networked data can 
significantly help any fraud detection system to detect fraud in real-time when some 
characteristics of irregular activities happen repeatedly. SNA has been utilised for combating 
fraud in financial domains such as insurance and online auctions improving their trust and 
reputation systems [5, 11, 30, 37, 45, 51]. Figure 1 shows a basic fraud detection model using 
SNA [29]. The model follows a sequence of steps to recognise fraudulent patterns in the 
network data. 

 

 

Figure 1. Basic fraud detection model using social network analysis [29] 

Existing literature has successfully investigated crime-related issues using SNA [50]. For 
example, Chen et al. [8] built a criminal network depending on crime behaviours to identify 
key criminals and patterns from the network. The authors also visualised the network to 
recognise distinct crime patterns. In addition, Krebs [21] used SNA for investigating the 
terrorists’ network of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Moreover, Šubelj et al. [37] proposed a system 
using SNA for the detection of groups of collaborating automobile insurance fraudsters.  

Furthermore, there are some researchers [9, 44, 45] who have analysed auction-related fraud 
through SNA. For example, Wang and Chiu [44, 45] applied SNA to identify reputation fraud 
in online auctions. The authors presented a recommendation system using SNA and 
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demonstrated how the SNA measures (e.g., k-core and center weight) can effectively identify 
malicious sellers in online auctions. Chiu et al. [9] proposed an approach to classify distinct 
types (i.e., normal, suspicious, and fraudulent) of transaction accounts. The authors first 
constructed a social network based on transactions between user accounts and then derived 
information from the auction transaction network to construct fraudulent account detection 
classifiers using data mining approaches. These existing studies provide significant evidence 
of the benefits of applying SNA in auction fraud detection. 

3.2. Live Shill Score (LSS) 

Majadi and Trevathan [25] proposed a real-time shill bidding detection algorithm that splits a 
live auction into four time periods (i.e., early, middle, late and final stage). The algorithm then 
observes the bidding behaviour of each bidder during each of these time periods. The authors 
also considered the bidder’s past bidding history to calculate the Live Shill Score (LSS) for the 
bidder. Furthermore, they selected six shill bidding patterns to calculate the LSS for each 
bidder. The LSS behavioural ratings for bidder i, bi, during a live auction are determined as 
follows: 

• 𝜶 rating – The percentage of auctions bi has participated in; 

• 𝜷 rating – The percentage of bids submitted by bi throughout a particular stage of the 
live auction and over the past auctions s/he had participated in; 

• 𝜸 rating – The number of auctions won by bi out of the auctions participated in; 

• 𝜹 rating – The normalised inter bid time for bi across a particular stage of the live auction 
and the past auctions s/he had participated in; 

• 𝜺 rating – The normalised inter bid time for bi across a particular stage of the live auction 
and the past auctions s/he had participated in; and 

• 𝜻 rating – The normalised time bi commenced bidding in the live auction as well as in 
the past auctions s/he had participated in. 

 

Figure 2. LSS calculation process [25] 

After calculating 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, 휀, and 휁, the authors [25] calculated the LSS for bi at the end of 
each stage of the live auction as follows (see Figure 2): 
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(i) At the end of the early stage: 

𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃4휀𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃5휁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5
× 10 

(ii) At the end of the middle stage:  

𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃4휀𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃5휁𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5
× 10 

(iii) At the end of the late stage: 

𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃4휀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃5휁𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5
× 10 

Finally, when the live auction ends, the final LSS for bi is calculated as follows [25]: 

𝐿𝑆𝑆 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽 + 𝜃3𝛿 + 𝜃4휀 + 𝜃5휁 + 𝜃6𝛾

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃6
× 10 

where 𝜃 is the weighted coefficient associated with each rating. Majadi et al. [25] proposed the 
optimal selections for the weight values by experimenting with simulated and commercial 
auction datasets. The LSS values in all stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final stages) of a live 
auction are between 0 and 10. The bidder who received a higher value of LSS considered as a 
potential shill bidder. 

4. Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding Scenario 

This section outlines a scenario of multiple seller collusive shill bidding. The following 
notation is used throughout the paper: 

Let 𝐿 = {1, … , 𝑙} be a set of bidder numbers; where |𝐿| = 𝑙. 

𝑅 = {1, … , 𝑟} be a set of seller numbers; where |𝑅| = 𝑟. 

𝐵 = {𝑏1, … , 𝑏𝑙} be a set of bidders where bi denotes the ith bidder and 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑙. 

𝑆 = {𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑟} be a set of sellers where sj denotes the jth seller and 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑟. 

𝐴 = {𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛} be a set of auctions where n is the total number of auctions and 𝑛 ≥ 0. 

Suppose, a seller who involved in collusive shill bidding is denoted by Ss. Ss operates q fake 
seller accounts, where 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 𝑛. The research goal is to identify the set of fake seller 
accounts, 𝑆′ (where 𝑆′ ⊆ 𝑆), that are controlled by Ss.  

Consider the scenario where Ss employs a shill bidder, bs (where 𝑏𝑠 ∈ 𝐵), to perform shill 
bidding in his/her own auction. If bs only participated in auctions held by Ss, then the 
identification of bs as a shill bidder is very straight forward. The reason is that the LSS value 
will be high for bs, as the 𝛼 rating (refer to 3.2) is high for him/her.  

Now consider the scenario where Ss is operating two fake seller accounts, 𝑆′ = {𝑠1, 𝑠2} and 
each of the seller is conducting two auctions. That is, 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, 𝑎4}, where 𝑠1 is 
conducted 𝑎1, 𝑎2; and 𝑠2 is conducted 𝑎3, 𝑎4. To avoid identification, instead of using bs for all 
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auctions of 𝑠1 or 𝑠2, Ss can use bs to participate in some auctions conducted by 𝑠1 and 𝑠2. This 
strategy reduces the 𝛼 rating of bs which will reduce the LSS value of bs. This is how, multiple 
seller collusive shill bidding can reduce suspicion of a shill bidder (e.g., bs) for any particular 
seller (e.g., Ss). 

5. Methodology 

This section presents the MSCSBD algorithm in detail. 

5.1.Assumptions 

We consider the following assumptions underlying the basic model of the MSCSBD algorithm: 

(i) There are multiple auctions (a live auction and a number of past auctions); 
(ii) There is one shill bidder; and 
(iii) There are multiple colluding sellers (sellers are using multiple fake accounts in an 

attempt to engage in shill bidding) and honest sellers (sellers do not have multiple 
fake accounts). 

We focus on an ascending-price, open bid online auction format with a predetermined closing 
time where the winner pays a price equal to the highest bid (i.e., similar to eBay). Furthermore, 
we do not address concurrent auctions [49], or reserve price shilling [19] in this paper.  

5.2. Monitoring stages 

The MSCSBD algorithm divides a live auction into the following four stages based on the time 
elapsed (refer to [24, 25, 47] for justification as to these timings): 

(i) Early stage – the first 25% of the auction duration; 
(ii) Middle stage – between 25.1% and 80% of the auction duration; 
(iii) Late stage – the next 15% of the auction duration; and 
(iv) Final stage – the last 5% of the auction duration. 

 
5.3.The MSCSBD Algorithm 

Figure 3 shows the MSCSBD algorithm during a particular stage of a live auction.  

 

Figure 3. The functional components of the MSCSBD algorithm 
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The following subsections describe each of the functional components and the algorithm’s 

operations. Suppose, we want to monitor a live auction, a1, hosted by a seller, s1, to identify 
multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time. First of all, we divide the auction, a1, into 
four stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final stage). Consider the scenario with four bidders 
(e.g., b1, b2, b3, and b4) who participated in the early stage of the auction, a1. We discuss the 
operations of the algorithm using this example in the following phases. 

5.3.1. Construction Phase 

The construction phase represents an auction dataset as a weighted graph. The weighted graph 
shows the interactions between bidders and sellers in the auction network. We refer to the graph 
as the social network graph, G = (V, E, w), where V is the set of bidders or sellers, E is the set 
of edges where each edge between a bidder and a seller indicates the bidder has participated in 
the auction(s) hosted by the seller, and w denotes the number of auctions the bidder has 
submitted bids for the seller.  

Table 1. Adjacency matrix in the early stage of the live auction 

         Sellers 

Bidders 
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 

b1 32 9 0 34 10 
b2 0 4 12 7 0 
b3 3 16 0 6 1 
b4 8 6 0 0 2 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Social network graph in the early stage of the live auction 

To identify the multiple seller collusive shill bidding, we check the number of auctions the 
bidders (e.g., b1, b2, b3, and b4) participated in for other sellers including the seller s1. To do 

this, we consider an adjacency matrix, 𝑀 = [𝑚𝑏𝑖,𝑠𝑖
], where, 𝑚𝑏𝑖,𝑠𝑖

= 𝑤𝑏𝑖,𝑠𝑖
 if bidder 𝑏𝑖 
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submitted bids for seller 𝑠𝑖, and 𝑚𝑏𝑖,𝑠𝑖
= 0 otherwise. Note that, 𝑤𝑏𝑖,𝑠𝑖

 indicates the number of 

auctions bidder 𝑏𝑖 submitted bids for seller 𝑠𝑖. Table 1 shows a sample adjacency matrix in the 
early stage of the live auction. The adjacency matrix outlines the dealings of the bidders (e.g., 
b1, b2, b3, and b4) have had with the sellers (e.g., s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5).  

Figure 4 shows the social network graph drawn from the adjacency matrix. The grey-filled 
circle represents the bidder who participated in the early stage of the live auction, white-filled 
circle represents the sellers (see Figure 4). Each edge between a bidder and a seller has a weight 
value that indicates the number of auction(s) the bidder submitted bid(s) for the seller. For 
example, the edge between bidder b1 and seller s1 has a weight of 32 indicating that b1 has 
participated in 32 auctions conducted by s1 (see Figure 4). 

5.3.2. Analysis Phase 

There are various SNA metrics that can be used to understand network behaviour and further 
investigate its structure [9]. For example, centrality is a metric of SNA that identifies the most 
influential node(s) in a network. It plays an important role in the field of graph theory and 
network analysis to measure the relevant importance of nodes in a network. In this paper, the 
metrics of centrality (i.e., degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, 
eigenvector centrality, hub, authority) are relevant to the MSCSBD algorithm. 

The analysis phase analyses the feature value for each bidder in the social network graph using 
the metrics of centrality and calculates a social rating, denoted by 𝜏, for each bidder. Table 2 
describes the calculations of the centrality metrics (i.e., CHA, CB, CC, CD, and CE) in more detail.  

After calculating CHA, CB, CC, CD, and CE, the  𝜏 rating for bi, can be calculated as follows: 

𝜏𝑖 =
𝜔1𝐶𝐻𝐴 + 𝜔2𝐶𝐵 + 𝜔3𝐶𝑐 + 𝜔4𝐶𝐷 + 𝜔5𝐶𝐸

𝜔1 + 𝜔2 + 𝜔3 + 𝜔4 + 𝜔5
 × 10 

where 𝜔1, 𝜔2, 𝜔3, 𝜔4, and 𝜔5 are the weighted coefficients for each of the SNA metrics. The 
bidder with the highest 𝜏 rating is considered the most influential node in the network and most 
likely to be a potential suspicious bidder. We selected 𝜔1 = 9, 𝜔2 = 5, 𝜔3 = 2, 𝜔4 = 5, and 
𝜔5 = 9. These weightings were obtained by experimenting with synthetic auction data and 
using the following justifications: 

A bidder’s 𝐶𝐻𝐴 and 𝐶𝐸 ratings are given the highest weighting. This is done to eliminate the 
least influential nodes (i.e., legitimate bidders) from the social network graph. A bidder’s 𝐶𝐵 
and 𝐶𝐷 ratings receive the next highest weighting. The reason is that a colluding seller controls 
multiple fake seller accounts and considers a strategy by employing a shill bidder to place bids 
alternatively for the fake seller accounts. This strategy will help the colluding seller to reduce 
the chance of the shill bidder’s identification. This will decrease the values of 𝐶𝐵 and 𝐶𝐷 for 
the shill bidder. On the other hand, a legitimate bidder who is clearly bidding to win can have 
high values of 𝐶𝐵 and 𝐶𝐷. Therefore, the weightings of 𝐶𝐵 and 𝐶𝐷 are considered lower than 
𝐶𝐻𝐴 and 𝐶𝐸 ratings. The 𝐶𝑐 rating is given the lowest weighting as it is not more influential 
than the other ratings. 
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Table 3 shows the 𝜏 rating for each bidder in the social network graph (refer to Figure 4) after 
completing the early stage of the live auction. We found b1 achieved the highest 𝜏 rating 
compared to other bidders who participated in the early stage of the live auction. This indicates 
b1 is the most influential bidder in the early stage of the auction and could be a suspicious 
bidder. However, we need to investigate the bidding behaviour of b1 for the signs of shill 
bidding.  

Table 3. Social rating (𝜏) for each bidder in the early stage of the live auction 

Node CHA CB  CC CD CE 𝝉 

b1 1.00 1.00  0.01 0.50 1.00 9.01 
b3 0.22 0.72  0.01 0.50 0.22 3.17 
b4 0.15 0.69  0.01 0.38 0.15 2.40 
b2 0.13 0.78  0.01 0.38 0.13 2.33 

 

5.3.3. Determination Phase 

This phase identifies suspicious bidding accounts based on the 𝜏 rating for each bidder obtained 
in the previous phase (i.e., the analysis phase). The phase then determines the sellers who 
employed the suspicious bidders for shill bidding. To do this, we reconstruct the social network 
graph with the bidders who have the highest 𝜏 ratings and the dealing of the bidders have had 
with the sellers. For example, we found b1 is the suspicious bidder in the analysis phase. To 
check the bidding behaviour of b1, the social network graph is reconstructed which contains b1 
and the interactions of b1 have had with the sellers (e.g., s1, s2, s4, and s5) (see Figure 5(a)). 

To determine the potential colluding sellers whether involved in shill bidding or not, we further 
calculate LSS value of each suspicious bidder (e.g., b1) for all the sellers (e.g., s1, s2, s4, and s5) 
s/he participated in auctions (e.g., the live auction and past auctions) with. As previously 
mentioned, multiple seller collusive shill bidding is a way of avoiding shill bidding detection. 
To achieve this, a seller who is involved in collusive shill bidding increases the number of fake 
sellers bi participates in auctions with. This behaviour can influence the 𝛼 rating of bi which 
will decrease the LSS value for the bidder. This indicates that the higher the likelihood of seller 
collusion, the lower the LSS value for bi [38]. Therefore, we modify the LSS calculation 
(discussed in Section 3.2) in the determination phase of the MSCSBD algorithm. 

To do this, we normalise the value of 𝜏 rating for each bidder. The normalised 𝜏 rating for bi, 
𝜏𝑖

′, can be calculated by finding the maximum and minimum 𝜏 ratings for bidders in G. The 

maximum and minimum 𝜏 ratings can be denoted as 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛 respectively. The 
normalised 𝜏 rating for bi is calculated as follows: 

𝜏𝑖
′ =

𝜏𝑖 − 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

where 0 ≤ 𝜏𝑖
′ ≤ 1. 
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Finally, we calculate the Modified LSS (MLSS) for bi at the end of each stage of the live auction 
as follows: 

(i) At the end of the early stage: 

𝑀𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃4휀𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃5휁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 + 𝜃7𝜏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦

′

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃7
× 10 

(ii) At the end of the middle stage: 

𝑀𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃4휀𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃5휁𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 + 𝜃7𝜏𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒

′

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃7

× 10 

(iii) At the end of the late stage: 

𝑀𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃3𝛿𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃4휀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃5휁𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝜃7𝜏𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

′

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃7
× 10 

Finally, when the live auction ends, the final LSS for bi is calculated as follows: 

𝑀𝐿𝑆𝑆 =
𝜃1𝛼 + 𝜃2𝛽 + 𝜃3𝛿 + 𝜃4휀 + 𝜃5휁 + 𝜃6𝛾 + 𝜃7𝜏′

𝜃1 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃7
× 10 

where 𝜃 is the weighted coefficient associated with each rating. The weights used in this paper 
are:    𝜃1 = 9, 𝜃2 = 2, 𝜃3 = 5, 𝜃4 = 2, 𝜃5 = 2,  𝜃6 = 2, and 𝜃7 = 9. The weightings for 𝛼, 𝛽, 
𝛾, 𝛿, 휀, and 휁 are suggested by [25, 41]. The weighting for the new additional rating, 𝜏′, has 
given the highest weighting as the 𝛼 rating because the 𝜏′ rating is the strongest sign of multiple 
seller collusive shill bidding. 

Figure 5(b) shows the MLSS values of b1 are 7.89, 4.17, 7.62 and 5.46 for s1, s2, s4, and s5 

respectively. The bold line indicates the MLSS values of b1 are higher than a certain threshold 
value, φ for sellers s1 and s4 (Section 6.3 discusses the rationale for the selection of φ more in 
detail). 

       

(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 5. Determination phase of the MSCSBD algorithm: (a) reconstructed social network 
graph; (b) MLSS values of b1 who participated in auctions for the sellers (e.g., s1, s2, s4, and s5) 

5.3.4. Identification Phase 

The phase identifies a group of potential colluding sellers based on the severity of shill bidding 
that has occurred in the early stage of the live auction. A shill bidder usually has the same 
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bidding patterns across all the auctions they participate in. Therefore, we consider that the 
MLSS would be similar across all auctions for the shill bidder. To do this, we compare the 
MLSS of b1 for the sellers (e.g., s1, s2, s4, and s5) identified in the previous phase (i.e., the 
determination phase).  

 

Figure 6. Potential colluding sellers involved in shill bidding in the early stage of the live 
auction 

Figure 6 shows that both sellers s1 and s4 have high MLSS values for b1 which are higher than 
a certain threshold value. This indicates that there could be a connection (indicated by the red 
coloured dash-lined edge) between s1 and s4 to perform shill bidding with the help of b1. On 
the other hand, the MLSS values of b1 are lower for s2 and s5 which indicates the sellers (e.g., 
s2 and s5) may not potential colluding sellers who are involved in shill bidding. 

6. Experimental Results 

This section presents the experimental setup and performance of the MSCSBD algorithm. 

6.1. Test Setup 

Testing any shill bidding detection approach is one of the most challenging tasks. There are 
various types of testing approaches available to show the effectiveness of shill bidding 
detection techniques [27]. Using commercial online auction data is the most ideal way of 
testing a shill bidding detection method. The reason is real auction data represents genuine 
behaviour of users which is important to provide a robust fraud detection mechanism. However, 
most of the auction sites are reluctant to provide auction data due to privacy issues and fear of 
losing their reputation [33].  

Some researchers [2, 6, 53] proposed a way of collecting real auction data by developing web 
scrapers and web crawlers which is time-consuming. Even if commercial auction data can be 
obtained, it does not contain any ground truth label for any users. This makes the classification 
of users (e.g., normal or fraudulent) difficult to perform. Moreover, some commercial auctions 
do not allow web crawlers to collect auction data from their sites (e.g., eBay).  

Therefore, to test the effectiveness of the MSCSBD algorithm, we developed a software 
bidding agent to generate synthetic auction data. We applied the algorithm on the auction data 
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and found that the algorithm is able to detect a group of colluding sellers in real-time. However, 
we partially tested the algorithm on an eBay network dataset available in the website 
http://www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets. This test has been performed to show how 
effective the SNA can be for identifying multiple seller collusive shill bidding 
countermeasures.  

6.2.  Collusive Shill Bidding Agent 

To generate a synthetic auction dataset, we developed a collusive shill bidding agent containing 
users (i.e., bidders and sellers) and the interactions among the users. The agent’s goals are to 
minimise the risk of being detected and maximise the profit of shill bidding avoiding winning 
the auction. We consider multiple seller collusive shill bidding strategy where a colluding seller 
controls a shill bidder using two or more fake seller accounts. In the simulation, we consider 
10 sellers including a colluding seller, 1000 legitimate bidders, and 50 auctions. The colluding 
seller (e.g., ‘seller^a’) employs a shill bidder (e.g., ‘Shill_a’) and controls three fake seller 
accounts (e.g., ‘seller^b’, ‘seller^c’, ‘seller^d’). The remaining are legitimate sellers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Basic structure of shill bidding fraud employed by colluding sellers 

Figure 7 shows the interactions between users committing shill bidding by colluding sellers. 
An arrow from a bidder to a seller indicates the bidder submitted bid on an auction held by the 
seller. 

6.3. Result on Synthetic Auction Data 

We applied the MSCSBD algorithm on the synthetic auction dataset obtained by a collusive 
shill bidding agent. We consider an auction (i.e., Auction ID: 5) as a live auction hosted by a 
particular seller (i.e., ‘seller^a’) and the remaining 49 auctions as past auctions. In the 
construction phase of the algorithm, we first draw a social network graph after completing each 
stage (e.g., early, middle, late and final stage) of the auction. 

Legitimate 
Sellers Legitimate 

Bidders 

Shill 
Bidder 

Collusive 
Sellers 

Bidders Sellers 
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Figure 8 shows the social network graph after completing each stage of the live auction. The 
associations between bidders and sellers are represented as edges where the edge width varies 
with the number of associations between the bidders and sellers (see Figure 8). 

      

                                     (a)                                                                        (b) 

      

                                       (c)                                                                    (d) 

Figure 8. Social network graph in the different stages of Auction ID: 5; (a) Early stage; (b) 
Middle stage; (c) Late stage; and (d) Final stage 

In the analysis phase of the MSCSBD algorithm, we calculated the 𝜏 rating for each bidder 
who participated in the different stages of the live auction (see Table 4). Figure 9 illustrates the 
graphical representation of Table 4. We found that ‘Shill_a’ achieves the highest 𝜏 ratings 
consistently in the early, middle, late and final stages of the auction. We define the highest 𝜏 
rating based on a threshold value, π. We applied the MSCSBD algorithm on the synthetic 

auction dataset offline and found that the 𝜏 rating for a shill bidder is consistently above 6. 
Therefore, we selected π=6 (see Figure 10). 
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The bidders who achieve the lowest 𝜏 rating in the analysis phase are discarded from the social 
network graph. The graph is then reconstructed in the determination phase of the algorithm. 
Then we calculated the MLSS value for each bidder (e.g., ‘Shill_a’) who has received the 

highest 𝜏 rating in a particular stage of the live auction. Figure 11 shows the MLSS values of 
‘Shill_a’ for each seller (e.g., ‘seller^a’, ‘seller^b’, ‘seller^c’, and ‘seller^d’) s/he submitted 

bids in auctions (e.g., the corresponding stage of Auction ID: 5 and past auctions) with. 

Table 4. Social rating (𝜏) for each bidder in Auction ID: 5 

Users 𝝉𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒍𝒚 𝝉𝒎𝒊𝒅𝒅𝒍𝒆 𝝉𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝝉𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 

Shill_a 6.21 6.43 6.68 6.68 
agent^4 2.40 2.39 2.47 2.47 
agent^32 2.06 2.30 2.39 2.39 
agent^45 0.00 2.18 2.23 2.23 
agent^17 0.00 0.00 2.10 2.10 
agent^41 1.64 1.56 1.67 1.67 
agent^11 0.00 1.53 1.46 1.46 

 

 

Figure 9. Social rating (𝜏) for each bidder in the different stages of Auction ID: 5 

Figure 12 presents the newly constructed social network graph with a bidder (e.g., ‘Shill_a’) 

who has the highest 𝜏 rating in the analysis phase. Figure 12(a) presents the reconstructed social 
network graph after completing the early stage of the auction duration. The edge weight of the 
graph shows a bidder’s MLSS value for a particular seller (see Figure 12). For example, the 

edge between ‘Shill_a’ and ‘seller^a’ has a weight value of 7.26 indicates the MLSS of 

‘Shill_a’ is 7.26 for ‘seller^a’ (see Figure 12(a)). We then identified the multiple seller 
collusive shill bidding during the identification phase of the MSCSBD algorithm by comparing 
the MLSS values. For example, the MLSS value of ‘Shill_a’ is 7.26 for ‘seller^a’ and 7.03 for 

‘seller^b’ in the early stage of the live auction (see Figure 12(a)). Both MLSS values are higher 
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than a certain threshold value, φ. This indicates there could be a potential link between 
‘seller^a’ and ‘seller^b’. The red-coloured dash-lined edges indicate the potential connections 
between colluding sellers who involved in shill bidding (see Figure 12). We found ‘seller^a’, 

‘seller^b’, ‘seller^c’ and ‘seller^d’ are potential colluding sellers involving in shill bidding with 

the help of a shill bidder (e.g., ‘Shill_a’). As the early stage of a live auction is about 25% of 

the auction duration, we sent a warning message to the potential colluding sellers. Then we 
continued monitoring the auction during its middle stage. 

 

Figure 10. Social rating (𝜏) for all bidders in the synthetic auction dataset 

 

Figure 11. MLSS value of ‘Shill_a’ for each seller s/he participated in the different stages of 
Auction ID: 5 

Figure 12(b) represents the reconstructed social network graph for the middle stage of the 
auction. After completing the middle stage, we again observed that ‘seller^a’, ‘seller^b’, 

‘seller^c’ and ‘seller^d’ are involved in collusive shill bidding with the help of a shill bidder 
(e.g., ‘Shill_a’). We then stopped the auction for further processing. This indicates that the 
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MSCSBD algorithm can identify multiple seller collusive shill bidding at the 80% duration 
mark (in most cases) of the live auction which helps the possible victim (e.g., the winner of the 
auction) from losing money.  

              

(a)                                                                   (b)                                                       

Figure 12. The reconstructed social network graph at the end of: (a) Early stage; and (b) 
Middle stage of Auction ID: 5 

For the selection of φ, we applied the MSCSBD algorithm on two types of dataset: (i) the 
synthetic auction dataset with multiple seller collusive shill bidding (see Figure 13(a)); and (ii) 
a dataset without any shill bidding (see Figure 13(b)). We found that the MLSS values of honest 
bidders are consistently below 6 (see Figure 13). Therefore, we selected φ=6. 

   

(a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 13. MLSS values for each bidder in: (a) a synthetic dataset with multiple seller collusive 
shill bidding; and (b) a dataset without any shill bidding 

6.4.Result on Commercial Auction Data 

Testing the effectiveness of the MSCSBD algorithm is a very difficult task for commercial 
auction dataset as the dataset does not have any ground truth label. However, we obtained an 
eBay network dataset which contains data on the associations between bidders and sellers 
(available in the website http://www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets). The dataset 
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consists of 49 sellers and 191 bidders. We test the MSCSBD algorithm on the dataset for 
showing the usefulness of SNA to identify the most influential nodes (i.e., bidders) in the 
network.  

 

Figure 14. Social network graph of eBay network dataset 

 

Figure 15. Social rating (𝜏) for each bidder in eBay network dataset 

Figure 14 shows the social network graph of the eBay network dataset. In the graph, the ‘grey’ 

circle represents bidders and ‘antique white’ circle represents sellers of the dataset. We found 
the bidder ‘513987320’ is the most influential bidder in the graph. The edge width shows the 
high number of associations between ‘513987320’ and ‘201729374’. Moreover, the 𝜏 rating of 
‘513987320’ (red-filled circle in Figure 15) is 6.23 which is the highest 𝜏 rating among other 
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bidders (see Figure 15). This indicates that the bidder ‘513987320’ could be a suspicious 

bidder. Further investigation on which sellers, bidder ‘513987320’ placed bids with could make 
it possible to identify potential colluding sellers involved in shill bidding.  

7. Conclusion 

This paper presented a basic real-time algorithm for detecting shill bidding where multiple 
sellers are working in collusion with each other. We refer to the algorithm as the Multiple Seller 
Collusive Shill Bidding (MSCSBD). The algorithm initially divides a live auction into four 
stages (i.e., early, middle, late and final). The algorithm then performs four phases during each 
of the stages: (i) the construction phase which builds a social network graph from an initial 
auction dataset; (ii) the analysis phase which analyses suspicious interactions between sellers 
and bidders by calculating a Social rating (𝜏) for each bidder who has participated in a 
particular stage of the live auction using SNA metrics (i.e., degree centrality, closeness 
centrality, betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality, hub, authority); (iii) the 
determination phase which identifies suspicious bidder accounts based on the social rating (𝜏), 
determines which sellers have a high number of  associations with the suspicious bidders, and 
calculates Modified Live Shill Score (MLSS) for those bidders who had dealings with the 
sellers; and (iv) the identification phase which identifies the colluding sellers who are engaging 
in price-inflating behaviour depending on their MLSS values.  

We implemented and applied the MSCSBD algorithm on a synthetic auction dataset obtained 
by a collusive shill bidding agent. Experimental results show that the algorithm was able to 
identify potential colluding sellers who perform shill bidding in collusion with each other in 
real-time. This helps any victims from losing monetary loss due to multiple seller collusive 
shill bidding. However, evaluating the effectiveness of the algorithm is not possible for 
commercial auction dataset as the data is not labelled. We partially tested the MSCSBD 
algorithm on a commercial auction dataset to show the usefulness of SNA to detect the most 
influential bidder(s) (i.e., suspicious bidders) in the auction network.   

Future work involves collecting real-world auction data from online auction houses (e.g., eBay, 
Yahoo! Auctions, etc.) and applying the MSCSBD algorithm on the data so that the 
effectiveness of the algorithm can be verified. We also plan to apply the algorithm to detect 
colluding sellers who employ multiple shill bidders in online auctions. Furthermore, we would 
like to work on the detection of multiple seller collusive shill bidding across concurrent 
auctions. Additionally, we plan to work on identifying other types of auction fraud (e.g., bid 
shielding, bid siphoning) in real-time.  
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter summarises the key findings we draw from our theoretical and experimental

analysis along with the contributions of the research presented in this thesis. The chapter

also outlines a few possible future directions for this research.

8.1 Summary of the Thesis

This thesis examined the illegal practice of shill bidding where fake bids are used to

artificially inflate an item’s final price in an online auction. Researchers have introduced

several techniques for detecting shill bidding in past literature. However, most of the

techniques highlighted the presence of shill bidding when an auction terminates. This

results in an innocent bidder (e.g., the winner of the auction) losing money by the end

of the auction.

The most effective way to reduce the loss resulting from shill bidding is to detect

potential shill bidders in real-time (e.g., while an auction is in progress). Therefore,

it is an emergent issue to identify potential shill bidders in real-time. There is still

limited research available on the real-time shill bidding detection and prevention. This

thesis aimed to introduce and implement several techniques for detecting shill bidding

in real-time. The contributions of the research presented in this thesis are described as

follows:

1. A brief overview of major work conducted on shill bidding detection and preven-

tion has been studied. The research gaps on the shill bidding detection in past

literature have been discussed. Furthermore, research challenges in this particu-

lar domain have been identified for helping future researchers to develop a secure

online auction environment.
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2. Evaluating the performance of newly proposed shill bidding detection methods is

one of the most challenging tasks. The reason is the lack of auction data availability

as commercial online auction houses (e.g., eBay, Yahoo! Auctions, etc.) do not

share their auction data due to privacy concerns. Furthermore, there is no way

to test the robustness and effectiveness of fraud countermeasures. Therefore, an

online auction system, referred to as uAuction, has been designed and implemented

for testing the performance of the proposed shill bidding detection approaches.

Note that there is limited existing literature on auction software. Furthermore,

existing literature is outdated and not modelled using the latest in standards.

3. A real-time detection algorithm, referred to as the Live Shill Score (LSS), for

combating shill bidding in online auctions has been introduced. The most com-

mon/popular shill bidding characteristics have been analysed based on a review

of significant shill bidding detection literature. The LSS algorithm has been de-

signed considering the most popular bidding characteristics. The LSS algorithm

aims not only to detect potential shill bidders but also to react to the shill bidding

behaviour as early as possible during an auction. Therefore, this approach reduces

the potential monetary loss of shill bidding victims.

The LSS algorithm has used a Post-Filtering Process (PFP) to avoid the misclas-

sification of innocent bidders. Furthermore, the potential penalties and the impact

these penalties have on the auction participants have been described.

The LSS algorithm has been tested on simulated and commercial auction datasets

showing that the algorithm is able to highlight a potential shill bidder in real-time.

The LSS algorithm has been compared with existing published proposals and found

that the LSS algorithm can identify a potential shill bidder at the 80% duration

mark of an online auction in most cases. This indicates that the LSS algorithm is

20% quicker at detecting potential shill bidders than the existing proposals (e.g.,

dynamic auction model [2] and shill score algorithm [16]).

4. As real-world auction data contains a large number of auctions and participants,

the LSS algorithm has been extended to identify shill bidding across multiple

auctions run by a single seller. This extended approach is referred to as the multi-

auction LSS. The multi-auction LSS considers a bidders’ past bidding history to

investigate a bidder’s behaviour throughout the various stages of a live auction.

The multi-auction LSS has been tested on simulated and commercial auction data.

However, the performance analysis of the algorithm indicated that some honest

bidders were misclassified as shill bidders when the multi-auction LSS considered

multiple auctions conducted by a single seller. To avoid this misclassification,
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the multi-auction LSS algorithm takes into account multiple auctions run by mul-

tiple sellers. Experimental results on simulated auction datasets show that the

algorithm with multiple sellers is able to identify potential shill bidding across

multiple auctions with about 99% detection accuracy.

5. Shill bidding is more difficult to detect when a shill bidder colludes with one or

more bidders to perform shill bidding in online auctions. Such behaviour can help a

shill bidder to achieve his/her goal by distributing the risk of shill bidding evenly

among colluding bidders to collectively reduce their chances of being detected.

This type of shill bidding is referred to as collusive shill bidding. To address this

issue, a detection algorithm based on machine learning techniques, referred to

as the Collusive Shill Bidding Detection (CSBD), has been introduced to detect

potential colluding shill bidders in online auctions. The CSBD algorithm has

been implemented both in offline and real-time. The following results have been

observed:

(a) The performance of the CSBD algorithm has been tested using simulated

and commercial auction datasets. Experimental results has been presented

that the algorithm is able to detect potential colluding shill bidders. Further-

more, a comparative analysis on the simulated auction datasets showed that

the algorithm achieves about 99% detection accuracy, whereas two existing

published approaches have the detection accuracy of 85% and 88% approxi-

mately.

(b) As previously mentioned, detecting shill bidders in real-time is the most ef-

fective way to reduce loss resulting from shill bidding. To accomplish this re-

search goal, the CSBD algorithm has been extended to a real-time approach,

referred to as the real-time CSBD, for identifying colluding shill bidders while

an auction is in progress. The algorithm has been applied on simulated and

commercial auction datasets. Experimental results showed that the algorithm

is able to highlight potential colluding shill bidders in real-time.

6. To make shill bidding detection more complicated, a seller colludes with other

sellers, or controls multiple fake seller accounts to artificially drive up an item’s final

price. Such type of behaviour is employed by a seller for distributing the risk of shill

bidding among the colluding sellers and reducing the chance of their identification

on any particular seller (i.e., the shill bidder). This type of behaviour is referred to

as multiple seller collusive shill bidding. However, if the newly devised shill bidding

countermeasures could not identify potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding

in real-time, an innocent bidder (i.e., the winner of the auction) would be a victim

of shill bidding by the end of the auction. Therefore, a basic real-time detection
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algorithm, referred to as the Multiple Seller Collusive Shill Bidding (MSCSBD),

has been introduced. The algorithm uses social network metrics to discover the

presence of shill bidding employed by colluding sellers in real-time. The algorithm

has been implemented and applied on a synthetically generated auction dataset.

Experimental analysis on the dataset demonstrated that the algorithm is able to

identify potential multiple seller collusive shill bidding in real-time.

Note that a comparative analysis on the commercial auction datasets is not possible

as the datasets do not have ground truth labels for any bidders. Therefore, the com-

parative analysis (i.e., the detection accuracy) has been carried out only for simulated

auction datasets throughout this thesis.

8.2 Future Work

There are several directions for future contribution with respect to the thesis. Some of

these research avenues are as follows:

• In this thesis, we did not consider concurrent auctions for shill bidding detection

in real-time. Therefore, we would like to create a multi-agent system which will

run in parallel to address shill bidding detection while concurrent auctions are in

progress.

• Collecting commercial auction datasets from online auction houses is a very chal-

lenging task. There are some programs available like web-crawl or web scraper

which extract data from online auction sites. However, many online auction sites

do not allow a scraper or crawler for extracting data due to data security and

confidentiality. For example, eBay does not allow to access its data using web-

crawling. Considering all the facts, future work involves collecting recent auction

data from online auction sites using a software tool in an organized manner.

• In this thesis, we assigned manual weightings to the selected shill bidding be-

haviour. We would like to utilise a machine learning method to search for the

reliable and optimal weightings of the bidding behaviour.

• We addressed shill bidding fraud countermeasures in this research. There are some

other types of auction fraud (i.e., bid shielding, bid sniping) available which are

necessary to detect in real-time for making a reliable and secure online auction en-

vironment. We would like to study these auction fraud and work on their detection

in real-time.
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In the future, we plan to continue our investigation to improve the effectiveness and

efficiency of real-time shill bidding detection algorithms by looking into the impact of

imposing penalties on bidders. We would also like to perform an algorithmic complexity

analysis for the proposed shill bidding detection algorithms. Furthermore, we plan to

model our auction system (e.g., uAuction) using game theory.
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